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ABSTRACT

This dissertation provides support for the hypothesis that surface well-formedness

in phonological tone patterns is governed by language-specific, local constraints over au-

tosegmental representations. The particular notion of locality invoked in this disserta-

tion is that of banned substructure constraints, which are drawn from the theory of com-

putation, formal language theory, and formal learning theory (McNaughton and Papert,

1971; Garćıa et al., 1990; Rogers et al., 2013). Essentially, any pattern describable with

such constraints is local because the well-formedness of a structure with respect to the

pattern is based entirely on its composite substructures of a fixed size. The primary

novel contribution of the current work is to extend this notion of computational locality

from strings to autosegmental structures by way of mathematical graph theory, and

to develop a theory of tonal well-formedness based in banned substructure constraints

over autosegmental representations. Through analyses of attested edge-based, quality-

specific, and positional tone association patterns, as well as long-distance patterns,

it is shown that such a theory can describe a range of major tonal generalizations,

including ones beyond the power of both string-based local theories and standard ex-

planations of tone in Optimality Theory. Furthermore, a local theory of constraints

excludes unattested patterns requiring global evaluation that are predicted by other

theories. Finally, it is discussed how banned substructure constraints can be connected

to a restrictive theory of phonological input/output generalizations, and that there is

a method for learning them.

A secondary contribution of this dissertation is show that autosegmental rep-

resentations are string-like in that they can be derived through the concatenation of

graph primitives. Essentially, important properties of autosegmental representations

can be seen as emerging from the concatenation of a finite alphabet of primitives, just

xiii



as strings are built out of a finite alphabet of symbols. This novel approach to defining

autosegmental representations not only makes the correct empirical prediction that

languages cannot have unbounded ‘contouring’, it also allows for direct comparison

of autosegmental grammars to string grammars. It is also shown how this notion of

concatenation can be recruited for understanding input/output generalizations, and

how it can be used to learn autosegmental grammars from string inputs.

xiv



Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

The central hypothesis of this dissertation is that surface well-formedness in

phonological tone patterns is governed by a restrictive set of local constraints over

autosegmental representations. Here, ‘local’ is a well-defined term meaning that the

constraints are inviolable, language-specific, and that they are only able to ban sub-

structures. This notion of locality is grounded in the theory of computation, for-

mal language theory, and formal learning theory, and is drawn from work showing

that such constraints over strings provide a restrictive, learnable theory of the typolo-

gies of stress and segmental phonology (Heinz, 2007, 2009, 2010a; Heinz et al., 2011;

McMullin and Hansson, to appear; Rogers et al., 2013; Chandlee, 2014). The primary

novel contribution of the current work is to extend the notion of computational locality

from strings to autosegmental structures by way of mathematical graph theory, and to

show that this provides for an attractive theory of well-formedness in phonological tone

for a number of reasons. First, it can describe a range of major tonal generalizations,

including those that are beyond the power of both the string-based local theories men-

tioned above and standard explanations of tone in Optimality Theory. Second, these

local constraints can be connected to a restrictive theory phonological input/output

generalizations, and there is a method for learning them. Finally, the computation-

ally simple nature of local constraints excludes unattested, globally-computed patterns

predicted by other theories.

For example, (1.1) illustrates two attested patterns and one unattested pattern

in tone. The example in (1.1a) shows the general state of affairs in Mende (Leben,

1



1973, 1978; Dwyer, 1978), in which multiple association is only allowed to occur on the

right edge of the word. Hausa (Newman, 1986, 2000) has an opposite pattern in which

multiple association only appears on the left, as in (1.1b).1 Finally, an unattested

pattern is given in (1.1c) in which a single H tone associates closest syllable to the

center of the word (only examples with odd-numbered syllables are given):

(1.1) a. HL

σσ

HL

σσσ

HL
❛❛

σσσσ

b. HL

σσ

HL

σσσ

HL
✦✦

σσσσ

c. LHL

σσσ

LHL

σσσσσ

LHL
✟✟ ❍❍
σσσσσσσ

A theory of tonal phonology that is fundamentally local explains why (1.1a)

and (1.1b) are attested but (1.1c) is not. The attested patterns can be described by

constraints which ban autosegmental substructures; for example, that the initial H does

not spread in Mende can be captured with the constraint in (1.2). While the exact

notation will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, (1.2) identifies and bans a structure in

which a nonfinal H has spread to more than one syllable.

(1.2) ¬ H L

σ σ

With such a structure banned in Mende, the initial H in (1.1a) cannot spread

and so the L does instead. For Hausa, in contrast, this structure would not be banned,

and so the initial H is free to spread. Complete analyses of these patterns will be

given in Chapter 5, but they can be fully described by listing forbidden substructures

like the one in (1.2). However, banned substructure constraints cannot describe the

pattern in (1.1c)—intuitively, this is because there is no finite set of substructures we

1 Full discussion of the data in these languages can be found in Chapter 2.
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can ban in order to ensure that the number of syllables on either side of the H tone are

equal. Capturing this pattern instead requires global evaluation in that it is necessary

to count the number of syllables on either side. Thus, a local theory of tone excludes

(1.1c) from the typology.

This touches on an important contribution of the current work, which is to

further understand the nature of well-formedness constraints in phonology. The ex-

ploration of the nature of phonological well-formedness has roots in early autosegmen-

tal phonology, in which constraints on well-formed representations partly explained

phonological patterns through constraining the application of rules (Goldsmith, 1976;

Clements, 1977; Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1994). Surface well-formedness came to

the forefront in Optimality Theory (OT; Prince and Smolensky, 1993, 2004), which

argued that phonological processes are driven by surface Markedness constraints

which judge the relative well-formedness of potential output structures. This lead to

insightful analyses of tonal phonology based on surface well-formedness in autosegmen-

tal representations (Meyers, 1997; Yip, 2002; Zoll, 2003).

However, Eisner (1997b) shows how the commonly-used Markedness con-

straint family of Align constraints are capable of producing exactly the unattested

pattern in (1.1c). This illustrates an extremely important point: any theory of phonol-

ogy which aims to meaningfully distinguish between possible and impossible phonolog-

ical patterns must include some notion of what a possible well-formedness constraint

is. de Lacy (2011), echoing Eisner’s concerns, calls for constraint definition languages

which make explicit the possible range of constraints and how they are interpreted.

Similar work in OT constraining its well-formedness constraints from the perspec-

tive of mathematical logic (Potts and Pullum, 2002), automata theory (Riggle, 2004),

and perceptual and articulatory factors (Hayes et al., 2004) also exist. However, it is

also known that the optimization at the center of OT is extremely powerful, and can

generate complex patterns with very simple constraints (Eisner, 1997b; Riggle, 2004;

Gerdemann and Hulden, 2012), thus obscuring the value of having a restrictive theory

of Markedness.
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In contrast, the theory of local constraints advanced by this dissertation is based

in grammars of logical statements whose relative expressivity is well-defined (Büchi,

1960; Rogers and Pullum, 2011; Rogers et al., 2013; Graf, 2010a,b). As discussed in

detail in Chapter 3 and Chapter 8, a logical language of statements referring to phono-

logical structures provide a well-defined set of constraints whose interpretation is ex-

plicit (and thus constitute a constraint definition language in the sense of de Lacy

(2011)). Logical statements which can only ban structures (e.g., (1.2)) are among the

most restrictive kinds of logical statement, and are fundamentally local in a compu-

tational sense, which shall be discussed further momentarily. By showing that these

statements can describe a wide range of tonal patterns, the primary contribution of

this dissertation is a well-defined, restrictive theory of tonal well-formedness constraints

which retains the insights of Markedness but also non-trivially distinguishes attested

patterns such as (1.1a) and (1.1b) from logically possible, yet unattested patterns such

as (1.1c).

In service of explicitly defining constraints and their expressiveness, a secondary

contribution of this dissertation is to understand the properties of autosegmental rep-

resentations in terms of concatenation of graph primitives. This novel approach to

autosegemental representations, put forward in Chapter 4, allows not only for the pre-

cise definition of logical constraints over these representations, but also for the direct

comparison of the expressivity of autosegmental grammars to string grammars. This

is particularly important in establishing that tonal patterns which are ‘long-distance’

over strings—i.e., not describable by local string grammars—can be described by local

grammars over autosegmental structures. It also, as discussed in Chapter 8, means

that it is possible to learn local autosegmental grammars directly from string input.

Finally, as the focus of this dissertation is on surface well-formedness, a potential

criticism of these results is that they do not apply to phonological transformations from

underlying form to surface form. This is not true, however. The surface locality of the

surface generalizations analyzed in this dissertation is a fact independent of how one

might derive them from phonological transformations. In other words, it would make
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any theory of phonological transformations in tone stronger if it aimed to adhere to

this surface locality in the output.

Another advantage, then, of defining the aforementioned concepts in math-

ematical logic and graph theory is that they can be directly applied to phonological

transformations. Chapter 7 extends graph concatenation to graphs representing phono-

logical transformations to build a restrictive theory of input/output correspondence.

This then allows the graph constraints defined in Chapter 5 to be applied directly

to transformation graphs in order to describe the tone patterns reviewed in Chapter

2 in terms of changes from underlying autosegmental representations to surface au-

tosegmental representations. Thus, while the focus of the dissertation is on surface

well-formedness, there is a demonstrated way to integrate the typological fact that

tonal well-formedness is local over surface representations into a theory of phonological

transformations.

1.2 Locality and Phonological Explanation

As mentioned above, this notion of locality is based on banned substructures.

As this differs from other definitions of ‘local’ that have been invoked in phonological

theory, it is worth discussing this difference and articulating that a substructure-based

notion of locality is a meaningful one for phonological theory because it is has an

independent basis in the theories of computation and learnability.

Locality in phonology has often been defined in terms of adjacency (Odden,

1994; Gafos, 1996; Chiośain and Padgett, 2001). To give an autosegmental example,

Odden (1994)’s Locality Condition is given below in (1.3).

(1.3) Locality Condition: (Odden, 1994, (20)) In a relation involving A,B and

the nodes α, β which they immediately dominate, nothing may separate α and

β unless it is on a distinct plane from that of α or β.

[where a plane is a tier and the one dominating it – AJ]

Schematically, in (1.4a) and (b) below, α and β are local under this definition,

but not in (c) and (d) (because γ intervenes).
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(1.4) a. A B b. A C B

α β α β

c. A C B d. A B

α γ β α γ β

(Odden, 1994, (21–2))

Restricting phonological processes or relations to adjacent units then can re-

strict the set of possible grammars predicted by the theory. This notion of locality

thus often relies on underspecification, i.e. the omission of certain kinds of infor-

mation tiers, to capture ‘long-distance’ generalizations (Liberman and Prince, 1977;

Halle and Vergnaud, 1982; Steriade, 1987; Odden, 1994). This can be seen schemat-

ically in (1.4b), where α and β are adjacent on the tier even though their associated

units A and B are separated by an intervening C (which is not associated to anything

on the α/β tier).

The notion of locality based on banned substructures also aims to restrict the

range of possible grammars, but it is based on what Chandlee (2014) calls ‘conti-

guity’, not adjacency, and it is grounded in the theory of computation. When we

consider the kinds of computations that are logically possible, those that are necessary

to describe, evaluate, and learn the patterns describable by banned substructure con-

straints are among the least complex (McNaughton and Papert, 1971; Garćıa et al.,

1990; Rogers et al., 2013; Heinz, 2010b). To get a sense why, let us look at the eval-

uation of strings with respect to the pattern of Kagoshima Japanese, which, as shall

be discussed further in Chapter 3, is describable by banned substructure constraints

over strings. In words of Kagoshima Japanese, words have a single H tone on either

the penultimate or ultimate mora; for example, LLHL is well-formed with respect to

this pattern but *LHLL is not. This can partially be described with the banned sub-

structure constraint in (1.5a) prohibiting a H mora followed by two L morae (and thus

necessarily in pre-penultimate position). Whether or not a string is well-formed ac-

cording to this constraint can be calculated by taking a window three morae long and

scanning through the word, looking to see if it contains the banned HLL sequence, as
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shown in (1.5b) and (c) (the symbols ⋊ and ⋉ indicate left and right word boundaries,

respectively).

(1.5) a. ¬HLL

b. ⋊ L L H L ⋉

X ⋊LL

⋊ L L H L ⋉

X LLH

⋊ L L H L ⋉

X LHL

⋊ L L H L ⋉

X HL⋉

c. ⋊ L H L L ⋉

X ⋊LH

⋊ L H L L ⋉

X LHL

⋊ L H L L ⋉

✖ HLL

LLHL evaluates as well-formed because the banned HLL substructure is not

found; *LHLL is ill-formed because scanning finds the HLL structure. Note that this

is an extremely simple computation—the ‘scanner’ only considers what it currently

sees in the box. It does not remember what it has seen, and so it cannot count or

perform other calculations based on other parts of the string. It simply raises a flag

when it sees a banned substructure, and judges the string well-formed when it does

not.

This, then, is the local nature of banned substructure constraints: well-formedness

is based on contiguous structures of a specific size. As pointed out by Rogers et al.

(2013), this gives banned substructure constraints a straightforward cognitive interpre-

tation, as well-formedness is determined entirely by the scanning operation illustrated

in (1.5). It also allows for learning model for these constraints, as a learning algorithm

only needs to scan through input data in this way in order to discover the pattern

(Garćıa et al., 1990; Heinz, 2007, 2010a, 2011).

That these local constraints can be recruited for a restrictive, learnable theory

of phonological well-formedness was first posited by Heinz (2007) and extended to

phonological transformations by Chandlee (2014). However, it was immediately found

that the notion of strict contiguity was too strong, as of phonology does indeed exhibit

long-distance generalizations that refer to non-contiguous segments (some reviews can

be found in Odden, 1994; Hansson, 2001, 2010). However, it is more restrictive to
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change—in a well-defined way—what we mean by ‘contiguous’ than to abandon this

notion of locality, as shall be discussed in more detail in Chapters 3 and 8. Subsequent

work showed how banned substructure constraints can also capture many long-distance

generalizations by considering different substructures in strings (Heinz, 2007, 2010a;

Heinz et al., 2011).

However, this is not quite sufficient for tone, as Chapter 3 will show exam-

ples of well-formedness patterns in tone which are beyond description by established

banned substructure constraints in strings. This aligns with arguments from tradi-

tional phonology saying that tone requires some form of representation beyond strings

(Goldsmith, 1976; Yip, 2002; Hyman, 2011b, 2014). The goal of this dissertation, then,

is to show how this computational notion of locality can be extended to autosegmental

representations to create a sufficient theory for well-formedness in tone. In this case,

then ‘contiguity’ is defined over connected subgraphs, or substructures of autosegmental

representations, but the idea of scanning for well-formedness is the same. How the well-

formedness of autosegmental structures can be evaluated with respect to the constraint

in (1.2) by scanning through contiguous autosegmental substructures is illustrated in

(1.6).

(1.6) a. ¬ H L

σ σ

b. H L

σ σ σ

H L

σ σ σ

❅
❅

H L

σ σ σ

❅
❅

H L

σ σ σ
X

c. H L

σ σ σ
✖

As explained in Chapter 5 and in Chapter 6, these constraints are still restrictive

thanks to the local evaluation of well-formedness. However, locality in autosegmen-

tal structures allows for describing long-distance patterns, because tone bearing units

which appear non-contiguous in a string may be contiguous when considering their

associations to tonal autosegments. Furthermore, because locality is not limited to

strict adjacency, this obviates the need for underspecification in order to keep things

local (although it reliant on adherence to the Obligatory Contour Principle). This
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is discussed in detail in Chapter 6. Finally, as described in Chapter 8, methods of

learning banned substructure constraints in strings can be directly ported to banned

substructure constraints in autosegmental representations, meaning that the language-

specific constraints used in the analyses of various languages in this dissertation are all

learnable.

1.3 Some Representational Assumptions

As alternative representational theories have been recently proposed

(Cassimjee and Kisseberth, 2001; Hyman, 2014; Leben, 2006; Shih and Inkelas, 2014),

before proceeding any further it is necessary to briefly defend this thesis’ use of autoseg-

mental representations. First, as a theory of representation, autosegmental represen-

tations are the best-studied in terms of their formal properties (Bird and Klein, 1990;

Coleman and Local, 1991; Eisner, 1997a; Kornai, 1991, 1995; Wiebe, 1992; Jardine,

2014). More importantly, autosegmental representations continue to provide insight

into phonological phenomena (Marlo, 2007; McCarthy, 2010a; Walker, 2014). As to

be seen throughout this dissertation, autosegmental representations straightforwardly

capture relations between tone bearing units (henceforth TBUs) that result in contours

and ‘plateaus’ of TBUs that agree in tone through multiple association between phono-

logical units. There are other arguments for autosegmental representations that are

not clearly addressed by these alternatives, particularly with regards to tone, such as

the ‘stability’, or independence of tonal units with respect to phonological or morpho-

logical processes that modify their host TBUs. The reader is referred to the substantial

literature on this topic (ex., Goldsmith, 1976; Yip, 2002; Hyman, 2011b, 2014).

Finally, it is not clear that the alternatives are different from autosegmental

representations in a substantial way. In Shih and Inkelas (2014)’s ABC+Q theory, for

example, association is ostensibly dealt away with but is replaced with sub-TBUs (to

capture contours) and correspondence relations across TBUs and sub-TBUs for agree-

ment. It is thus extremely likely that the local autosegmental constraints on multiple

association ‘translate’ into local constraints over the correspondence relations between
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TBUs and sub-TBUs. This would preserve the generality of this dissertation’s central

result, although formally defining ABC+Q is beyond the purview of this dissertation.

One final representational assumption is that, as the focus on this dissertation is

on ‘surface’ patterns, i.e. the output of some level (i.e., word or phrase) of the phonol-

ogy, the constraints outlined here will largely deal with autosegmental representations

for which tones are present on all TBUs. Autosegmental representations with gaps

in association, such as in analyses using floating tones and underspecification, shall

be largely left to future work, although the concepts in this dissertation apply just

as easily to such representations, and they will be discussed where appropriate. In

particular, Chapter 7 goes into some detail regarding how underlying representations

with underspecification can be defined and then related to surface forms which are

fully specified.

1.4 Outline of the Dissertation

The logical structure of the dissertation is as follows. It should be noted that,

as Chapters 2 and 3 provide the empirical and formal background, respectively, and

Chapter 4 defines autosegmental representations in terms of concatenation, the core

results of the dissertation do not begin until Chapter 5 starts the analysis of the typol-

ogy of tone patterns in terms of banned subgraph grammars. However, as described

above, the level of formal detail in Chapters 3 and 4 leads to theoretical payoffs in the

remainder of the dissertation regarding the explicitness of the grammars (Chapter 5),

comparing their expressivity (Chapter 6), applying them to phonological transforma-

tions (Chapter 7) and learning (Chapter 8).

Chapter 2 provides a picture of cross-linguistic variation in surface well-formedness

generalizations in tone patterns and then shows how language-specific variation in tone

patterns has previously been accounted for using autosegmental representations. The

tone patterns in question are divided into two categories: ‘tone-mapping’ patterns in

which well-formedness generalization refers primarily to directional, quality-specific, or
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positional restrictions on association; and ‘long-distance’ patterns in which the cor-

rect generalization refers to unbounded stretches of TBUs. After reviewing the ba-

sic properties of autosegmental representations, the chapter then discusses the merits

and drawbacks of two conceptions of grammars over autosegmental representations:

rule-based grammars and optimization-based grammars. While rule-based grammars

arguably require some arbitrary rules in order to account for independent behavior of

tones, optimization-based grammars typically rely on Align constraints, which have

been shown to be computationally undesirable, and are unable to capture all of the

patterns in the typology without arguably ad-hoc constraints. As these previous anal-

yses refer to global directionalityy, they both miss that the surface generalizations are

fundamentally local in the sense advocated here.

Chapter 3 offers an alternative to the above conceptions of grammar based in

formal language theory and mathematical logic. Chapter 3 motivates grammars as invi-

olable, language-specific banned substructure constraints, and argues that, at least for

tone, these constraints must operate over autosegmental representations. This is based

on Rogers et al. (2013)’s hierarchy of logical languages for expressing constraints over

strings. With a logical language defined for a set of objects (e.g., the set of all possible

strings over an inventory of symbols), we may write statements that describe a subset

of this set (e.g., the set of well-formed strings of a particular language). As argued

in their work and Heinz (2007, 2010a), the least expressive of these logical languages,

which is restricted to banning substructures of strings, offers a very strong hypothesis

for phonological well-formedness. This is because these constraints are evaluated with

reference only to these particular substructures, not the entire representation. The

chapter then shows, through the long-distance tone patterns introduced in the pre-

ceding chapter, that this hypothesis is not sufficient for tone, at least when applied to

strings. Moving from strings to autosegmental representations is proposed as a solution

to this issue, as it is demonstrated that it is more restrictive to enrich the structure

rather than use more powerful logical grammars.

In response to the problem of expressivity raised in Chapter 3, Chapter 4
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presents a formally sound way of defining autosegmental representations using au-

tosegmental graphs. Mathematical graphs are used in order to make explicit all of the

information contained in autosegmental representation, and it is shown how the graph

theoretic concept of graph concatenation can define autosegmental representations from

a set of graph primitives. This concatenation operation is shown to guarantee that the

No-Crossing Constraint (NCC) and the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) are pre-

served for the set of graphs if they are preserved in the set of graph primitives. Looking

at APRs through this concatenation operation offers several advantages. One, it ac-

curately captures the fact that unbounded spreading is attested in natural language,

but unbounded ‘contouring’ is not. Two, it highlights the string-like nature of autoseg-

mental representations, a connection between linear and autosegmental representations

which is used later in the dissertation to directly compare graph and string grammars,

build ‘correspondence graphs’ which represent phonological transformations, and pro-

vide a method for learning autosegmental grammars from string inputs. Additionally,

some special empirical cases which may require refinement of the concatenation oper-

ation are also discussed.

Chapter 5 synthesizes the concepts from Chapters 3 and 4 to define a logical

language of banned substructure constraints over autosegmental representations. As

the previous chapter showed how to define these representations as graphs, the rel-

evant substructures are now connected subgraphs. The chapter then illustrates how

these banned substructure constraints can describe the range of ‘tone-mapping’ pat-

terns first discussed in Chapter 2. It argues that these analyses compare favorably

to the previous analyses discussed in that chapter, as they give a unifying analysis

of directional, quality-specific, and positional association patterns (unlike derivational

theories) and do not under- or overgenerate in the same way as optimization-based

theories. This is because, unlike these previous theories, evaluation only occurs over

connected subgraphs, and not with reference to the entire representation.

Chapter 6 then extends the subgraph-based analysis of the previous chapter

to the long-distance tone patterns discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. This establishes
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that these patterns are within the range of banned subgraph grammars, which means

that these grammars are more powerful than the local string grammars introduced in

Chapter 3. In order to make this comparison, the chapter first establishes how the

graph concatenation operation allows for direct comparison of string and autosegmen-

tal grammars. Additionally, the chapter shows that, while more expressive than local

string grammars, banned subgraph constraints are not as expressive as the more pow-

erful string logics discussed in Chapter 3. This further shows that banned subgraph

grammars give a restrictive explanation of the typology of surface well-formedness in

tone. It is also discussed how the describability of one pattern, Wan Japanese, depends

on certain representational assumptions, but that these assumptions are reasonable.

Chapter 7 begins a theory of transformations over autosegmental structures

based on graph constraints over derivations. It is shown how the idea of graph primitive

concatenation introduced in Chapter 4 can be used to build a restrictive set of ‘corre-

spondence graphs’ representing input/output structures out of primitives representing

individual phoneme-phoneme correspondences. Banned subgraph constraints can then

be used to specify phonological processes. This is first illustrated with strings, and then

extended to autosegmental representations. Example patterns from Chapter 2, viewed

as input/output mappings, are analyzed in this framework, showing that we can di-

rectly integrate local surface constraints into analyses of phonological transformations.

This thus preserves the insight of OT that surface well-formedness drives phonological

processes while also maintaining the fundamental local nature of the patterns identified

by this dissertation.

Chapter 8 looks at two problems not yet addressed by the dissertation. The

first is a kind of tone pattern that is not describable with banned subgraph constraints

using the representations so far employed in the dissertation. Dubbed the ‘superstruc-

ture problem’, it is a general problem in which a well-formed structure with respect to

a pattern is a superstructure of an ill-formed structure with regards to that pattern. Il-

lustrated with contours in Aghem, this is an issue for banned substructure constraints,

as it is impossible to ban the ill-formed structure without also banning the well-formed
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superstructure. However, it is shown how this problem can be solved by minimal ad-

ditions to the representation which create a contrast such that the ill-formed structure

is no longer a substructure of the well-formed structure. While this entails further

representational primitives, it is discussed how these primitives have already been used

(although implicitly) in other analyses in phonology.

The second problem is that of learning, although this problem is too easily

approached. The second half of Chapter 8 defines learning as it relates to the classes of

string patterns introduced in Chapter 3, and shows how a learning models for banned

substructure constraints in strings can be extended to banned substructure constraints

in graphs. It also shows how concatenation allows this learning model, with certain

representational assumptions, to learn directly from strings. The result of this is a

learning model for phonological patterns that did not previously have a learning model.

Chapter 9 concludes by reviewing the results of the dissertation and looking

to future work, which includes a more comprehensive theory of correspondence trans-

formations and their relation to other views of phonological transformations, potential

representational differences between segmental and tonal phonology, and explicit defi-

nitions of other representations.
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Chapter 2

SURFACE PATTERNS IN TONE

The focus of this chapter is to provide a picture of the nature of variation in

surface tone patterns in natural language by giving empirical examples exhibiting two

important aspects of this variation. The first aspect is that which can be characterized

by differences in how tonal ‘melodies’ are realized over strings of tone-bearing units

(TBUs); that is, syllables or morae. The second aspect, a well-known property of tone,

is that language-specific tonal generalizations can refer to unbounded stretches of TBUs

(Yip, 2002; Hyman, 2011b). This can result in ‘long-distance’ patterns, a notion which

will be given a precise definition in the following chapter. It is thus important for any

theory of tone to capture these two particular aspects of language-specific variation in

tone, and that will be the primary empirical goal of this dissertation.

As a representational framework for describing these patterns, autosegmental

phonological representations (APRs; Goldsmith, 1976; Coleman and Local, 1991), are

introduced and briefly argued for. One of the primary insights of for APRs, which is

that they can describe tonal patterns in terms of independent melodies realized over

strings of TBUs, is demonstrated throughout this chapter. Other arguments for APRS

exist; however, these draw from their insightful analysis of tonal alternations and thus

less relevant to the types of patterns considered here.

The other primary function of this chapter is to give an overview of previous

theoretical explanations of the range of tone patterns, in order to later compare them

with this dissertation’s analysis based on local substructure constraints. Both deriva-

tional frameworks, which comprise the association conventions and rules of traditional

Autosegmental Phonology (Leben, 1973; Goldsmith, 1976; Leben, 1978; Hyman, 1987;
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Hewitt and Prince, 1989; Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1994), as well as the constraint-

based framework of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky, 1993, 2004), in par-

ticular the autosegmental treatment of tone in Optimal Tone Mapping Theory (Zoll,

2003), are discussed. The relative merits and drawbacks of each are discussed, but the

primary drawback of both is that they fail to miss the local nature of the variation in

phonological tone patterns, an aspect which is the focus of the analysis put forward by

this dissertation.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. §2.1 introduces APRs through the

case of Mende, providing details about the definition of APRs which will become im-

portant for their formal treatment in Chapter 4. §2.2 then reviews two important types

of variation in tone patterns that have been traditionally described with autosegmental

representations: tone-mapping patterns and long-distance patterns. §2.3 then discusses

the merits and drawbacks of previous attempts at describing the empirical range of tone

association patterns both in derivational frameworks and in Optimality Theory. §2.4

then concludes.

2.1 Autosegmental Representations

This section establishes autosegmental phonological representations (APRs) as

the representational theory in which the description of variation in surface tone patterns

are couched. This will allow, first in later sections of this chapter and then in later

chapters in this dissertation, for the explanation of this variation through grammars

which operate over these representation.

First, APRs are briefly motivated using an example from Mende in §2.1.1, focus-

ing on the insight of the independence of tonal melodies from TBUs. Some universal

well-formedness conditions on APRs are explicitly defined in §2.1.2.

2.1.1 Mende

One of the classic arguments for APRs comes from tone mapping in the Mande

language Mende, spoken in Sierra Leone (Leben, 1973, 1978; Dwyer, 1978). Mende
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nouns separate into tone categories, examples of which are given in (2.1). Items (2.1a)

through (c) show words whose syllables are all high-toned, items (2.1d) through (e)

show words whose syllables are all low-toned, and items (2.1g) through (i) show words

whose syllables start high and end low, (2.1j) through (l) show words whose syllables

start low and end high, and (2.1m) through (o) show words whose syllables start low,

go high, and then go back to low. In the following, [ǎ̀ ] represents a rising-falling tone.

(2.1) Mende word tone (Leben, 1973, 1978)

a. kÓ ‘war’ b. pÉlÉ ‘house’ c. háwámá ‘waist’

d. kpà ‘debt’ e. bÈlÈ ‘pants’ f. kpàkàl̀ı ‘three-legged chair’

g. mbû ‘owl’ h. nǵılà ‘dog’ i. félàmà ‘junction’

j. mbǎ ‘rice’ k. ǹıká ‘cow’ l. ndàvúlá ‘sling’

m. mbǎ̀ ‘companion’ n. nyàhâ ‘woman’ o. ǹıḱıl̀ı ‘groundnut’

With rising contours as F sequences, falling contours as R, and falling-rising as

R-F, the possible tone melodies in Mende are as follows:

(2.2) Mende surface tone patterns

H HH HHH

L LL LLL

F HL HLL

R LH LHH

R-F LF LHL

Leben (1973) highlighted the fact that there far fewer attested surface tone pat-

terns in Mende than the possible combinations of H, L, F, R, and R-F-toned syllables.

For example, he claimed the absence of *HLH or *F-R (falling-rising contours). He also

noted that (with the exception of LLH, which will be discussed later), tonal ‘plateaus’

of syllables with the same tone are limited to the right word edge (ex., HLL but *HHL),
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as are contours (ex. LF and R but *FL or *RL).1 To explain these restrictions, he pro-

posed that Mende words were underlyingly specified for one of five melodies: H, L,

HL, LH, or LHL, and that the surface melodies were generated by rules for mapping

these melodies to syllables left-to-right. The core insight is that the tone strings exist

independently of the segmental strings. While his original analysis predated AP, his

analysis found a straightforward interpretation in AP and as such was adapted into

Goldsmith (1976)’s original presentation of the framework.

The following AP diagrams of the string patterns in (2.2) illustrate this. The H,

L, HL, LH, LHL melodies are represented as strings of tonal units distinct from strings

of syllables. Association lines then indicate which syllable each tone is realized.2

(2.3) H = H

σ

HH = H

σσ

HHH = H
❛❛
σσσ

L = L

σ

LL = L

σσ

LLL = L
❛❛
σσσ

F = HL

σ

HL = HL

σσ

HLL = HL

σσσ

R = LH

σ

LH = LH

σσ

LHH = LH

σσσ

R-F = LHL
✦✦

σ

LF = LHL

σσ

LHL = LHL

σσσ

1 It was later noted by Dwyer (1978) that Mende does allow, among other things,
HLH sequences on words of three or more syllables. Dwyer (1978) also discusses the
existence of LLH patterns. I will ignore these complications for now, in order to focus
on the original justification for tone mapping rules. I consider additional Mende data
in §2.2.1.3.

2 As mentioned above, whether syllables or mora are the relevant tone-bearing unit can
vary from language to language (or even within a language—see Kubozono (2012) for
examples). As this dissertation is focused on the associations between tones and TBUs,
the question of what is a valid TBU in a particular language is largely orthogonal to
the main issues in the dissertation and shall not be discussed in any depth.
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Note that plateaus are now represented as multiple association of a single tone

to multiple syllables, as in (2.4a) below, and contours are represented as multiple

association of multiple tones to a single syllable, as in (2.4b) below.

(2.4) a. LHH = LH

σσσ

b. LF = LHL

σσ

The generalization that plateaus and contours both only appear on the right

edge of the word can now be recast as the generalization that only multiple associ-

ation occurs on the right edge of the word. As mentioned previously, (Leben, 1973)

and subsequent analyses in the derivational framework analyze this using left-to-right

directional association, which will be illustrated in detail momentarily. However, right-

edge-only multiple association is by no means universal, and so subsequent sections of

this chapter will document the variation in tonal association patterns and then present

previous theoretical attempts to explain this variation.

However, it is first necessary to explicitly state some universal constraints on

APRs that all of these analyses share.

2.1.2 Autosegmental well-formedness

The preceding section informally discussed various assumptions about the struc-

ture of APRs. This section makes these assumptions, which I will call well-formedness

conditions, explicit. These assumptions are important for the analyses of the language-

specific variation in tone patterns given in the following sections. Also, making them

explicit is necessary for providing a mathematically explicit definition of APRs and

grammars over APRs, which will be undertaken in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.1.2.1 Tiers

A foundational well-formedness condition on APRs is that phonological units

are arranged onto distinct tiers. For example, in the representation in (2.4b), repeated
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below in (2.5), there are two tiers, one containing tonal units and one containing timing

tier units.

(2.5) LHL

σσ

APRs are not limited to two tiers. Use of multiple tiers became quite commmon,

especially in Feature Geometry-style theories of segmental phonology (Sagey, 1986;

Clements and Hume, 1995). However, the basic rules of association, such as constraints

against line-crossing (more on this below), are usually posted to only hold between pairs

of tiers (called charts or planes ; Coleman and Local, 1991; Goldsmith, 1976; Odden,

1994). As such, this dissertation will focus on two-tiered APRs.

It is often left implicit that like autosegments tend to be on the same tier,

and tiers tend to house autosegments of the same type. For example, neither of the

following is a well-formed APR in Mende:

(2.6) a. * L σ H

σ L

b. * HL

σσ

L

The tiers in (2.6a) contain a mix of tone and timing units. In (2.6b), the tones

have been split up into two tiers. No phonologist would ever posit an APR like (2.6a);

in fact, it is so far out of the realm of possibility that such APRs are rarely ever

explicitly banned. However, to define APRs mathematically, as is done in Chapter

4, we will need to do exactly that. It is true that mixing different types of units

on a tier occurs in segmental templatic morphology and phonology (McCarthy, 1979,

1986, 1989). However, as Coleman and Local (1991) note, this dramatically increases

the power of the APR formalism, as it allows circumvention of other well-formedness

conditions, such as constraints on line-crossing (to be discussed momentarily). For the

tone patterns discussed here, this kind of power is not necessary, and we can assume
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timing tier units appear on the timing tier and tone autosegments appear on the tonal

tier.

APRs like (2.6b) are sometimes used in tone, but only in intermediate repre-

sentations. One situation in which they are used is to separate L tones generated

by ‘depressor’ consonants from tones originating from underlyingly specified ‘normal’

tones (Hyman, 2014). However, in order to be interpretable at the surface, the dis-

parate tonal tiers must undergo a kind of tier conflation (McCarthy, 1986) into a single

tonal tier. Let us then assume that on the surface, APRs like (2.6b) are banned, and

tones must all appear on one tier.

2.1.2.2 The Obligatory Contour Principle

Another assumption about tiers at work in the Mende analysis in §2.1.1 concerns

the content of the melody tier. For example, we saw that, assuming the underlying

melodies L, H, HL, LH, and LHL, according to the generalization that multiple as-

sociation only occurs on the right edge, the following APR (which corresponds to an

unattested *HHL string of syllables) is ill-formed in Mende.

(2.7) * H L

σσσ

However, this assumption about the underlying melodies is a bit stipulative.

Why do we not have a melody *HHL, which obtains a surface *HHL string of syllables

while still adhering to the generalization that multiple association only occurs to the

right edge?

(2.8) * HHL

σσσ

Leben (1973) posited that it was no accident that underlying melodies like

*HHL, or *LLH, or *LHH, or *HLL, etc., were not necessary to analyze Mende. He

proposed what Goldsmith (1976) named the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP),
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which became a fundamental motivating constraint for generative phonology. The

following formulation is due to McCarthy (1986).

(2.9) The Obligatory Contour Principle (McCarthy, 1986, p.208)

At the melodic level, adjacent identical elements are prohibited.

This automatically bans melodies such as HHL. The OCP has been the subject

of much discussion in generative phonology. It was argued for as a constraint moti-

vating a variety of processes in McCarthy (1986) and Yip (1988a). In an influential

paper, Odden (1986) argued against it as a universal. Finally, some researchers in tone

reinterpreted as a constraint referring to both the melodic level and the timing tier

(Hewitt and Prince, 1989; Meyers, 1997). This version of the OCP is based on what

Hewitt and Prince call structural adjacency. Let us briefly review how this version of

the OCP is different from that of (2.9).

Essentially, melody autosegments A and B are structurally adjacent if they are

adjacent on the tier and they are not associated to nonadjacent timing tier units. The

relevant cases are schematized below in (2.10), taken from Hewitt and Prince (1989).

Timing tier units are marked as ×.

(2.10) Structural adjacency (Hewitt and Prince, 1989, p. 178, (5))

a. Adjacent A B A B

× ×

A B

× ×

A B

× ×

b. Non-adjacent A B

×××

The variant of the OCP proposed in Hewitt and Prince (1989) is thus as follows:

(2.11) OCP (structural adjacency version). (Hewitt and Prince, 1989, p. 177, (3))

No melodic element may be structurally adjacent to an identical element.

It should be noted that the versions of the (2.9) and (2.11) only differ in one

particular case. This is illustrated below in (2.12) with H tones associated to syllables.
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(2.12)

OCP (2.9) Struc. Adj. OCP (2.11)

a. H H

σ σ

∗ ∗

b. H LH

σ σ σ

c. H H

σ σ σ

*

According to definition (2.10a), adjacent H tones are structurally adjacent if

only one of them is associated to a syllable, or if both are associated to adjacent sylla-

bles. In any of these cases, the structural adjacency version of the OCP agrees with the

original tier-adjacency version of the OCP, as exemplified in (2.12a) above. Also, if a

L intervenes between Hs, as in (2.12b), they are not tier adjacent and thus will violate

neither version of the OCP. The difference only occurs when underspecification is al-

lowed, as in (2.12c), which violates the original OCP but not the structural adjacency

version.

Thus, the difference between the two versions of the OCP only applies in cases

where underspectified TBUs are a possibility. The discussion in this chapter, as well

as throughout most of this dissertation, will focus on surface APRs in which L tones

are present, and thus the two versions are essentially the same.

It is also worth briefly discussing the universality of the OCP. In a famous paper,

Odden (1986) argued against the OCP as a hard universal. However, his arguments

focus on the OCP as a constraint on underlying, lexical forms. In fact, many of his

examples of violations of the OCP only do so in the underlying forms. For example,

he cites the following contrast in Zezuru between forms with two adjacent H tones and

forms with a single, doubly associated H:

(2.13) Zezuru underlying contrasts Odden (1986, p. 367)
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a. H H

/denga/ ‘sky’

b. H
❍❍

/shato/ ‘python’

This contrast can be argued for based on differing behavior with regards to

tonal rules. However, the OCP violating form in (2.13a) does not surface as such, due

to a lowering rule that applies to successive Hs. Thus, the surface form of (2.13a) in

isolation is as in (2.14).

(2.14) H L

denga ‘sky’

Thus, while the OCP may not be obeyed underlyingly in Zezuru, it is obeyed on

the surface. Odden (1986) also gives as evidence of tone melodies violating the OCP

a pattern in Karanga Shona; however, Hewitt and Prince (1989) give a competing

analysis, explicated in §2.3.1.1 below, in which the OCP is not violated on the surface.

In fact, the only true examples of OCP violation listed in Odden (1986) are

signaled by phonetic downstep. For example, Odden lists the contrasting APRs in

(2.15) for two nouns in Kishambaa (Odden, 1986, Fig. 13):

(2.15) a. H

nyoka ‘snake’

b. HH

ngoto ‘sheep’

This is partially motivated by the different surface pronunciation of the two

forms: the first, (2.15a) ‘snake’ is pronounced with two level H tones, [nyóká], and

(2.15b) ‘sheep’ is pronounced with a H followed by a downstepped H; [ngó!tó]. Odden

(1986) reports similar facts for Temne.

Thus, when viewed as a constraint on the surface, the OCP appears extremely

robust. In fact, Hyman (2014) states “[c]ases of tautomorphemic OCP violations are

extremely rare” (p. 371). This is important when when viewing autosegmental repre-

sentations as derived from concatenation, as will be seen in Chapter 4. That (at least

in tone) these violations are marked by downstep (as in Kishambaa) is also particularly

relevant. For now, the OCP will be treated as universally applying on the surface, and
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unless otherwise noted, ‘OCP’ shall refer to the constraint in (2.9) which only refers to

the melody tier.

2.1.2.3 Association lines

The next notions of well-formedness deal with the associations between units

on these tiers. Most versions of AP posit strict constraints on these associations. Note

that, for Mende, none of the following are desirable as valid surface forms:

(2.16) a.* LHL

σσ

b.* HL

σσσ

c.* HL
❛❛
σσσ

In (2.16a) and (2.16b) have autosegments left not associated to anything. In

(2.16c), the association pairing H with the third syllable crosses that pairing the L

with the second syllable. To ban such structures, Goldsmith (1976) posited a Well-

formedness Condition, given in (2.17) (generalized to TBUs instead of just vowels, to

which it originally referred).

(2.17) The Well-formedness Condition (Goldsmith, 1976, (24))

a. All TBUs are associated with at least one tone;
All tones are associated with at least one TBU.

b. Association lines do not cross.

Goldsmith (1976) interpreted his Well-formedness Condition as a kind of ‘active’

constraint which, at each step of the derivation, filled in the minimum number of

association lines until it was maximally satisfied.

It can also be considered a constraint on surface APRs. For example, both

(2.16a) and (b) are invalid because they each violate (2.17a)—(2.16a) because it has an

unassociated tone, and (2.16b) because it has an unassociated TBU. Subsequent work

on APRs, such as Pulleyblank (1986)’s analysis connecting floating tones to downstep,

has shown that (2.17a) is too strong. This will not be relevant for the tone patterns

discussed in this dissertation, but Chapter 4 will return to this point.
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The constraint in (2.17b), which later came to be known as the No Crossing

Constraint (NCC; Hammond, 1988), is generally considered to be more universal. In-

formally, the APR in (2.16c) can be said to violate the NCC because the association

lines between the H and the third syllable and the L and the second syllable intersect.

Formally, defining the NCC has actually proven quite complicated; a full discussion will

be taken up in Chapter 4. For now, it is enough to understand the informal definition.

2.1.2.4 Interim conclusion: Autosegmental representations

This section has established the basic aspects of APRs and autosegmental well-

formedness that will be sufficient to discuss the tone patterns at the focus of this

dissertation. The following discussion of these patterns will thus assume as repre-

sentational theory APRs with a homogenous tier structure as discussed in §2.1.2.1,

the OCP as defined using locality on the melody tier in (2.9), and both parts of the

Well-formedness Condition in (2.17).

Of course, as was mentioned throughout this section, there have been arguments

against the universality of some of these notions of well-formedness, in particular the

OCP and part (a) of the Well-formedness Condition. These differences are largely

orthogonal to the central goal of this dissertation, which is to determine the computa-

tional nature of the variation in tonal patterns. However, they will be addressed where

appropriate (in particular, Chapter 4, §§4.5.2 and 4.5.3).

Finally, this section has not spent a great deal of time arguing for APRs, aside

from the point in §2.1.1 that they insightfully capture the idea of melodies associating

to strings of syllables. This is of course not the only evidence for APRs. One example

is Pulleyblank (1986)’s use of floating tones, mentioned above, to explain tonal alterna-

tions in a number of languages. As tonal units with no anchor, floating tones embody

the autosegmental idea of tonal units which exist independently of the phonological

units over which they are realized. Such arguments are based on tonal alternations

they are not particularly relevant to the focus of this dissertation, which is on static,
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surface tonal patterns. The reader is referred to Odden (2013) for the traditional ar-

guments for APRs. Additionally, this dissertation presents additional, computational

evidence for APRs, as the following chapters show how local constraints over APRs

provide a better fit to the typology of tonal variation than local constraints over strings.

First, the remainder of this chapter establishes what that variation is and how it has

previously been treated in the literature.

2.2 Language-specific Variation in Association and Melodies

Having established some working representational assumptions, we can now turn

to a typology of tone patterns to examine language-specific variation in autosegmental

well-formedness. As outlined in the introduction, this variation will be examined in

two rough categories. First is the variation in “tone-mapping” phenomena, or how

melodies associate to strings of syllables (as in the Mende example above). The second

are “long-distance” phenomena for which the correct generalization refers to TBUs

separated by unbounded lengths. In autosegmental terms, these are often due to a

restriction on what constitutes a valid melody, irrespective of the number of TBUs to

which each melody unit is associated. While many types of distance phenomena have

been noted in tone, the particular cases studied in the latter half of this section will be

seen in the following chapter to be ‘long-distance’ in a precise, computational sense.

First, however, let us examine variation in tone-mapping phenomena.

2.2.1 Variation in melody association in tone-mapping

Recall from §2.1.1 above that the basic generalization in Mende was that melodies

“mapped” onto TBUs such that, when viewed as autosegmental representations, mul-

tiple association only occurred on the right edge. The following will show that this

consraint on autosegmental well-formedness is by no means universal. Citing data from

Hausa (Newman, 1986, 2000), Kukuya (Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1994; Hyman,
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1987; Zoll, 2003), additional patterns in Mende (Dwyer, 1978; Leben, 1978), and North-

ern Karanga Shona (Hewitt and Prince, 1989; Meyers, 1987; Odden, 1986), the follow-

ing shows that language-specific autosegmental well-formedness generalizations can be

directional (i.e., refer to whether multiple association can occur on the right or left),

quality-specific (i.e., specific to H or L tones), or positional (i.e., refer to TBUs at spe-

cific positions). Thus, any theory of tone must be able to capture these three kinds of

variation.

2.2.1.1 Hausa

Is the Chadic language Hausa (Newman, 1986, 2000), spreading and contours

occur on the left edge of the word, not the right.

(2.18) Hausa word tone

a. jáa ‘pull’ b. j́ıráa ‘wait for’ c. béeb́ıyáa ‘deaf mute’

c. wàa ‘who?’ d. màcè ‘woman’ e. zàmfàrà ‘Zamfara’

f. jàaḱıi ‘donkey’ g. j̀ımı̀núu ‘ostriches’ h. bàbbàbbàkú ‘well roasted’

i. fáad̀ı ‘fall’ j. hántúnàa ‘noses’ k. búhúnhúnàa ‘sacks’

l. mântá ‘forget’ m. káràntá ‘read’ n. kákkáràntá ‘reread’

(2.19) Hausa surface tone patterns

H HH HHH

L LL LLL

LH LLH LLLH

HL HHL HHHL

FH HLH HHLH

In this way, Hausa is the mirror image of Mende, with the exception that HLH

is allowed, only falling contours are allowed, and monosyllables with contours are (for

the most part) absent (Newman, 2000). For example, while three-syllable HL words

were pronounced HLL in Mende, they are HHL in Hausa. In autosegmental terms, this

means that multiple association in Hausa is allowed at the left, and not the right edge:
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(2.20) H = H

σ

HH = H

σσ

HHH = H
❛❛
σσσ

L = L

σ

LL = L

σσ

LLL = L
❛❛
σσσ

LH = LH

σσ

LLH = LH

σσσ

LLLH = LH
✦✦

σσσσ

HL = HL

σσ

HHL = HL

σσσ

HHHL = HL
✦✦

σσσσ

FH = HLH

σσ

HLH = HLH

σσσ

HHLH = HLH

σσσσ

Thus, languages can differ in directionality of association; i.e., whether multiple

association can occur on the right or left edge (the use of the term ‘directionality’

will become more clear when the analysis of these mapping patterns using directional

association is covered in §2.3.1.1).

As with Mende, there are additional complications to the Hausa data beyond

the basic directionality. In particular, as pointed out by Zoll (2003), there are some

morphologically simplex forms with surface LHH melodies, which (continuing to the

observe the OCP) require left-to-right directionality. However, Newman (1986, 2000)

provides plentiful evidence that basic association in Hausa occurs such that multiple

association is only allowed on the left edge. This dissertation will thus abstract away

from the monomorphemic exceptions raised by Zoll.

2.2.1.2 Kukuya

Kukuya (Bantu, Kongo; Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1994; Hyman, 1987; Zoll,

2003). Kukuya shows a very similar distribution of tone patterns as Mende, with

the exception that *LHH forms are not possible, while instead LLH forms are. The

following table (from Zoll, 2003, p.229) summarizes the Kukuya patterns.
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(2.21) Kukuya word tone patterns (Zoll, 2003)

H HH HHH

a. bá ‘palms’ b. bágá ‘show knives’ c. bálágá ‘fence’

F HL HLL

d. kâ ‘to pick’ e. sámà ‘conversation’ f. káràgà ‘to be entangled’

R LH LLH (*LHH)

g. sǎ ‘ knot’ h. kàrá ‘paralytic’ i. mwàr@̀ǵı ‘younger brother’

R-F LF LHL

j. bv̌ı̀ ‘falls’ k. pàl̂ı ‘goes out’ l. kàl@́g̀ı ‘turns around’

The generalization here, as pointed out by Zoll, is that there is a quality-specific

restriction on association: L tones may freely multiply associate, but H multiply asso-

ciates just in the case that the only tone in the word. Thus, (2.21c) bálágá ‘fence’ is

licit when *HHL is not. This generalization is clearer when looking at the autosegmen-

tal diagrams for H-, LH- and HL-melody autosegmental representations of the above

data:

(2.22) H = H

σ

HH = H

σσ

HHH = H
❛❛
σσσ

F = HL

σ

HL = HL

σσ

HLL = HL

σσσ

R = LH

σ

LH = LH

σσ

LLH = LH

σσσ

* LH

σσσ

Note that whereas multiple association in contours only occurs on the right edge

(e.g., (2.21k) LF [pàl̂ı] ‘goes out’), in terms of multiple association of tones, in cases

where both L and H tones appear in the melody only L, and not H, can multiply

associate. Thus, *LHH is illicit, but LLH is allowed. Addtionally, HHH is allowed

because no other tones appear on the melody tier. Thus, Kukuya is an example of a

quality-specific well-formedness condition that refers to specific tonal phonemes (this

terminology is due to Zoll (2003)).
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2.2.1.3 Mende (continued)

Another type of autosegmental well-formedness condition comes from Mende

itself, in the form of additional data highlighted by Dwyer (1978) and then addressed

by Leben (1978). These additional data show patterns which are noted by both authors

as much lower lexical frequency than the ‘canonical’ patterns given in (2.1) and (2.2) in

§2.1.1.3 These data concern the realization of HL and LH melodies.4 As the examples

below show, Mende admits, for example, both HL (2.23a) and HF (2.24a) in bisyllabic

forms, and both LHH (2.23d) and LLH in (2.24d) in trisyllablic forms. The ‘canonical’

HL and LH associations from (2.1) are repeated in (2.23) below, while the additional

attested HL and LH associations are given in (2.24).

(2.23) HL and LH melody forms from §2.1

Melody 2σ 3σ

HL HL HLL

a. nǵılà ‘dog’ b. félàmà ‘junction’

LH LH LHH

c. ǹıká ‘cow’ d. ndàvúlá ‘sling’

(2.24) HL and LH melody forms from Dwyer (1978, p. 174, (7))

Melody 2σ 3σ

HL HF HHL

a. kÓnyô ‘friend’ b. séwúlò ‘rodent’

LH LR LLH

c. (not attested) d. lèlèmá ‘mantis’

3 Dwyer (1978) states that Leben’s original analysis (i.e. the one covered in §2.1.1)
“account[s] for at least 90% of the modern Mende morphemes and probably 98% of
Proto Southwestern Mande” (p. 185).

4 There are also additional complications with regards to downstep in Mende, which I
can abstract away from without compromising my analysis of tone mapping. For some
discussion on how downstep factors into the theories advanced in this dissertation, see
Chapter 4, §4.5. For further details on the specifics of Mende downstep the reader is
referred to Dwyer (1978) and Leben (1978).
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The full set of patterns is in (2.25) below, with the additional possible melody

realizations highlighted in bold. This table is a summary of one given by Dwyer (1978,

p. 169, (2)).

(2.25) Mende string patterns (Dwyer, 1978, p. 169, (2))

(H melody) H, HH, HHH, HHHH

(L melody) L, LL, LLL, LLLL

(HL melody) F, HL, HLL, HLLL,

HF, HHL, HHLL

(LH melody) R, LH, LHH, LHHH,

LLH, LLHH

(LHL melody) B, LF LHL, LHLL

It should be noted that the new 4σ forms for the HL and LH melodies are

HHLL and LLHH, respectively, and not HHHL and LLLH. Dwyer (1978) lists HHLL

and LLHH as valid expressions of HL and LH melodies, respectively (p. 169, (2)),

however he gives no example or comment on such forms. (Leben (1973, 1978) makes

no mention of these forms.) Assuming that these are correct, the correct generalization

for Mende is then that, while in general multiple association is usually restricted the

right edge, an initial tone may either associate to the first syllable or both the first

and second syllables, as long as this does not create a rising tone. The autosegmen-

tal representations for the full set of possible associations of HL and LH melodies in

multisyllabic forms are thus are as follows:

(2.26) HL melody: HL = HL

σσ

HF = HL

σσ

HLL = HL

σσσ

HHL = HL

σσσ

HLLL = HL
❛❛

σσσσ

HHLL = HL

σσσσ
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LH melody: LH = HL

σσ

LHH = LH

σσσ

LLH = LH

σσσ

LHHH = LH
❛❛

σσσσ

LLHH = LH

σσσσ

Note that LR, a two-syllable form in which an initial L tone associates to both

syllables to create a contour (c.f. HF), is not attested on the surface. Dwyer (1978),

among others, analyzes a class of surface LH words as underlyingly LR, based on

morphophonological alternations. Leben (1973, 1978) argues against such an analysis,

and shows that this distinction is much more clearly analyzed as an accentual one.

Regardless, LR patterns are not seen on the surface, which is the focus of the current

discussion.

The main lesson of this Mende data is that, because an initial, nonfinal tone can

associate to one of the first two syllables but not to a third syllable—note that HF and

HHL, but not *HHHL, are attested—language-specific autosegmental well-formedness

can also refer to ‘positional’ information, or associations to particular syllables in a

string. The next set of data will show this more dramatically.

2.2.1.4 N. Karanga Shona

The final set of language-specific constraints on association come from the

Northern Karanga dialect of Shona (henceforth simply ‘N. Karanga’; Hewitt and Prince,

1989; Meyers, 1987; Odden, 1986). N. Karanga has morphologically based tone alter-

nations on the verb for which well-formedness refers to directionality, quality, and

position. Hewitt and Prince focus on four tenses in N. Karanga, but for the current

purposes it will be sufficient to examine just two, the Assertive and Non-assertive.

Furthermore, N. Karanga verbs come either with or without an underlying H tone; I

focus on toned verbs here.

The tone patterns for underlyingly toned verb roots in theAssertive andNon-

assertive tense are summarized in (2.27) and (2.28) below. As do Hewitt and Prince,

I focus on the tone pattern of the domain comprising the root and suffixes, ignoring
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the prefixes /ku/ and /handáka/, which comprise a different phonological domain. In

the Assertive tense, a series of three H toned syllables is followed by an unbounded

stretch of L toned syllables.

(2.27) Assertive

a. kù-p-á ‘to give’ H

b. kù-téng-á ‘to buy’ HH

c. kù-téng-és-á ‘to sell’ HHH

d. kù-téng-és-ér-à ‘to sell to’ HHHL

e. kù-téng-és-ér-àn-à ‘to sell to e.o.’ HHHLL

f. kù-téng-és-és-ér-àn-à ‘to make take a lot for e.o.’ HHHLLL

The Non-assertive tense is very similar, but there is additionally a final H

tone. In shorter words, the initial span of H tones is less than three syllables so that

an L and, in words of three syllables or more, a final H are realized.

(2.28)

Non-assertive

a. hàndákà-p-á ‘I didn’t give’ H

b. hàndákà-tór-à ‘I didn’t take’ HL

c. hàndákà-tór-ès-á ‘I didn’t make take’ HLH

d. hàndákà-tór-és-èr-á ‘I didn’t make take for’ HHLH

e. hàndákà-tór-és-ér-àn-á ‘I didn’t make take for e.o.’ HHHLH

f. hàndákà-tór-és-ér-ès-àn-á ‘I didn’t make take a lot for e.o.’ HHHLLH

g. hàndákà-tór-és-ér-ès-ès-àn-á (same as f.) HHHLLLH

There are multiple generalizations here. First, in both tenses, the leftmost H

associates maximally to the first three syllables, as exemplified by the APRs for 6σ

forms in the Assertive and Non-assertive given below.

(2.29) Assertive Non-assertive

HHHLLL= H L
❛❛ ◗◗

σσσσσσ

HHHLLH= H L H
❛❛

σσσσσσ
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The second H of the Non-assertive tense associates to the final syllable, and

only to this syllable. The initial H will not spread onto the penultimate syllable (as if

to preserve the structural version of the OCP), which remains L.

(2.30) Non-assertive

HLH= HLH

σσσ

HHLH= H L H

σσσσ

HHHLH= H L H
❍❍
σσσσσ

Modulo this restriction, the initial H spreads as close as it can to the third

syllable. In this way, it can also be called a ‘positional’ generalization, as it refers to a

particular syllable in the word. Note also that there is also a directional and quality-

specific component, as a second and word-final H cannot be multiply associated (while

a final L can, in the Assertive tense).

2.2.1.5 Interim conclusion: well-formedness of association

In this section, we have seen that languages can vary with respect to association

in three ways. In Mende and Hausa, we saw directional well-formedness generalizations

governing where multiple association can occur, whereas in Kukuya we saw a quality-

sensitive generalization govering for which tone multiple association can occur. Finally,

in Mende and in N. Karanga Shona, we saw well-formedness generalizations referring

to syllables at specific positions. Thus, a theory of tonal phonology needs to capture all

of these types of well-formedness; previous attempts at capturing this variation shall

be discussed below in §2.3. However, first, it is important to cover another important

type of autosegmental well-formedness, namely how generalizations which refer to the

well-formedness of melodies can lead to long-distance phenomena.

2.2.2 Well-formedness of melodies and long-distance phenomena

This section briefly reviews another important aspect of tone, which is that it

often operates over long distances. This is not a new idea in phonology; for example,

Yip (2002) and Hyman (2011b) point out a number of examples of how tonal units can
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“see” each other over large numbers of TBUs, which provides additional evidence for

the independence of melody units from TBUs. This section surveys just a few cases

of such long-distance patterns, and the following chapter will show exactly why these

particular patterns are of interest: they are ‘non-local’ in terms of strings.

This section examines the surface pattern resulting from unbounded high-tone

plateauing (Hyman, 2011b; Jardine, to appear; Kisseberth and Odden, 2003) as well

as the accent patterns of Hirosaki Japanese (Haraguchi, 1977; Kobayashi, 1970) and

Wan Japanese (Breteler, 2013; Kubozono, 2011a; Uwano, 2012).

2.2.2.1 Unbounded tone plateauing

An excellent example of tone operating at a distance is unbounded tone plateau-

ing (UTP; Hyman, 2011b; Jardine, to appear; Kisseberth and Odden, 2003), a well-

attested tonal process that Hyman (2011b) cites as a striking example of the distance

over which tones can operate. In UTP, all underlying H tones in a domain merge to

form a plateau, no matter the distance between the TBUs to which they are specified.

While UTP is a process, and the following discussion will motivate it as such, the real

interest is in the resulting surface generalization, which is that any domain can contain

only one, connected plateau of H-toned TBUs.

While UTP is attested in many languages (Hyman, 2011b; Jardine, to appear),

Luganda (Hyman, 2011b; Hyman and Katamba, 2010) exhibits a particularly striking

example. Nouns in Luganda can be either underlyingly unspecified for a tone or spec-

ified for one H tone, which may appear in different positions in the word. The former

are pronounced as all L, the latter pronounced with a H tone on the specified TBU in

isolation and in phrases with morphemes unspecified for tones. The following abstracts

away from L tones inserted at intermediate or late stages in the as they do not bear

on the realization of plateauing.
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(2.31) Luganda toneless forms (Hyman and Katamba, 2010)

No H tone

a. /ki-tabo/ kitabo LLL ‘book’

b. /mu-tund-a/ mutunda LLL ‘seller’

(2.32) Luganda forms with one tone (Hyman and Katamba, 2010)

a. /ki-kópo/ kikópo LHL ‘cup’

b. /ki-siḱı/ kisiḱı LLH ‘log’

c. /mu-tém-a/ mutéma LHL ‘chopper’

d. /byaa-walúsiimbi/ byaa-walúsiimbi LLLHLLL ‘of Walusimbi’

e. /mu-tund-a+bi-kópo/ mutunda+bikópo LLLLHL ‘cup seller’

However, in forms with two underlying H-specified TBUs, the TBUs in between

are all pronounced H.

(2.33) Luganda forms with two tones

a. /mu-tém-a+bi-siḱı/ mutémá+b́ıśıḱı ‘log chopper’

LHHHHH

b. /bikópo byaa-walúsiimbi/ bikópó byáá-wálúsiimbi ‘the cups

LHHHHHHHLLL of Walusimbi’

That this plateauing process is truly unbounded can be seen by its application

in larger phrases. Under certain morpho-syntactic conditions, noun-verb sequences can

also form a domain for UTP. In (2.34c) below, /walúsimbi/ ‘Walusimbi (proper name)’

is an adjunct, and thus does not form a phonological phrase with the verb (adjacent Hs

in the verb are deleted by a version of Meussen’s Rule). In (2.34d) and (e), however,

the two words do form a phonological phrase, and plateauing occurs accross all TBUs

in between the underlying Hs.
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(2.34) Luganda verb+noun combinations (Hyman and Katamba, 2010, (14))

a. /tw-áa-mú-láb-a walúsimbi/ tw-áá-mu-lab-a walúsimbi

‘we saw him, Walusimbi’ HHLLL LHLL

b. /tw-áa-láb-w-a walúsimbi/ tw-áá-láb-wá wálúsimbi

‘we were seen by Walusimbi’ HHHHHHLL

c. /tw-áa-láb-a byaa=walúsimbi/ tw-áá-láb-á byáá-wálúsimbi

‘we saw those of Walusimbi’ HHHHHHHHLL

The result of UTP is that the relevant domain can only have one plateau of H

toned TBUs. In other words, domains with discontinuous H-toned TBUs are banned,

regardless of the distance between them.

(2.35) *HLH, *LHLLLH, *HLLLLLHLLHL, . . .

This surface generalization derived from UTP is thus long-distance because it

refers to TBUs which can be separated by any distance.

In autosegmental terms, the generalization is that the melody tier can at most

contain one H tone. The following illustrates this by contrasting the APRs of nouns

in (2.32) in isolation with those of their compound. (originally given in (2.33)). In

Luganda the TBU is not the syllable, as in the preceding languages, but the mora

(Hyman and Katamba, 2010), and so the following APRs will be so labeled (although

this is not a significant difference for the purposes of the present discussion).

(2.36) a. ‘chopper’ mutéma LHL LHL

µµµ

b. ‘log’ kisiḱı LLH LH

µµµ

c. ‘log chopper’ mutémá+b́ıśıḱı LHHHHH L H
✟✟ ❍❍

µµµµµµ

d. ” ” *mutéma+bisiḱı *LHLLLH * LH L H

µµµµµµ
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To form the compound, the simple concatenation of the two nouns in (2.36d)

is ungrammatical because it contains two distinct H tones on the melody tier. In

contrast, the attested compound, (2.36c), contains only one. Thus, in the case of the

surface pattern of UTP, when viewed in terms of autosegmental representations, the

long-distance generalization reduces to a statement that melody tier can contain at

most one H.

2.2.2.2 Hirosaki Japanese

A very similar example can be found in Hirosaki Japanese (Haraguchi, 1977).5

In Hirosaki Japanese, there must be exactly one H tone on the melody tier—in contrast

to Luganda, all-L words are not attested (c.f. the toneless Luganda words in (2.31)).

The following data from Haraguchi (1977) exemplify this pattern. The relevant TBU

for Hirosaki Japanese is also the mora, including the moraic coda nasals, which can

carry tone (e.g. in (2.37i) [tòráǹkù] ‘trunk’). The relevant domain comprises both

nouns and certain suffixes.6

5 Kobayashi (1970) cites a variety called Hirosaki Japanese for which the intonational
facts are quite different, involving spreading of the H tone. While the data cited there
warrant further study, this dissertation focuses on the data from Haraguchi (1977),
who cites as source Konoshima (1961).

6 For both Hirosaki Japanese and Wan Japanese, to be discussed below, this domain
will be referred to as the ‘word’ although it includes many suffixes and compounds.
The term for this phrase in Japanese linguistics is bunsetsu (see, e.g., Uwano, 1999),
which does not map readily to either the English ‘word’ or ‘phrase’.
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(2.37) Hirosaki Japanese (Haraguchi, 1977, pp. 76–7)

Noun Isolation +Nom

a. ‘handle’ é è-gá

H LH

b. ‘picture’ ê é-gà

F HL

c. ‘candy’ àmé àmè-gá

LH LLH

d. ‘rain’ àmê àmé-gà

LF LHL

e. ‘autumn’ ák̀ı ák̀ı-gà

HL HLL

Noun Isolation

f. ‘chicken’ ǹıwàtòŕı

LLLH

g. ‘lightening’ kàmı̀nàr̂ı

LLLF

h. ‘fruit’ kùdàmónò

LLHL

i. ‘trunk’ tòráǹkù

LHLL

j. ‘bat’ kóòmòr̀ı

HLLL

There are two major restrictions here. One is that there must be exactly one

H or F-toned mora in the word—if there is a F-toned mora, then there cannot be

an H, and vice-versa. Additionally, F-toned mora can only appear word-finally; e.g.,

LHLL is attested in (2.37i) [tòráǹkù] ‘trunk’ and LLLF is attested in (2.37g) [kàmı̀nàr̂ı]

‘lightening’ but *LFLL is not attested.

These restrictions become much more clear when looked at as APRs. If we view

F-toned mora as mora multiply associated to an H and L tone, then the restriction on

H- and F-toned mora reduces to the statement that there must be exactly one H tone

on the melody tier.

(2.38) LHLL = LH L

µµµµ

LLLH = LH
✦✦

µµµµ

LLLF = LHL
✦✦

µµµµ

*HLLF =* H LHL

µµµµ

*LLLL = * L
✦✦

µµµµ

There is also a quality-sensitive restriction on multiple association: H cannot

associate to multiple morae. That the falling contour is restricted to the right word
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edge can also be seen as a directional restriction of that only word-final morae can

associate to multiple tones.

(2.39) *LHHL = * LH L

µµµµ

*LFLL = * LH L
✟✟

µµµµ

Again, modulo spreading of the H, this is very similar to the UTP generalization

in that there can only be one H tone in the melody. Hirosaki Japanese is further

interesting for its additional requirement that there must be a H tone somewhere in

the word. Like UTP, it is these two requirements that make this tone pattern ‘long-

distance’, as the requirement holds over the entire length of the word. The following

chapter (in §§3.5.1 and 3.6.1) will demonstrate in a precise way how this makes the

pattern long-distance. However, it is important to remember that, in terms of the

melody tier in the APR, these ‘long-distance’ generalizations can be reduced to a

statement about the well-formedness of the melody tier.

2.2.2.3 Wan Japanese

The final long-distance pattern considered in this dissertation is from Wan

Japanese, a Ryukyuan dialect spoken on Kikaijima island (Uwano, 2012; Kubozono,

2011b; Breteler, 2013). Like many other Japanese dialects, Wan Japanese is a “two-

pattern” system in which words choose (in no phonologically predictable way) from

one of two melody and association patterns. Following Kubozono (2011b) and others,

I will refer to these as Type α and Type β. While type α has a rather simple directional

association pattern unlike the one discussed above for Hausa, association to Type β is

complex and sensitive to morphological information in a way that it can be classified

as “long-distance”.

Thus, while the following discussion will focus on Type β words in Wan, it will

be useful to first review Type α. Regardless of the morphological composition of the
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word, Type α words are in general high with a low tone on the penultimate mora. The

following data are from Breteler (2013, p. 46, Table 4.18). The relevant TBU is again

the mora.

(2.40) Wan Type α

Noun Isolation +Nom ‘from ∼’ ‘from ∼ also’

a. ‘mosquito’ ká kà-Ná ká-kàrá ká-káràmú

H LH HLH HHLH

b. ‘water’ mı̀dú mı́dù-Ná mı́dú-kàrá mı́dú-káràmú

LH HLH HHLH HHHLH

c. ‘tatami mat’ tátàmı́ tátámı̀-Ná tátámı́-kàrá tátámı́-káràmú

HLH HHLH HHHLH HHHHLH

In autosegmental terms, this can be described simply as maximally a HLH

melody with multiple association of tones to TBUs only allowed on the right edge (and

no multiple association of TBUs to tones allowed anywhere).

(2.41) HLH = HLH

µµµ

HHLH = HLH

µµµµ

HHHLH= H L H
❍❍
µµµµµ

The Type β is more complex, as the association of tones to is sensitive to the

morphological information in the word. First, nouns in isolation follow a similar pattern

to Type α, except there are low tones on the final and antepenultimate morae in phrase

final position. In phrase-medial position, the final mora is high instead of low.

(2.42) Wan Type β nouns in isolation (Breteler, 2013, p6. 46, Table 4.18)

Phrase-final Phrase-medial

a. ‘pot’ náb̀ı HL HH

b. ‘knife’ hàtánà LHL LHH

c. ‘glutinous rice’ múcj̀ıgúmı̀ HLHL HLHH

d. ‘sweet potato field’ háńsúúbàtéè HHHHLHL HHHHLHH
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In autosegmental terms, the phrase-final pattern is simply the realization of a

HLHL melody in which, as in Type α, only the initial H can be multiply associated.

The phrase-medial pattern is almost the same, except it has a HLH melody in which the

second H must associate to the final two morae. Thus, maximally, nouns in isolation

follow one of the following two patterns:

(2.43) Phrase medial: HnLHL = HLHL
✘✘✘✦✦

µ . . .
︸︷︷︸

n

µµµµ

Phrase final: HnLHH = HLH
✘✘✘✦✦

µ . . .
︸︷︷︸

n

µµµµ

However, there is an additional complication when taking suffixes into consid-

eration, and it is this complication that is the focus of the discussion and analysis in

this dissertation (as it has been in previous analyses). The following discussion focuses

on the phrase-final version of the pattern, which maintains the HLHL pattern.7 When

suffixes are attached, the second L remains word-final, whereas the first L remains

in the antepenultimate position in the stem. As the sub-domain beyond the stem is

relevant here, the boundary is marked with a ‘-’ below.

(2.44) Wan Type β

Noun Isolation +Nom ‘from ∼’ ‘from ∼ also’

a. ‘pot’ náb̀ı náb́ı-gà náb́ı-kárà náb́ı-kárámù

HL HH-L HH-HL HH-HHL

b. ‘knife’ hàtáná hàtáná-gà hàtáná-kárà hàtáná-kárá-mù

LHH LHH-L LHH-HL LHH-HHL

c. ‘gluti- múcj̀ıgúmı̀ múcj̀ıgúmı́-gà múcj̀ıgúmı́-kárà múcj̀ıgúmı́-kárá-mù

nous rice’ HLHL HLHH-L HLHH-HHL HLHH-HHHL

7 The phrase-medial version, as with the nouns in isolation, is HLH.
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In terms of strings, the noun stem follows a maximally HnLHH pattern, where

Hn is some span of Hs, whereas the suffixes follow a HmL pattern, where Hm represents

all the mora in between the ‘-’ suffix domain boundary and the last mora in the word.

(2.45) HnLHH-HmL

This may not seem like a long-distance generalization at first blush, but note

that a final HHL sequence of morae is only allowed when a ‘-’ boundary is present—

contrast this with the patterns in (2.44) with the phrase-final forms in (2.42), which

necessarily had a LHL pattern on the final three morae. In other words, the realization

of the final three mora in the Type β pattern depend on the presence or absence of a

‘-’ boundary. However, the ‘-’ may be in principle removed from the final three morae

by any number of number of H-toned mora, if we assume that the HmL generalization

for the suffix domain to be correct. Thus, we can term it long-distance. The following

chapter will discuss this in more precise terms.

There are thus two possible autosegmental interpretations of the suffixed forms.

One is that the generalization is that a HLHL melody associates such that the second

H associates to the final mora in the stem and all but the final mora in the suffixes.

(2.46) HnLHH-HmL = HLH L
✥✥✥✥✏✏✏✟✟ ❛❛ ❳❳❳ ❵❵❵❵

µ . . .
︸︷︷︸

n

µµµµ-µ . . .
︸︷︷︸

m

µ

The other interpretation is that the stem takes its phrase-medial HLH melody

and association paradigm, whereas the suffix domain takes a separate, HL melody. The

generalization with regards to multiple association is then that in either domain, only

a domain-initial H can associate to more than two morae. The two melodies can be

separated by an additional ‘-’ boundary on the melody tier (which can be interpreted

as avoiding a violation of the OCP—see Chapter 4, §4.5.2).

(2.47) HnLHH-HmL = HLH - H L
✥✥✥✥✏✏✏✟✟ ❛❛

µ . . .
︸︷︷︸

n

µµµµ-µ . . .
︸︷︷︸

m

µ
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Previous analyses have chosen to interpret the facts in terms of the first gen-

eralization, and so assume a represenation such as in (2.46). One argument in favor

of such a representation is that the melody is HLHL for both the isolation forms and

the suffixed forms. However, what this representation misses that (2.47) does not is

that suffixed nouns take the same tone HLH tone meldoy as isolation form nouns in

phrase-medial position (c.f. (2.42) and (2.43)). Thus, the first melody of (2.47) can

simply be interpreted as a normal phrase-medial noun intonation. A second argument

against (2.47) may be that, in terms of phonetics, the two adjacent Hs are pronounced

as a single, uninterrupted H tone.8 This argument does not hold water, however, as

unpronouncable morpheme boundaries are posited regularly in analyses of segmental

phonology, without phonetic ‘breaks’ which mark their presence. Thus, neither of the

potential arguments against the second interpretation are particularly convincing. In

fact, an additional argument for a representation such as in (2.47), rather than (2.46),

comes from Chapter 6’s analysis of this pattern, which shows that only the former

allows for a description of the pattern with local constraints over autosegmental rep-

resentations (thus making it like the rest of the patterns introduced in this chapter).

Regardless, whether (2.46) or (2.47) is correct, in Wan Japanese we see a pat-

tern which can be considered long-distance at the string level which is not necessarily

reducible to generalizations about the melody. Thus, any theory of tone must be able

to capture this kind of long-distance behavior as well.

2.2.3 Interim conclusion: tone patterns and autosegmental well-formedness

This section has reviewed two important aspects of language-specific variation

in tone patterns. The first are tone-mapping generalizations which refer to restrictions

on how melodies are associated to strings of syllables. Languages may have directional

association generalizations which restrict multiple association to the right edge, as in

8 This argument would be somewhat speculative, however, as to the best of my knowl-
edge no detailed phonetic work has yet been done on Wan Japanese.
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Mende (with some exceptions), or to the left edge, as in Hausa. There are also quality-

sensitive patterns which treat association differently for specific tones, as in Kukuya,

for which H is only allowed to multiply associate when no L is present. Finally, there

are positional generalizations, such as in Mende and in N. Karanga Shona, which refer

to association to a syllable at a specific position.

The second aspect of language-specific variation in tone is that it includes long-

distance generalizations which necessarily refer to units on the timing tier that are

unboundedly far away. UTP, in which no two TBUs can be associated to distinct

H tones, was one such generalization. A similar generalization was seen in Hirosaki

Japanese accent, in which no two TBUs can be associated to a H tone. It was shown

that, when viewed autosegmentally, both of these generalizations can be viewed with

a restriction that the melody can only contain one H tone. Finally, Wan Japanese

Type β words showed a generalization which depended on the presence or absence of a

morpheme boundary, which resulted in a long-distance restriction on association that

was not reducable to a generalization about well-formed melodies.

The purpose of this dissertation is to show how this variation can be char-

acterized by a computational notion of locality over APRs. For the sake of theory

comparison, the remainder of the chapter reviews previous attempts to characterize

this variation, in order to ultimately show how the theory advanced in this disseration

is superior to these characterizations.

2.3 Previous Explanations of Variation in Tone Patterns

The tone patterns described in the previous section have been analyzed pre-

viously in what, broadly speaking, can be characterized as either derivational or

optimization-based. Derivational autosegmental analyses, starting with (Goldsmith,

1976), modify autosegmental structures step-by-step through a system of rules and

constraints. Optimization-based grammars, applied to tone by a number of authors

(Meyers, 1997; Yip, 2002; Zoll, 2003, inter alia), evaluate autosegmental structures

with respect to a number of violable, universal constraints in a single step (or, as with
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Stratal OT, two steps). The first part of this chapter reviews the relative merits and

drawbacks of each with respect to the explanation of tone-mapping phenomena. The

remainder of this chapter then does the same for long-distance patterns.

2.3.1 Analyses of association in tone-mapping

The following reviews both derivational and optimality-based explanations of

the typology of association generalizations discussed in §2.2.1. Briefly, derivational

theories deal with the edge-based directional association patterns by positing associ-

ation paradigms which assign tones to TBUs one-by-one, either right-to-left (Mende

and Kukuya), left-to-right (Hausa), or from both edges inward (N. Karanga). Quality-

specific generalizations, like that in Kukuya, must then be dealt with language-specific

rules applying after this association paradigm. Finally, positional generalizations are

either accounted for with rules (N. Karanga) or accentual analyses utilizing under-

lying associations to specific syllables (Mende). While the derivational theories are

descriptively adequate in that they can describe the full range of patterns, there is

a preponderence of language specific rules and association paradigms, and thus the

typological predictions of a derivational theory of tone mapping are unclear.

Within the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky, 1993, 2004),

the predicted typology is derived from the possible rankings of a fixed set of universal

constraints. Zoll (2003)’s theory of Optimal Tone Mapping constraints provides an

analysis of the above typology, focusing on the explanation of quality-specific tone as-

sociation patterns through Clash and Lapse constraints militating against spreading

of a H and L tone, respectively, to adjacent TBUs. A strength of this analysis is that,

through the emphasis on these Markedness surface constraints, it more insighfully

captures quality-specific behavior, whereas this must be accounted for with somewhat

arbitrary rules in a derivational framework. As also shown below, directional general-

izations can captured with Align constraints (McCarthy and Prince, 1993), although

there are two major issues with these constraints. First, they are calculated using global
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evaluation, which has been shown to be powerful enough to make bad typological pre-

dictions. More importantly, they cannot capture positional generalizations such as that

in N. Karanga. One attempt to fix the N. Karanga problem using metrical structure

is reviewed (Topintzi, 2003), but it is shown how it requires an analysis-specific con-

straints which provides no theoretical improvement over derivational analyses which

posit language-specific rules.

Finally, while both approaches have their respective merits and drawbacks, both

miss the generalization that the language-specific restrictions on association in tone-

mapping patterns are local in the sense that they can be described by constraints

specifying the well-formedness of substructures of a particular size, a notion that will

be described explicitly in the following chapter.

2.3.1.1 Tone mapping with rules and parameters

Let us begin with the derivational framework. From early on, one of the keys to

autosegmental explanations of tone patterns was directional association, which gives

an insighful analysis of both “directional” patterns. For example, a surface HLL form

in Mende, such as (2.1i) [félàmà] ‘junction’, is derived from the underlying form is thus

as in (2.49a), with the HL melody distinct from the string of syllables over which it will

be manifested. Williams (1971) and Leben (1973), while predating the autosegmental

framework, specifically posit left-to-right tone mapping rules, which were adopted by

Goldsmith (1976) for “default” (i.e., accentless) association, and other work. An ex-

plicitly autosegmental definition of left-to-right association can be found in Pulleyblank

(1986)’s Association Convention:

(2.48) Association Conventions: (Pulleyblank, 1986, p.11, (14))
Map a sequence of tones onto a sequence of tone-bearing units,

a. from left to right

b. in a one-to-one relation
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Through (2.48), associations between the melody string and the syllables then

proceed one-to-one, left-to-right, which for an HL melody realized over three syllables

results in (2.49b), which would be pronounced HLL.

(2.49) a.. HL

σσσ

→ HL

σσσ

→ HL

σσσ

→ b.. HL

σσσ

In left-to-right association, unassociatied melody autosegments associate in a

one-to-one manner to unassociated timing tier autosegments, starting with the leftmost

melody autosegment and leftmost timing tier autosegment. This initial pair associates

first, and then the process repeats for each successive melody autosegment and timing

tier autosegment, if there are any.

Due to this last step, left-to-right tone mapping correctly predicts that a plateau

of a tone, represented here as autosegmental spreading of the last tone autosegment

to any remaining timing tier syllables, will only occur at the right edge of the word.

As such, this tone mapping cannot generated the unattested *HHL pattern, which

corresponds to the following AP diagram:

(2.50) * H L

σσσ

This analysis thus makes the prediction that contours only occur at the right

edge of the word, as tone/timing tier autosegment pairs at the left edge associate one-

to-one first. As noted above, this prediction is correct for Mende, as contours only

occur on the final syllable. For example, a low-falling pattern is analyzed naturally in

AP as the manifestation of a LHL melody over two syllables, as in (2.51a) below.

(2.51) a. LHL

σσ

→ LHL

σσ

→ LHL

σσ

→ LHL

σσ

b. * LHL

σσ

The unattested form in (2.51b), with a nonfinal contour, is thus correctly pre-

dicted to not exist. Thus, left-to-right autosegmental tone mapping rules explain the

basic surface tonal patterns in Mende.
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However, a left-to-right autosegmental tone mapping process predicts the wrong

forms for Hausa, for which multiple association appears on the left edge. Newman

(1986) shows how instead a right-to-left association paradigm in Hausa generates the

correct surface patterns. In right-to-left association, pairs of autosegments associate

starting with the last autosegments on each tier, as in (2.52) below, which has the

same HL/3-σ UR as (2.49).

(2.52) HL

σσσ

→ HL

σσσ

→ HL

σσσ

→ HL

σσσ

Because right-to-left tone mapping operating in the reverse of the left-to-right

process described above, in cases like (2.52) when there are more timing tier autoseg-

ments than tone autosegments, it is the initial timing tier autosegments that are ‘left

out’ of the one-to-one association, and are thus associated to the first tone. This pre-

dicts word-initial tone plateaus, which is correct in the case of Hausa. For example,

(2.52) obtains the tone pattern of (2.18j) [hántúnàa] ‘roses’.

The other prediction of right-to-left tone mapping is that contours should appear

word-initially as well. This is also correct for Hausa. If we allow for an underlying HLH

melody in Hausa, right-to-left tone mapping predicts the existence of both 4-σ words

with an HHLH pattern and 2-σ words with an initial falling FH pattern, as per the

derivations below in (2.53).

(2.53) a. HLH

σσσσ

→ HLH

σσσσ

→ HLH

σσσσ

→ HLH

σσσσ

→ HLH

σσσσ

b. HLH

σσ

→ HLH

σσ

→ HLH

σσ

→ HLH

σσ

This prediction is correct, as both patterns are attested, namely in (2.18k)

[kákkáràntá] ‘reread’ and (2.18l) [mântá] ‘forget’.

The Hausa data thus show that left-to-right tone mappings are not universal,

and that to capture “directionality”-based patterns the direction of association in a
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derivational framework must be somehow parameterized. Archangeli and Pulleyblank

(1994) offer one formalization of this, in that directionality is included as an explicit

parameter on each rule.

However, parameterized directionality not capture “quality-specific” association

patterns like that of Kukuya. Recall that with the exception of trisyllablic LLH, the

tone patterns in Kukuya can be given the same left-to-right tone mapping analysis as

Mende. That this analysis gives the correct surface pattern for HLL forms, but not

LLH patterns, is shown in (2.54) below.

(2.54) a. HL

σσσ

→ HL

σσσ

→ HL

σσσ

→ HL

σσσ

→ HLL

b. LH

σσσ

→ LH

σσσ

→ LH

σσσ

→ LH

σσσ

→ *LHH

Hyman (1987) and Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994) achieve this effect through

the imposition of additional association rules. Hyman (1987) posits a L-Spreading rule

that undoes the leftmost association of a doubly associated H:

(2.55) Kukuya L-Spreading (Hyman, 1987, p. 316, (7))

L H

❡❡
σ σ σ

→ L H

❡❡
σ σ σ

→ LLH

As Zoll (2003) correctly points out, this is an ad hoc solution, as the environment

of L-spreading is exactly the problematic tone pattern. Archangeli and Pulleyblank

(1994) instead stipulate there is a right-to-left Final H Association rule that takes

priority over general left-to-right association. The effect is that a melody-final H first

associates to the last syllable in the word, leaving the preceding L to associate (left-to-

right) to the other syllables.

(2.56) L H

σσσ

→ L H

σσσ

→ L H

σσσ

→ L H

σσσ

→ LLH
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Zoll (2003) argues that both of these analyses miss an important generalization:

in Kukuya, H is not allowed to spread unless it is the only tone in the melody. Addi-

tionally, when we consider data beyond that originally given in (2.1) in §2.1.1, we find

a similar issue to Kukuya. Thus, a simple directional left-to-right analysis of tone map-

ping in Mende correctly obtains the surface form for LHH forms like (2.24a) [ndàvúlá]

‘sling’, it incorrectly predicts that LLH is impossible. Unlike Kukuya, however, LHH

is also allowed, so rules like Hyman (1987)’s L-Spreading rule, which explicitly avoid

LHH patterns, cannot be applied to Mende.

Leben (1978) offers an accentual analysis to deal with the additional patterns

in (2.24); however, this leads Leben to posit a more complex tone mapping convention

than that in (2.48):

(2.57) Mende Tone Mapping Rule (Leben, 1978, p.200, (52))

a. Associate a final H with the rightmost syllable

b. For any tones that are not associated with any syllables, associate the first
tone with the first syllable, the second with the second, and so on.

c. Any syllable that has no tone is associated with the tone of the preceding
syllable, if there is one. Otherwise, tone assignment takes place according
to the well-formedness condition. [i.e., (2.17) –AJ]

For example, bisyllabic HL melody forms with a final falling tone (like (2.24a)

[kÓnyô] ‘friend’) have an underlying association between the H and the final syllable.

Left-to-right association (2.57b) thus proceeds as follows:

(2.58) HL

σσ

→ HL

σσ

→ HL

σσ

→ HF

Note that as the Mende Tone Mapping Rule in (2.57) refers specifically to H

tones, a LR form contour cannot be generated with this paradigm, which correctly

predicts the absence of this melody realization pattern (recall from §2.2.1.3 that LR is

unattested).

The new directionality rules (2.57b) and (2.57c) break up left-to-right spreading

in two steps. This is necessary to correctly derive LLH (as in (2.24)c [lèlèmá] ‘mantis’)
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as follows. First the H associates to the final syllable (2.57a). Then, the L associates

to the initial syllable only (2.57b). This can be seen in the second step below in (2.59).

(2.59) LH

σσσ

→ LH

σσσ

→ LH

σσσ

→ LLH

After the L associates to the first syllable in the second step above in (2.59), by

(2.57c), the second syllable associates to the L, and not the H, to correctly derive LLH.

This nuance in the association is necessary, as simple left-to-right association would,

having associated the L to the first syllable, incorrectly associated the H to the second.

Thus, in order to account the LHH pattern on forms such as (2.24a) [ndàvúlá]

‘sling’, it is necessary to posit an underlying association between the H and the second

syllable, in order to avoid the derivation in (2.59). Given this initial association, the

H then associates to the rightmost syllable by (2.57a), and then (2.57b) fills in the

association between the L and the initial syllable.

(2.60) LH

σσσ

→ LH

σσσ

→ LH

σσσ

→ LHH

Thus, Leben (1978)’s analysis for the full set of Mende data requires the ad-

ditional stipulations in (2.57). However, Leben does not make clear what the cross-

linguistic status of the mapping rules in (2.57) is. While he does go on in the same

paper to analayze some of the complications in the Hausa pattern with (2.57b) and

(c), he does not make it explicit whether or not they are meant to constrain or expand

the rule-based theory of tone mappings in general. As such, it is difficult to interpret

the typological predictions of (2.57).

Finally, in order to capture the combination of positional, directional, and

quality-specific association seen in N. Karanga Shona, Hewitt and Prince (1989) posit

bidirectional ‘edge-in’ tone mapping (Yip, 1988b). Clearly, neither pure left-to-right

or right-to-left spreading will achieve the correct patterns. We could posit an HL

melody for the Assertive and a HLH melody for the Non-assertive, but these
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alone cannot generate the tertiary spreading of the initial H tone or, in the case of

the Non-assertive, the medial stretch of L. To illustrate, the correct APR for the

Non-assertive (2.28f) HHHLLH pattern is given below in (2.61a), and (2.61b) and

(2.61c) show how it cannot be derived with simple directional mappings.

(2.61) a. H L H
❛❛

σσσσσσ

b. Left-to-right

HLH

σσσσσσ

→ HLH

σσσσσσ

→ HLH

σσσσσσ

→* HLH
◗◗❛❛

σσσσσσ

c. Right-to-left

HLH

σσσσσσ

→ HLH

σσσσσσ

→ HLH

σσσσσσ

→* HLH
✑✑✦✦

σσσσσσ

There are two essential pieces to Hewitt and Prince (1989)’s analysis of these

two patterns. First, they invoke Yip (1988b)’s concept of edge-in association, in which

the leftmost and rightmost elements of the melody tier are, in that order, associated

to the leftmost and rightmost elements of the timing tier, respectively.

(2.62) Edge-in association (EIA Hewitt and Prince, 1989, p.178, (7))
For a melody /a...z/,

a. Link a to the initial timing tier unit

b. Link z to the final timing tier unit

c. Link any remaining melody units left-to-right

Hewitt and Prince posit that, the verb roots in both (2.27) and (2.28) carry an

underlying H, which associates to the left edge of the root. For the Non-assertive

tense, they posit an additional -H tone suffix, which by EIA then associates to the

right edge. L tones are analyzed as the result of a default association rule that occurs

following all of their proposed rules for H association.
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(2.63) Assertive Non-assertive

URs H

σσσσ

HH

σσσσ

EIA (a) H

σσσσ

HH

σσσσ

EIA (b)

—

H H

σσσσ

Note that the ‘alternating’ nature of this definition is crucial to their analysis;

the leftmost melody element must first associate to the leftmost timing tier unit. Thus

a single H associates to the left edge, and not the right.

For the ternary spreading of the initial H, Hewitt and Prince posit two ‘local’

(for them, meaning strictly adjacent) spreading rules, Root Tone Spread and General

H-spread. The first applies to root-initial H tones, and the second applies to any H

tone.

(2.64) a. Root Tone Spread (RTS; Hewitt and Prince, 1989, p. 181, (12)))

H

[root σ σ

b. General Tone Spread (GTS; Hewitt and Prince, 1989, p. 181, (13)))

H

σ σ

Crucially, Hewitt and Prince posit that both of these rules are blocked by the

structural adjacency version of the OCP (2.11) from creating any structurally adjacent

H tones. (This OCP also motivates the deletion of the suffix H in monosyllabic and

bisyllabic Non-assertive forms, as it cannot associate without creating an OCP

violation.) Example derivations for these rules are given below in (2.65).
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(2.65) Assertive Non-a (4 σ) Non-a (6 σ)

URs H

σσσσ

HH

σσσσ

HH

σσσσσσ

EIA H

σσσσ

H H

σσσσ

H H

σσσσσσ

RTS H

σσσσ

H H

σσσσ

H H

σσσσσσ

GTS H
❛❛

σσσσ (blocked)

H H
❛❛

σσσσσσ

SR H L
❛❛

σσσσ

H LH

σσσσ

H L H
❛❛

σσσσσσ

String HHHL (2.27d) HHLH (2.28d) HHHLLH (2.28f)

The surface strings in (2.65) illustrate how Hewitt and Prince’s analysis derives

the correct forms for both tenses in N. Karanga. To summarize, Hewitt and Prince’s

tone mapping relies on initial edge-in association, which then feeds additional spreading

rules. This edge-in association operates in a very different manner from the left-to-right

and right-to-left tone mappings we saw earlier for Mende and Hausa. It should also

be noted that Hewitt and Prince’s definition of edge-in association differs from Yip

(1988b)’s original formulation, which Yip convincingly argues is necessary to describe

some phenomena in Arabic morphology and tone phonology in a rule-based, autoseg-

mental framework. It is unclear, then, what exactly the theory of edge-in association

is, and what exactly the range of association patterns is that it is meant to allow.

Thus, the directional, quality-sensitive, and positional tone-mapping general-

izations discussed earlier in this chapter can all be analyzed using a derivational

framework. However, this has led to a proliferation of association paradigms, from

basic right-to-left and left-to-right association, to Leben (1978)’s revised association

paradigm, to Yip (1988b) and Hewitt and Prince (1989)’s edge-in association paradigms.
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Furthermore, several of these analyses employed language-specific rules. There thus

remains a question of what, exactly, the predicted typology of tone-mapping patterns

under a derivational autosegmental framework is. It also, as Zoll (2003) points out for

the restrictions on multiple association of H tones in Kukuya, can miss surface gen-

eralizations in the patterns. The following shows how analyses in Optimality Theory,

which offers a clear way of looking at the typology through permutations of rankings

of a set of universal, violable constraints, attempt to address these issues.

2.3.1.2 Tone mapping with optimization

Perhaps the most comprehensive example of a theory of language-specific asso-

ciation well-formedness that is grounded in violable constraints, Zoll (2003)’s Optimal

Tone Mapping (OTM) has two main goals. One, it aims to highlight quality-sensitive

association; i.e., generalizatons about association that are true for specific tonemes

(e.g., H or L). Two, it claims that directional association is fundamentally about mor-

phological alignment, and is not phonological in nature. However, while Zoll’s theory

makes the important contribution of bringing quality-sensitive association to the fore,

it is too strong in that it cannot capture the positional association of N. Karanga Shona

(a flaw Zoll readily admits).

At the core of OTM are two simple markedness constraints, Clash and Lapse.

The former penalizes adjacent H toned TBUs, and the latter penalizes L toned TBUs.

(2.66) OTM Constraints (Zoll, 2003, p.239, (26))

a. Clash

There is no H sequence on adjacent TBUs (*HH, *HF, etc.)
Assign one violation for each clashing pair of TBUs.

b. Lapse

There is no non-H sequence on adjacent TBUs (*LL, *LR, *∅L, etc)
Assign one violation for each lapsing pair of TBUs.

It should be noted that Clash and Lapse are distinct from the OCP, because

Clash and Lapse penalize adjacent TBUs of identical tones regardless of whether
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or not they are associated to distinct autosegments, whereas the OCP penalizes only

those associated to distinct autosegments:

(2.67)

Clash OCP

H H

σ σ
* *

H

σ σ
*

The relative ranking of Clash and Lapse determines whether a H tone or

a L tone in a melody will spread. Zoll shows how ranking Clash over Lapse thus

precisely captures the behavior of tones in Kukuya. Recall from (2.21) that Kukuya

mostly seemed to follow a left-to-right association pattern, with the exception of LLH

forms:

(2.68) Kukuya word tone patterns (=2.21)

H HH HHH

a. bá ‘palms’ b. bágá ‘show knives’ c. bálágá ‘fence’

F HL HLL

d. kâ ‘to pick’ e. sámà ‘conversation’ f. káràgà ‘to be entangled’

R LH LLH (*LHH)

g. sǎ ‘ knot’ h. kàrá ‘paralytic’ i. mwàr@̀ǵı ‘younger brother’

R-F LF LHL

j. bv̌ı̀ ‘falls’ k. pàl̂ı ‘goes out’ l. kàl@́g̀ı ‘turns around’

Zoll (2003) points out a clear generalization about the surface associations: H

is not allowed to spread in any of these cases. This fact is captured simply in OTM by

ranking Clash over Lapse:
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(2.69)

L H

σσσ

Clash Lapse

L H

σσσ

*!

☞ L H

σσσ

*

H L

σσσ

Clash Lapse

H L

σσσ

*!

☞ H L

σσσ

*

However, H does need to spread in the case that it is the only tone in the

melody, as in (2.68b) and (2.68c). Because Clash is still a violable constraint, this can

be achieved by ranking it below faithfulness constraints such as Dep, which militates

against epenthesis of tones in order to satisfy Clash.

(2.70)

H

σσσ

Dep Clash Lapse

L H

σσσ

*! *

☞ H

σσσ

**

Thus, ranking Clash above Lapse, but below any faithfulness constraints,

accurately describes the association pattern in Kukuya. Importantly, it captures the

generalization that H cannot spread in the presence of a L tone.

However, Zoll cannot get away from directionality completely. For the Hausa

patterns in §2.2.1.1, Zoll invokes morphologically-based directionality, noting that many

of the melodies which associate right-to-left come from suffixes. She thus invokes an

Align-R constraint (McCarthy and Prince, 1993) which works to keep associations

from the suffix tones as far to the right as possible. For example, (2.18g) [j̀ımı̀núu]

‘ostriches’ takes its LH melody from the /-uu/ plural suffix. To achieve right-to-left
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directionality, Zoll posits that the elements of hte suffix are subject to the following

constraint:

(2.71) Align(plural, R, stem, R)

Plural tones align with the right edge of the verb stem.

Zoll does not give an explicit rule for calculating violations of this Align con-

straint. From her discussion, it must be interpreted this way: “For each tone in the

plural suffix, assign one violation for each TBU in between the right edge of the stem

and the rightmost TBU to which the tone is associated.” If this is ranked above both

Clash and Lapse, then we correctly obtain right-to-left association:

(2.72)

L HPl

σσσ

Align Clash Lapse

a. L HPl

σσσ

*!* *

☞ b. L HPl

σσσ

* *

In both forms in (2.72), the rightmost association of the L tone does not align

with the right edge of the word stem. However, it is misaligned more in (2.72a) than in

(2.72b), because the spreading of the H in (2.72a) means that the rightmost association

of the L is two TBUs from the right edge of the stem, rather than one in (2.72b). Thus,

(2.72b) is the optimal candidate. Again, this hinges on a particular interpretation of

the Align constraint: note that in (2.72b), the association between the L and the first

σ, which is two TBUs from the right edge, is not counted as a violation of the Align

constraint.

Zoll (2003) makes the strong claim that directional Align constraints can only

be morphologically triggered. However, there are two issues with Zoll’s use of mor-

phological Align constraints. First, cannot capture patterns like Mende, in which
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directionality is the correct generalization (at least for 90% of the forms, as noted

above in Footnote 3), but is not morphologically motivated.

Second, Align constraints are theoretically undesirable because they predict

bizarre patterns (Eisner, 1997b; McCarthy, 2003). For example, Eisner (1997b) shows

an Align constraint which produces ‘centering’ of association of H tone to the middle

of a word. This is due exactly to ‘counting’ of distance necessary for the evaluation

of Align that distinguishes candidate (2.72a) from (2.72b) above. Eisner (1997a,b)

instead argues that markedness constraints should be fundamentally local, and shows

how the evaluation of Align constraints is fundamentally global—that is, they count

distance over an entire domain. The following chapters show how to precisely define

local versus global evaluation, and comes to the same conclusion as Eisner.

Finally, beyond any theoretical undesirabilities of Align, empirically, it can-

not cover the facts of N. Karanga. As discussed above, toned verbs in N. Karanga

Assertive and Non-assertive tenses begin with a plateau of up to three H tones,

respecting the OCP.

(2.73) N. Karanga verbs

Assertive Non-assertive

H H

HH HL

HHH HLH

HHHL HHLH

HHHLL HHHLH

HHHLLL HHHLLH

HHHLLLL HHHLLLH

From an OTM standpoint, both Clash and Lapse must both be ranked low,

as spans of Hs and Ls are both allowed. Thus, explanation for the pattern must come

from somewhere else. However, this behavior cannot be captured by Align constraints.

Ignoring whether or not Align can be phonological or morphological, let us posit an
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Align constraint similar to the one in (2.71) which forces tones to be aligned with

the right edge of the word. Given such a constraint, for words of sufficient length, the

attested candidate is harmonically bound by candidates in which the H spreads all the

way to the right.

As an example, let us consider five- and seven-syllable forms in the Non-

assertive. That the first H never spreads all the way to the syllable immediately

preceding the second H can be expressed by ranking OCP above Align. In the five-

syllable form (2.74), this obtains the attested form. However, in the seven-syllable

form (2.75), it incorrectly chooses *HHHHHLH over HHHLLLH. Assume L tones are

inserted due to the usual interaction of a high-ranked constraint requiring tone speci-

fication and a low-ranked Dep(L) constraint against the insertion of L tones.

(2.74)

H H

σσσσσ

OCP Align Clash Lapse

a. HLHL

σσσσσ

*!** *

b. HH

✦✦✦★★
σσσσσ

*! * ****

☞ c. HLH

★★
σσσσσ

** **

(2.75)

H H

σσσσσσσ

OCP Align Clash Lapse

☞ a. HLH

✦✦✦✟✟★★
σσσσσσσ

*** ***

✖ b. H L H

★★
σσσσσσσ

**!*** **
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The reason for this is that Align is absolute—it wants tones as far to the right

edge as possible. However, spreading of the initial H in N. Karanga is only ternary.

Thus, for forms with more than 5 syllables, such as in (2.75), the attested form (marked

with a ✖) loses to an unattested form whose initial H has associated as far to the right

as possible.

This highlights an issue OT has with bounded spreading: it is hard to view

spreading over exactly three TBUs as optimal over spreading all the way (as motivated

by Align) or not spreading at all (as motivated by Clash). Topintzi (2003) offers one

possible solution to this problem by invoking metrical feet, and proposing a constraint

FtHdLocality which bars spreading past the head of a foot.

(2.76) FtHdLocality: Spread a tone only up to the adjacent foot head.

Assuming binary and trochaic foot construction, the tableau is as follows for

an Associative form (i.e., with one underlying H tone). Topintzi’s analysis also

requires that the initial H is underlyingly associated to the initial syllable and that

L tone syllables are underlyingly specified. While she uses different constraints to

motivate spreading, I will stick with Align-R for the sake of continuity with the

above discussion.

(2.77)

H

σσσσ

FtHdLocality Align Clash Lapse

a. H

(σσ)(σσ)

*!** ***

b. H

❛❛❛ ❳❳❳
❳

(σσ)(σσ)

*! ***

☞ c. H

❛❛❛

(σσ)(σσ)

** **
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However, as Topintzi (2003) herself notes (p. 332), there is no evidence at all

for metrical feet in N. Karanga Shona. This renders this particular analysis ad hoc.

Furthermore, the constraint FtHdLocality seems tailor-made for this particular

analysis. Thus, it does not represent any theoretical improvement over the language-

specific rules posited by Hewitt and Prince (1989).

2.3.1.3 Interim summary: well-formedness of association

We have now seen both derivational and optimality-based explanations of the

range of melody association in tone-mapping patterns. Derivational frameworks were

able to describe the full range of directional, quality-specific, and positional association

generalizations through the use of a variety of association paradigms and language-

specific rules. However, given the language-specificity of these analyses, in typological

terms it is unclear what range of association patterns it predicts to exist. In Zoll

(2003)’s OTM, the constraints were universal and thus it makes clear typological pre-

dictions, but these predictions both overgenerate (through the Align constraints) and

undergenerate (with respect to N. Karanga Shona).

In sum, this discussion has shown how there is no theory of association which can

both capture all of the surface generalizations in a straightforward way while also mak-

ing clear, yet restrictive, typological predictions. The following chapter will introduce

a computational theory of local constraints which has clear typological predictions.

However, in order to be successful as a theory of tone, this notion of locality must

also capture long-distance generalizations. The following shows how derivational and

optimality-based grammars achieve this using autosegmental representations, which

will motivate the definition in Chapter 5 of a computational theory of local constraints

over autosegmental representations.

2.3.2 Analyses of long-distance generalizations

Having seen how derivational and OT grammars analyze basic association con-

straints, we can now turn to how these theories are able to capture the long-distance
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tonal patterns originally discussed in (2.2.2).

2.3.2.1 Unbounded Tone Plateauing

Recall from §2.2.2.1 that unbounded tone plateauing (UTP) corresponds to a

long-distance surface generalization such that for any two H-toned TBUs, all interven-

ing TBUs must also be H-toned. In autosegmental terms, this means that there can

only be one distinct H tone on the tonal tier. The examples below from Luganda are

repeated from (2.36).

(2.78) a. ‘chopper’ mutéma LHL LHL

µµµ

b. ‘log’ kisiḱı LLH LH

µµµ

c. ‘log chopper’ mutémá+b́ıśıḱı LHHHHH L H
✟✟ ❍❍

µµµµµµ

d. ” ” *mutéma+bisiḱı *LHLLLH * LH L H

µµµµµµ

Again, as strings of TBUs, this appears to be the interaction of H-toned TBUs

at long distances. However, if the intervening TBUs are analyzed as underlyingly

unspecified for a tone, then in an APR the Hs are adjacent on the melody tier. This

is exactly how Hyman and Katamba (2010) analyze it, formalizing the process (which

they refer to as ‘H tone plateauing’) thusly:

(2.79) H H H
✑✑✑
❜❜❜

µ µn µ → µ µn µ

The plateau in (2.32a) [mutémá-b́ıśıḱı] ‘log-chopper’ can thus be analyzed as

follows:

(2.80) H H H

✄✄❭❭
❍❍❍
❛❛❛❛
❳❳❳❳❳

/mu-tém-a/ + /bi-siḱı/ → mutémá-b́ıśıḱı ‘log-chopper’
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While associated to TBUs which may be separated by any number of toneless

TBUs, the Hs are adjacent on the melody tier, and so their interaction can be seen as

local in this way. The advantages of this kind of locality are thoroughly documented

by Odden (1994). While as Odden stresses that this notion of locality is predicated on

underspecification of ignored timing tier units for the particular feature, as in (2.79) and

(2.80), later chapters will show that, using the definition of locality defined in Chapter 3,

strict adherence to the OCP will also allow seemingly long-distance patterns to remain

local over APRs, and that this notion of locality does not require underspecification.

One aspect of UTP that the rule-based analysis misses is that UTP is part of a

cross-linguistic tendency to avoid surface HLH sequences—note that this can also be

seen in the absence of HLH melodies in Mende. In OT, which motivates alternations

based on surface markedness constraints, the generalization that two distinct Hs cannot

appear in the domain becomes the driving force of the alternation. Yip (2002), for

example, motivates UTP in Digo this with a constraint *Trough which penalizes

“dips or troughs” in between H-toned syllables (p. 137). While she does not formalize

it, the behavior of the constraint can be interpreted as penalizing surface HLH melodies:

(2.81) *Trough: Troughs of L tones are not permitted between H tones. Mark one

violation per every HLH sequence in the melody.

If we rank *Trough over a faithfulness constraint NoFusionmilitating against

fusing two autosegments from the input (this is Yip’s terminology; see also the Unif-

IO constraints of Pater (2004) and Meyers (1997)), but below other Faithfulness

constraints (e.g., a Max constraint against deleting the underlying H tones), then

plateauing emerges as the optimal solution to inputs with two underlying H tones.

The following example tableau assumes, as the rest of the chapter has, that surface

candidates adhere to full specification and the NCC.
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(2.82)

H H

µµµµµµ
Max *Trough NoFusion

a. LHLHL

µµµµµµ

*!

b. LHL

❜❜

µµµµµµ

*!

☞ c. L H L

µµµµµµ

*

In the above tableau, candidate (a), in which both underlying Hs surface intact,

violates *Trough, due to the resulting HLH sequence on the melody tier. Candidate

(c), which fuses the two Hs together, creating a plateau between them, thus avoids this

sequence and thus violating *Trough, although it violates the lower-ranked NoFu-

sion.

Thus, in OT we can also capture this long-distance generalization via a con-

straint on the melody. Note that, unlike the rule-based analysis, through the *Trough

constraint it motivates the alternation with the surface generalization, first noted in

§2.2.2.1, that only one H can appear in the melody tier.

2.3.2.2 Hirosaki Japanese

Recall that a similar generalization exists in Hirosaki Japanese: there must be

exactly one H on the melody tier. There are two additional restrictions: this H cannot

be associated to multiple TBUs, and both a H and a following L tone can only associate

to the same TBU on a word-final TBU. The relevant APRs are repeated below from

(2.38) and (2.83) in §2.2.2.2.

(2.83) LHLL = LH L

µµµµ

LLLH = LH
✦✦

µµµµ

LLLF = LHL
✦✦

µµµµ
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*HLLF =* H LHL

µµµµ

*LLLL = * L
✦✦

µµµµ

*LHHL = * LH L

µµµµ

*LFLL = * LH L
✟✟

µµµµ

Haraguchi (1977) analyzes this pattern in an early derivational autosegmental

framework using starred accents. Under his analysis, non-final H-toned morae and final

F-toned morae are underlyingly accented. He stipulates that Hirosaki Japanese has a

basic LHL melody, and that the H initially associates to either an accented mora—of

which there may only be one—or the final mora in the word. The following is adapted

from Haraguchi (1977) (Haraguchi has tones associate directly to vowels, whereas the

following, without loss of generality, has tones associate to morae, in keeping with the

representational assumptions in the rest of the chapter.)

(2.84) Tone association rule (TAR; Haraguchi, 1977, p. 71, (4))

a. If a string as at least one
∗
µ, associate the H tone of the basic tone melody

with the leftmost
∗
µ.

b. If it has no
∗
µ, associate the H tone of the basic tone melody with the

rightmost V.

The first row of APRs in (2.83) for LHLL, LLLH, and LLLF forms would thus be

derived from underlying µ
∗
µµµ, µµµµ, and µµµ

∗
µ, respectively. The following diagrams

show the initial association for these forms. Note that initial association for (2.85a) and

(2.85c), which are accented, applies according to TAR (a), whereas initial associaton

for (2.85(b)), which is unaccented, applies according to TAR (b).
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(2.85) Initial associations by (2.84)

a. LH L

µ
∗
µµµ

TAR (a)
−−−−→ µ

∗
µµµ

b. LHL

µµµµ
TAR (b)
−−−−−→ µµµµ

c. LHL

µµµ
∗
µ

TAR (a)
−−−−→ µµµ

∗
µ

Association to the remaining TBUs then proceeds according to Haraguchi’s

Universal Tone Association Conventions, a modification of Goldsmith (1976)’s Well-

formedness Condition (2.17) which restricts multiple association to initial and final

tones in the melody:

(2.86) The Universal Tone Association Conventions (UTAC) of Haraguchi (1977,
p.11)

a. If a domain contains only one free tone, or if it contains only one free tone
to the right (or left) of a bound [=‘associated’ –AJ] tone, the free tone
should be associated with every free tone- bearing unit or every free
tone-bearing unit on the same side of the bound tone. I.e.,

V P( )

//
T1 T2

(where P is the maximal sequence of free tone-bearing
units, and T2 is a free tone. // indicates that this is a
mirror image process.)

b. If a domain contains no [tone-bearing unit] to the right (or left) of a bound
[tone-bearing unit], and if it contains at least one free tone, the free tone
should be associated with the bound tone-bearing unit. I.e.,

V
//

T Q (where Q is the maximal sequence of free tones.)

For Haraguchi’s analysis of Hirosaki Japanese, UTAC (a) has the effect of asso-

ciating the initial and final L tones of the LHL to any unassociated TBUs. For an L

tone with no unassociated TBU, UTAC (b) associates it instead to the nearest ‘bound’

(=associated) TBU, which in this case is the TBU associated to the H. Thus:
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(2.87) Remaining associations by (2.86)

a. LH L LH L

µ
∗
µµµ

UTAC (a)
−−−−−→ µ

∗
µµµ

b. LHL LHL LHL

µµµµ
UTAC (a)
−−−−−→

✦✦

µµµµ
UTAC (b)
−−−−−→

✦✦

µµµµ

c. LHL LHL LHL

µµµ
∗
µ

UTAC (a)
−−−−−→

✦✦

µµµ
∗
µ

UTAC (b)
−−−−−→

✦✦

µµµ
∗
µ

As the Universal Tone Association Conventions create an unwanted contour in

the case of the unaccented (b) (which, remember, should surface as LLLH). To deal

with this, Haraguchi (1977) posits the contour simplification rule for unaccented TBUs

in (2.88) (following Haraguchi’s notation,
-∗
µ denotes an unaccented mora). A similar,

yet distinct, rule (omitted for brevity) is necessary for when (2.86) creates an initial

contour with the initial L and a H associated to an initial accented mora.

(2.88) Contour simplification (CS; Haraguchi, 1977, p. 72, (6))

H L H

-∗
µ →

-∗
µ

The full derivations for the APRs in (2.83) for LHLL, LLLH, and LLLF forms

are thus as follows:

(2.89) Derivations for LHLL, LLLH, and LLLF

a. LH L

µ
∗
µµµ

TAR
−−→ µ

∗
µµµ

LH L
UTAC
−−−→ µ

∗
µµµ

b. LHL

µµµµ
TAR
−−→ µµµµ

LHL
UTAC
−−−→

✦✦

µµµµ

LH
CS
−→

✦✦

µµµµ

c. LHL

µµµ
∗
µ

TAR
−−→ µµµ

∗
µ

LHL
UTAC
−−−→

✦✦

µµµ
∗
µ

Thus, Haraguchi (1977)’s analysis correctly accounts for the tone patterns.

Again, to capture the generalization that one and only one H tone appears on the
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melody tier, this analysis requires the stipulation that the basic melody in Hirosaki

Japanese is LHL. The restriction of contours to the word-final mora comes from two

places: one, the restriction of the UTAC to restrict multiple association to the word

edges, and language-specific rules that desimplify contours. Note also that evaluation

of Haraguchi (1977)’s tone association rule in (2.84) is again global : it must search the

entire TBU tier for an accented
∗
µ, and, if failing, associate it to a final µ.

While, to the best of my knowledge, no OT analyses of these data exist, a very

similar analysis could be posited using two alignAlign constraints, one forcing an H to

align to an accented mora, and a lower-ranked Align constraint forcing the H to align

to the left edge of the word.9 A high ranking of Zoll (2003)’s *Clash constraint would

then prevent the H from associating to multiple TBUs. The restriction of contours

to the final TBU can be captured by a Coincide(contour, final TBU) constraint, as

also utilized by Zoll (2003). However, there is still the question of the melody. One

solution, to follow Haraguchi and, as to be discussed below, Breteler (2013), is to simply

stipulate that the LHL melody is part of the input. However, we can also treat the

restriction to exactly one H as part of the grammar. We have already seen that the

*Trough constraint from the UTP analysis can force there to be at most one H, as

we have already seen, but to require a H tone, we would need a highly-ranked HaveH

constraint which is violated by APRs whose melody does not contain a H tone.

Regardless, the data in Hirosaki Japanese are analyzable in both derivational

frameworks, and the long-distance quality of the pattern can be attributed to a restric-

tion on the melody to a L(H)L. However, we also see that these analyses suffer from

the same pitfalls as for the tone-mapping patterns above: the derivational analysis

invokes globally-evaluated association rules and language-specific rules that ‘edit’ the

resulting associations, and the OT analysis requires Align constraints. Additionally,

at least in Haraguchi (1977)’s derivational analysis, the melody is simply stipulated in

an statement external to rest of the grammar.

9 A detailed OT analysis of the data in Kobayashi (1970) is given in Li (2014).
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2.3.2.3 Wan Japanese Type β

A similar characteristic can be seen in previous analyses of the Wan Japanese

Type β pattern. Recall that, phrase-medially, Wan Japanese Type β nouns follow one

of the following two patterns, depending on whether or not they are in isolation or are

suffixed:

(2.90) Isolation: HnLHL

Suffixed: HnLHH-HmL

Previous accounts of these patterns explain the difference between them through

association at different levels. Kubozono (2011b), for example, posits an underlying

HLH tone for Type β, which associates right-to-left at (what I will call) the stem

level. To account for the fact that the second H associates to the penultimate mora

of the stem, he posits that the stem-final mora is ‘extrametrical’ and thus invisible to

association. An example is given below for a 5-µ form.

(2.91) HLH

µµµµµ →

HLH

µµµµµ

Kubozono (2011b) posits the final L a boundary tone, which is added to the

final mora of the word. This creates the difference between nouns in isolation and

suffixed nouns. In nouns in isolation, the boundary L fills in the stem-final (=word-

final) mora following the penultimate H-toned mora. In suffixed nouns, this leaves

a gap of unassociated morae between the stem-penultimate mora and the word-final

mora. The following example contrasts a 5-µ noun in isolation with a 5-µ noun followed

by a 2-µ suffix domain.

(2.92) Isolation Suffixed

HLHL

µµµµµ

HLH L

µµµµµ-µµ

Both Hs then ‘fill’ in this gap and any unassociated morae at the beginning of

the word. The entire derivation is summarized in (2.93).
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(2.93) Isolation Suffixed

Underlying form HLH

µµµµµ

HLH

µµµµµ-µµ

Stem level HLH

µµµµµ

HLH

µµµµµ

Word level

Boundary tone HLHL

µµµµµ

HLH L

µµµµµ-µµ

H spreading HLHL

µµµµµ

HLH L
❛❛

µµµµµ-µµ

Output HHLHL HHLHH-HL

Breteler (2013) gives an account in Stratal OT (Booij, 1997; Kiparsky, 2000),

in which optimization takes place at two levels with distinct grammars, which is in

many ways similar to the above analysis. One major difference is that Breteler argues

against the second L as a word-level boundary tone, as Type α words do not exhibit it

(recall that the surface melody for Type α is invariably HLH). He thus posits HLHL

as the underlying melody for Type β. At the stem level, the melody associates right-

to-left, and then at the word-level a quality-specific *Spread(L) constraint against L

spreading (virtually identical to Zoll (2003)’s *Lapse) forces the second H to spread

over any additional morae in the suffix domain.

Both the derivational and OT accounts thus both have several important sim-

ilarities. First, the surface difference in tone patterns between nouns in isolation and

suffixed nouns is derived through different association processes occurring at different

levels. Thus the ‘long-distance’ generalization at the surface discussed in (2.2.2.3)—

that whether or not a final HHL sequence of mora is allowed depends on whether or

not a ‘-’ boundary occurs earlier in the word—is derived not solely from a statement

about the melody, as in UTP and Hirosaki Japanese, but from the interaction of the

autosegmental structure and the morphophonology.
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Second, as in Haraguchi (1977)’s analysis for Japanese, they posit that the

underlying melody (whether HLH or HLHL) is part of the input to the grammar, rather

than part of the grammar itself. This is notably distinct from, example, a *Trough

constraint in OT, which explicitly makes melody well-formedness part of the grammar.

This can be turned into an empirical question: do speakers of Wan Japanese consider

words with other melodies, such as LHL melodies of Tokyo Japanese, grammatical? If

we posit that the melodies of Wan words are simply an accident of the lexicon, then

we expect that speakers should find other melodies acceptable. This is likely not the

case, as, for example, loanwords—which likely are imported through other dialects—

take on Wan melodies (Kubozono, 2011b; Breteler, 2013). While a full exploration of

this issue is beyond the purview of this dissertation, this is a major difference between

these analyses and the one presented in this dissertation, which makes melody well-

formedness an explicit part of the grammar.

Finally, as first mentioned in §2.2.2.3, both analyses assume that strings of the

form HnLHH-HmL correspond to APRs of the form in (2.94a), rather than that in

(2.94b).

(2.94) a. HLH L
✥✥✥✥✏✏✏✟✟ ❛❛ ❳❳❳ ❵❵❵❵

µ . . .
︸︷︷︸

n

µµµµ-µ . . .
︸︷︷︸

m

µ

b. HLH - H L
✥✥✥✥✏✏✏✟✟ ❛❛

µ . . .
︸︷︷︸

n

µµµµ-µ . . .
︸︷︷︸

m

µ

The difference again is that for (2.94a), the stem and suffix domains share a

single melody, but in (2.94b), they each get their own melody, with the stem melody

conforming to the phrase-medial HLH melody. The analysis given later in this disser-

tation will argue, based on the idea of locality, for the latter.

2.3.3 Interim summary: analyses of long-distance generalizations

This section has shown how the long-distance generalizations in UTP, Hirosaki

Japanese, and Wan Japanese can be analyzed in both derivational and optimality-based

frameworks. In UTP and Hirosaki Japanese, the generalizations were captured by con-

straining the melodies, either by rules/constraints that affected the melody (UTP)
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or by stipulating the melody in advance (Hirosaki Japanese). In Wan Japanese, the

long-distance generalization was captured through differing association paradigms op-

erating at different morphophonological levels. However, these analyses suffer from the

same pitfalls as the tone-mapping analyses discussed above. Derivational frameworks

employed language-specific rules and association paradigms whose operation require

“global” evaluation over entire autosegmental structures. Similarly, OT-based anal-

ysis of Hirosaki Japanese requires Align constraints, and Wan Japanese required a

derivation-like stratal approach. Additionally, while the melody well-formedness gen-

eralization in UTP was handled as part of the grammar, for Hirosaki Japanese and

Wan Japanese, melody well-formedness was instead relegated to the lexicon.

2.4 Conclusion

This chapter has introduced, along with autosegmental representations, a num-

ber of examples of phenomena in tone that illustrate the kinds of well-formedness

generalizations over these representations that any theory of tone must be able to

capture. The chapter first reviewed basic generalizations referring to how tones as-

sociate to TBUs, illustrating using variation in tone-mapping phenomena. Namely,

these included directional generalizations, in which multiple association of tones to

TBUs or vice-versa were only allowed on one word edge or another, quality-specific

generalizations which apply to the associations of either H or L tones, or positional

generalizations referring to association to TBUs at specific positions in the word. It

was then shown how long-distance phenomena in tone can be cast autosegmentally as

generalizations referring to melodies and morphophonological information.

We then saw how both previous analyses in both derivational and OT frame-

works manipulated autosegmental representations to capture these generalizations, al-

though there were a number of issues. Generally speaking, derivational frameworks

have been powerful enough to capture all of these phenomena, but they required a

variety of language-specific association paradigms and rules. This proliferation of ana-

lytical tools makes it unclear, from a typological perspective, what the theory predicts
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as a possible or impossible association paradigm. Under OT, through the notion of

universal, violable constraints we get a well-defined notion of a possible association

paradigm, but OT both undergenerates (in the case of N. Karanga Shona) and over-

generates (in the case of Align constraints).

Finally, what is missed by both the derivational and OT theories of association

is that, while they both use theoretical machinery which evaluates APRs globally, the

generalizations reviewed in this chapter are fundamentally local over APRs in a well-

defined sense. The purpose of the following chapter is to define this notion of locality

over strings, and then to argue, through the use of the long-distance generalizations

mentioned in this chapter, that this notion of locality needs to be extended to APRs

in order to capture the full range of attested tone patterns. The remainder of this

dissertation is thus concerned with presenting an alternative view of language-specific

well-formedness which defines and focuses on this property of locality over APRs and

shows that it is favorable to the analyses presented in this chapter because it is both

sufficient to capture the range of attested tone patterns, but it also provides for a

restrictive theory of the typology of tone. It will also be shown how this property can

inform both a theory of learning over autosegmental representations and a theory of

input-output transformations over autosegmental representations.
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Chapter 3

LOGICAL GRAMMARS

The purposes of this chapter are twofold. The first goal is to introduce a com-

putational notion of locality in well-formedness that gives clear, yet restrictive, typo-

logical predictions, and is thus a strong alternative to the rule- and optimization-based

grammars discussed in the previous chapter. This notion is drawn from a literature

defining logical constraints over strings and applying these constraints to theories of

well-formedness and learning in segmental phonology (Graf, 2010a,b; Heinz, 2007, 2009,

2010a; Heinz et al., 2011; Rogers et al., 2013). The second purpose of this chapter is

to show that these local grammars over strings are not sufficiently powerful for tonal

phonology, thus motivating the local autosegmental grammars argued for in the rest

of the dissertation. This move to keep local grammars but consider more complex

structures is justified by the fact, illustrated in this chapter, that it is more restrictive

to enrich the representation than increase the power of the logical grammar.

This chapter introduces the formal background necessary for understanding a

view of phonological constraints based in formal logic and formal language theory. In

this view, grammars are logical constraints over surface structures that are inviolable

and language-specific. These logical constraints specify formal languages (Büchi, 1960;

Rogers, 1998; Rogers et al., 2013; Thomas, 1982) which can be used to model the sets

of well-formed strings of phonemes (or other units) in natural language patterns (Graf,

2010a,b; Heinz, 2007, 2009, 2010a; Heinz et al., 2011; Rogers et al., 2013). It will be

shown here that the most restrictive kind of logical constraint are the banned substruc-

ture constraints, which shall be argued for throughout this dissertation as a restrictive

theory of language-specific well-formedness constraints on phonological structures.
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To give an example from tone in the Japanese dialects, Kagoshima Japanese

words have exactly one high pitched syllable, either on the final or the penultimate

syllable (Hirayama, 1951; Haraguchi, 1977; Kubozono, 2012). Thus, LLHL and LLLH

are well-formed strings of syllables in Kagoshima (respective examples are [kagaŕıbi]

‘watch fire’ and [irogamı́] ‘colored paper’ (Haraguchi, 1977)), but *LHLL is not. That

this well-formedness constraint is psychologically real for Kagoshima speakers can be

seen in the fact that it is applied to novel forms in the dialect, for example the recent

English borrowing [makudonarúdo] ‘McDonald’s’ (Kubozono, 2012).

We can model part of the competence native speakers have regarding the well-

formedness of tone patterns in Kagoshima Japanese with a logical constraint ¬HLL,

which can be interpreted as saying “A H-toned syllable cannot be followed by two

low-tone syllables.” More formally, this constraint picks out a set of strings which

satisfy this constraint by not containing the structure HLL. Thus, the tone pattern

LLLLHL (i.e., that for ‘McDonald’s’) is a member of this set, because it does not

contain the sequence HLL. In contrast, the string *LLHLLL (a possible approximation

of the English tone pattern for ‘McDonald’s) is not a member of this set, because

it contains a HLL sequence. The logical constraint ¬HLL is a banned substructure

constraint because it specifies an invalid part of a string.

The advantages to logical constraints are numerous. First, they are explicit in

that their interpretations are well defined. Second, their expressive power is similarly

well-defined, and different types of logic with different levels of expressiveness can be

used as hypotheses for natural language phonology. Third, through Grammatical Infer-

ence (GI; de la Higuera, 2010), we are given a theory of learning the formal languages

described by (the most restrictive of these) logics. It will be shown how this can be

extended to the logical constraints proposed in this dissertation in Chapter 8. Most

importantly for the present work, however, is that we can vary structure while keep-

ing logical languages constant. This will be shown in this chapter for different string

structures, which will be shown to have different levels of expressiveness given a fixed

logic, and will become more relevant in the next chapters when we move from strings
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to APRs.

It should be noted that the logical constraints defined here can only refer to sets

of structures, and so most readily model surface constraints on well-formedness. Thus,

for most of the dissertation, we shall not consider phonological transformations from

underlying representations to surface representations. However, Chapter 7 will show

how, by defining a set of structures which model transformations, such constraints can

be used in a theory of phonological transformations which incorporates the surface-

based well-formedness constraints outlined in this and the following chapters.

This chapter is structured as follows. §3.1 introduces the mathematical basics for

the discussion in this and following chapters, including formally defining strings and for-

mal languages. §3.2 discusses how formal languages can be related to well-formedness

in natural language phonology. §3.3 introduces the idea of logical grammars to describe

formal languages, and then §3.4 relates different kinds of logics, their expressiveness,

and how varying logic and structure can offer different hypotheses for well-formedness

in phonology. §3.6 then shows how the logic over strings with the current best fit to

segmental phonology is inadequate for tone, prompting the move to logic over graphs

in the rest of the dissertation. §3.7 concludes.

3.1 Mathematical Preliminaries I: Sets and Languages

We begin with some of the mathematical background necessary for explicitly

defining the concepts in this and later chapters.

3.1.1 Sets, pairs, and tuples

First is basic set notation. For an excellent introduction to set theory written for

linguists, see Partee et al. (1993). A set is an unordered collection of distinct elements,

and will be denoted by elements surrounded with curly brackets {}. For example

{1, 2, 3} contains the elements 1, 2, and 3, and as it is unordered it may also be written

{3, 2, 1}, {1, 3, 2}, etc. Because its elements are distinct, {1, 1, 1, 2, 3} = {1, 2, 3}—that

is, it means nothing to refer an element in a set more than once. Membership in a
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set is denoted with ∈; e.g. 1 ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The terms ‘member’ and ‘element’ will be

used interchangeably. The cardinality of a set is the number of elements in the set;

the cardinality of {1, 2, 3} is 3. A set R is a subset of S iff all of its elements are

also members of S, written R ⊆ S. For example, {1, 2} ⊆ {1, 2, 3}. Note also that

{1, 2, 3} ⊆ {1, 2, 3}. We may write R ⊂ S if R ⊆ S and R 6= S; R is then a proper

subset of S. Let the set-theoretic difference of two sets S and R, denoted S − R, be

{x ∈ S|x 6∈ R} (all elements x in S which are not in R). {1, 2, 3} − {2, 3} is thus {1}.

The empty set, or the set with no members can be denoted either as {} or ∅. The

cardinality of the empty set is 0.

Lists of ordered elements will be denoted as follows. An ordered pair will be writ-

ten with parentheses (), for example (1, 2). Importantly, because it is ordered, (1, 2) 6=

(2, 1). Given two sets S and T , S×T is the cross product of S and T , or the set of all pos-

sible pairs (x, y) where x ∈ S and y ∈ T . (S and T need not be distinct sets.) For exam-

ple, for {1, 2, 3} and {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3} × {1, 2} = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2), (3, 1), (3, 2)}.

We call any subset R ⊆ S × T a relation between elements in S and elements in T .

For more than two ordered elements, we use a tuple, written with angled brackets

〈〉. For example, 〈1, 2, 3〉 is a three-tuple, and again 〈1, 2, 3〉 6= 〈3, 2, 1〉. Also, in tuples

and ordered pairs, distinct elements may be listed more than once; 〈1, 1, 2, 3〉 6= 〈1, 2, 3〉.

3.1.2 Alphabets, strings and formal languages

An alphabet is a set of symbols. Often for abstract examples I’ll use early

lowercase Roman letters for these symbols; a, b, c, etc. Alphabets are usually denoted

with uppercase Greek letters, most commonly Σ; e.g. Σ = {a, b, c}. Lowercase Greek

letters will be arbitrarily reference a symbol from an alphabet Σ; i.e., ‘some σ ∈ Σ’.

Given an alphabet Σ, a string over Σ is a finite sequence of symbols in Σ.

Formally defining the concept of a string over Σ requires two concepts. One is the

empty string. The empty string, denoted λ, is the string containing no symbols. Like

the number 0, it’s an abstract notion, but it forms the starting point for defining

strings. The other concept is concatenation. For a string w and a symbol σ let w·σ
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or more concisely wσ denote the concatenation of σ to the end of w. Importantly, for

some σ ∈ Σ, λ·σ = σ. This means that σ may refer to a symbol in Σ, or it may refer

to a string of length 1. We can safely ignore this technicality.

We can thus define a string recursively as the concatenation of some succession

of symbols from Σ. The set of all strings over Σ is denoted Σ∗.

Definition 1 Given an alphabet Σ, w ∈ Σ∗ iff:

• w = λ, or

• w = u·σ; σ ∈ Σ, u ∈ Σ∗

Nothing else is in Σ∗.

Intuitively, this definition says that all strings over Σ are either λ or the con-

catenation of some σ ∈ Σ to a string over Σ. For example, given Σ = {a, b}, abb ∈ Σ∗.

We can show this by a series of steps which follow Definition 1. First, abb = ab·b, and
ab ∈ Σ∗ because ab = a·b, and a ∈ Σ∗ because a = λ·a, and λ ∈ Σ∗. The reader can

confirm that any string of as and bs (or any string of any symbols from a particular

alphabet) can be generated this way.

Concatenation may be extended to strings. Let w·v, or more concisely wv,

denote the concatenation of two strings. We can then define a substring, or contiguous

piece of a string. For a string w, v is a substring of w if w = u1vu2, for two strings u1

and u2. For example, aba is a substring of abbbabaabaabaa (substring in bold). Because the

empty string is a string, every string is a substring of itself: aba is also a substring of

λabaλ = aba.

For a symbol σ, we write σn for a string composed of σ repeated n times. For

example, a5 = aaaaa.

A formal language (or just language, or sometimes stringset) L ⊆ Σ∗ is a set of

strings. This set may be infinite, or it may not. Let Σ = {a, b} again. If L = {aa, bb},

then L is a language in Σ∗. Note that in this case, L is finite; it has only two members.

If L = {ab, abab, ababab, abababab, ...}, i.e. the set of arbitrary repetitions of ab, then

L is also a language in Σ∗. This L is infinite (as indicated by the ellipsis); it has an
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infinite number of members. Concatenation may also be extended to languages; L1·L2

denotes the pairwise concatenation of each string in L1 with each string in L2.

With the concatenation of languages, we can define an important special version

of Σ∗. Modelling generalizations in natural language phonology, it is often necessary

to refer to the beginnings and the ends of words. Let ⋊ and ⋉ be two symbols not

in Σ. Let ⋊Σ∗
⋉ = {⋊}·Σ∗·{⋉} be the set of all words in Σ∗ delineated with these

beginning and end boundaries. Thus, for any string w ∈ Σ∗, ⋊w⋉ ∈ ⋊Σ∗
⋉. For

example, if Σ = {a, b}, aabb ∈ Σ∗, so ⋊aaba⋉ ∈ ⋊Σ∗
⋉.

This dissertation is primarily interested in infinite languages like this latter

example, as shall be discussed further in a moment. However, infinite languages pose

a problem—how to represent them in a finite space. Let us define grammar any finite

representation of a (possibly infinite) formal language. Given a grammar G, let L(G)

denote the language represented by (or ‘the language of’ or ‘the language described

by’) G.

This is a very general definition of the notion of grammar, and there are many

different types of grammars, of which the logical constraints used throughout this

dissertation are only one example. The following discusses formal languages, grammars,

and their relation to phonology.

3.2 Well-formedness Constraints as Formal Languages

A formal language can model phonotactic knowledge of native speakers by rep-

resenting the set of well-formed words in their language. The infinitude of such a

formal language can represent speakers’ ability to productively apply well-formedness

constraints to new forms. The introduction gave an example of this in Kagoshima

Japanese. Let us model this more explicitly with a formal language.

Let Σ = {H,L}, representing high- and low-toned syllables respectively. As

mentioned in the introduction, in order for a word to be well-formed in Kagoshima

Japanese, it must have a single high tone either on the ultimate or penultimate syllable.

We can represent this constraint by bifurcating Σ∗ into LKJ , the set of strings of
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syllables which constitute well-formed words in Kagoshima Japanese, and everything

else. Examples of these two sets are given below in (3.1).

(3.1) In LKJ Not in LKJ

H, HL, LH, L, LL, HH, LLL,

LHL, LLH, HLL, HHL, HHH,

LLHL, LLLH, LHH, LLLL, HLLL,

. . . , LLLLHL, . . . , HLLHLHL,

LLLLLH, . . . LHLHLH, . . .

For example, LLLLHL (the tone pattern for [makudonarúdo] ‘McDonald’s’) is

in LKJ , but HLLHLHL is not, because it has more than one H tone. Note that the

ellipses indicate that LKJ is an infinite language. Thus, for example, LLLLLLLHL is

in LKJ , even if a word of such length may not exist in the vocabulary of any particular

speaker of the dialect. However, this models the fact that they would find such a word

well-formed, if it were created through morphological processes or borrowing (such as

the 6-syllable ‘McDonald’s’). However, the infinitude of LKJ also means that strings

like L20HL are in the language, even though they are unlikely to ever be attested in

actual Kagoshima Japanese use. The critical assumption here is that this particular

well-formedness constraint holds independently on any constraints on the lengths of

words, be them well-formedness constraints or some sort of functional constraint (such

as the impracticality of extremely long words).

If LKJ is infinite, how could it possibly model the competence of actual speakers

of Kagoshima Japanese, whose brains (like all human brains) are finite? The answer

was already hinted at in §3.1.2—an infinite formal language can be modeled with a

finite formal grammar. This is the topic of the next section.

3.3 Logical Grammars

We can represent an infinite formal language L ⊆ Σ∗ finitely by defining a

principled way of checking any string w ∈ Σ∗ to see if w is in L. Recall the concept of
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a substring, or a contiguous piece of a string. We can define a logical language (or just

logic) of statements which are evaluated depending on the substrings in a string. As

any such statement is finite, it can be interpreted as a grammar specifying the set of

all strings in Σ∗ for which the statement is true. The following is a brief overview of

how to define such a logic; for a thorough introduction to such definitions, the reader

is referred to Enderton (1972).

As an introduction to the relationship between formal languages and logic, this

section is primarily concerned with propositional logic. While the following section

will show propositional logic to be an undesirable hypothesis for phonological well-

formedness, it does provides a good starting point for understanding how logical state-

ments can provide an explicit description of a pattern and will also play a key role in

the subsequent discussion of the expressivity of logical languages. It will also serve as

a basis for, in the next section, defining the more restrictive logics that give us the

notion of locality that will be used throughout this dissertation.

3.3.1 The syntax and semantics of a propositional logic

Defining a logical language comes in two steps. One is defining its syntax,

or defining the set of sentences in the logical language. The second is defining its

semantics, which define how each sentence is interpreted. The syntax of our logic

based on substrings is as follows in Defintion 2. This logic is a propositional logic,

meaning it is made up of statements which can be true or false about strings, and so

let us denote it as LP (Enderton, 1972).

Definition 2 (Syntax of LP ) Given a sentence φ,

a. if φ = u for a substring u of some word w ∈ ⋊Σ∗
⋉, then φ ∈ L

P

b. if φ = (¬ψ) for some ψ ∈ L
P , then φ ∈ L

P

c. if φ = (ψ1 ∧ ψ2) for some ψ1, ψ2 ∈ L
P , then φ ∈ L

P

d. if φ = (ψ1 ∨ ψ2) for some ψ1, ψ2 ∈ L
P , then φ ∈ L

P

e. if φ = (ψ1 → ψ2) for some ψ1, ψ2 ∈ L
P , then φ ∈ L

P
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Nothing else is in L
P .

This simply defines what statements in L
P are going to look like. The basic

propositions are substrings of ⋊Σ∗
⋉. Why we use ⋊Σ∗

⋉ delineated with the boundary

symbols, instead of just Σ∗, will become clear in a moment. The other propositions

are defined as linking other propositions via the logical connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, and →.

Before defining what these mean (though the reader may already have some idea) let

us look at a few examples of statements in L
P .

Let Σ = {a, b}. By Definition 2a any substring of a string in ⋊Σ∗
⋉ is in L

P .

Because ⋊aabba⋉ ∈ ⋊Σ∗
⋉, a⋉ is a statement in L

P , aa is a statement in L
P , ba is

a statement in L
P , abba is a statement in L

P , etc. We can then build up statements

recursively using the definitions of connective statements in Def. 2b through e. For

example, because a⋉ and ba are statements in L
P , then by Def. 2b (¬ba) and (¬a⋉)

are also in L
P . We can keep building further. Because (¬ba) and (¬a⋉) are in L

P ,

then by Def. 2c so is ((¬ba) ∧ (¬a⋉)). The parentheses here make it explicit how

a statement is ‘built’ out of recursive applications of Def 2, but they are not always

necessary and can be visually confusing. Thus, I will omit them when the context is

clear; for instance, ((¬ba) ∧ (¬a⋉)) may also be written ¬ba ∧ ¬a⋉.

Again, while the meanings of these logical connectives are perhaps well-known,

we have not explicitly defined them. The following defines the semantics of LP , by

stating under which conditions a string in Σ∗ satisfies a statement φ in L
P .1

Definition 3 (Semantics of LP ) Given a sentence φ ∈ L
P and a word w, w |= φ (w

satisfies φ):

a. if φ = u and u is a substring of ⋊w⋉

b. if φ = (¬ψ) for some ψ ∈ L
P and w 6|= ψ (w does not satisfy ψ)

1 Technically, the satisfaction of a logical statement is usually defined through a model
of a string, which represents particular kinds of information in the string, rather than
through the string itself. However, given the restricted logics considered in this defini-
tion, it is enough to talk about the strings themselves satisfying logical statements. For
more on the relationship between models and logic, the reader is referred to (Enderton,
1972).
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c. if φ = (ψ1 ∧ ψ2) for some ψ1, ψ2 ∈ L
P and w |= ψ1 and w |= ψ2

d. if φ = (ψ1 ∨ ψ2) for some ψ1, ψ2 ∈ L
P and w |= ψ1 or w |= ψ2

e. if φ = (ψ1 → ψ2) for some ψ1, ψ2 ∈ L
P and w |= (¬ψ1 ∨ ψ2)

The reader can confirm that, as the structure of Def. 3 follows that of Def. 2,

we have a way of interpreting how any string in Σ∗ can satisfy any statement in L
P (I

will omit the proof). Let us look at some examples.

Recall from above that a⋉ and ba, by virtue of being substrings of strings in

⋊Σ∗
⋉, are statements in L

P . To avoid confusion with their string counterparts, let us

use φa⋉ to refer to the logical statement a⋉, and let us use φba to refer to the logical

statement ba. By Def. 3a, any w ∈ Σ∗ which, when delineated with ⋊ and ⋉, contains

a⋉ as a substring, satisfies φa⋉, and likewise with ba and φba . For example, aaa |= φa⋉,

because a⋉ is a substring of ⋊aaa⋉. Likewise, bbbaaaa |= φba , because ba is a substring

of⋊bbbaaaa⋉. On the other hand, aab 6|= φa⋉ and aab 6|= φba , because neither a⋉ nor ba

is a substring of ⋊aab⋉. Now consider ¬φa⋉, the negation of φa⋉. Because aab 6|= φa⋉,

by Def. 3b, aab |= ¬φa⋉. Likewise, because aab 6|= φba , aab |= ¬φba . Then, because

aab |= ¬φa⋉ and aab |= ¬φba , by Def. 3c, aab |= ¬φa⋉ ∧ ¬φba . It is in this way that

Def. 3 allows us to recursively build up an interpretation of a statement in L
P using

the interpretation of its composite parts.

There may be many strings which satisfy a statement in L
P . Each statement

φ in L
P thus bifurcates the set Σ∗ into two sets: the set of strings which satisfy φ,

and the set of strings that do not. The sets of strings in Σ∗ which satisfy φa⋉, ¬φa⋉,

¬φba , and ¬φa⋉ ∧ ¬φba , as well as the sets of strings in Σ∗ which do not satisfy each

statement, are given below in (3.2).
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(3.2) φ Strings satisfying φ Strings not satisfying φ

φa⋉ a, aa, ba, aaa, aba, b, ab, bb, aab, abb, bab,

baa, bba, aaaa, . . . bbb, aaab, aabb, . . .

¬φa⋉ b, ab, bb, aab, abb, bab, a, aa, ba, aaa, aba,

bbb, aaab, aabb, . . . baa, bba, aaaa, . . .

¬φba a, b, aa, ab, bb, aaa, aab, ba, aba, baa, bba, bab,

abb, bbb, aaaa, aaab, . . . aaba, abaa, abba, baaa, . . .

¬φa⋉ ∧ ¬φba b, ab, bb, aab, abb, bbb, a, aa, ba, aaa, aba, baa, bab,

aaab, aabb, abbb, . . . bba, aaaa, aaba, abaa, . . .

The strings that satisfy φa⋉ are exactly those strings which end in a; the strings

that satisfy ¬φa⋉ are those which do not end in a. Likewise, the strings that satisfy

¬φba are those in which all as precede all bs. The set of strings which satisfy ¬φa⋉∧¬φba

is the intersection of these two sets; i.e., the strings which satisfy both ¬φa⋉ and ¬φba .

In this way, any φ ∈ L
P can be seen as specifying a formal language; i.e., the set

of strings which satisfy φ. Thus, any such φ is a grammar as defined above in §3.1.2.

Parallel to the notation given there, we denote the language specified by a statement

φ as L(φ). Formally,

Definition 4 (The language of φ) For any φ ∈ L
P , L(φ) = {w ∈ Σ∗|w |= φ} (all

strings w ∈ Σ∗ that satisfy φ).

Thus, for example, L(¬φa⋉) is the set of strings satisfying ¬φa⋉ in (3.2). We

now have a concrete way of finitely representing an infinite formal language. Let us

return to how this may be applied to well-formedness constraints in natural language.

3.3.2 A logical grammar for Kagoshima Japanese

In §3.2 we saw the tone pattern of Kagoshima Japanese, in which all words have

either a penultimate or final H tone, modelled as a formal language LKJ . This formal

language is repeated below in (3.3) from (3.1).
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(3.3) In LKJ Not in LKJ

H, HL, LH, L, LL, HH, LLL,

LHL, LLH, HLL, HHL, HHH,

LLHL, LLLH, LHH, LLLL, HLLL,

. . . , LLLLHL, . . . , HLLHLHL,

LLLLLH, . . . LHLHLH, . . .

We can now represent this infinite language with a finite, logical grammar. The

following shows that this can be done by stating a series of substrings which are not

allowed to appear in any string in LKJ . This is not the only way to describe LKJ with

a logical statement, but why this particular method is used will become clear in §3.4.

First, we note that no strings in LKJ contain the substring HLL, as this repre-

sents a H tone that is farther from the right edge than the penult. For example, HLL

is a substring of the ill-formed strings *HLLL and *HLLLL. Similarly, no strings in

LKJ contain HLH either, as this would also create a pre-penult H (e.g. *HLLHLHL

in (3.3)). Statements picking out these two substrings are given the names φHLL and

φHLH below in (3.4).

(3.4) a. φHLL = HLL b. φHLH = HLH

Additionally, there are no adjacent Hs in any string in LKJ , as no two Hs are

allowed to appear in a word in Kagoshima Japanese. The following statement picks

out exactly such a structure with a HH substring.

(3.5) φHH = HH

Finally, as all strings in LKJ have a H either on the penult or the final syllable,

we never see a final LL substring. The logical statement referring to a final LL substring

is given in (3.6).

(3.6) φLL⋉ = LL⋉
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To ban each of these strings, we can simply negate each of the statements in (3.4)

through (3.6) and then take the conjunction of these negations. Call this statement

φKJ .

(3.7) φKJ = ¬φHLL ∧ ¬φHLH ∧ ¬φHH ∧ ¬φLL⋉

The following remark claims that φKJ describes LKJ .

Remark 1 L(φKJ ) = LKJ

Proof: We show that LKJ ⊆ L(φKJ ) and then that L(φKJ ) ⊆ LKJ . First, for

LKJ ⊆ L(φKJ ), any strings w ∈ LKJ will contain exactly one H in either ultimate

or penultimate position. Thus, when delineated with ⋊ and ⋉, cannot contain either

HLL, HLH, HH, nor LL⋉ as substrings, and will thus satisfy φKJ and so w ∈ L(φKJ ).

For LKJ ⊆ L(φKJ ), any w ∈ L(φKJ ) will have at least one H in either ultimate

or penultimate position, because w |= ¬φLL⋉. It also contains exactly one H, as im-

plied by the fact that w |= ¬φHH , w |= ¬φHLH , and w |= ¬φHLL (the latter banning Hs

separated by two or more Ls). Thus, w has exactly one H in penultimate or ultimate

position, and so w ∈ LKJ . �

Thus, we have successfuly described the infinite LKJ generalization with a finite

logical grammar.

3.3.3 Interim conclusion: logical grammars

To summarize what has been covered so far, we have seen how to model an

infinite generalization with a finite grammar. Additionally, in L
P we have seen how a

class of logical grammars is mathematically explicit. That is, we know all of the possible

grammars (=statements) in L
P , and we have a precise method for interpreting each

one.

Another important strength of logical grammars is that we get an understanding

of the expressivity of different types of logical grammars. This important, as L
P is
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expressive enough to describe patterns that are unattested in phonology, and is thus a

bad hypothesis for phonological well-formedness.

3.4 Local Logics

The previous section showed how it was possible to describe a phonological

pattern in L
P . How, then, does it relate to a predictive theory of phonological well-

formedness? Recall that in the previous chapter, a criticism of previous explanations of

tonal phonology in Optimality Theory was that it both undergenerated (in terms of not

being able to capture N. Karanga Shona) and overgenerated (through the predictions

of Align). In order to provide a better theory of tonal well-formedness, we must thus

find a logical language that is both sufficient in describing the attested typology of

tonal patterns, and restrictive in the sense that it does not predict bizarre patterns.

The following illustrates how L
P also can describe patterns that are unattested

in natural language phonology, due to the global evaluation of its statements. This mo-

tivates introducing restrictions on L
P which are fundamentally local in nature. These

are LNL, which is a subset of LP , and L
NL
T introduced in §3.5, which has the same syn-

tax of LNL but is interpreted over different structures. It will be then shown how these

logics form restrictive hypotheses for surface well-formedness constraints in phonology.

3.4.1 An unattested pattern

Let Σ = {H,L} and consider the following statement in L
P :

(3.8) φIH,FH = ⋊H → H⋉

I name φIH,FH as such because it requires of strings in L(φIH,FH ) that if there

is an Initial H (⋊H), then there is also a Final H (H⋉). In other words, if the string

begins with an H, the end of the string must ‘agree’ and also be H.2 The reader can

confirm that φIH,FH ∈ L
P as it can be built using Def. 2. The set of strings in L(φIH,FH )

are given below in (3.9).

2 This pattern is based on the unattested First-Last Assimilation pattern discussed by
Lai (2015).
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(3.9) In L(φIH,FH ) Not in L(φIH,FH )

L, H, LL, HH, LLLL, HL, HHL, HLLL, HLHL,

HLLH, HLHH, HHHL, HLLLLLL, . . .

HLLLLH,. . .

For example, HLLH ∈ L(φIH,FH ), because it satisfies ⋊H and it also satisfies

H⋉. In contrast, HLLL 6∈ L(φIH,FH ), because it satisfies ⋊H but not H⋉. Note that

any string in Σ∗ that doesn’t begin with H, e.g., LLLL, is in L(φIH,FH ), because φIH,FH

only says anything about strings that begin with H (as an implication is always true

if its antecedent is false). Thought about in these terms, the set of strings not in

L(φIH,FH ) is exactly the set of strings that begin with H but do not also end in H.

To the best of my knowledge, no tonal pattern requires that the last TBU of

the word must agree with the first TBU just in case it is H-toned. However, if we

take statements in L
P to be our hypothesis for phonological well-formedness, then we

predict such a pattern to exist. Thus, LP overgenerates an unattested pattern. This

can be said to be because of its global nature: φIH,FH establishes a dependency on

TBUs on either end of the word.

In contrast, the statement φKJ described the attested LKJ pattern by specifying

a set of substrings (namely, HLL, HLH, HH, and LL⋉) which do not appear in any

string in the language. The following shows that such statements are fundamentally

local, in a well-defined way, and that we can build a restricted logic out of this kind of

statement that discludes patterns like L(φIH,FH ).

3.4.2 Conjunctions of Negative Literals

The statement φKJ belongs to a particular subclass of statements in L
P with

some interesting properties. This class is called the conjunctions of negative literals,

which I’ll denote as LNL. Literal refers to the most basic kind of propositional state-

ment, in this case statements representing the presence of a single substring, as defined

in 2a. A formal definition of LNL is below.
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Definition 5 (Conjunction of negative literals) Given a propositional logic LP , a

statement φ ∈ L
P is a conjunction of negative literals if it has the following structure:

φ = ¬w0 ∧ ¬w1 ∧ ¬w2 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬wn

where w0, w1, w2, ..., wn are literals, or strings meeting Def. 2a of a statement in L
P .

Let LNL denote the set of conjunctions of negative literals in L
P .

As φKJ does, a conjunction of negative literals specifies a list of banned substrings

which will not appear in any string in the corresponding language. We shall generalize

this concept to banned substructure constraints when moving from strings to graphs

in the following chapters.

One last thing to keep in mind about statements in L
NL is that because each

statement is finite, there is some longest substring which it bans. For example, in φKJ ,

the longest substrings it bans (HLL, HLH, LL⋉) are of length 3. For sets characteriz-

able by banned substructure constraints, it will sometimes be important to remember

the size of the largest substructure being banned. Following tradition, I will refer to

this value with k. Thus, for φKJ , k = 3.

3.4.3 Comparing logics

The reason that the idea of banned substructures is of interest is that logics

which can require substructures are more powerful than conjunctions of negative lit-

erals, which can only ban substructures. In this way, LNL is a very restrictive set of

grammars, which will be argued momentarily to be an important quality of LNL as a

hypothesis for well-formedness constraints in phonology.

First, note that by Definitions 2 and 5, LNL is a strict subset of LP .

Theorem 1 L
NL ⊂ L

P

Proof: By Defs. 2 and 5, every statement in L
NL is in L

P , but there are statements

in L
P that are not in L

NL. The statement φIH,FH in (3.8), for example, is in L
P but
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does not match Def. 5 for a statement in L
NL. �

The statement φIH,FH also demonstrates that LNL is strictly less expressive than

L
P ; that is, there are languages we can describe with L

P that we cannot describe with

L
NL. The language L(φIH,HF ) is one such language. I omit the proof, but the intuition

is as follows.3 We need to ban all strings of the shape HLn, as no such string satisfies

φIH,FH . We cannot ban ⋊H, as this would incorrectly also ban strings of the shape

HLnH, which are in L(φIH,HF ). We also cannot simply ban L⋉ as a substring, as

that would incorrectly remove strings like LLL from L(φIH,HF ). We can then try and

ban entire strings, such as ⋊HL⋉, ⋊HLL⋉, etc. However, we would need an infinite

number of such statements, as for every negative literal ¬ ⋊ HLn
⋉ for some n, there

is some string HLn+1 6∈ L(φIH,FH ) that would satisfy that negative literal. In this way,

any statement in L
NL is bound to fail to describe L(φIH,FH ). Again, this is because

φIH,FH requires a H⋉ substring just in case a ⋊H substring is also present.

3.4.4 L
P and L

NL and formal and natural languages

Thus, we have shown that LNL is less expressive than L
P . In fact, this is well-

known. The languages describable by L
NL are the Strictly Local (SL) languages (also

known as the languages Locally Testable in the Strict Sense; McNaughton and Papert,

1971). The languages describable by L
P are the Locally Testable (LT) languages, which

are a strict superset of the SL languages (McNaughton and Papert, 1971).

These classes are very natural in that the logical characterizations in L
P and

L
NL are not the only way of obtaining them. For example, the SL languages are

describable by tiling grammars (Rogers et al., 2013) and finite-state acceptors whose

3 Proving a pattern is not in L
NL uses an abstract property shared by all patterns

describable in L
NL, which is that of suffix substitution closure (Rogers and Pullum,

2011). This is a property of the patterns themselves and not dependent on the partic-
ular grammar formalism (such as the logical grammars outlined here). Essentially, a
pattern has suffix substitution closure if there is some value k for which a string’s mem-
bership in the pattern will not depend on information in the string that is separated
by k or more symbols.
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states correspond to substrings of size k − 1 for some k (McNaughton and Papert,

1971).

The SL languages also have a few more properties that make them interesting.

One, as pointed out by Rogers et al. (2013), the cognitive interpretation of evaluating

the well-formedness of a string with respect to an SL language is straightforward.

Recall L(φKJ ), for whom the value k of the longest banned substring was 3. For any

strings in Σ∗, whether or not it is a member of L(φKJ ) can be checked by scanning

the string with a window of size 3. If any banned substring appears in the window,

we know it’s out. Contrast the step-by-step evaluations of LLHL and *LHLL below in

(3.10). φkj is repeated below in (3.10a) as reference for the banned substrings.

(3.10) a. φKJ = ¬φHLL ∧ ¬φHLH ∧ ¬φHH ∧ ¬φLL⋉

b. ⋊ L L H L ⋉

X ⋊LL

⋊ L L H L ⋉

X LLH

⋊ L L H L ⋉

X LHL

⋊ L L H L ⋉

X HL⋉

c. ⋊ L H L L ⋉

X ⋊LH

⋊ L H L L ⋉

X LHL

⋊ L H L L ⋉

✖ HLL

Because, as in (3.10c), we know a string is ill-formed as soon as we see a sin-

gle banned substring, there is no need for any memory—the scanning procedure only

needs to pay attention to what is currently in the window. Thus, the SL languages are

fundamentally local because their well-formedness depends solely on each individual

substring. This is in contrast to the LT languages, which require some memory. For

example, a scanning mechanism evaluating strings with respect to L(φIH,LH ) would,

upon encountering a final L⋉ substring, have to remember whether or not a ⋊H sub-

string appeared earlier in the word. This makes evaluation of LT languages global, as

opposed to local.

This local characteristic of the SL languages also makes them easily learned

from positive data (in the sense of Gold, 1967), as long as the learner has a priori

knowledge of k (Garćıa et al., 1990; Heinz, 2007). Briefly, such a learner only has to
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keep track of the substrings of length k seen in each example of the target language,

and can infer that any substrings of length k it has not seen are banned substrings.

Given that evaluation and learning in the SL languages is so simple, it is signif-

icant that many phonotactic patterns in natural language are SL (Heinz, 2007, 2010a;

Rogers et al., 2013). It has been shown here how Kumamoto Japanese is one such

pattern. Many segmental coocurrence restrictions are SL as well (Heinz, 2007, 2010a).

For example, Halle (1978) points out that English speakers reliably judge plast as a

possible English word (even if they have never heard it before), but *ptak as not. This

can be attributed to the initial *[pt] sequence of ptak, which we can ban with the

negative literal ¬⋊ pt.

In contrast, LT patterns such as L(φIH,FH ), in which only the word ends agree

in a particular feature, are, to the best of my knowledge, unattested as well-formedness

constraints. Thus, LNL and the SL languages provide us with a strong hypothesis for

well-formedness constraints:

(3.11) The L
NL Hypothesis: Surface well-formedness constraints in phonology are

local over strings.

Local, again, is used here in the technical sense as defined in this chapter. This

is thus a restrictive hypothesis because it constrains the range of grammars available

to speakers to conjunctions of negative substring literals—i.e., statements in L
NL. As

mentioned above, as a theory of well-formedness it also comes with straightforward

cognitive interpretations of string evaluation and learning.

3.5 Expressivity and Structure

However, the L
NL Hypothesis is far too strong. There are many attested

long-distance patterns in natural language phonology that are not SL (Heinz, 2010a;

Heinz et al., 2011; Rogers et al., 2013). This section gives a concrete example in the

Hirosaki Japanese pattern discussed in the previous chapter. However, while L
NL is

too restrictive of a hypothesis for surface well-formedness in phonology, as shown in
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the last section we also do not want to increase the power of logic to L
P . This section

introduces LNL
T , which has the same syntax as LNL but is interepreted over tiers. This

logic is more expressive than L
NL, but does not overgenerate in the same way that

L
Pdoes. This section thus introduces an important concept for this dissertation: that,

when faced with the need for a more expressive grammar, it is a more restrictive choice

to enrich the representation than to increase the power of the logic.

3.5.1 A long-distance generalization

As motivation to move beyond L
NL and L

P , consider the tone pattern of Hirosaki

Japanese (Haraguchi, 1977). Recall from Chapter 2 §2.2.2.2 that words in Hirosaki

Japanese can only have one H-toned or F-toned mora, and that F-toned morae can

only appear word-finally (see p. 39). For now, let us simplify somewhat and focus on

the generalization that in Hirosaki Japanese must have one and only one H-toned mora,

which may appear anywhere in the word. The full version of the pattern, including the

restriction involving falling tones, will be discussed in more detail in §3.6.1. A formal

language over Σ = {H,L} representing the well-formed strings of toned morae in (this

simplified version of) Hirosaki Japanese is given below in (3.12). I’ll denote this formal

language as L′

HJ , as the true Hirosaki Japanese pattern LHJ will be discussed in §3.6.1.

(3.12) In L′

HJ Not in L′

HJ

H, HL, LH, L, LL, HH, LLL,

LHL, LLH, HLL, HLH, HHL, HHH,

LLLH, LLHL, LHH, LLLL, HLLL,

LHLL, HLLL, . . . , HLLLH,

LLLLH, . . . LLLLL, . . .

The formal language L′

HJ is the set of strings that have exactly one H; any string

with no Hs or two or more Hs is not in L′

HJ .

This pattern cannot be described with either L
NL or L

P . I start with L
NL.

Every string must contain a H, but this H may be in any position. From a negative
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standpoint, this means that the pattern does not contain strings of all L morae; i.e.,

L, LL, LLL, etc. For any string of a particular length, we can of course write a literal

that bans this string. For example, φL-string and φLL-string in (3.13) below pick out

monomoraic and bimoraic L-tone strings, respectively.

(3.13) a. φL-string =⋊L⋉ b.φLL-string =⋊LL⋉ c. ¬φL-string ∧ ¬φLL-string

The conjunction of negative literals in (a)c can thus ban the strings L and LL.

However, it cannot ban the string LLL; for this, the negative literal ¬LLL is necessary.

In general, to ban any string of length n morae of all L tones, we would need a literal

like φL-string or φLL-string for each n. Attempting to write a conjunction of thus these

results in an infinite statement, as in (3.14) below.

(3.14) ¬φL-string ∧ ¬φLL-string ∧ ¬φLLL-string ∧ ¬φLLLL-string ∧ . . .

Thus, L′

HJ cannot be captured with a statement in L
NL, because it is impossible

to enforce that an H be present if it may appear anywhere in the word (note that this

is in contrast to Kagoshima Japanese, where it was possible to force Hs if they were in

a particular position).

To capture the generalization that each word must contain a H, we can use a

statement in L
P , which can require substrings. The relevant literal is given in (3.15).

(3.15) a. φH = H

However, L(φH ) 6= L′

HJ , because φH is satisfied by any string that has at least

one H, not exactly one H:

(3.16) In L(φH ) Not in L(φH )

H, HL, LH, HH L, LL, LLL,

LLH, LHL, LHH, LLLL, LLLLL,

HLL, HLH, HHL, . . . . . .
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We can of course, for example, ban local sequences of H, or Hs separated by

some finite number of Ls, by negating literals like the following:

(3.17) φHH = HH, φHLH = HLH

However, any string *HLnH which violates the ‘only one H’ generalization, ban-

ning it requires a literal φHLnH . Thus, just as statements in L
NL cannot ban all strings

containing no Hs, negative literals cannot ban all strings containing two or more Hs.

Moving to propositional logic does not help, as positive constraints are of no use in

banning a second H.

3.5.2 Increasing power versus enriching structure: L
NL
T

It is at this point that we must choose one of two options: move to a higher

logic, or stay with a banned substring logic and enrich the representation over which

the substrings are interpreted. There are more powerful logics than L
P , such as first

order logic and monadic second order logic. However, as noted by Rogers et al. (2013),

the range of languages these logics can describe properly includes the LT languages,

and so they overgenerate both in the way that LP does and in additional ways.

Instead, fixing the power of the logic while enriching the representation allows for

increased expressivity without succumbing to the overgeneration problem of increased

logical power. The following presents one method for doing this. The remainder of

this section presents a logical interpretation of the Tier-based Strictly Local (TSL)

languages (Heinz et al., 2011), which can capture L′

HJ as given above.

Heinz et al. define the TSL languages as SL-like languages defined over a tier,

or subset of the alphabet. The inspiration for the TSL languages is what Nevins

(2010) calls relativized locality in natural language phonology: locality does not always

operate over the surface string of segments, but among related segments. The idea

is that banned substring constraints operate not over the surface string, but over a

‘projection’ of that string that operates only a subset of the alphabet.

For some alphabet Σ, let T denote some tier or subset of Σ. Let eraseT be a

function which takes a string w ∈ Σ∗ and returns a string in T ∗ in the following way:
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Definition 6 (The eraseT function) (Heinz et al., 2011) For an alphabet Σ and a

tier T ⊆ Σ, for any w ∈ Σ∗:

eraseT (w)
def
=







λ if w = λ

eraseT (u)·σ if w = u·σ; u ∈ Σ∗, σ ∈ T

eraseT (u) if w = u·σ; u ∈ Σ∗, σ 6∈ T, σ ∈ Σ

Intuitively, eraseT is very simple—it goes through a string and erases any sym-

bols not on the tier. To be explicit, it is defined here recursively to match Def. 1

of Σ∗. If w = λ, then eraseT (w) = λ. If w = u·σ, then there are two options. If

σ ∈ T , then eraseT concatenates this to whatever it returns for u. If σ 6∈ T , then

eraseT leaves σ behind and simply outputs the result of eraseT (u). In this way, sym-

bols not on T are erased from the string. For example, if Σ = {a, b, c} and T = {a, b}

then eraseT (caccbca) = aba.

The tier T and its function eraseT can be seen as additional structure because

they allow for a different order on the symbols than of a string in Σ∗ itself. For example,

in the string caccbca above, eraseT (caccbca) reveals that aba are adjacent relative to

T .

We can build a version of LNL which uses this concept of a tier. First, we define

the full set of propositions of such a language parallel to L
P , although we won’t be

using all of them. For any T let ⋊T ∗
⋉ be the set of strings in T delineated with ⋊

and ⋉ (just as ⋊Σ∗
⋉). Then let LP

T be defined exactly as LP , with the one difference

that string literals in L
P
T are substrings of ⋊T ∗

⋉, whereas they were of ⋊Σ∗
⋉ in L

P .

Definition 7 (Syntax of LP
T ) Given a tier T ⊆ Σ, the following are sentences in L

P
T :

a. For any φ = u where u is a substring of some word in w ∈ ⋊T ∗
⋉, φ ∈ L

P
T

b. For any ψ, ψ1, ψ2 ∈ L
P
T , (¬ψ), (ψ1 ∧ψ2), (ψ1 ∨ψ2), (ψ1 → ψ2) are all in L

P
T , as in

Def. 2.

Nothing else is in L
P
T .

The interpretation of statements in L
P
T then uses the eraseT function. In L

P ,

for a string w its satisfaction of a string literal was evaluated directly on whether or not

that literal was a substring of ⋊w⋉. For LP
T , it is evaluated instead over ⋊eraseT (w)⋉.
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Definition 8 (Semantics of LP
T ) Given a sentence φ ∈ L

P
T and a word w,

a. if φ = u and u is a substring of ⋊eraseT (w)⋉, then w |= φ

b. if φ is equal to (¬ψ), (ψ1 ∧ ψ2), (ψ1 ∨ ψ2), or (ψ1 → ψ2) for any ψ, ψ1, ψ2 ∈ L
P
T ,

then satisfaction of φ by w is as defined in Def. 3.

Again, the semantics of LP
T are almost identical to those of LP , with the excep-

tion that the literals of LP
T are evaluated relative to the tier. Note that LP

T is actually

just a generalization of LP , as when T = Σ, ⋊T ∗
⋉ = ⋊Σ∗

⋉ and the eraseT function

does not change the string.

To continue the example with Σ = {a, b, c} and T = {a, b}, consider the state-

ment ¬ab. By Def. 7, this statement is in L
P
T . Consider then the string caccbca. It does

not satisfy ¬ab, because ab is a substring of eraseT (caccbca) = aba. In this way, we

can take the idea of banned substrings and apply it to non-local structures, although

in a restricted way.

From L
P
T we automatically get a set of conjunctions of negative literals L

NL
T ,

as Definition 5 applies to any propositional logic. L
NL
T thus represents a set of gram-

mars specifying banned substrings over a tier. As we will see with L′

HJ momentarily,

L
NL
T can describe languages that L

NL cannot (when T 6= Σ). However, it does not

overgenerate in the way that LP does; because L
NL
T cannot specify structures, it can-

not describe LφIH,FH
for any T (Heinz et al., 2011). Thus, LNL

T occupies something of

a middle ground between L
P and L

NL which captures something important about

natural language phonology.4 This is because the class of languages L
NL
T describes,

the TSL languages, have been argued to be sufficient for long-distance phonotactics in

segmental phonology, including vowel harmony, consonant harmony, and long-distance

dissimilation (Heinz et al., 2011; McMullin and Hansson, to appear). The L′

HJ pattern

4 Formally, it is not exactly ‘in the middle’—the class of languages describable by LNL
T is

more expressive than that of LNL, but incomparable to that describable by L
P (that is,

it can describe some languages that LP can, but not all, and vice versa)(Heinz et al.,
2011).
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offers a concrete example of how L
NL
T can model long-distance well-formedness condi-

tions. Recall that every string in L′

HJ must have exactly one H. If we set T = {H},

then we can capture this generalization by constraining the strings that appear on the

tier of H tones.

The two literals in (3.18) pick out an empty string and a sequence of Hs, re-

spectively. The conjunction of negative literals in (3.19) bans both of these substrings.

Note that φ⋊⋉, although we have not used it before, is a valid statement in L
P
T , as

⋊λ⋉ = ⋊⋉ ∈ ⋊T ∗
⋉ and ⋊⋉ is a substring of itself.

(3.18) a. φ⋊⋉ = ⋊⋉ b. φHH = HH

(3.19) φOne-H = ¬φ⋊⋉ ∧ ¬φHH

If T = {H}, then eraseT erases any Ls from a string. For any string w of only

Ls, ⋊eraseT (w)⋉ returns ⋊⋉, and so w will contain ⋊⋉ and thus not satisfy ¬φ⋊⋉.

Conversely, if w contains more than one H, erasing all of the Ls will render two Hs

adjacent, and w will thus not satisfy ¬φHH . The table below illustrates this in detail

for several different strings in Σ∗.

(3.20) w ⋊eraseT (w)⋉ w |= ¬φ⋊⋉? w |= ¬φHH ? w ∈ L(φOne-H )?

LLLLLL ⋊⋉ no yes no

HLLLLH ⋊HH⋉ yes no no

LHLHHL ⋊HHH⋉ yes no no

LLLHLL ⋊H⋉ yes yes yes

HLLLLL ⋊H⋉ yes yes yes

In essense, φOne-H is only satisfied by strings whose value for eraseT is equal to

⋊H⋉. This is exactly the set of strings which contain only one H. Thus, when φOne-H

is interpreted as a statement in L
NL
T , L(φOne-H ) = L′

HJ .

3.5.3 Interim Summary

So far, this chapter has reviewed three kinds of logical grammars for surface well-

formedness constraints: propositional LP and conjunctions of negative literals LNL over
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plain strings, and conjunctions of negative literals LNL
T over tiers. As LNL represented

the idea of local well-formedness by listing a set of banned substrings, it presented a

strong hypothesis for phonology, given in (3.11) as the LNL Hypothesis. The preceding

section showed how the L
NL Hypothesis was too strong, as it could not capture long-

distance well-formedness constraints, such as L′

HJ .

However, LNL
T could describe L′

HJ , and has been argued elsewhere to cover long-

distance phonotactics in segmental phonology. As LNL
T maintains the restrictive nature

of banned substring constraints, it is an attractive hypothesis for phonology. We can

thus revise the L
NL Hypothesis to the L

NL
T Hypothesis:

(3.21) The L
NL
T Hypothesis: Surface well-formedness constraints in phonology are

local over tiers.

However, while (3.21) may be a satisfactory hypothesis for segmental phonology,

the following section shows that it is not satisfactory for tone.

3.6 Long-distance Tone Patterns and Local String Logics

The previous chapter noted three tonal patterns as representative of the ‘long-

distance’ character of tone patterns: the surface pattern resulting from Unbounded

Tone Plateauing and the accent patterns of Hirosaki Japanese and Wan Japanese.

This section gives formal credence to this claim, as it shows that, when viewed as

patterns over strings, they are non-local over both L
NL and L

NL
T . This thus shows that

the L
NL
T Hypothesis is too strong for tone patterns, which helps to motivate negative

literal constraints over autosegmental representations, the focus of the remainder of the

dissertation.

3.6.1 Hirosaki Japanese (full)

The discussion in the previous section of L′

HJ concerned only a distinction be-

tween H and L, but in reality Hirosaki Japanese has three tones on the surface, H, L,

and a falling tone F (Haraguchi, 1977). The distribution of these tones is as follows.
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At most one H or F can appear in a word, and F may only appear word-finally. Each

word must contain either a H or F, and cannot contain both. This full pattern is given

as LHJ below.

(3.22) In LHJ Not in LHJ

H, F, LH, LF, HL, L, LL, HH, HF,

LLH, LLF, LHL, HLL, LLL, FLL, LFL, HLF,

LLLH, LLLF, LLHL, LHLL, LLLL, LLFL, LFLL,

HLLL, . . . FLLL, HLLF, . . .

As discussed in the previous chapter, Haraguchi (1977) gives these patterns an

accentual analysis, in which a nonfinal H or final F indicates an accented mora, and

final H is the default tone pattern for accentless words. I do not take issue with this

analysis, but I will instead focus on the formal properties of the surface pattern.

Intuitively, LNL
T cannot capture LHJ because T needs to be {H,F}, but F has

to be restricted to word-final position. The reasons for this are as follows. First, like

L′

HJ , we may only have one H, but in LHJ there is the further condition that there

may be only one H or F, neither both (e.g., *HLF, *HLLF). In order to capture this,

we set T = {H,F} and augment φOne-H from (3.19) above in the following way:

(3.23) φOne-H-or-F = ¬φ⋊⋉ ∧ ¬φHH ∧ ¬φHF ∧ ¬φFH ∧ ¬φFF

Where φHF , φFH , and φFF represent HF, FH, and FF substrings on the tier, re-

spectively. Parallel to φOne-H , φOne-H-or-F is only satisfied for words for which eraseT re-

turns either ⋊H⋉ or ⋊F⋉.

However, φOne-H-or-L is also satisfied by strings like *LFLL, *LFLL, *FLLL,

which are not in LHJ because F is not in final position. Restricting F to word-final

position requires a constraint ¬FL as well. However, if T = {H,F}, as was shown

above to be necessary to capture the ‘only one H or F’ generalization, then by Def. 7,

¬FL is not a valid statement in L
P
T or LNL

T , because L 6∈ T .

It is possible describe the pattern with the intersection of the TSL language

with an SL one: L(φOne-H-or-F ), where φOne-H-or-F is interpreted as a statement in L
NL
T ,
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and L(¬FL), where ¬FL is interpreted as a negative literal in L
NL. This misses a

generalization though. Most phonologists would agree that the reason H and F both

can’t appear in the string is because F is, in reality, an HL sequence on the tonal

tier, and so a word with both an H and HL will contain two H tones.5 If we think

about the generalizations in these terms, the constraint on F to word-final position

also takes a different character. H is thus allowed to appear anywhere in the word, but

there are specific restrictions on when it is allowed to combine with L. As we shall see

in later chapters, this behavior is described very naturally with local constraints over

autosegmental representations.

3.6.2 Wan Japanese Type β

As discussed in the preceding chapter, words in Wan Japanese have one of

two tonal types, referred to in the literature as Type α and Type β (Breteler, 2013;

Kubozono, 2011b). The pattern of Type β words depends on morphological informa-

tion, and it is on this from which it draws its complexity.

To review, words without suffixes are pronounced with an HnLHL pattern, where

the initial string of HnL is shortened or removed in words too short to fully realize it

(see (2.42), p. 42).

(3.24) HL, LHL, HLHL, HHLHL, HHHLHL, . . .

Words with suffixes show a HnLHH pattern before the suffix, and then HmL

on the suffix. The first n is dependent on the length of the stem morpheme, whereas

5 Haraguchi (1977) shows that both non-final Hs and final Fs are the surface realiza-
tion of an accented mora. Final Hs are thus the default tone pattern for unaccented
words. One might wonder how incorporating the accent into the alphabet—specifically,
replacing non-final H and F with H́—may affect the formal properties of the pattern.
Interestingly, it does not: we would still need to state that each word have exactly
one of either H́ or H (the unaccented final H), and that H is relegated to word-final
position. Thus, the same kind of constraints are required whether or not the accent is
incorporated into the representation.
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m is dependent on the length of the suffix morpheme. Here, ‘-’ denotes the relevant

morpheme boundary (see (2.44), p. 43).

(3.25) HH-L, HH-HL, HH-HHL, . . . , LHH-L, LHH-HL, LHH-HHL, . . . , HLHH-L,

HLHH-HL, . . . , HHLHH-L, HHLHH-HL, . . .

Let LWJ refer to the union of the sets of strings represented in (3.24) and (3.25).

A statment in L
NL can capture (3.24), but no statement in L

NL nor LNL
T can capture

the entirety of LWJ . Consider the statement in (3.26) below.

(3.26) ¬LL ∧ ¬H⋉ ∧¬HHL⋉

This statement accurately describes the facts of (3.24)—a string can’t start

with a span of two Ls, a word cannot end on an H, and a word cannot end on a HHL

sequence.

However, the last negative literal ¬HHL⋉ is not true of strings in (3.25), e.g.,

LHH-HHL, which end on a HHL sequence. We can instead use ¬LHHL⋉∧¬HHHL⋉,

which bans any final HHL sequence not immediately preceded by the morpheme bound-

ary, but this would incorrectly ban strings such as LHH-HHHL, which is in LWJ if we

assume that suffixes have a HnL pattern.

The correct statement is that if a morpheme boundary ‘-’ is present, then a final

HHL may appear (or, if the ‘-’ appears closer to the end of the word, then -HL⋉ or

-L⋉). If it is not present, then final HHL is not licensed. The following statement in

L
P captures this:

(3.27)
(
- → (HHL⋉ ∨-HL⋉ ∨ -L⋉)

)
∧
(
¬ - → ¬HHL⋉

)

However, as already discussed in (3.4.4), such statements are beyond the power

of logics like L
NL and L

NL
T , which can only ban substrings. In intuitive terms, this

is because the ‘-’ may appear in any position in the string, but its presence bears on

the realization of the last three TBUs. This is thus not a local dependency. Thus,

the dependence of Wan Japanese on morphological information keeps it outside the

expressivity of both L
NL and L

NL
T .
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3.6.3 Unbounded tone plateauing

Recall from Chapter 2 that in unbounded tone plateauing (UTP;

Kisseberth and Odden, 2003; Hyman, 2011b; Jardine, to appear), underlying H tones

merge, creating a plateau of H tones between them. This results in a surface pattern

in which strings can only include one plateau of high tones. The following data are

repeated from (2.33) and (2.34) from the previous chapter (p. 37).

(3.28) a. /mu-tém-a+bi-siḱı/ mutémá+b́ıśıḱı ‘log chopper’

LHHHHH

b. /bikópo byaa-walúsiimbi/ bikópó byáá-wálúsiimbi ‘the cups

LHHHHHHHLLL of Walusimbi’

c. /tw-áa-mú-láb-a walúsimbi/ tw-áá-mu-lab-a walúsimbi

‘we saw him, Walusimbi’ HHLLL LHLL

d. /tw-áa-láb-w-a walúsimbi/ tw-áá-láb-wá wálúsimbi

‘we were seen by Walusimbi’ HHHHHHLL

e. /tw-áa-láb-a byaa=walúsimbi/ tw-áá-láb-á byáá-wálúsimbi

‘we saw those of Walusimbi’ HHHHHHHHLL

The set of strings which belong to this pattern, which I’ll denote LUTP , are

given below in (3.29).

(3.29) LUTP = LLL, LLLL, LHL, LLHL, LHLLLL, LLLLHL, HHH, LHHHL,

LHHHHH, LLLHHL, LLHHHL, . . .

As UTP creates a plateau between any underlying H tones, surface strings in a

UTP generalization cannot contain Hs separated by L tones.

(3.30) Strings not in LUTP

HLH, HLLH, HLHH, HLLLH, HHHHHLH, HLLLLLLH, . . .

The correct generalization for the surface pattern of UTP is thus that all strings

must have at most one unbroken plateau of H tone morae. As such, we must adopt

some strategy for banning any number of L tones in between H tones.
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Exactly as explained in §3.5.1 for all L-tone words in Hirosaki Japanese, this

cannot be done with negative literals in L
NL. We can start with ¬HLH, bans a HLH

substring. This substring appears in some of the strings in (3.30), as shown in (3.31)

below. However, while ¬HLH can ban strings with Hs separated by exactly one L (as

shown in (3.31a)), but not Hs separated by more than one L (as shown in (3.31b)).

(3.31) a. *HLH, *HLHH, *HHHHHLH, . . .

b. *HLLH, *HLLLH, *HLLLLLLH, . . .

To ban Hs separated by exactly two Ls, we could use the following negative

literal, but again, it would be unable to pick out Hs separated by three or more Ls:

(3.32) a. ¬φHLLH = ¬HLLH

b. *HLLH

c. *HLLLH, *HLLLLLLH, . . .

Thus, UTP cannot be described by statements in L
NL. In fact, because of this

issue, it cannot be described by L
P , either—adding full propositional constraints does

not get around the fact that we need to ban Hs separated by any length of Ls. Finally,

L
NL
T is of no use either, as the interaction between Hs and Ls is important, and isolating

either in a tier cannot obtain the desired effect.

3.7 Conclusion

The previous chapter established that previous theories of tonal well-formedness

either do not make clear typological predictions or over- or undergenerate in serious

ways. This chapter began a search for a sufficient with clear, sufficient, and restrictive

theory of well-formedness through formal languages and the logics that describe them.

In terms of restrictiveness, a notion of locality was introduced that was based on the

idea of banning substructures, which in this chapter were substrings. In particular, the

following hypothesis based on L
NL
T was raised, originally in (3.21).

(3.33) The L
NL
T Hypothesis: Surface well-formedness constraints in phonology are

local over tiers.
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This was based on L
NL
T ’s relatively good fit to patterns in segmental phonology.

However, this hypothesis was shown in the preceding section to be too strong, at least

for tonal phonology.

As mentioned earlier in the chapter, there are two options when dealing with the

inadequacy of a logical language with regards to the empirical facts. One is to increase

the power of the logic. As we have already seen, this leads to overgeneration, even for

tone. The remainder of this dissertation is concerned with enriching the structure, in

a way that is inspired by the success of APRs in tone. We shall move from strings to

graphs, but shall keep the idea of banned substructure constraints.
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Chapter 4

AUTOSEGMENTAL PHONOLOGICAL GRAPHS

The preceding two chapters have motivated a need for a local theory of language-

specific well-formedness constraints for autosegmental structures. The previous chapter

showed how such a theory can be articulated using logical statements whose most

basic statements are substructures, although in that chapter the relevant substructures

were substrings of strings (LNL) and tiers (LNL
T ). In order to develop such a logic for

APRs, we must first explicitly define APRs, just as strings were formally defined in the

preceding chapter. We can then define substructures of APRs, and thus logics using

these substructures as literals, which will be the subject of the following chapter. The

purpose of this chapter, then, is to explicitly define APRs using graphs to represent the

information in APRs. This is possible because APRs were originally defined as graphs

(Goldsmith, 1976; Coleman and Local, 1991).

Counter to previous formalizations of APRs, the current chapter defines APRs

through the concatenation of graph primitives, which highlights heretofore unrecog-

nized string-like properties of APRs. As shall be seen, this view of APRs has many

advantages, but for the purposes of the current dissertation the most important is that

it lets us relate APRs directly to surface strings. To give an example, the following

shows how the APR corresponding to the surface string HLL can be generated from

the concatenation (◦) of primitives representing H and L TBUs. The exact notational

conventions will be described in detail momentarily.

(4.1) a. HLL = HL

σσσ

b. g(HLL) = H

σ

◦ L

σ

◦ L

σ

= H L

σ σ σ
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The notion of relating strings to graphs comes from the work of Courcelle et al.

(2012) and Engelfriet and Vereijken (1997), who show how concepts of formal languages

can be extended to graphs through generalizing string operations to graphs. By fixing a

relationship between strings and APRs, this concatenation operation provides a way to

directly compare the expressive power of local grammars over APRs and the grammars

over strings introduced in the previous chapter; this will be of importance in Chapter

6, which examines the ability of APRs to capture the long-distance patterns shown in

Chapter 3 to be beyond the power of these string grammars. Additionally, relating

strings to APRs opens a path for developing a learning model for these local APR

grammars directly from strings; this will be discussed further in Chapter 8. Chapter 7

discusses how a modified version of the concatenation operation introduced here can be

used to build structures representing correspondence relations (McCarthy and Prince,

1995; Potts and Pullum, 2002).

Finally, there are also empirical consequences of looking at APRs through the

concatenation of a finite set of primitives: it correctly predicts that languages can

have unbounded spreading, but not unboundedly long contours. This fact is not made

explicit in previous formalizations of APRs.

This chapter is structured as follows. §4.5 discusses the core theoretical and

empirical consequences of concatenation for tonal phonology. However, in order to

build up to this chapter, the preceding sections do the formal legwork. §4.1 defines the

labeled mixed graphs that will be used throughout the dissertation to represent APRs,

as well as some further mathematical preliminaries that are necessary for dealing with

graphs. §4.2 formalizes the WFCs discussed in Chapter 2 as a set of axioms—it is this

traditional axiomatic approach to which the concatenation approach is compared. §4.3

then defines a concatenation operation for labeled mixed graphs, and §4.4 shows how

this concatenation operation, combined with a set of primitives with particular proper-

ties, can generate a set of graphs that follow the axioms set out in §4.2. §4.5 shows how

this concatenation operation can be applied to model phenomena in tone, and §4.6 con-

cludes. Much of the material in this chapter was first presented in Jardine and Heinz
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(2015). However, it has been significantly rewritten for a more general audience.

4.1 Mathematical Preliminaries II: Graphs

Chapter 3 was concerned with strings, but in order to model the information

contained in APRs, we must move to graphs, specifically labeled mixed graphs. A labeled

mixed graph is a tuple 〈V,E,A, ℓ〉 where V is a set of nodes, E is the set of undirected

edges, A is the set of directed edges (or arcs), and ℓ : V → Σ is a (total) labeling

function assigning each node in V a label in alphabet Σ. Formally, an undirected edge

is a set {x, y} of cardinality 2 of nodes x, y ∈ V , and a directed edge is a 2-tuple

(x, y) of nodes in V . As labeled mixed graphs are the main type of graph used in this

dissertation, they will henceforth be referred to simply as graphs.

(4.2) a. G

b1

a0

b2

b. G =
〈

V = {0, 1, 2} ,

E = {{0, 2}},

A = {(0, 1), (1, 2)},

ℓ(0) = a, ℓ(1) = ℓ(2) = b
〉

Consider the graph G in (4.2). It has three nodes, 0, 1 and 2. When indicated,

node indices here and throughout the dissertation will be indicated as subscripts on the

labels. Node indices will come from the set N of natural numbers {0, 1, 2, ...}. Node 0

has the label a, and nodes 1 and 2 both have the label b. There is an undirected edge

{0, 2} between nodes 0 and 2, and there are two directed edges, one from 0 to 1 and

one from 1 to 2.

Two notions will be helpful in defining the sets of graphs we want. One is that

of a partition. A partition P of a set X is a set {X0, X1, ...Xn} of nonempty subsets

or blocks of X such that X is the union of these blocks and for each Xi, Xj ∈ P ,

Xi ∩ Xj = ∅. Intuitively, a partition exhaustively breaks the elements of a set into

non-overlapping subsets. A directed path through a graph G is a series of directed

edges (v, v0), (v0, v1), (v1, v2), ..., (vn, w) ∈ A between nodes v and w in V . Let v ≺ w

denote when there is a path from v to w and let v 4 w be true when either v ≺ w or

v = w.
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We will be only considering graphs in which the directed edge relation is asym-

metric; that is, (x, y) ∈ A implies (y, x) 6∈ A. These will also be simple graphs, or

those without multiple edges connecting the same pair of nodes. Thus, {x, y} ∈ E

implies (x, y) 6∈ A, and (x, y) ∈ A implies {x, y} 6∈ E. Note also that the way edges

are defined, we cannot have loops, or an edge or arc whose beginning and end nodes

are the same. Let GR(Σ) denote the set of all graphs following these properties whose

labels are in Σ. For example, the graph in (4.2) is in GR(Σ) for Σ = {a, b}.

A technical issue is that, following Courcelle et al. (2012)’s notion of abstract

graphs, in this dissertation isomorphic graphs will be considered to be equal. Intu-

itively, isomorphic graphs have the same structure but their sets of nodes are distinct

(although of the same cardinality). Formally, two graphs G1, G2 ∈ GR(Σ) are isomor-

phic iff there is a mapping m from nodes in V1 (the nodes of G1; parts of a graph will be

referenced using its subscript or prime symbol) to nodes in V2 such that for all pairs of

nodes v, w ∈ V1, {v, w} ∈ E1 iff {m(v), m(w)} ∈ E2, (v, w) ∈ A1 iff (m(v), m(w)) ∈ A2,

and for all nodes v ∈ V1, ℓ1(v) = ℓ2(m(v)). For example, G′ in (4.3) is isomorphic to

G from (4.2). The mapping m from V to V ′ that shows this is given in (4.3b).

(4.3) a. G′

b3

a4

b5

b. m(0) = 4

m(1) = 3

m(2) = 5

Thus, because G′ is isomorphic to G, for the purposes of this dissertation, G′ =

G.

The following shows how APRs are, essentially, graphs in GR(Σ) where E is the

set of associations, A is the order on each tier, and Σ is the set of possible autosegmental

units (H, L µ, σ, etc.). However GR(Σ) is undesirable as a theory of autosegmental

representation, as it includes graphs like G in (4.2) which are uninterpretable as APRs.

Thus, the set of APRs must be some subset of GR(Σ). In order to find out what that

set is, we must formally establish the properties that make an APR an APR. The

following thus formalizes the properties of APRs, discussed informally in Chapter 2.
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The remainder of this chapter shows how to derive this set through the concatenation

of elements from an alphabet of graph primitives.

4.2 The Top-down Approach: Properties of APRs as Axioms

In Chapter 2, §2.1 discussed the defining properties of APRs. This section

defines these properties formally in terms of graphs. Formal treatments of these prop-

erties have existed since Goldsmith (1976)’s original definition of APRs, however, like

Goldsmith, they state these properties as axioms. For example, Bird and Klein (1990)

provide a model-theoretic definition of APRs given a particular interpretation of as-

sociation as overlap, and state axioms restricting the overlap relation. More recently,

Jardine (2014) axiomatizes the NCC and one-to-one association in monadic-second or-

der logic. Kornai (1995)’s treatment defines concatenation operations similar to the

one given here, but his definition of APRs as bistrings does not derive from these

operations. Second, spreading is achieved through two concatenation operations, one

which draws a single association line from the last element of the melody tier in the

first bistring to the first element of the timing tier of the second, and one which does

the same from the timing tier to the melody tier. As a result, key properties like the

NCC must be specified as axioms.

In sum, the defining properties of APRs have been traditionally defined in an

axiomatic, top-down approach. This section will thus first introduce these properties

as axioms. The remainder of the chapter will show how these properties can be derived

from the concatenation operation defined later on, and thus not necessarily as specified

as axioms.

4.2.1 Basic structure

The first formalization of APRs was in Goldsmith (1976), but the discussion

here is based around Coleman and Local (1991) detailed definition of APRs, which

makes explicit parts of the definition that Goldsmith leaves implicit. However, the
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notation used here will be based on conventions in graph theory, and thus is different

from Coleman and Local (1991).

An APR is a set of elements with two binary relations over those elements.

One relation is the linear order on each tier, and one relation is the association lines

between these elements. As an example, take the following APR from Chapter 2,

originally given in (2.5) on p. 20. In (4.4) below each element has been indexed with

a subscript, which helps us distinguish, for example, the first syllable from the second

syllable.

(4.4) L1H2L3

σ4σ5

In (4.4) there are five elements, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. This particular numbering is not

essential, but it is important that we have some way of keeping each element distinct

(remember that a set is a collection of distinct elements, so it is not helpful to refer to

the set {L,H,L, σ, σ}, because it is equivalent to {H,L, σ}). Of course it is important

to keep track of what each element is; e.g. a H tone, a syllable, etc. Let Σ = {H,L, σ}.

We can achieve this with a labeling function ℓ which maps elements in V to elements in

Σ. The labeling function can be thought of as giving the ‘value’ of each element in the

APR, where ‘value’ means whether it is a H tone, a syllable, etc. In (4.4), ℓ(2) = H,

ℓ(1) = ℓ(3) = L, and ℓ(4) = ℓ(5) = σ.

By now, it is perhaps clear that this labeling function and set of elements can be

represented by a V and ℓ of a graph. What remains to be discussed is the linear order

on each tier and the associations between tiers. These will be discussed separately

in the following sections, but briefly, the order on each tier can be represented in a

graph by a series A of ordered pairs, and the associations between elements can be

represented by a set E of undirected edges in a graph. Thus, (4.4) can be represented

as the following graph in GR(Σ) where Σ = {L,H, σ}.
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(4.5) a. L1 H2 L3

σ4 σ5

b.
〈

V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ,

E = {{1, 4}, {2, 5}, {3, 5}},

A = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (4, 5)},

ℓ(1) = ℓ(3) = L, ℓ(2) = H, ℓ(4) = ℓ(5) = σ
〉

It is important to remember that APGs represent the exact same information

as APRs and thus are essentially equivalent objects. Thus, although they are depicted

differently here, APGs represent the same set of relationships between sound units that

APRs do. Thus, the terms ‘APGs’ and ‘APRs’ can be used interchangeably, although

from this chapter forth, the focus will be on APGs.

The following discusses the tiers and associations in more detail, and distin-

guishes APGs from other graphs in GR(Σ) by means of axioms governing associations

and tiers. For the sake of simplicity, the following discussion centers on APGs mod-

eling APRs with only two tiers. There are two reasons for this. One, for the tonal

patterns discussed in this dissertation, only two tiers are necessary. Two, two tiers is

the simplest case with which we can begin to study the formal properties of APRs. As

will be pointed out at the relevant points in the chapter, the discussion here can easily

be extended to multi-tier APGs/APRs.

4.2.2 Tiers

Goldsmith (1976) defines a tier (which he called “levels”) as a totally ordered

sequence of elements ai1a
i
2...a

i
n, where i is the index for tier Li. Let us call the tonal

tier in (4.4) L1 and the timing tier L2. Thus, L1 is a string of three tone autosegments,

H1L2H3, and L
2 is a string of syllables σ4σ5. As in the graph in (4.5), we can represent

the order on these strings with a set of ordered pairs. For example, {(1, 2), (2, 3)}

represents the order on L1, as element 1 comes before 2 and 2 comes before 3. Similarly,

the order on L2 can be modeled with the set {(4, 5)}.

It should be noted that some authors, e.g. Bird and Klein (1990), define an

ordering relation between tiers. In an APR like (4.4), this means there would be an

order among tones and syllables. This complicates the above definition of a tier, and
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it is unclear why such an ordering is necessary. As such, the definitions here will not

include such an ordering (as is true for Goldsmith (1976)’s original definition of APRs).

To stipulate that APGs are bifurcated into two totally ordered tiers we can

employ the following axiom.

Axiom 1 (Totally ordered tiers) There is a partition {V0, V1} on the set of nodes

V such that for any two distinct nodes v0, w0 ∈ V0, either v0 ≺ w0 or v0 ≺ w0 but both

are not true. Likewise for V1.

This means that, for each of V0 and V1, there is a single directed path which

connects all of their respective nodes and is not cyclic (because there can’t both be a

path from v0 to w0 and from w0 to v0). It is simple to show that this implies a total

order on each set V0 and V1. The reader can confirm that the sets {1, 2, 3} and {4, 5}

form such a partition on the set of nodes for the graph in (4.5); thus, it satisfies Axiom

1.

Recall from §2.1.2.1 that this dissertation will assume that tiers can only carry

like segments. This can be specified axiomatically by saying that the partition of V

from Axiom 1 resepects some partition of the alphabet Σ. Let this latter partition be

known as the tier partition.

Axiom 2 (Tier partition on the alphabet) There is a tier partition T = {Tm, Tt}

on Σ such that given the partition {V0, V1} induced by the directed paths on each tier,

for all v0 ∈ V0, ℓ(v0) ∈ Tm and for all v1 ∈ V1, ℓ(v1) ∈ Tt.

For example, for the Σ = {H,L, σ} from (4.5) above, consider the tier partition

T = {Tm, Tt} where Tm = {H,L} and Tt = {σ}. (The meaning of the subscripts t

and m will become clear in a moment.) The graph in (4.5) respects this partition,

as for the ordered sets {1, 2, 3} and {4, 5} just discussed, ℓ(1), ℓ(2), ℓ(3) ∈ Tm and for

ℓ(4), ℓ(5) ∈ Tt. Essentially, the tier partition simply breaks the alphabet down into

the groups of symbols that are allowed to appear on each tier in the graph. From
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now on, let us refer to the node partitions corresponding to Tt and Tm as Vt and Vm,

respectively.

The first approximation of the definition of APGs is the subset APG(Σ, T ) ⊂

GR(Σ) of graphs which follow Axioms 1 and 2 and respect the tier partition T on Σ.

However, there are a few more important axioms.

4.2.3 Associations

We next consider the set of associations in an APR. Goldsmith (1976)’s defines

the set of association lines between two levels as a totally ordered set of pairs of

elements on each level. As we have seen, these pairs can be represented in a graph by

the undirected edges of E. We can use undirected edges as, to the best of my knowledge,

no AP analysis has ever hinged on the direction of an association. Note, however, that

there is no order on these edges. However, this is not an issue. As Coleman and Local

(1991) point out, this total order on the associations is unnecessary if the NCC is

present. This section will define the NCC as an axiom momentarily, and so the total

order is unnecessary. The following section, §4.3, shows how to define the set of APGs

through concatenation such that neither is necessary.

First, it is important to ensure that associations are only between tiers. Consider

the following graph in GR(Σ).

(4.6) a.
L1 H2 L3

σ4 σ5

b.
〈

V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ,

E = {{1, 4}, {2, 5}, {3, 5}, {1, 5}},

A = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (4, 5)},

ℓ(1) = ℓ(3) = L, ℓ(2) = H, ℓ(4) = ℓ(5) = σ
〉

The graph in (4.6) follows Axioms 1 and 2 but we clearly do not want it in

APG(Σ, T ), as it has an association between the two L tones. The following axiom

thus bans intra-tier associations:

Axiom 3 For any edges v, w ∈ V , if there is a directed path between v and w, then

{v, w} 6∈ E.
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Graphs obeying Axioms 1 through 3 thus have the basic structure of APRs,

comprising tiers of like autosegments and associations between these tiers. We can now

move on to applying the more substantive restrictions on APRs to APGs. For example,

§2.1.2.3 introduced Goldsmith (1976)’s Well-Formedness Condition on association lines

(p. 25):

(4.7) The Well-formedness Condition (Goldsmith, 1976, (24))

a. All TBUs are associated with at least one tone;
All tones are associated with at least one TBU.

b. Association lines do not cross.

It is easy to write an axiom for (4.7a)

Axiom 4 (Full specification) For any v ∈ V , there is some {v, w} ∈ E for some

w ∈ V (v 6= w).

Axiom 4 simply requires that each element in the graph participates in an edge

(i.e., an association).

It was discussed in that section that (4.7a), which forces full specification, was

later shown to be too strong (e.g. by Pulleyblank (1986)). However, for the tone

patterns discussed in Chapter 2 it was enough to consider it universal, and so for

the moment let us only consider graphs that conform to Axiom 4. Language-specific

violations of (4.7a)/Axiom 4, namely underspecification and floating tones, will be

discussed in §4.5.3.

The other major constraint on the associations is (4.7b), the NCC. As various

definitions of the NCC have been proposed, it will be discussed in its own section.

4.2.4 NCC

Consider the graph in (4.8), a graph version of the NCC-violating (2.16c) in

Chapter 2 (p. 25).
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(4.8) a. H1 L2

σ3 σ4 σ5

b.
〈

V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ,

E = {{1, 3}, {1, 5}, {2, 4}},

A = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (4, 5)},

ℓ(1) = ℓ(3) = L, ℓ(2) = H, ℓ(4) = ℓ(5) = σ
〉

c. H1 L2

σ3 σ4 σ5

Both (4.8a) and (4.8c) are drawings of the same graph defined in (4.8b), but the

association lines only ‘cross’ in (4.8a). This highlights the fact that there is nothing in-

trinsically ‘line-crossing’ about (4.8b), at least when our understanding of line-crossing

is limited to drawings on paper. This is exactly Coleman and Local (1991)’s point that

we cannot näıvely interpret the NCC as a constraint on drawings of APRs, as APRs

are formal objects distinct from how we choose to depict them.

Goldsmith (1976) does provide a formal definition of the NCC based on the

idea that association lines preserve contiguity on each tier. However, Sagey (1986)

points out a serious flaw in this formalization, showing that, given an equal number of

autosegments on each tier, it allows for autosegments on one tier to be associated to

autosegments on the opposite end of the other tier, resulting in massive line-crossing.

Sagey (1986), Hammond (1988), and Bird and Klein (1990) all offer alternative defini-

tions, but they are tied to specific semantic interpretations of association as overlap.

As this dissertation is concerned with APRs as formal objects, it is necessary to have a

clear formal definition of the NCC that applies to these objects. This has the advantage

of holding no matter what semantic interpretation we wish to give APRs.

Coleman and Local (1991), in passing, give exactly such a definition of the NCC.

First, they define crossed lines, which can then be used for a formal definition of the

NCC.

(4.9) “Two association lines (ai, bj) and (ci, dj) are said to cross iff ai <i ci and

dj <j bj .” (Coleman and Local, 1991, p.304)
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(where ai, ci are elements on level Li, bj , dj are elements on level Lj , and <i

and <j are the orders on Li and Lj , respectively)

(4.10) “[I]n an APR, there is no pair of association lines which cross.”

(Coleman and Local, 1991, p.304)

Essentially, these two statements are an axiom stating the NCC. Axiom 5 trans-

lates it into the notation in this chapter.

Axiom 5 (The No-Crossing Constraint) There are no nodes v, w, v′, w′ such that

{v, v′} ∈ E, {w,w′} ∈ E, v ≺ w, and w′ ≺ v′.

Kornai (1991, 1995), in his formally grounded study of APRs, also states a very

similar well-formedness axiom.

4.2.5 OCP

The final axiom we shall consider is the OCP. Chapter 2 discussed that, while

there have been two versions of the OCP posited by researchers, under conditions of

full specification they are identical. As for now we are assuming that Axiom 4 (which

requires full specification) holds, we can use the simplest version of the OCP and know

we are satisfying both. This simplest version, originally listed in (2.9) in Chapter 2 (p.

22), is repeated below in (4.11).

(4.11) The Obligatory Contour Principle (McCarthy, 1986, p.208)

At the melodic level, adjacent identical elements are prohibited.

Axiom 6 encodes the OCP as an axiom constraining the labeling of nodes. As

only holds at the melodic level, let us choose only one of the tiers Vm for the OCP to

hold.

Axiom 6 (OCP) For one tier Vm corresponding to Tm in the tier partition, for all

x, y ∈ Vm, (x, y) ∈ A implies ℓ(x) 6= ℓ(y).
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This states that, for one tier Vm, any nodes connected by an arc cannot have

identical labels. As Vm is specified to correspond to Tm in a tier partition, we can

consider that for a tier partition T = {Tm, Tt}, all graphs in APG(Σ, T ) conforming to

Axiom 6 obey the OCP on the same tier. Note that for Vt, which represents the timing

tier, the OCP does not necessarily hold. Thus, (4.5) obeys Axiom 6 when Tm = {L,H}

and Tt = {σ}, because the adjacent nodes labeled σ are on tier Vt.

Again, this definition only considers one melody/TBU tier pair. To extend

Axiom 6 to multiple melody tiers, Σ and V could be partitioned into {Tm, Tt, ..., Tn} and

{Vm, Vt, ..., Vn}, respectively. In this case, Axiom 3 would specify a single tier in which

all undirected edges must have one end. Axiom 6 would then hold for all tiers besides

this tier. This results in ‘paddle-wheel’ APRs, like those defined by Pulleyblank (1986).

Theories of feature geometry (Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1994; Clements and Hume,

1995; Sagey, 1986) could also be accommodated for by positing additional structure

on T . This, however, shall be left for future work.

4.2.6 Interim conclusion: the top-down approach

Let APG(Σ, T ) refer to the set of graphs in GR(Σ) satisfying Axioms 1 through

6 for a particular tier partition T = {Tm, Tt} over Σ. As these Axioms have been

shown to be identical to the conditions on APRs listed in Chapter 2, APG(Σ, T ) is

thus the set of graphs corresponding to the set of APRs that are well-formed according

to these conditions. As previously noted, this axiomatic approach of defining the

set of well-formed APRs has been the traditional one, taken by Goldsmith (1976),

Coleman and Local (1991), Sagey (1986), Bird and Klein (1990), Kornai (1991, 1995),

and others.

However, as noted in the introduction, this view of APRs has no way of relating

these representations to their surface string counterparts, which, as shall be seen in

later chapters, is crucial for comparing the relative expressivity of APR grammars to

string grammars (Chapter 6), as well as useful for understanding how these grammars

can be learned from surface strings (Chapter 8).
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The remainder of this chapter shows how APRs can instead be viewed as, like

strings, the concatenation of a fixed set of primitives, and that Axioms 1 through 6

can be derived through this operation—in other words, the major properties of APRs

can be seen as the result of the concatenation of a fixed set of primitives.

4.3 A Concatenation Operation for Graphs

Defining APRs axiomatically obscures their relationship to strings. The set of

strings Σ∗ over an alphabet Σ was in Definition 1 in Chapter 3 defined through the

concatenation of symbols in Σ. The following section, §4.4, shows how a set APG(Γ) of

graphs can be similarly defined through the concatenation of a set of symbol-like graph

primitives. The present section defines this operation.

First, §4.3.1 gives an informal overview of how concatenation works. §4.3.2 then

gives the formal details of the operation.

4.3.1 Concatenation of APGs: An informal overview

While the linear structure of strings allows for a straightforward notion of con-

catenation, graph structures include complex, non-linear relationships. A concatena-

tion operation over graphs must somehow decide how the nodes in the two concatenated

graphs will be related. Courcelle et al. (2012) discuss in general how this problem may

be solved:

We will consider two natural ways to “concatenate” two graphs. One
way is to “glue” them together, by identifying some of their vertices. The
other way is to “bridge” them (or rather, “bridge the gap between them”),
by adding edges between their vertices. Clearly, to obtain single valued
operations, we have to specify which vertices must be “glued” or “bridged”.
By means of labels attached to vertices, we will specify that vertices with
the same label must be identified, or that edges must be created between
all vertices with certain labels. (Courcelle et al., 2012, p. 6)

For APGs, the tier structure and labeling thus give us exactly the information

we need to concatenate two graphs. The last member of each tier in the first graph will

be ‘bridged’ via an arc to the first member of the respective tier in the second graph,
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unless they are identical melody units, which are instead ‘glued,’ or merged. Before

delving into the details of the operation, (4.12) below gives an example.

In (4.12) below, G1 and G2 are primitives over an alphabet Σ = {H,L, σ} and

tier partition T = {Tm, Tt} for Tm = {H,L} and Tt = {σ}. The primitives G1 and G2

are given in (4.12a), and example graphs resulting from concatenating G1 and G2 are

given in (4.12b). The concatenation operation for graphs is denoted with ◦.

(4.12) a. G1 = H

σ

G2 = L

σ

b. G1 ◦G2 = H L

σ σ

G1 ◦G1 = H

σ σ

In (4.12b) there are two examples of concatenation. In the first, G1 ◦G2 results

in the addition of arcs extending the nodes in G1 to the nodes on their respective tiers in

G2. In contrast, G1◦G1 results in an arc between the σ nodes of the two instances of G1

but the H nodes have been merged. This previews how the concatenation operation

achieves autosegmental structure: the addition of arcs builds strings of timing tier

units and distinct melody units, while the merging of like nodes results in one-to-many

spreading relationships.

To go into a little more detail, yet still keep the discussion rather informal,

concatenation can be defined as the following process. For two graphs to be concate-

nated, we take their disjoint union (∪), which combines the two graphs, keeping their

respective nodes distinct. Using the graphs above as examples,

(4.13) G1 ∪G2 = H L

σ σ

G1 ∪G1 = H H

σ σ

We then identify the ends, or pairs consisting of the last node on a tier in the first

graph and the first node on that tier in the second graph. These pairs are highlighted

in the examples below.

(4.14) G1 ∪G2 = H L

σ σ

G1 ∪G1 = H H

σ σ
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Whether or not a pair of end nodes is merged or bridged is decided based on

their label. Pairs of melody nodes whose labels are not identical, and all pairs of timing

tier nodes are bridged with an arc between them (as in G1◦G2 below). Pairs of melody

nodes whose labels are identical are merged (as in the melody tier in G1 ◦G1 below).

(4.15) G1 ◦G2 = H L

σ σ

G1 ◦G1 = H

σ σ

The following sections show how this operation preserves the crucial properties of

APRs established in Chapter 2 and in §4.2 in this chapter—thus, the set of well-formed

APRs can be seen as generated from the concatenation of a finite set of primitives.

It also shows how other properties of this set of APRs can vary depending on the

properties of these primitives.

First, however, the remainder of this section formally defines concatenation,

drawing from the work of Courcelle et al. (2012) and Engelfriet and Vereijken (1997).

While the content of §4.3.2 is not essential for understanding the ideas put forward in

the remainder of the chapter, the proofs in §4.4 do make use of the definitions therein.

4.3.2 Concatenation of APGs: a formal excursus

The concatenation operation is defined over graphs in GR(Σ) for some tier

partition T = {Tm, Tt} of Σ. Integral to this definition are two functions, first :

GR(Σ) × T → N and last : GR(Σ)× T → N which pick out the first and last nodes

on a particular tier in a graph, respectively, if such nodes exist.1 These will be the

nodes which will either be ‘bridged’ or ‘glued’ by concatenation. If such nodes do not

exist for a particular graph and tier, the functions are left undefined for that graph.

first and last are defined formally below.

1 The function notation first : GR(Σ)×T → Nmeans that first takes as arguments
a graph in GR(Σ) and some Ti in tier partition T and returns a number in N. Examples
will be seen momentarily.
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Definition 9 (first and last)

first(G, Ti)
def
= v ∈ V s.t. ℓ(v) ∈ Ti, ∀v

′ ∈ V, ℓ(v′) ∈ Ti → v 4 v′

if such a v exists; undefined otherwise

last(G, Ti)
def
= v ∈ V s.t. ℓ(v) ∈ Ti, ∀v

′ ∈ V, ℓ(v′) ∈ Ti → v′ 4 v

if such a v exists; undefined otherwise

As per Definition 9, first(G, Ti) returns, if it exists, a node v whose label is

in Ti such that for all other nodes whose label is in Ti there is either a directed path

from v to v′ or v = v′. last(G, Ti) is similar, although it picks out a v such that all

other v′ whose labels are in the same tier have a either directed path to v or are equal

to v. For example, consider our running example of Σ = {H,L, σ} and tier partition

T = {Tm, Tt} for Tm = {H,L} and Tt = {σ}. For G in (4.16) below, repeated from

(4.5), first(G, Tm) = 1, last(G, Tm) = 3, first(G, Tt) = 4, and last(G, Tt) = 5.

(4.16) G = L1 H2 L3

σ4 σ5

Concatenation can then be broken down into multiple steps as follows. First,

we define the graph G1,2 as the disjoint union of G1 and G2. For any two graphs G1,

G2, let G1,2 be defined as in Definition 10:

Definition 10 (G1,2) For any graphs G1 and G2,

G1,2
def
= 〈V1 ∪ V2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

V1,2

, E1 ∪ E2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

E1,2

, A1 ∪A2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A1,2

, ℓ1 ∪ ℓ2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ℓ1,2

〉

Where each ∪ denotes a disjoint union.

For example, take the following G1 and G2 in GR(Σ).

(4.17) G1 = H0 L1

σ2

G2 = L1

σ2
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Since the indices overlap in G1 and G2, to get a disjoint union we can simply

take an isomorphic copy of G2 with different indices (recall that we consider isomorphic

copies to be equal). Thus, in this case G1,2 is the graph in (4.18), where the nodes

{1, 2} from G2 have been re-indexed as {3, 4}, respectively.

(4.18) G1,2 = H0 L1 L3

σ2 σ4

The next step is to determine which nodes are ‘glued’ and which nodes are

‘bridged’. Intuitively, we want to fuse the ‘ends’ of the tiers—the last nodes in G1 and

the first nodes in G2 on each tier. First, we single out pairs comprising the last node

in G1 and the first node in G2 for each tier. Call this set of pairs R.

Definition 11 (R) For a graph G1,2 made up of the disjoint union of graphs G1 and

G2,

R
def
= { (v, v′) ∈ V1 × V2 | v = last(G1, Ti),

v′ = first(G2, Ti),

for some Ti ∈ T }

We then split R into two kinds of pairs: the ones we ‘glue’, or merge together,

and the ones we ‘bridge’, or draw an arc between. Merging will occur between pairs of

nodes in R whose labels are identical, excluding nodes whose labels are in Tt in the tier

partition. Let this set of pairs be denoted RID. All other pairs in R not in RID will

have arcs drawn between them. Let this set of pairs be denoted RID.

Definition 12 (RID and RID)

RID

def
= {(v, v′) ∈ R | ℓ(v) = ℓ(v′), ℓ(v) 6∈ Tt}

RID

def
= R −RID

The sets of pairs R, RID, and RID for the graph in (4.18) are listed below in

(4.19). The pairs in each are highlighted as boxes in the diagram for the graph.
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(4.19) a. R = { (1, 3),

(2, 4) }

H0 L1 L3

σ2 σ4

b. RID = { (1, 3) } H0 L1 L3

σ2 σ4

c. RID = { (2, 4) } H0 L1 L3

σ2 σ4

For a set of nodes V and a relation R ⊆ V ×V , Engelfriet and Vereijken (1997)

define a new set of nodes V/R where each pair in R has been merged to a single node.

This is done by defining V/R as a partition on V based on R.2 A rough definition is

given below.

Definition 13 (V/R) V/R is a partition on V such that

a. for all nodes v1 ∈ V not in some pair in R, there is a node v ∈ V/R corresponding
to {v1}. Let [v1]R denote this v.

b. for all pairs (v1, v2) ∈ R, there is a node v ∈ V/R corresponding to {v1, v2}. Let
[v1]R = [v2]R denote this v.

To merge the nodes in RID, we simply take V1,2/RID. The boxes in (4.20) below

show the V1,2/RID for (4.18).

(4.20) H0 L1 L3

σ2 σ4

V1,2/RID = { {0}, {1, 3},

{2}, {4} }

2 For readers familiar with the terms, V/R is the quotient of V relative to the smallest
equivalence relation containing R. Thus Definition 13 uses some notation usually
associated with equivalence relations.
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In (4.20), nodes 0, 2, and 4 fromG1,2 in (4.18) each get their own set in V1,2/RID,

because as seen in (4.19), none of them are in a pair in RID. Conversely, 1 and 3 are

grouped together, as they form a pair in RID.

The final step in the concatenation of graphs G1 and G2 thus is to merge nodes

in V1,2 over RID, maintaining the edge, arc, and labeling relationships from G1,2, and

adding pairs from RID as arcs. This can be seen in the following definition for G1 ◦G2.

Definition 14 (G1 ◦G2) For any graphs G1 and G2,

G1 ◦G2
def
=
〈
V1,2/RID, E, A, ℓ

〉

Where E = {{[v]RID
, [w]RID

} | {v, w} ∈ E1,2},

A = {([v]RID
, [w]RID

) | (v, w) ∈ A1,2 ∪RID}, and

ℓ([v]RID
) = ℓ(v)

The concatenation of G1 and G2 from (4.17) is given in (4.21).

(4.21) G1 ◦G2 = H0 L1

σ2 σ4

Note that each node in (4.21) corresponds to a box in (4.20); 0 in (4.21) corre-

sponds to {0} in (4.20), 1 corresponds to {1, 3}, 2 corresponds to {2}, and 4 corresponds

to {4}.3 The edges in G1 ◦ G2 respect the edges in G1,2; {3, 4} in G1,2, for example,

is preserved as {1, 4} between the corresponding nodes in G1 ◦ G2. Same goes for the

arcs. Additionally, G1 ◦G2 contains an additional arc (2, 4) corresponding to the pair

(2, 4) ∈ RID from G1,2.

We can now concatenate graphs in GR(Σ). The following section utilizes this

to derive a set of APGs following the axioms defined in §4.2.

3 Recall that isomorphic graphs are considered equal; thus this re-indexing of the nodes
is possible.
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4.4 The Bottom-up Approach: APGs Through Concatenating Primitives

Having defined a concatenation operation for APGs, it is now possible to define

APG(Γ), a set of graphs derived from a set Γ of symbols. In other words, APG(Γ) cor-

responds directly to the set Γ∗ of strings over Γ. It is shown in this section that

APG(Γ) follows the axioms in §4.2 defined in that chapter for APG(Σ, T ). Thus,

APG(Γ) complements the axiomatic definition of the set of APRs in that it follows the

same axioms, but it is directly relatable to strings.

4.4.1 APG primitives

Engelfriet and Vereijken (1997) observe, given a concatenation operation a class

of graphs can be seen as an interpretation of a set of strings, where each symbol in the

string corresponds to a graph primitive. Recall from Chapter 3 that Σ∗, the set of all

strings over an alphabet Σ, was defined as follows (repeated from Definition 1 on p.

81):

Definition 15 Given an alphabet Σ, w ∈ Σ∗ iff:

• w = λ, or

• w = u·σ; σ ∈ Σ, u ∈ Σ∗

Nothing else is in Σ∗.

Given that we now have a way of concatenating graphs in GR(Σ), the set of

APGs can be defined similarly. We only need to define two notions, that of an alphabet

for APGs and that of the empty graph. We can define the empty graph, denoted Gλ,

as follows:4

Definition 16 (The empty graph) The empty graph Gλ is the graph whose sets of

nodes, edges, arcs, and labeling function are all empty;

Gλ = 〈∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅〉

4 Some researchers advise against using an empty graph with 0 nodes
(Harary and Read, 1974), but for the purposes here, it will be seen to be extremely
useful. Such an empty graph is also made use of in Engelfriet and Vereijken (1997).
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The following theorem states that Gλ is the identity element for the concatena-

tion operation.

Theorem 2 (Gλ is identity with respect to concatenation) For any graph G, Gλ◦

G = G ◦Gλ = G.

Proof: (sketch) This almost immediately follows from the fact that the concatenation

of two graphs is a modification of their disjoint union. Thus, no new nodes are added

to G. As there are no nodes to merge or to bridge, no other modifications are made to

G, and so the resulting graph is identical to G. �

The next step is to define an alphabet of graph primitives out of which we build

the set of APGs. This corresponds to the alphabet of symbols for strings. To ensure

that this set of APGs conforms to the structural properties of APRs, it is necessary

that the graph primitives in our alphabet meet certain properties. These properties

are given below in Definition 17.

Definition 17 (APG primitive) Over an alphabet Σ and tier partition T = {Tt, Tm},
an APG primitive is a graph G ∈ GR(Σ) which has the following properties:

a. Vt is a singleton set {vt}

b. The arcs A form a total order over the nodes of Vm
c. All e ∈ E are of the form {vm, vt}, where vm ∈ Vm

The parts of the definition can be interpreted as follows. Definition 17a requires

that in a primitive, there can only be one node on the timing tier Vt. (Recall that Tt is

the set of symbols that can appear on the timing tier, and Vt is the corresponding set

of nodes in a graph labeled with symbols from Tt.) The melody tier, Vm, may consist

of multiple nodes, but Def. 17b requires that all of the arcs in A form a total order

over Vm. Def. 17c requires that all of the edges are between the node in Vt and the

nodes in Vm.

Some example APG primitives over the alphabet Σ = {H,L, σ} partitioned into

tiers Tm = {H,L} and Tt = {σ} is given below in (4.22). In these and following graphs,

the particular indexing of the nodes is not important, and thus shall be omitted.
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(4.22) a. H

σ

b. L

σ

c. H L

σ

Note in (4.22), all the graphs have only one node labeled σ, thus they satisfy

Def. 17a. The graph in (4.22c) has two nodes with labels from Tm, but note that there

is a single arc ordering them. Thus all of the graphs in (4.22) satisfy Def. 17b. Finally,

all of the edges in all of the graphs in (4.22) satisfy Def. 17c.

We can then explicitly relate such a set of graphs to an alphabet of string

symbols. This alphabet will be referred to as Γ (to differenatiate it from the Σ of the

graph labels).

Definition 18 (Alphabet of APG primitives) An alphabet of APG primitives over

GR(Σ) is a finite set Γ of symbols and a naming function g : Γ → GR(Σ) such that

for all γ ∈ Γ, g(γ) satisfies Definition 17 for an APG primitive.

For example, let Γ = {H,L,F}. The graphs in (4.22) can be related to the

symbols in Γ as in (4.23) below. This pair Γ and g is thus an alphabet of APG

primitives.

(4.23) g(H) = H

σ

g(L) = L

σ

g(F) = H L

σ

As is perhaps clear, the symbols in Γ can represent the surface realizations

of TBUs, where their corresponding graphs represent their underlying autosegmental

structure. For example, if we interpret F as a falling tone, then g(F) in (4.23) represents

the autosegmental decomposition of that tone into a syllable associated with an HL

sequence of tones. The last step is to show that this relationship holds over strings in

Γ as well.

The strings in Γ∗ represent a class of graphs, denoted APG(Γ). APG(Γ) is

defined by extending g to strings in Γ∗ using the concatenation operation ◦ for graphs.
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Definition 19 (APG(Γ)) For an alphabet of APG primitives Γ with naming function

g, extend g to strings in Γ∗ as follows. For w ∈ Γ∗, g(w)
def
=

• Gλ if w = λ

• g(u) ◦ g(γ) if w = uγ, u ∈ Γ∗, γ ∈ Γ

APG(Γ) is thus {g(w)|w ∈ Γ∗}.

Note that this definition is written parallel to Definition 15; thus, APG(Γ) can

be defined parallel to a set of strings.

In terms of interpreting Γ as linear realizations of tones over TBUs and APG

primitives as their autosegmental counterparts, this means that linear strings of TBUs

can be directly related to their autosegmental interpretations. For example, take the

strings HHH,HLL,HF ∈ Γ∗. By the definitions introduced so far,

(4.24) g(HHH) = H

σ σ σ

g(HLL) = H L

σ σ σ

g(HF) = L H L

σ σ

§4.5 goes into more detail about interpreting APG(Γ) for different Γ and g pairs

as sets of APRs. First, however, to show that we can truly treat any such APG(Γ)as

a set of APRs, it is important to establish that it obeys the key properties of APRs.

4.4.2 Properties of APG(Γ)

For any alphabet of APG primitives Γ and g following definition Definition

18, APG(Γ) follows all of the axioms in §4.2 defined for APRs. The following the-

orems establish this. Sketches of their proofs are given here; for full proofs, see

(Jardine and Heinz, 2015). See (Jardine and Heinz, 2015) also for a proof that con-

catenation is associative over any such APG(Γ). This is an important property for

relating APG(Γ) to strings, but has been omitted here for the length and technical

nature of the proof.

The first theorem states that any graph in APG(Γ) follows the basic structure

of APRs; it has two tiers whose labels are in disjoint subsets of the labelling alphabet

Σ, and all undirected edges are between nodes in these two tiers.
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Theorem 3 (APG(Γ) obeys the basic properties of APRs) For any G ∈ APG(Γ),

G satisfies Axiom 1 (that ∼A partitions V into at most two sets Vt and Vm which are

totally ordered by the arcs), Axiom 2 (that the tiers of G correspond to the partition

T ), and Axiom 3 (that the ends of all undirected edges are between different tiers).

Proof: (sketch) That Vt and Vm are totally ordered follows from the fact that parts

(a) and (b) of Definition 17 ensure that the tiers in each primitive are totally ordered

and the fact that concatenation preserves this order on each tier (because merging or

bridging at the edges of the graph does not change the total order induced by the arcs).

That G satisfies Axiom 2 follows directly the fact that concatenation only adds

arcs between nodes whose labels are in the same Ti ∈ T .

That G follows Axiom 3 follows directly from Part (c) of Definition 17 and the

fact that concatenation adds no new undirected edges to E. �

The following theorem regards Axiom 5, or the NCC. Axioms 4 and 6, stating

full specification and the OCP, will be discussed in a moment, as they are dependent

on the content of the alphabet of APG primitives.

Theorem 4 (APG(Γ) obeys the NCC) For any G ∈ APG(Γ), G satisfies the NCC

(Axiom 5: There are no nodes v, w, v′, w′ such that {v, v′} ∈ E, {w,w′} ∈ E, v ≺ w,

and w′ ≺ v′.).

Proof: (sketch) By part a of Definition 17, there is only one timing tier node vt per

APG primitive. As such, any primitive clearly satisfies the NCC. Any edges resulting

from the concatenation of another primitive are to a node v′t following vt in the order

of arcs, as concatenation adds an arc from vt to v
′

t (and concatenation does not add

edges). This holds for any number of concatenations, and so the NCC is preserved for

any graph in APG(Γ). �
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The final two axioms are dependent on the graphs in the alphabet of APG

primitives. For example, the reader can confirm both of the graphs in (4.25) follow

Definition 17 of an APG graph primitive, however one has no edges.

(4.25) g(H) = H

σ

g(∅) = σ

Axiom 4 states that for all v ∈ V , there must be an edge {v, w} ∈ E for some

other w ∈ V . In autosegmental terms, this is full specification—each autosegment is

associated to at least one other autosegment. However, if Γ = {H,∅} and g is as

defined in (4.25), then APG(Γ) clearly fails Axiom 4, as g(∅) includes a timing tier

node which has no edges. As concatenation does not add edges or merge timing tier

nodes, any graph corresponding to a string containing ∅ also fails Axiom 4.

However, if Γ = {H,L,F} and g is defined as in (4.23), then it can be shown

that any graph in APG(Γ) does. Theorem 5 states this.

Theorem 5 (Concatenation preserves full specification) If, for all γ ∈ Γ, g(γ)

obeys Axiom 4, then for all G ∈ APG(Γ), G obeys Axiom 4.

Proof: (sketch) This follows from the fact that neither node-merging nor bridging in

concatenation has any effect on existing edges in the primitives. �

The axiom stating the OCP is the same way. If all of the APG primitives obey

the OCP, then the OCP is preserved for APG(Γ). Some examples in which the OCP

is not preserved in the primitives are given in §4.5.2.

Theorem 6 (Concatenation preserves the OCP) If g(γ) for all γ ∈ Γ satisfy the

OCP (Axiom 6), then for any G ∈ APG(Γ), G satisfies Axiom 6.
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Proof: (sketch) This follows directly from the fact that concatenation merges adjacent

end nodes on Vm. �

The conditional nature of these final two theorems allows Axioms 4 and 6 to be

violable based on the chosen set of primitives—this allows full specificity and the OCP

to be violated on a language- or analysis-specific basis through the choice of primitives.

Examples will be given in §4.5.

It should be noted that while this discussion has been limited to two tiers, the

core properties of concatenation explored here will likely extend to representations with

more tiers. Extending the analysis to feature geometry (Clements and Hume, 1995;

Sagey, 1986), for example, provides an interesting complication, as which association

lines denote not only associations between featural autosegments and timing tier nodes

but also link featural autosegments and ‘organizational’ nodes (such as place for the

features labial, coronal and dorsal). Deriving a set of such operations would

require more complex primitives and additional marking on the tier partition T , to

denote timing tier nodes, organizational nodes, and melody nodes. The concatenation

operation would then need to be revised to be sensitive to this marking. However, the

central concepts in graph concatenation of ‘gluing’ (to derive the OCP) and ‘bridging’

nodes will still hold, and thus it will be likely straightforward to derive the crucial APR

properties over multiple tiers similar to the way it was done for two tiers here.

4.4.3 Discussion: The bottom-up versus the top-down approach

Traditionally, APRs have been defined in a ‘top-down’ manner, by specifying

constraints on graph-like structures, as was made explicit in the axioms forAPG(Σ, T ) in

§4.2. However, Theorems 3 through 6 have just shown that a bottom-up approach, i.e.

concatenation of a finite set of primitives, yields a set APG(Γ) of APGs which also

follows these axioms.

As the two approaches achieve the same axioms, they can be seen as comple-

menting each other. However, there are some reasons for preferring the bottom-up
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approach. One, it naturally captures some empirical facts about tone patterns, namely

that the length of contour melodies and strings of floating tones are always bounded

for a particular language. More importantly, the bottom-up approach allows us a prin-

cipled way of directly comparing autosegmental representations to their string coun-

terparts. This answers the question, raised in the previous chapter, of how to enhance

string representations in order to achieve the right level of expressiveness for tone

patterns. Both of these points are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

4.5 Empirical Consequences of Concatenation

The preceding section discussed the properties of APGs and concatenation in ab-

stract terms. This section discusses more concretely how viewing tonal representations

as the concatenation of graph primitives naturally explains some empirical facts. It is

important to keep clear that, just as with the axiomatic approach in §4.2, APG(Γ) is

primarily intended to represent the universal set of well-formed APRs, although some

variation with respect to the primitives languages choose from will be discussed in

§4.5.3 (and then again in Chapter 5, §5.5). Language-specific constraints regarding the

well-formedness of melodies and association will be discussed in detail in the next two

chapters.

4.5.1 Multiple association

The cornerstone of autosegmental analyses, as illustrated in Chapter 2, is the

idea of a single autosegment being associated to multiple other autosegments. Con-

catenation achieves this asymmetrically; multiple association of melody units to timing

units can be repeatedly generated through concatenation, whereas multiple association

of timing units to melody units must be specified in the primitives.

To illustrate, consider patterns over the H and HL melodies in Mende, originally

discussed in §2.1.1 (p. 16).
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(4.26) Mende H and HL melody words (repeated from (2.1))

a. kÓ ‘war’ b. pÉlÉ ‘house’ c. háwámá ‘waist’

H HH HHH

d. mbû ‘owl’ e. nǵılà ‘dog’ f. félàmà ‘junction’

F HL HLL

In terms of toned syllables, we have strings of H, L, and F-toned syllables. Let

Γ = {H,L,F} be an alphabet of APG primitives with g defined as it was in (4.23):

(4.27) g(H) = H

σ

g(L) = L

σ

g(F) = H L

σ

The set of graphs APG(Γ) generated from the concatenation of these primitives

contains the APGs corresponding to the autosegmental representations to the strings

in (4.26). As discussed in the previous section, g gives us an explicit way of relating

these strings of syllables to APGs. For example, the H melody strings are mapped by

g to the following APGs:

(4.28) g(H) = H

σ

g(HH) = H

σ σ

g(HHH) = H

σ σ σ

The first example, g(H), is straightforward: it is just the graph primitive asso-

ciated with the symbol H. For the string HH of two H-toned syllables, g(HH) is the

concatenation of two g(H) graphs, g(H) ◦ g(H). In this situation, by the definition

of concatenation, the H nodes on the melody tier in each g(H) primitive are ‘glued’

together, as illustrated below:

(4.29) g(HH) = g(H) ◦ g(H) = H

σ

◦ H

σ

= H

σ σ
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This results in a single H node being associated to two σ nodes. Likewise,

g(HHH) results in a single H node associated to three σ nodes. In fact, there is no

bound on the number of timing tier units to which a single melody tier unit may be

associated. For any n, we can generate a H node associated to n σ nodes by taking

g(Hn):

(4.30) g(Hn) = H

σ1 σ2 . . . σn

This is a welcome result: such ‘unbounded spreading’ is well known in tone

(Yip, 2002; Hyman, 2011b).

In contrast, it is impossible to generate the following APG by concatenating

primitives in Γ:

(4.31) * H L H L

σ

This is because concatenation only ‘bridges’ timing tier units (in this case, σ

nodes), and does not glue them. Thus, unless a contour appears in the set of APG graph

primitives, it does not appear in APG(Γ). This matches empirical fact: languages may

have unbounded spreading, but they do not have ‘unbounded contouring’. For example,

Mende has forms like (4.30) for at least n = 4 (Dwyer, 1978), but no forms like (4.31)

(it does have R-F contours, which will need to be added as a primitive. See §5.1,

p. 150, in Chapter 5). Thus, viewing the set of autosegmental representations as the

concatenation of a finite number of primitives makes the correct prediction that any

language will have a finite number of possible contours, because each contour needs to

be specified as one of a finite set of primitives.

This brings us to the HL melodies. The APGs corresponding to the HL melody

forms from (4.26) are as follows:
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(4.32) g(F) = H L

σ

g(HL) = H L

σ σ

g(HLL) = H L

σ σ σ

The contour F is realized simply as the graph primitive g(F). The string HL is

realized as g(H) and g(L) bridged on each tier—again, gluing of nodes does not occur

because H and L nodes have nonidentical labels. However, gluing does occur in the last

two L nodes of g(HLL), resulting in multiple association to the second two σ nodes.

These APGs raise two important points. One, some may object to this method

of representation, as it generates g(F) in a way distinct from how g(HL) is generated,

even though both APGs have the same melody. However, the purpose of Γ and g is to

relate surface strings to their autosegmental representations—under this view, g does

in fact relate F with HL, or any string whose corresponding graph has a HL melody.

Two, note that g(HHL) is also a graph in APG(Γ) whose melody is HL:

(4.33) g(HHL) = H L

σ σ σ

As was discussed in 2.1.1 in Chapter 2, HHL is not a valid string of syllables

in Mende (see p. 17), and so (4.33) is not a valid APG in Mende (recall that Mende

has been analyzed with left-to-right association). However, this is not a problem, as

APG(Γ) is the universal set of well-formed APGs given Γ. Importantly, concatenation

does not represent the grammar of a particular language. Language-specific patterns

over APGs can be viewed as restrictions on APG(Γ), which will be defined in the fol-

lowing chapter, Chapter 5, by extending the logical constraints over strings in Chapter

3 to graphs. This is, on a fundamental level, no different than autosegmental analyses

in more traditional frameworks: language-specific rules or constraint rankings produce

a set of language-specific APRs which are a subset of the universal set of possible

well-formed APRs (because they conform to the tier structure, NCC, etc.).
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This raises a question: is there a single, universal Γ and g? Or can Γ and g

be language specific? The strongest possible hypothesis is that all languages must

choose from a very restrictive Γ that allows for APG(Γ) to follow all of Axioms 1

through 6. Indeed, the patterns surveyed in Chapters 5 and 6 are all subsets of such a

APG(Γ) (to be defined in Chapter 5). However, it is well-known that there are clear

cases in which Axiom 4 (full specification) and Axiom 6 (the OCP) are not obeyed. The

following subsections discuss these cases. The conclusion is that languages may pick

from subset of a universal Γ, with g largely being universal save for one complicating

issue of downstep.

4.5.2 OCP violations

It was just seen how the association of a melody tier node to multiple timing

tier nodes is generated through concatenation by the merging of like melody tier nodes.

This is because concatenation preserves the OCP, as proven in §4.4.2. Thus, with an

alphabet of APG primitives as in (4.27), concatenation cannot produce a graph as in

(4.34) (and thus it is not a member of APG(Γ)).

(4.34) H H

σ σ

Is such a representation necessary? To deal with OCP violations across mor-

pheme boundaries we can add a morpheme boundary symbol # to Γ whose graph

interpretation inserts a morpheme boundary on both the timing and melody tier (as

is commonly done in autosegmental analyses).5

5 Note that there is no association line between the two nodes, as is sometimes included
(see Goldsmith (1976) and Pulleyblank (1986) for discussion). In Goldsmith (1976),
the primary motivation for including association lines between morphological markers
is to block association past them. Note that, assuming concatenation, association
through boundary markers like in (4.35) is impossible even without this association
line. Morpheme boundaries over which association can occur must thus be represented
by primitives with no node on the melody tier. This difference will be discussed in
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(4.35) g(#) = #m

#t

Here, the m and subscript marks that #m behaves as part of the melody tier,

and thus will be bridged through concatenation to other elements on this tier. Likewise,

#t behaves as part of the timing tier. For typographical clarity, this part of the label

will be omitted from subsequent diagrams.

With a morpheme boundary primitives as in (4.35), an OCP violation across

morpheme boundaries will be in APG(Γ), as in the following graph g(H#H):

(4.36) g(H#H) = H # H

σ # σ

As for OCP violations within morpheme boundaries, Hyman (2014) states (p.

371) that “[c]ases of tautomorphemic OCP violations are extremely rare and include ...

a few tone cases, e.g. Shambala [a.k.a. Kishambaa–AJ] (Odden, 1982, 1986) ... While

such cases need to be scrutinized carefully, they are rare, and alternative interpretations

are sometimes available.” Hyman’s ‘Shambala’ is the case in Kishambaa (Odden, 1986)

mentioned in §2.1.2.2 in Chapter 2 (p. 24). For at least the tautomorphemic OCP

violation in Kishambaa, we can take advantage of the fact that OCP violations are

signaled by downstep in the surface string. As detailed in Odden (1986), Kishambaa

nouns show the following contrast:

(4.37) a. nyóká ‘snake’ (HH)

b. ngó!tó ‘sheep’ (H!H)

Odden (1986) posits the following autosegmental diagrams for these forms.

more detail in Chapter 6 with respect to competing representational assumptions of
Wan Japanese.
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(4.38) a. H

✡✡
nyoka ‘snake’

b. HH

ngoto ‘sheep’

He concludes that these are true OCP violations, and not the result of a latent

floating L tone (floating tones will be discussed momentarily), because there is no

independent evidence for such a floating tone. Thus, at least for Kishambaa, it appears

that APG(Γ) should include a graph like (4.34).

Crucially, this tautomorphemic OCP violation is marked in the surface string.

Thus, to obtain a graph like (4.34) we can add a !H symbol representing a downstepped

H to Γ. This can then be pointed to the OCP-violating graph primitive in (4.40) below

corresponding to a H tone following another H.

(4.39) g(!H) = H H

σ

The graph g(H!H), corresponding to the surface string for (4.37b) ngó!tó ‘sheep’,

is thus equal to (4.34).

(4.40) H

σ

◦ H H

σ

= H H

σ σ

In conclusion, because OCP violations can be derived from symbols in the sur-

face string, it appears that they (at least for tone) can be subsumed into a universal

set of APGs APG(Γ) for a Γ including # and !H with g for these symbols as defined

above. However, a factor complicating downstep is that it can also be signaled by

floating tones, as shall now be discussed.

4.5.3 Floating tones

‘Floating tones’ are tones autosegments which are not associated to any timing

tier unit (and thus not directly realized in the surface string). They are often associated
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with downstep, as in Dschang-Bamileke (Pulleyblank, 1986). The string of syllables in

the following phrase is, at a slower speech rate, pronounced as HLH.

(4.41) s@́N è s@́N

‘bird of bird’

(HLH)

At faster speech rates, the vowel of the morpheme /è/ ‘of’ is elided, but the

presence of its tone is still felt, as the tone of the second /s@́N/ ‘bird’ is downstepped:

(4.42) s@́N s!@́N

‘bird (of) bird’

(H!H)

The accepted analysis of this downstep is that the L tone of /è/ ‘of’ is still present

in the representation, although it has lost its TBU. As an APG, the representation of

(4.42) is as follows:

(4.43) H L H

σ σ

Again, this graph is not in APG(Γ) for any Γ we have defined thus far. How-

ever, we can again take advantage of the downstepped !H and assign it a primitive

representing a H tone following a L tone.

(4.44) g(!H) = L H

σ

The graph (4.43) is thus equal to g(H !H). This makes explicit the correspon-

dence between the differences in the autosegmental representation and difference in the

HLH and H!H strings, which is not done in Pulleyblank (1986) (and no other author,

to the best of my knowledge).6

6 However, note that g(L!H) = g(LH); i.e., this difference between strings is lost in the
autosegmental representation. As shall be discused momentarily, a full representational
theory of downstep is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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This raises another issue: if g is universal, then it can only point to a single

primitive. The problem of g(!H) possibly pointing to a floating tone or an OCP violation

(as in (4.40)) can be resolved by rejecting Odden (1986)’s argument that positing a

floating L tone to explain downstep in Kishambaa is ad hoc. If g(!H) universally

points to a floating L tone, then we appear to have a universal way of relating strings

to APGs. This would thus constitute a theory-internal counterargument to Odden’s

claim. Alternatively, we could argue against the floating tone analysis in Dschang, and

say that the downstep is caused by an OCP violation over the phrasal domain.

However, this and other issues related to floating tones and downstep will not

be addressed in detail here. One other issue is downdrift, the automatic lowering of

successive H tones in a domain (Pulleyblank, 1986; Yip, 2002). This dissertation will

not attempt a representational theory of downstep, as its main focus, to be seen in the

following chapters, is to show that tone patterns can be described by fundamentally

local constraints over APGs. Regardless of what a full representational theory of

downstep/downdrift is, this locality result will likely not change.

4.5.4 Interim conclusion: concatenation and tone

This section has shown that the concatenation operation defined in §4.3 gener-

ates sets of APGs which can model attested tone patterns. As a theory of represen-

tation, APG(Γ) is extremely restrictive, perhaps too restrictive. For example, it does

not straightforwardly account for downstep. However, its advantage is made clear: it

provides a concrete way of relating surface strings to APRs. It will also be seen as a

sufficient theory of representation for the tone patterns explored in the following chap-

ters. The extensions hinted at for the OCP and downstep discussed in the preceding

sections can be explored in future work.

One additional type of APR not covered in this section which can be addressed

in future work is one which uses underspecification of TBUs. This is common in sys-

tems which have what is called a ‘privative’ distinction between specified (commonly
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with a H tone) and unspecified TBUs. This is usually invoked in underlying or inter-

mediate representations of tone. One example is this intermediate representation from

Hewitt and Prince (1989)’s analysis of Northern Karanga Shona, first given in Chapter

2 in (2.63) in §2.3.1.1 (p. 54):

(4.45) H H

σσσσ

A corresponding APG cannot be generated with the concatenation operation

defined in this chapter. The Γ from (4.25) allows for H-specified syllables and under-

specified syllables, but any two H nodes would end up on the ‘ends’ of the melody tier

and be merged by concatenation. This can be seen in the following graph g(H∅∅∅H):

(4.46) g(H) = H

σ

g(∅) = σ g(H∅∅∅H) = H

σ σ σ σ

Thus, the concatenation operation defined here is inadequate for representations

such as in (4.45). However, such representations could be generated by a second con-

catenation operation which only bridges nodes, and does not glue them. Exactly such

an operation is discussed with respect to underlying APRs in Chapter 7, §7.3.1, 228.

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter served several important purposes. The overarching goal was to

formally define a universal set of autosegmental representations, which can then in the

following chapter lead to a theory of local grammars for autosegmental representations.

The first part of this chapter formally defined the properties that are important to

APRs in the traditional, axiomatic approach.

The second part of the chapter then showed how these properties can emerge

from a concatenation operation over graphs. In particular, the result here is consistent

with Coleman and Local (1991)’s observation that if we have an order on associations

derived from the order on the respective tiers, then the NCC is unnecessary. It was
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then shown how this concatenation operation captures the basic tonal ideas of mul-

tiple association, and specifically that it naturally captured the idea that unbounded

spreading is empirically common, but unbounded contouring is unattested.

In theoretical terms, this notion of concatenation is also important in that it

will be made use of besides simply defining the set of well-formed APRs. Chapter 6

shall use concatenation to directly compare APR grammars to string grammars, which

is necessary to show that local APR grammars can describe the long-distance tone pat-

terns Chapter 3 showed were beyond the power of local (and tier-based local) string

grammars. Chapter 7 will make extensive use of concatenation to develop represen-

tations for phonological transformations from underlying to surface forms. Finally,

Chapter 8 will show how concatenation allows for learning APR grammars directly

from strings.

Of course, there are many remaining questions, some of which have been hinted

at throughout this chapter. For one, this chapter has shown how important autoseg-

mental properties can be seen as the result of concatenation, but to what extent are the

top-down and bottom-up approaches equivalent? That is, do they define the same set of

structures? As illustrated in §4.5.2 and §4.5.3, it depends on what axioms are followed

in the top-down approach, and the properties of the primitives used in the bottom-up

approach. A full survey of under what conditions axiomatic and concatenation-based

definitions describe the same set of structures will thus be left to future work. Addi-

tionally, in §4.4.2, it was outlined how concatenation might be extended to segmental

feature-geometric representations. How concatenation can be fruitfully applied to these

and other kinds of phonological representations remains an interesting open question.

Finally, as noted in §4.5.1, it is important to keep in mind that concatenation

does not represent the derivation of language-specific association paradigms. As re-

viewed in Chapter 2, languages display a wide range of patterns of associations from

tones to TBUs. Thus, they cannot be derived from a single, universal operation. In-

stead, the following two chapters show how these language-specific patterns can be

defined by generalizing the idea of logical constraints from Chapter 3 from graphs to
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strings. The conclusion will be that banned substructure constraints—which are the

most restrictive kind of constraint over graphs as well—can capture these language-

specific patterns.
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Chapter 5

BANNED SUBGRAPH GRAMMARS AND TONE MAPPING

This and the following chapter contain the central result of this dissertation,

which is that the language-specific variation in tone patterns reviewed in Chapter 2 is

fundamentally local over APRs in the computational sense defined for strings in Chap-

ter 3. Chapter 2 introduced two important aspects of variation in tone patterns with

respect to autosegmental representations: directional, quality-specific, and positional

restrictions on tone-TBU associations and long-distance generalizations arising from

interactions between the melody and timing tiers. It then showed how previous anal-

yses in derivational frameworks and Optimality Theory had difficulties in capturing

this variation, particularly in the proliferation of language-specific rules and associa-

tion paradigms in the case of derivational theories and in the through the over- and

under-generation of Align constraints.

The goal of this chapter is to introduce a theory of graph constraints which

is local in the way defined over strings in Chapter 3 and contrast it, with respect

to variation in tone-mapping patterns, with the analyses in derivational frameworks

and Optimality Theory. In Chapter 3, we saw how banned substructure constraints

form a restrictive theory of patterns over strings. This chapter extends this idea to

graphs, by defining conjunctions of negative literals over graphs. It then shows how

these negative literals can describe the language-specific association patterns of Mende,

Hausa, Kukuya, and Northern Karanga Shona discussed in Chapter 2.

This theory thus compares favorably to previous explanation of these patterns,

as it is a local theory of association patterns over APRs, without resorting to ad-

hoc rules or globally-evaluated directionality paradigms or Align constraints used in

rule-based and optimization-based theories of autosegmental phonology. It also makes
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clear, yet restrictive typological predictions about the type of association constraints

that are possible in tonal phonology. This theory is restrictive because, like the banned

substructure constraints for strings introduced in Chapter 3, the well-formedness of a

structure is evaluated only according to the well-formedness of its individual substruc-

tures. Thus, a theory of well-formedness based on CNLs over graphs does not predict

patterns that count over representations, like Align. One undesirable typological

prediction of CNLs over graphs, contour-specific directionality generalizations, is dis-

cussed. However, it is shown how such a constraint can be eliminated from the typology

by further constraining the theory to only consider particular types of subgraphs—in

particular, subgraphs which do not contain any cycles. This issue highlights an ad-

ditional strength of banned subgraph grammars: we can get an idea of the types of

substructures over which humans appear to be evaluating phonological representations.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. First, §5.1 lays out the problem of

picking out subsets of the APGs definable by the concatenation operation discussed in

Chapter 4, and then 5.2 shows how this problem can be solved by a logical language

of conjunctions of negative literals where the literals are subgraphs. §5.3 then shows

how statements in this language can describe the tone mapping patterns reviewed in

Chapter 4. §5.4 compares this analysis with previous analyses in derivational and

OT frameworks, and §5.5 shows how restricting the definition of subgraph literals can

further restrict the theory. §5.6 concludes.

5.1 Specifying Graph Sets

The previous chapters showed a way of generating a ‘universal’ set of APGs,

i.e., the set of all APGs that can be generated from a particular set of primitives. Any

language-specific association pattern is thus a subset of this set of universal APGs. For

example, recall the basic directional Mende pattern originally described in Chapter 2.

The pattern exhibits five melodies, H, L, HL, LH, and LHL, and both contours and

plateaus of like-toned syllables appear on the right edge of the word. Here I extend

the general pattern beyond three syllables (recall the discussion on the infinitude of
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phonological patterns in Chapter 3, §3.2, p. 82.) and represent a syllable with a R-F

falling contour with a single C. Call this pattern ‘Simple Mende’ (c.f. the pattern taking

into account less-attested melodies and association patterns discussed in Chapter 2,

§2.2.1.3, p. §31).

(5.1) Simple Mende string patterns

(H melody) H, HH, HHH, HHHH, . . .

(L melody) L, LL, LLL, LLLL, . . .

(HL melody) F, HL, HLL, HLLL, . . .

(LH melody) R, LH, LHH, LHHH, . . .

(LHL melody) C, LF LHL, LHLL, . . .

Again, in autosegmental terms the generalization is that multiple association

can only occur on the right edge of the word. Example APRs from HL melody forms

are repeated below from (2.3) and (2.7) in Chapter 2 (pp. 18 and 21).

(5.2) F = HL

σ

HL = HL

σσ

HLL = HL

σσσ

*HHL = * H L

σσσ

We can generate APGs corresponding to the Mende APRs with the alphabet of

APG graph primitives Γ = {H,L,F,R,C} and the function g mapping Γ to graphs in

GR(Σ) for Σ = {H,L, σ} as in (5.3).

(5.3) g(H) = H

σ

g(L) = L

σ

g(F) = H L

σ

g(R) = L H

σ

g(C) = L H L

σ

We can generate all of the APGs corresponding to the APRs for the string

patterns in (5.1) by concatenating these primitives. In other words, the Mende pattern

is a subset of APG(Γ). Examples from the H, HL, and LHL melody rows are given

below in (5.4).
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(5.4) Simple Mende graphs

g(H) = H

σ

g(HH) = H

σ σ

g(HHH) = H

σ σ σ

g(F) = H L

σ

g(HL) = H L

σ σ

g(HLL) = H L

σ σ σ

g(C) = L H L

σ

g(LF) = L H L

σ σ

g(LHL) = L H L

σ σ σ

However, we cannot generate only the set of Mende APRs from concatenation.

For example, APG(Γ) also contains the following graphs. These are not valid APGs

in the Mende pattern, as indicated with the traditional ungrammaticality asterisk (*).

(5.5) *g(LHLH) =* L H L H

σ σ σ σ

*g(RL) = * L H L

σ σ

*g(FLL) = * H L

σ σ σ

In other words, the Simple Mende pattern is a proper subset of APG(Γ). This

is also true for the full Mende pattern and the patterns in Hausa, Kukuya, and N.

Karanga Shona.

Thus, a grammar for each pattern must bifurcate APG(Γ) into language-specific

sets of well-defined and ill-defined APGs. The problem addressed in this chapter is this:

how can we do this in a local way, as defined formally in Chapter 3? In Chapter 2, we

saw how rule-based and optimization-based grammars achieved this through global,
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directional rules and constraints. This chapter shows how this can be done locally by

defining each pattern of APGs exclusively through banned subgraphs. I now define

these banned subgraph grammars.

5.2 Conjunctions of Negative Graph Literals

Chapter 3 defined L
NL and L

NL
T , logical grammars over strings which defined

patterns by specifying banned substrings. For example, the tone pattern of Kagoshima

Japanese was shown in §3.3.2 (p. 89) to be describable by the following statement in

L
NL:

(5.6) φKJ = ¬φHLL ∧ ¬φHLH ∧ ¬φHH ∧ ¬φLL⋉

For example, the statement ¬φHLL bans a substring HLL, which represents a

H-toned syllable farther from the right edge of the word than one syllable. This helps

to capture the tone pattern of Kagoshima Japanese, in which H tones only appear on

the final or penult syllable.

We may write similar statements describing graph patterns by banning sub-

graphs ; this logical language will be called L
NL
G . However, in order to define L

NL
G it is

necessary to first define the concept of a subgraph, as well as the graph version of the

border symbols ⋊ and ⋉, which were seen in Chapter 3 to play a large part in logical

grammars over strings.

5.2.1 Subgraphs

Like a substring, a subgraph is simply a piece of another graph. Formally,

Definition 20 (Subgraph) For a graph G = 〈V,E,A, ℓ〉 a subgraph of G is (iso-

morphic to) a graph G′ = 〈V ′, E ′, A′, ℓ′〉 for which V ′ ⊆ V , E ′ ⊆ E, A′ ⊆ A, and

ℓ : V ′ → Σ is a labeling function such that for all x ∈ V ′, ℓ(x) = ℓ′(x).

Essentially, a subgraph of a graph G is a subset of the nodes, edges, and arcs of

G. Recall also that we are considering isomorphic graphs equal, so it doesn’t matter if
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the set of nodes is technically distinct as long as the edge and arc relations and labeling

function hold.

Take the following two graphs in GR(Σ). Graph (5.7a) is a subgraph of (5.7b).

The node indices are labeled here for reference.

(5.7) a. H0

σ1 σ2

b. L0 H1

σ2 σ3 σ4

Graph (5.7a) is a subgraph of (5.7b); that is, it is isomorphic to a graph that

is a subset of the nodes, edges, arcs, and labeling function of (5.7b). This is depicted

visually in (5.8).

(5.8)
H0

σ1 σ2

L0 H1

σ2 σ3 σ4

In (5.8), nodes 0, 1, and 2 from graph (5.7a) are mapped to nodes 1, 3, and 4

in (5.7b), respectively. Importantly, the edges {0, 1} and {0, 2} in (5.7a) are preserved

under this mapping—their correspondents in (5.7b) are {1, 3} and {1, 4}, respectively.

Thus, (5.7a) is a subgraph of (5.7b).

Importantly, (5.7a) is what is known as a connected subgraph—there exists a

path of edges and arcs from every node to every other node. A graph which is not

connected has some node or set of nodes which are ‘cut off’ from all of the other nodes

in the graph. An example of such a graph is given in (5.9).

(5.9) H0

σ1 σ2

In (5.9), there is no path from node 2 to either of nodes 0 or 1. It is thus

not connected. We shall only consider connected subgraphs for L
NL
G . This provides
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one restriction on the structure of the subgraphs used as literals in L
NL
G —they must

be local in the sense that they represent a contiguous part of the larger graph. For

other possible restrictions, see §5.5. Henceforth, ‘subgraph’ will refer only to connected

subgraphs.

5.2.2 Boundary symbols for APGs

With subgraphs defined, there is one more concept that we need in order to

create a logical language for graphs. Recall from Chapter 3 that it was important to

be able to refer to beginnings and ends of strings with the boundary symbols ⋊ and

⋉ (e.g., in φLL⋉ from (5.6)). We must thus define g for these symbols. We’ve already

seen how to do this for morpheme boundaries in §4.5.2 of the previous chapter, so this

is an instance of the same idea. For ⋊ and ⋉ 6∈ Γ, we define g(⋊) and g(⋉) to be the

following graphs:

(5.10) g(⋊) = ⋊m

⋊t

g(⋉) = ⋉m

⋉t

Where ⋊t and ⋉t are added to the set Tt on the partition of the labeling alphabet

Σ (again, corresponding to autosegments on the timing tier) and likewise ⋊m and ⋉m

are added to Tm. Thus, for example, using Γ and g as defined above, g(⋊LHH⋉) is as

follows:

(5.11) ⋊m L H ⋉m

⋊t σ σ σ ⋉t

The nodes introduced by g(⋊) and g(⋉) thus indicate the beginning and the

end of each tier. As the distinction between boundary symbols on their respective tiers,

i.e., ⋊t versus ⋊m, the subscripts indicating their tier will be henceforth omitted.

5.2.3 L
NL
G

With the notions of subgraphs and g(⋊) and g(⋉) defined, we can define a

L
NL
G as a logical language for graphs the same way as the string-based Ḣere, I outline
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the basic concept of LNL
G in the interest of showing how it can be fruitfully applied

to association patterns like those in Mende. Chapter 6 discusses the expressivity of

L
NL
G in more detail.

Recall that the logical languages from Chapter 3 were built on substring literals;

satisfaction for a string of a particular statement was ultimately decided by its com-

posite substrings. For example, recall Definition 2 of LP , the full propositional logic

over strings in Σ∗ from which L
NL is derived (Σ here denotes an alphabet of string

symbols). A literal in L
P was defined as any substring of a word in ⋊Σ∗

⋉:

(5.12) Def. 2a: If φ = u for a substring u of some word w ∈ ⋊Σ∗
⋉, then φ ∈ L

P

For a string w, satisfaction for of such a literal in L
P was given in Definition 3a

as follows:

(5.13) Def. 3a: If φ = u and u is a substring of ⋊w⋉, then w |= φ

Thus, for example, φHLL = HLL is a string literal in {H,L}; LHLLL|=φHLL

because LHLLL contains HLL as a substring; LLLH6|= φHLL because it does not.

In the same way, we can define a graph literal and satisfaction of a graph literal.

For the purposes of this chapter, I will refrain from defining a full propositional logic

L
P
G over graphs; more powerful logics over graphs will be discussed briefly in Chapter

8.

Definition 21 (Graph literal) Given an alphabet of APG primitives Γ and g over

graphs in GR(Σ), a graph literal is a statement φ = G where G ∈ GR(Σ) is a connected

subgraph of g(w) for some w ∈ ⋊Γ∗
⋉

For example, using the Γ and g defined earlier in this chapter, the following is

a valid graph literal because it is a subgraph of g(⋊LHH⋉) (i.e., (5.11)):

(5.14) φFH2 = H ⋉

σ σ
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Note that graph literals are graphs in GR(Σ), not the set APG(Γ) of autoseg-

mental graphs built out of concatenating primitives in Γ. In other words, graph literals

need not conform to the properties of APGs. Thus, (5.14) is not a valid APG (its syl-

lable nodes are unordered) but it is a valid graph literal.

Satisfation of a graph literal can be defined parallel to that for string literals:

Definition 22 (Satisfaction of a graph literal) For a graph literal φ = G for some

G ∈ GR(Σ), a graph g(w) ∈ APG(Γ) for a string w ∈ Γ∗ satisfies φ (written g(w) |= φ)

if G is a subgraph of g(⋊w⋉)

For example, the following graphs satisfy φFH2 from (5.14) (in parentheses are

g(⋊w⋉) for each, with the relevant subgraph highlighted):

(5.15) g(LHH) = L H

σ σ σ

⋊ L H ⋉⋉⋉

⋊ σ σσσ σσσ ⋉

( )

g(HHH) = H

σ σ σ

⋊ H ⋉⋉⋉

⋊ σ σσσ σσσ ⋉

( )

In autosegmental terms, φFH2 represents a final H tone which is multiply asso-

ciated. Note that the constraint is satisfied by a graph in which the H is associated

to more than two σ nodes, as in g(HHH). Any graph which does not have a final,

multiply associated H does not satisfy (5.14), such as the following graph.

(5.16) g(HLL) = H L

σ σ σ

⋊ H L ⋉

⋊ σ σ σ ⋉

( )

A negative graph literal is a statement ¬φ such that φ is a graph literal; just

as negative literals were interpreted in Chapter 3, for a graph G, G |= ¬φ iff G 6|= φ.

A negative literal thus specifies a banned substructure; as with φKJ in (5.6), multiple

banned substructures are specified through conjunction. This concept can be extended

to graphs straightforwardly as follows:
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Definition 23 (Conjunction of negative literals over graphs) A conjunction of

negative graph literals is a statement φ such that φ has the following structure:

φ = ¬G0 ∧ ¬G1 ∧ ¬G2 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Gn

where G0, G1, G2, ..., Gn are graph literals meeting Definition 21, and satisfaction of

¬(Gi) and ψ1 ∧ ψ2 is defined in the usual way.

Let LNL
G denote the set of conjunctions of negative graph literals.

For a statement φ let APG(φ) denote the set of graphs G such that G |= φ. If φ

is a conjunction of negative graph literals in L
NL
G , it specifies a series of subgraphs which

cannot appear in any graph in APG(φ). Because these subgraphs are connected, such

a statement is evaluated locally, just as in a conjunction of negative literals over strings.

Let k be the largest number of nodes in a literal in φ; whether a graph G satisfies φ

can be checked simply by looking at its subgraphs of size k. This is much like the

‘scanning’ for forbidden substrings in string grammars as was originally illustrated in

(3.10) in Chapter 3 (p. 94). The subgraph version of this is illustrated schematically in

(5.17b) and (c) below. To evaluate with respect to the forbidden subgraph in (5.17a),

we scan for subgraphs of size 4.

(5.17) a. ¬ H L

σ σ

b. H L

σ σ σ

H L

σ σ σ

❅
❅

H L

σ σ σ

❅
❅

H L

σ σ σ
X

c. H L

σ σ σ
✖

This subgraph scanning can be also be done efficiently. Ferreira (2013) gives an

efficient algorithm for listing, given an input graph G, its connected subgraphs of a fixed

k. The connectedness of the subgraphs is crucial: the algorithm uses this to recursively

bifurcate G into ‘searched’ nodes and ‘unsearched’ nodes. An APG-specific algorithm

may improve on Ferreira (2013)’s result, however this will be left for future work—the

crucial point here is that it is the local, i.e., connected nature of the constraints that

makes them efficiently computable (more on this is discussed in Chapter 8).
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Thus, L
NL
G provides us with a way of specifying subsets of APG(Γ) through

banned substructure constraints. The following two chapters test to what extent state-

ments in L
NL
G can be applied to the typology of language-specific association patterns

in tone. As with the string logics discussed in Chapter 3, LNL
G forms a strong hypothesis

about tonal well-formedness of association in tone:

(5.18) The L
NL
G Hypothesis: Surface well-formedness constraints in tonal

phonology are local over autosegmental structures.

Just as the LNL Hypothesis offered in Chapter 3 (p. 95), this is a strong hypoth-

esis because it restricts the range of grammars available to speakers to conjunctions of

negative graph literals. As with banned substructure constraints in strings, as a theory

of well-formedness it comes with straightforward cognitive interpretations of evaluation

and learning (to be discussed more in Chapter 8).

This chapter and the next review the tone patterns discussed in Chapter 2

and show them to be describable by constraints in L
NL
G , thus confirming the hypothesis

(although, as discussed in Chapter 6 for Wan Japanese and in Chapter 8 for what I call

the ‘superstructure problem’, for some patterns this requires certain representational

assumptions). The remainder of this chapter is concerned with tone-mapping patterns,

first showing how they can be described by constraints in L
NL
G , then using these analyses

to illustrate the superiority of LNL
G as a theory of tonal well-formedness when compared

to derivational theories or OT.

5.3 Tone Mapping Patterns with Local Graph Constraints

This section shows how the directional, quality-specific, and positional asso-

ciation well-formedness generalizations of tone mapping patterns in Mende, Hausa,

Kukuya, and N. Karanga discussed in Chapter 2 can all be described by banned sub-

structure constraints over APGs. This means that each of these types of generalizations

is local, in the computational sense defined in this chapter and in Chapter 3.
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5.3.1 Simple Mende

I begin with Simple Mende, first mentioned in §5.1, and repeated below here.

Again, in autosegmental terms this is a directional generalization: multiple association

is only allowed on the right edge of the word.

(5.19) Simple Mende string patterns

(H melody) H, HH, HHH, HHHH, . . .

(L melody) L, LL, LLL, LLLL, . . .

(HL melody) F, HL, HLL, HLLL, . . .

(LH melody) R, LH, LHH, LHHH, . . .

(LHL melody) C, LF LHL, LHLL, . . .

(5.20) Simple Mende graphs

g(H) = H

σ

g(HH) = H

σ σ

g(HHH) = H

σ σ σ

g(F) = H L

σ

g(HL) = H L

σ σ

g(HLL) = H L

σ σ σ

g(C) = L H L

σ

g(LF) = L H L

σ σ

g(LHL) = L H L

σ σ σ

. . .

Note again that this does not take into account the less-attested cases in Mende—

for example, actual Mende allows both LHH and LLH (see (2.23) on p. 31 in Chapter

2, §2.2.1.3). However, it represents a pure version of this directional generalization,

and is thus instructive to illustrate a analysis of it with L
NL
G . The other generalizations

in Mende will be discussed momentarily in §5.3.4.
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This set can be described by a small set of banned subgraphs. First, there are

no HLH melodies. This structure is given below as φHLH in (5.21a). An example graph

which we would like to exclude that contains φHLH is given in (5.21b).

(5.21) a. φHLH = H L H b. * L H L H

σ σ σ σ

*g(LHLH)

The graph in (5.21b) illustrates how banning an HLH sequence on the melody

tier not only removes graphs with a single HLH sequence on the tonal tier, but also

LHLH, LHLHLH, etc.; that is, any sequence of more than three autosegments. This is

because any such sequence must (because the OCP is in effect) include a HLH.

Next, we also want to ban nonfinal contours. This can be done by by singling

out the structure φNF-Cont in (5.22a). Note that for a contour to be nonfinal, its

associated syllable must be followed by some other syllable. It is exactly this structure

that φNF-Cont specifies. Note the lack of a directed edge between the H and L nodes in

(5.22a); this means that both falling and rising contours are matched by this graph, as

the reader can confirm in the examples in (5.22b) and (c).

(5.22) a. φNF-Cont = H L

σ σ

b. * L H L

σσσ σσσ

*g(RL)

c. * H L

σσσ σσσ σ

*g(FLL)

Note that φNF-Cont also matches nonfinal LHL contours as well, as such a struc-

ture is a superstructure of (5.22a).1 An example is given below. The graph in (5.23)

below actually contains two instances of φNF-Cont , as both an L following an H and an

1 Two similar constraints, *T1T2-σnonfinal and *T1T2T3-σnonfinal, are proposed by Zhang
(2000) to assign violations to nonfinal two- and three-tone contours, respectively. As
Zhang does not formally define how associations are violated, it is not clear if candidates
which violate *T1T2-σnonfinal also violate *T1T2T3-σnonfinal as well.
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H following an L are all assigned to a nonfinal syllable, but just the first instance is

highlighted.

(5.23) * L H L

σσσ σσσ σ

*g(CLL)

The third and final piece to the Simple Mende tone association pattern is left-

to-right directionality. This, too, can be characterized by banned substructures. These

structures are given below as the literals φNF-H2 and φNF-L2, which represent the sit-

uation in which a nonfinal (i.e., followed by another tone) H tone and a nonfinal L

tone, respectively, are associated to more than one syllable. In naming these literals,

subscripts represent the number of associations, thus H2 refers to a H tone associated

to two syllables. Normal-sized numbers shall later on be used to indicate the position

of an association (e.g., H2 will indicate a H tone associated to the second syllable).

(5.24) a.φNF-H2 = H L

σ σ

b.φNF-L2 = L H

σ σ

These structures are, essentially, φNF-Cont flipped upside down. Both φNF-Cont

and the structures in (5.24) prohibit a nonfinal autosegment to associating to more

than one autosegment. In the case of (5.24), to get blanket left-to-right directionality

we have to specify constraints for both H and L, as we need to ban both graphs below

in (5.25) below.

(5.25) a. * H L

σσσ σσσ σ σ σ

*g(HHHLL) b. * L H

σσσ σσσ σ σ σ

*g(LLLHH)

Later on we shall see with Kukuya that languages may pick one or the other—

this corresponds to Zoll (2003)’s notion of spreading that is ‘dependent on tone quality’.

Note that even though the structures in (5.24) only refer to two timing tier units, they
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ban graphs like in (5.25) with plateaus on the left edge no matter the length of their

plateau. An explicit example is given in (5.26) below.

(5.26) * L H

σσσ σσσ σ σ σ σ

*g(LLLLLH)

Again, (5.26) contains multiple instances of φNF-L2, but only the violation in-

cluding the first two σ nodes is highlighted.

These last three subgraphs, φNF-Cont , φNF-H2, φNF-L2, are thus enough to capture

the directional association pattern of Simple Mende. The conjunction of negative

literals below in (5.27) bans each of these subgraphs.

(5.27) ¬φHLH ∧ ¬φNF-Cont ∧ ¬φNF-H2 ∧ ¬φNF-L2

The reader can confirm, as the examples above partly show, that the set of

Simple Mende graphs is exactly the subset of APG(Γ) which satisfies (5.27). Thus, the

generalization that multiple association can only occur on the right edge is describable

in L
NL
G .

5.3.2 Hausa

Recall from Chapter 2, §2.2.1.1 (p. 28) that Hausa exhibited the opposite

directional generalization to Simple Mende: multiple association only occurs on the

left. The following shows that such a pattern can be obtained with a conjunction of

negative literals very similar to (5.27).

Recall that Hausa was the mirror image of Mende, with a few exceptions: HLH

melodies are allowed, contours do not appear on monosyllables, and rising tones are

not permitted.

Examples of graphs which are valid in Hausa but not in Simple Mende are given

in (5.29).
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(5.28) Hausa string patterns

(H melody) H, HH, HHH, . . .

(L melody) L, LL, LLL, . . .

(HL melody) HL, HLL, HHHL, . . .

(LH melody) LH, LHH, LLLH, . . .

(LHL melody) RL LHL, LLHL, . . .

(HLH melody) FH HLH, HHLH, . . .

(5.29) Hausa graphs

g(LHL) = L H L

σ σ σ

g(HHL) = H L

σ σ σ

g(FL) = H L H

σ σ

g(HHLH) = LH H

σ σ σ σ

First, to get the left-edge directionality, we need constraints that work in the op-

posite direction of those in (5.22) and (5.24) for Simple Mende. The relevant structures

are given in (5.30) below. φNI-Cont in (5.30a) specifies noninitial contours, parallel to

φNF-Cont for Simple Mende, and (5.30b) φNI-L2 and (5.30c) φNI-H2 specify spreading of a

noninitial tone autosegment, parallel to φNF-L2 and φNF-H2 from (5.24) do for nonfinal

tones.

(5.30) a. φNI-Cont = H L

σ σ

b. φNI-L2 = H L

σ σ

c. φNI-H2 = L H

σ σ

As with the three directionality constraints in Simple Mende, banning these

three subgraphs will be enough to capture the generalization that multiple association

can only occur on the left edge.

The other generalizations in Hausa can be similarly dealt with. First, the ab-

sence of contours on monosyllables, and the absence of rising contours in general, can

be captured by banning the subgraphs in (5.31a) (5.31b), respectively.
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(5.31) a. φ1σ-Cont = H L

⋊ σ ⋉

b. φR = L H

σ

There are actually two ways of capturing the absence of rising tones: either we

ban φR in (5.31b), or we consider the set APG(Γ) where Γ contains no ‘R’ symbol.

This point will be returned to in §5.5.

Finally, as Hausa allows HLH melodies but no melody with four tones or more,

we need to specify the following structures in φHLHL and φLHLH . These two structures

will be contained by any melody tier of four autosegments or more.

(5.32) a. φHLHL = H L H L

b. φLHLH = L H L H

Hausa is thus the following statement banning all of the above structures:

(5.33) ¬φNI-Cont ∧ ¬φNI-L2 ∧ ¬φNI-H2 ∧ ¬φ1σ-Cont ∧ ¬φR ∧ ¬φHLHL ∧ ¬φLHLH

Thus, Hausa shows how both directional generalizations and generalizations

regarding melodies and contours can be captured in L
NL
G .

5.3.3 Kukuya

Quality-specific association generalizations are local in the same way. Recall

that we saw one such generalization in Kukuya, in which multiple association of H was

disallowed in the presence of an L tone. To review the data, Kukuya’s tone pattern

is almost identical to Simple Mende, yet instead of *LHH surface patterns, LLH is

attested, as highlighted below.

(5.34) Kukuya string patterns

(H melody) H, HH, HHH, HHHH, . . .

(L melody) L, LL, LLL, LLLL, . . .

(HL melody) F, HL, HLL, HLLL, . . .

(LH melody) R, LH, LLH, LLLH, . . .

(LHL melody) B, LF LHL, LHLL, . . .
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The crucial contrast to capture is that all graphs in Kukuya represent right-edge

directional tone associations, with the exception of the LH melodies. This contrast is

highlighted by the graphs below in (5.35).

(5.35) Kukuya graphs

g(H) = H

σ

g(HH) = H

σ σ

g(HHH) = H

σ σ σ

g(HL) = H L

σ σ

g(HLL) = H L

σ σ σ

g(HLLL) = H L

σ σ σ σ

g(LF) = L H

σ σ

g(LLH) = L H

σ σ σ

g(LLLH) = L H

σ σ σ σ

When we look at the Kukuya surface strings in (5.34) and graphs in (5.35), we

see that, unlike L, a H is not allowed to spread when it is either nonfinal or noninitial.

However, we don’t want to ban all multiple association of H, as g(HHH) shows it is

possible if it is the only tone. Thus, starting with the constraints for Simple Mende

in (5.27), we simply add φNI-H2, to also ban noninitial Hs from spreading, and remove

φNF-L2, to allow a nonfinal L to spread (as in the last graph in (5.35)). That this bans

any spreading of an H in the presence of L, but allows spreading in case H is the only

tone on the melody tier, is illustrated below in (5.36).

(5.36) * H L

σσσ σσσ σ

(φNF-H2) * HL

σσσσσσσ

(φNF-H2)

X H

σ σ σ

(contains neither)

This collection of constraints is given below in (5.37). We will need to add

to this, but the reader can confirm that all of the graphs in (5.35) and the graphs

corresponding to the other strings in (5.34) conform to the following constraints.
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(5.37) Preliminary Kukuya constraints:

¬φHLH ∧ ¬φNF-Cont ∧ ¬φNF-H2 ∧ ¬φNI-H2

Crucially, these constraints capture that H and L behave independently with

respect to spreading: H cannot spread if it is noninitial or nonfinal, whereas L can

spread in both of these situations. Note that in the above constraints, we have removed

all restrictions from L. This creates an interesting situation, not seen in the previous

graph sets, in which a nonfinal L can spread on to the syllable of a final H to create a

final contour, as in the following graph:

(5.38) * L H

σ σ σ

*g(LLR)

Such a tone sequence is not attested in Kukuya, so we need a further constraint

to ban it. Such a constraint would ban the structure in the literal φL2-Cont , given below

in (5.39a), which specifies a multiply-associated L participating in a contour.

(5.39) a. φL2-Cont = L H

σ σ

b.* L H

σσσ σ σσσ

The final set of Kukuya constraints thus includes φL2-Cont :

(5.40) Final Kukuya constraints:

¬φHLH ∧ ¬φNF-Cont ∧ ¬φNF-H2 ∧ ¬φNI-H2 ∧ ¬φL2-Cont

Note that this analysis allows both of these graphs for an LHL melody:

(5.41) a. g(LHLL) = L H L

σ σ σ σ

b. g(LLHL) = L H L

σ σ σ σ

The data available for Kukuya is ambiguous as to which of these is valid, as

only trisyllableic roots are attested (Hyman, 2011a; Paulian, 1974). Note also that

Zoll (2003)’s analysis allows for both of these APRs as well. As such, I will not add

any further constraints which distinguish between these two.
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5.3.4 Mende (continued)

Now that we’ve seen how the constraints governing the association of H and

L can be chosen independently by banned substructure constraints, the full Mende

pattern is easily describable in L
NL
G . Recall from §2.2.1.3 that, in additio to the surface

patterns seen for Simple Mende in (5.1), HF, HHL, and LLH are also attested surface

strings in Mende. Thus, the full set of Mende string patterns is as in (5.42) below, with

the additional string patterns highlighted in bold (this chart is repeated from (2.24),

on p. 32 of Chapter 2).

(5.42) Mende string patterns

(H melody) H, HH, HHH, HHHH, . . .

(L melody) L, LL, LLL, LLLL, . . .

(HL melody) F, HL, HLL, HLLL, . . .

HF, HHL, HHLL, . . .

(LH melody) R, LH, LHH, LHHH, . . .

LLH, LLHH, . . .

(LHL melody) B, LF LHL, LHLL, . . .

Recall that the generalization for this additional data is one of positional asso-

ciation: as long as it does not create a rising tone contour, an initial, nonfinal tone

can associate to either the first syllable only or both the first and second syllables. In

particular, this means that for 4σ forms for the HL and LH melodies are HLLL, HHLL

and LHHH, LLHH, respectively, and not *HHHL and *LLLH. Thus, for example, for

HL melodies, for a word n σs long, both HLn−1 and HHLn−2 are valid strings (as are

HLn−1 and HHLn−2 for LH melody words). The set of valid HL and LH graphs are

thus as follows:
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(5.43) a. Mende HL melody graphs

g(F) g(HL) g(HF) g(HLL) g(HHL)

H L

σ

H L

σ σ

H L

σ σ

H L

σ σ σ

H L

σ σ σ

g(HLLL) g(HHLL) g(HHLLL) . . .

H L

σ σ σ σ

H L

σ σ σ σ

H L

σ σ σ σ σ

b. Mende LH melody graphs

g(R) g(LH) g(LHH) g(LLH)

L H

σ

L H

σ σ

L H

σ σ σ

L H

σ σ σ

g(LHHH) g(LLHH) g(LLHHH) . . .

L H

σ σ σ σ

L H

σ σ σ σ

L H

σ σ σ σ σ

Mende can then largely be described by modifying φNF-H2 and φNF-L2 from (5.24)

to the following literals, which specify a nonfinal tone associated to the third—or later—

syllable in a word.

(5.44) a.φNF-H3 = H L

σ σ σ

b.φNF-L3 = L H

σ σ σ

Banning φNF-H3 and φNF-L3 from (7.74), instead of φNF-H2 or φNF-L2, allows

graphs in which a nonfinal tone is associated also to the second syllable. Such graphs

were banned in Simple Mende, but need to be allowed in the full Mende pattern. For

example, a HF sequence is valid in Mende, but a *HHF sequence is not. As highlighted
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in (5.45) below, this is due to the fact that *g(HHF) contains φNF-H3 , while g(HF) does

not. Similarly, surface patterns like *HHHHL are banned because the initial H tone

has, as can be seen in *g(HHHHL) in (5.45b) below, associated beyond the second

syllable. This goes not only for HL melody words, but LHL melody words as well, as

can be seen for the invalid graph *g(LLHL) in (5.45b).

(5.45) a. HL melody graphs in Mende not containing φNF-H3

g(HF) g(HLL) g(HHL)

H L

σ σ

H L

σ σ σ

H L

σ σ σ

b. Graphs not in Mende which contain φNF-H3

*g(HHF) *g(HHHHL) *g(LLHL)

* H L

σσσ σσσ σσσ

* H L

σ σσσ σσσ σσσ σ

* L H L

σσσ σσσ σσσ σ

Thus, using φNF-H3 and φNF-L3 instead of φNF-H2 and φNF-L2 allow graphs that

were not allowed in Simple Mende, but still correctly ban forms in which a nonfinal

tone has associated to the third syllable or later. Note, interestingly, that specifying

φNF-H3 as a banned structure allows for both HF and HHL surface patterns, which were

both banned in Simple Mende. This is due to a structural similarity between these

two APRs, highlighted by the current analysis, which is that both include a nonfinal

H associating to the second syllable.

One more change is needed in order to fully capture Mende tone association.

Note from (5.42) that while the final-contoured bisyllabic HL melody form HF is at-

tested, LR is not a valid realization of a bisyllabic LH melody.

(5.46) g(HF) *g(LR)

H L

σ σ

* L H

σ σ
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The generalization is simple: falling contours are allowed on words longer than

one syllable long, but rising contours are not. (Note that this also holds true for

bisyllabic LHL melody words, which are pronounced LF.) As was also seen in Kukuya,

H and L are thus patterning independently of each other. Again, this is no problem

for banned substructure grammars in L
NL
G . In fact, to deal with this restriction we

can simply take the φL2-Cont literal from the Kukuya analysis above, repeated below

in (5.47a). The disyllable with a falling contour in (5.46b) above contains φL2-Cont , as

shown below in (5.47b).

(5.47) a. φL2-Cont = L H

σ σ

b. * L H

σσσ σσσ

The statement which captures the full set of graphs for Mende is thus a slight

modification of the one in (5.27) for Simple Mende. It is given below in (5.48).

(5.48) Full Mende constraints:

¬φHLH ∧ ¬φNF-Cont ∧ ¬φNF-H3 ∧ ¬φNF-L3 ∧ ¬φL2-Cont

For the additional patterns in Mende, we ban nonfinal tones from associating

to the third or later syllable (with φNF-H3 and φNF-H3 ), and we ban rising contours in

forms with two or more syllables (with φ2σR). The other banned substructures from

(5.27), φHLH (specifying HLH melodies) and φNF-Cont (specifying nonfinal contours),

remain unchanged.

5.3.5 N. Karanga

Finally, I turn to the positional association generalization of N. Karanga. Recall

from Chapter 2 §2.2.1.4 that H-toned Karanga verbs have different tone patterns in

the Assertive and Non-assertive tenses. These patterns, originally listed in (2.27)

and (2.28) in §2.2.1.4 (p. 34), are repeated below in (5.49). What is shared by both

tenses is the main ‘positional’ generalization that the H tone spreads up until the third

syllable.
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(5.49) N. Karanga verbs

Assertive Non-assertive

H H

HH HL

HHH HLH

HHHL HHLH

HHHLL HHHLH

HHHLLL HHHLLH

HHHLLLL HHHLLLH

However, the two tenses have their differences, and so the following deals with

the graph sets for each tense separately. First, the Assertive. For the melody tier,

the generalization that needs to be captured is that only H or HL patterns are allowed.

In terms of negative constraints, initial L tones and LH sequences are banned. These

structures are singled out by the statements φI-L and φLH , respectively, below in (5.50a)

and (b). Also, contours do not appear at all in N. Karanga. The graph in (5.50c) φCont

matches any contour.

(5.50) a. φI-L = ⋊ L b. φLH = L H c. φCont = H L

σ

With the melody established, all that remains for the Assertive is to capture

that the initial H associates to exactly three syllables if there are three or more syllables

present, or all of the syllables if there are fewer than three. In terms of negative

constraints, this can be broken down into a few sub-generalizations. First, a H cannot

spread to more than three syllables. Such a structure is singled out by the quadrupally-

associated H structure in φH4 below.

(5.51) a.φH4 = H

σ σ σ σ

b. * H L

σσσ σσσ σσσ σσσ σ σ σ

*g(HHHHHLL)
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While it is true that the initial H does not associate to more than three syllables,

it is also true that the initial H does not associate to less than three syllables, unless

there are only one or two syllables in the word. Another way of stating this is that the

L tone never associates to the second or third syllable (that it also can’t associate to the

first syllable is subsumed by the generalization that L can’t be initial). These situations

are described by the graphs in φL2 and φL3 . Examples of unattested associations

containing these graphs are given in (5.53).

(5.52) a. φL2= L

⋊ σ σ

b. φL3= L

⋊ σ σ σ

(5.53) a. *g(HLL)

* H L

σσσ σσσ σ

b. *g(HHLL)

* H L

σσσ σσσ σσσ σ

If a L is not allowed to associate to the first three syllables of the word, then

an initial H must fill in these associations. However, by banning quadruple H associ-

ations, it will never associate past the third syllable. Thus, by banning graphs such

as in (5.51a) and (5.53), we can get the set of graphs in which an initial H associates

to exactly three syllables, if there are that many in the word. Thus, with the follow-

ing conjunction of negative literals banning each subgraph so far mentioned, we can

describe the Assertive pattern for H-toned verbs in N. Karanga.

(5.54) N. Karanga Assertive:

¬φI-L ∧ ¬φLH ∧ ¬φCont ∧ ¬φH4 ∧ ¬φL2 ∧ ¬φL3

The Non-associative pattern is slightly more complex. First, there are three

possible tone melodies, H, HL, and HLH, depending on the number of syllables in the

word. Thus, we cannot, as in the Assertive, ban φLH . However, the generalization

can be restated in negative terms as follows: there are no initial L tones, and no LHL
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sequences on the melody tier. The first of these structures was already discussed in

φI-L from (5.50). The second can be specified by the literal φLHL below in (5.55a).

(5.55) a. φLHL = L H L b. φF-H2 = H ⋉

σ σ

Note that in (5.49), the final H is never associated to more than one syllable.

The second structure specified in (5.55a), φF-H2 , matches a multiply-associated final H.

Banning this structure ensures not only that a final H only associates to one syllable,

but also that bisyllabic or longer forms must include an L. Examples of this are given

in (5.56) below.

(5.56) a. *g(HHHLHH)

* H L H

σ σ σ σ σσσ σσσ

b. ∗g(HH)

* H

σσσ σσσ

c. ∗g(HHH)

* H

σ σσσ σσσ

It is also true, as in the associative pattern, that H is not allowed to associate

to more than four syllables (φH4). As it turns out, these are the only restrictions on H

associations that we need to consider.

For associations with L, there are two important generalizations. First, an L

does not associate to the final syllable in words of three syllables or more. (It also

technically does not associate to the final syllable in monosyllabic words, but this can

be subsumed under the generalization that there is no initial L.) A structure in which

this does occur is specified by φF-L3+ below.

(5.57) φF-L3+= L

σ σ σ ⋉

Banning φF-L3+ ensures that an H must associate to the final syllable in trisyl-

labic or longer words.
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The second important generalization with regards to L is related to φL2 and

φL3 from the Assertive pattern. Recall that in the Assertive pattern, L cannot

associate to the second or third syllable, and that this motivated the ternary spreading

of the H. In the Non-assertive pattern, the L can associate to the second and third

syllable, as in HL, HLH, and HHLH. Thus, the ternary spreading of the H must be

motivated by some other constraint on L.

What is crucial is that the L does not ever associate to multiple syllables when

it is associated to the second or third syllable. These two situations are captured by

the graphs in (5.58) below.

(5.58) a. φL22= L

⋊ σ σ σ

b. φL23= L

⋊ σ σ σ σ

These structures, in conjunction with other structures discussed above, motivate

tertiary spreading in the Non-assertive pattern. Consider a form with five syllables

in which the initial H only associates to the first two syllables. In such a case, there

are two options for the associations of the remaining L and H tones. One is that

the following L associates to the third and fourth syllables. This contains φL23 , as

highlighted below.

(5.59) *g(HHLLH) = * H L H

σσσ σσσ σσσ σσσ σ

The only possibility, then, which does not contain φL223 , is to keep L associated

only to the third syllable, and have the second H associated to the fourth and fifth.

However, as highlighted below in (5.60), this contains φF-H2 , discussed above.

(5.60) *g(HHLHH) = * H L H

σ σ σ σσσ σσσ
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Thus, graphs with more than four syllables in which an L is associated earlier

than the fourth syllable in the word will necessarily contain one of the substructures

specified above. If we ban all of these substructures, then we are ensured tertiary

spreading of the H exactly in the situation in which there are five or more syllables. Of

course, we do not want the H spreading to more than three syllables, so for the Non-

assertive tense as well we must ban the φH4 substructure representing association of

an H to four or more syllables.

This concludes discussion of all of the literals needed to describe the pattern

for H-toned Non-assertive verbs. By banning the substructures they describe, we

can get exactly the set of graphs corresponding to the set of strings for the Non-

associative in (5.49). This conjunction of literals is as follows:

(5.61) ¬φI-L ∧ φLHL ∧ ¬φF-H2 ∧ ¬φF-L3+ ∧ ¬φL22 ∧ ¬φL23

Again, while the subgraphs used were slightly larger than those for other gener-

alizations, the positional generalization in N. Karanga Shona is captured by banning

the subgraph φH4 and the tense-specific constraints on where L can associate—φL2 and

φL3 in the Assertive tense and φL22 and φL33 in the Non-assertive.

5.3.6 Interim conclusion: L
NL
G and language-specific association

This section begun to test the LNL
G Hypothesis by applying conjunctions of nega-

tive subgraph literals to pick out language-specific association generalizations resulting

from the tone-mapping patterns discussed in Chapter 2. The result is consistent with

the hypothesis—these patterns were found to be describable by logical constraints writ-

ten in L
NL
G . The largest k value (again, for a subgraph the number of nodes) for any

constraint was 6, required for (5.58) in N. Karanga. Most of the other constraints

had k values of 4 or 5. This is significant, as this means these patterns are funda-

mentally local, in the sense defined in this chapter and Chapter 3, as well-formedness

is entirely determined by the presence or absence of banned substructures. This is a

generalization missed by previous analyses, as the following discusses in more detail.
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5.4 Discussion

The previous section has shown how L
NL
G presents a unified theory of directional,

quality-specific, and positional association generalizations in tone-mapping patterns,

as well as other generalizations, such as constraints on possible melodies. This section

compares this theory with the previous analyses for these patterns given in Chapter

2, as well as one potential way of restricting the typological predictions of LNL
G even

further.

5.4.1 Comparison with previous analyses

The analyses in the previous section of tone mapping patterns with constraints

in L
NL
G has shown that the language-specific well-formedness conditions over autoseg-

mental structures stemming from directional, quality-specific, and positional associa-

tion patterns are fundamentally local. This is a generalization that has been missed in

previous analyses. For example, consider the directional association patterns of Mende

and Hausa. The analyses discussed in Chapter 2 capture the difference between Mende

and Hausa using a global notion of directionality—implemented in rule-based theories

as parameter on the direction of association (as in §2.3.1.1) and in optimization-based

theories as the ranking of directional Align constraints (as in §2.3.1.2).

However, a L
NL
G theory of autosegmental well-formedness does preserve OT’s

focus on surface well-formedness. A clear example is found in the conditions on H

spreading in Kukuya. In a rule-based framework, Hyman (1987)’s analysis of Kukuya

depended on a language-specific rule to ‘fix’ a H that had, through left-to-right asso-

ciation, spread to multiple TBUs following an L tone:

(5.62) Kukuya L-Spreading (repeated from Chapter 2, (2.55), p. 51)

L H

❡❡
σ σ σ

→ L H

❡❡
σ σ σ

→ LLH

Zoll (2003) rightly criticized this analysis for missing the surface generalization that H

could not spread in the presence of an L tone. However, this insight is directly captured
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in the LNL
G analysis of Kukuya by the banning of the constraints φNF-H2 and φNI-H2. In

this way, LNL
G preserves Zoll’s insight that H and L can behave independently of some

general directional association paradigm.

Additionally, adopting L
NL
G as a theory of autosegmental well-formedness makes

specific typological predictions: a well-formedness pattern should not be attested if it

cannot be described in terms of the presence or absence of banned substructures. This

is superior to derivation-based theories, which while originally had some predictive

power due to simple parameters, such as right-to-left versus left-to-right association,

have since lost this typological clarity through the proliferation of analysis-specific

association paradigms, such as Leben (1978)’s complex well-formedness condition for

Mende (see Chapter 2, §2.3.1.1, p. 52) or the various definitions of ‘edge-in’ association

(see Chapter 2, §2.3.1.1, p. 2.62). The same goes for the OT analysis of N. Karanga,

which required an analysis-specific constraint to capture the positional generalization

that the initial H must spread, if possible, to the third syllable. By focusing instead

on the local nature of these various well-formedness conditions, LNL
G gives us a unified

theory of the typology.

Furthermore, this typology is restrictive because it makes the strong claim that

evaluation of a structure is based only on the well-formedness of its substructures.

This thus discludes unattested ‘counting’ patterns, such as the H centering pattern

predicted by generalized Align constraints (Eisner, 1997b). It also allows for a theory

of learning these constraints, discussed in more detail in Chapter 8. This is not to say

that LNL
G does not overgenerate at all as a theory of autosegmental well-formedness—

one example will be given momentarily in §5.5. However, as that section shows, because

the theory is based on substructures, is it is simple to further restrict its typological

predictions by studying the types of substructures that are found in phonology.

Finally, one potential criticism of the analyses based in L
NL
G given here is that

the patterns analyzed in this section have traditionally been viewed as a mapping of

a structure with an underlying, unassociated melody to a fully associated one. As

L
NL
G , at least for the moment, is a theory of surface constraints, phonologists may thus
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question its validity. To this I have two responses.

First, this is not as drastic a departure from previous theories as it may seem.

For example, Zoll (2003)’s OTM analyses from §2.3.1.2 entirely depended on the rank-

ing orders of Markedness constraints governing surface well-formedness. The relative

ranking of Faithfulness, governing the mapping from underlying to surface forms,

played no role in language-specific variation. Thus, although Zoll does not explicitly

state so, her analysis highlights how language-specific variation in these tone associa-

tion patterns is, essentially, variation in surface well-formedness.

Second, although the present analysis focuses on the local character of this

surface variation, it does not reject this view of association patterns as mappings.

Chandlee (2014); Chandlee et al. (2015) show how locality over strings can be ex-

tended to string-to-string mappings, and can be exploited for learning. Chapter 8 of

this dissertation thus begin such a local theory of mappings over APGs which takes

advantage of the result in this and the following chapter that major tone patterns are

local on the surface.

5.5 Further Restricting the Theory

The preceding section showed how L
NL
G is sufficiently expressive to capture

language-specific variation in surface association for the tone-mapping patterns dis-

cussed in Chapter 2. The following chapter will show how it is also expressive enough

to also capture the long-distance processes discussed in Chapter 2. It will also be

discussed how L
NL
G is the most restrictive logical language (compared to, e.g., a full

propositional logic L
P over graphs). However, as a theory of surface well-formedness

L
NL
G it overgenerates at least one type of unattested pattern: as discussed below, con-

straints in L
NL
G can allow for independent behavior of contours. This issue, though,

reveals another potential strength in graph-based logics over string-based ones. By

restricting the type of subgraph allowed as a literal of the logic, we get a theory re-

strictive enough to excludes this pattern. This level of restrictiveness is not available

simply by adjusting the power of the logic. It also raises an interesting question: if
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banned substructure constraints are the best theory for well-formedness in phonology,

what kind of substructures are relevant? Unfortunately, a full answer to this question

is beyond the purview of this dissertation, which is simply to explore the adequacy of

banned substructure constraints over graphs as a theory of structural well-formedness

in phonology. However, this section will discuss one possibility for restricting the theory

further based on the type of graph allowed as a literal.

The above discussion argued that one of the strengths of LNL
G as a theory of

surface well-formedness is that it was able to capture distinct association patterns

for different tone phonemes, such as in Kukuya. In Kukuya, H cannot spread if it

is noninitial or nonfinal, whereas L has no such restriction. This was captured in

(5.61) by banning substructures corresponding to spreading nonfinal H and noninitial

H autosegments, but by leaving L unrestricted.

However, this independence is not restricted in L
NL
G to single tonal phonemes.

Imagine a pattern in which falling contours only appear on the right edge of the word,

but rising contours only appear on the left edge of the word. In terms of strings, this

looks like this:

(5.63) F, HF, LF, LLLF, HHLF, . . .

R, RH, RL, RLLL, RHHL, . . .

*FH, *LR, *FLL, *LLR, . . .

To the best of my knowledge, this pattern is unattested. However, describing

the graph equivalent of this pattern is quite simple in L
NL
G . The following literals pick

out a non-final F and a non-initial R. Both are very similar to (5.22a) from §5.3.1.

(5.64) a. φNF-F = H L

σ σ

b.φNI-R = L H

σ σ

The following statement in L
NL
G banning these two substructures effectively re-

stricts falling tones to the right edge of the word and rising tones to the right:
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(5.65) ¬φNF-F ∧ ¬φNF-R

However, there is a very natural concept in graph theory that can exclude this

pattern from the predicted range of LNL
G . Note that in the graph in φNF-F there is a

path of edges and arcs from the H node to itself: the arc from H to L, the edge from

L to the initial σ node, and then the edge from σ to H. (Such paths also exist for

the L and initial σ nodes.) Such a path is called a cycle, and a graph which contains

no such path is acyclic. As we’ve already stipulated in §5.2.1 that literals must be

connected graphs, we can thus further add the stipulation that they are acyclic.2 This

would invalidate the graphs in (5.64) as literals. In fact, any subgraph distinguishing

a HL contour from a LH contour would be banned, as the full graph representations of

such contours necessarily includes a cycle (an example is given in (5.66a)). However,

L
NL
G constraints could still refer to contours in general, as a graph indicating a contour

is simply a doubly-associated timing tier node (as shown in (5.66b)).

(5.66) a. H L

σ

b. H L

σ

Thus, restricting graph literals to acyclic graphs would remove any patterns in

which contours behaved independently. Adopting such a theory of graph literals would

have no effect on the analyses presented in this chapter, with one exception. Hausa was

shown to have a contour-independent generalization: falling tones are allowed, while

rising tones are not. Thus, the analysis in §5.3.2 invoked the cyclic literal φR in order

to ban rising, but not falling tones (p. 164).3

2 A connected, acyclic, undirected graph is called a tree. We can alternatively posit
that the underlying graph (i.e., where the arcs have been replaced with edges) of each
literal must be a tree).

3 Contrast this with φCont from §5.3.5 (p. 171), equivalent to (5.66b) above, which can
be used to ban contours altogether, and is acyclic.
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(5.67) φR = L H

σ

The same generalization occurs in Hirosaki Japanese, as will be mentioned in

the next chapter. The one attested kind of contour-independent generalization, then,

is whether or not certain contours are allowed at all. As φR from Hausa illustrates, this

cannot be described in L
NL
G assuming universal set of graph primitives APG(Γ) for Γ =

{H, L, F, R, C}. However, banning individual contours (i.e., keeping F but removing

R) could be left up to the alphabet of APG primitives. In other words, unlike Mende,

for which Γ = {H, L, F, R, C}, the Hausa pattern could be described with APGs over

Γ = {H, L, F}—making a constraint against R contours unnecessary. This makes Γ

and g language-specific, but not in an unreasonable way—a learner may only include

an F contour in its alphabet of graph primitives if it appears in any input strings (more

on learning from strings can be found in Chapter 8). Furthermore, allowing languages

to choose a subset of some universal set of graph literals (e.g., {H, L, F, R, C} used

in this chapter), combined with a theory of graph literals which may only be acyclic,

makes the correct prediction that the only kind of contour-specific constraint—e.g., a

constraint that applies to R but not F—is to choose what contours are present in the

language.

Again, a full exploration of the consequences of constraining the type of graph

literals that should allowed in a phonological theory based in L
NL
G is outside of the

central goals of this dissertation. However, this section has shown that there is at

least reasonable way of restricting a theory of phonological well-formedness based in

L
NL
G through constraining the type of graphs that are allowed as literals.

5.6 Conclusion

To conclude, this chapter has introduced a theory of language-specific autoseg-

mental well-formedness in tone patterns through constraints on the APGs defined in

Chapter 4 based on the logical language L
NL
G . It was then shown how statements in
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L
NL
G can successfuly describe the directional, quality-specific, and positional general-

izations from the tone mapping patterns of Mende, Hausa, Kukuya, and N. Karanga

Shona originally discussed in Chapter 2. The theory was then compared favorably

to previous analyses of these patterns, for the following reasons. Like OT, it directly

addresses the surface well-formedness generalizations at the center of the patterns.

However, unlike previous derivational and OT analyses, it is fundamentally local in

a well-defined way allows for a clear, yet restrictive typological theory. Furthermore,

it was shown how L
NL
G may be further restricted by only considering acyclic graph

literals.

One additional strength of previous analyses discussed in Chapter 2 not ad-

dressed in this chapter was their ability to use autosegmental representations, which

was their ability to capture long-distance patterns in a ‘local’ manner. The following

chapter shows how L
NL
G can also do this, and furthermore shows how not only that

its expressivity can be understood in a precise way, but that this expressivity forms a

tight fit to the attested typology of tone.
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Chapter 6

BANNED SUBGRAPH GRAMMARS AND LONG-DISTANCE
PHENOMENA

The purpose of this chapter is to show how L
NL
G also provides a restrictive theory

of long-distance tonal patterns. The previous chapter showed how the LNL
G Hypothesis,

which stated that tone well-formedness patterns are fundamentally local over autoseg-

mental structures, was borne out in with respect to tone mapping patterns, as the

major kinds of language-specific well-formedness generalizations in these patterns were

found to be describable in L
NL
G . It then argued that, through their focus on the local

nature of the generalizations on the surface, analyses in L
NL
G better capture the nature

of the variation in these patterns than previous derivational and OT analyses.

These strengths of LNL
G derive from the notions of locality first introduced for

strings with L
NL and for string-based tiers in L

NL
T in Chapter 3. However, that chapter

also showed how the ‘long-distance’ tone patterns introduced in Chapter 2—namely,

unbounded tone plateauing and the accent patterns of Hirosaki Japanese and Wan

Japanese—are beyond the expressive power of LNL and L
NL
T . This thus raises a crucial

question for LNL
G —can it describe these long-distance patterns? If it is to be a viable

theory of tonal well-formedness, it must, as Chapter 2 showed how these three patterns

could be described in previous frameworks.

This chapter shows, through analyses of UTP, Hirosaki Japanese, and Wan

Japanese with L
NL
G constraints, that the answer to this question is positive. This

means that the mathematical approach taken here is in agreement with traditional

autosegmental work arguing that APRs allow for seemingly non-local phenomena to

be analyzed locally (e.g., Odden, 1994). Of course, as shall be discussed below, an

important difference is that work like Odden (1994) defines locality as strict adjacency,
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whereas LNL
G defines it in terms of substructures of a finite size. This means that, unlike

Odden (1994)’s definition of locality, the L
NL
G notion of locality is not dependent on

underspecification. That is not to say, however, that it does not require any represen-

tational assumptions. As discussed below, there are two representational assumptions

that allow the three long-distance patterns to be described locally with L
NL
G . One is

adherence to the OCP, which allows spans of a particular tone to be treated on the

melody tier as a single unit. Another, specific to the analysis of Wan Japanese, is

allowing morphological information on the tonal tier. However, both of these assump-

tions are argued to be reasonable, and in fact the analyses here show, in a new way,

how they are directly linked to locality.

The second goal of this chapter is to compare L
NL
G to the string-based logical

theories of phonological well-formedness discussed in Chapter 3. As LNL
G is sufficiently

powerful to capture attested patterns that L
NL or L

NL
T could not, it thus more ex-

pressive than these classes of grammars. This thus presents a new way of looking at

the expressivity of local autosegmental grammars versus local grammars over strings.

Furthermore, it is shown how L
NL
G does not overgenerate in the same way as LP , the

full propositional logic over strings. This logic was shown in Chapter 3 to generate

patterns such as L(φIH,FH ), the unattested pattern in which the final TBU of a word

must be high if the initial TBU is high as well. Thus, compared to string-based logics,

the graph-based L
NL
G is a better fit to the typology of tone.

This chapter is structured as follows. First, in order to facilitate comparison

with string-based logical theories of well-formedness, §6.1 describes how to directly

relate string sets and graph sets, drawing on the concatenation operation defined in

Chapter 4. Then §6.2 gives analyses in L
NL
G for LUTP , LHJ , and LWJ , and §6.3 makes

clear the representational assumptions which make these analyses possible. Finally,

§6.4 discusses in detail how L
NL
G compares favorably to string-based logics.
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6.1 Relating Formal Languages and Graph Sets

As the focus of this chapter is the tone patterns shown in Chapter 3 to be long-

distance when viewed as patterns over strings of TBUs, it is important to explicitly

relate statements in L
NL
G to string patterns. One reason for this is to compare the ex-

pressivity of LNL
G grammars to the string-based L

NL and L
NL
T of Chapter 3—in essence,

this is an explicit study of the expressivity of locality over autosegmental representa-

tions when compared to locality over strings. The other reason for doing this is to get

an understanding for the structural properties of autosegmental representations that

allow for this difference in expressivity.

Statements in L
NL
G can be directly related to string patterns thanks to the

method given in Chapter 4 for directly comparing strings and APGs. Given an al-

phabet of APG primitives Γ, the set of strings in Γ∗ specified by a statement φ ∈ L
NL
G

can be defined as follows:

Definition 24 (The set of strings specified by a statement in L
NL
G ) For a state-

ment φ ∈ L
NL
G , the set L(φ) ⊆ Γ∗ of strings in Γ∗ specified by φ is defined as:

L(φ) = {w ∈ Γ∗|g(w) |= φ}

In other words, it is the set of strings corresponding to the set of graphs specified

by φ. Because g directly relates strings and graphs, this is not a fundamentally different

way of thinking about φ—it just shifts the emphasis from the set of graphs φ specifies

to its corresponding set of strings.

The remainder of this chapter shows that the string patterns shown in Chapter 3

not to be describable by banned substructure constraints in L
NL or LNL

T are describable

by statements in L
NL
G . In phonological terms, this is because the APGs reveal two

important things about the underlying structure of strings. One, the APG primitives

reveal the internal structure of string symbols. Thus, for example, given the example

Γ that we have been using, H and F are explicitly related, because g(H) and g(F) both

begin with a H node on the melody tier.
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(6.1) g(H) = H

σ

g(F) = H L

σ

This advantage will be made clear in the analysis of the cooccurrence restriction

on H and F in Hirosaki Japanese.

Two, APGs reveal relationships between symbols in a string. Thus, in the string

LLLLL, in g(LLLLL) each timing tier unit is related to the same melody node. (Of

course, as to discussed further below, this is because the OCP is assumed to be in

effect.)

(6.2) g(LLLL) = L

σ σ σ σ

As shall be seen, this allows local statements in L
NL
G to capture long-distance

relationships between symbols in a string. As can be seen in (6.2), TBUs which are

separated by some distance in the string representation are local in the graph if they

are associated to the same melody node (or melody nodes within a fixed distance of

each other). In all three of the analyses presented in this chapter, we shall see that

this allows local constraints over the melody to model generalizations which appear

long-distance when viewed over strings of TBUs.

Importantly, however, as shown in Chapter 4, APGs are restricted by the NCC,

and so cannot represent arbitrary relationships between units in a string. As a result,

the local statements in L
NL
G do not overgenerate in the way that more powerful string

logics do. As an example, §6.4 shows how L(φIH,FH ), the unattested tone pattern

shown to be overgenerated by L
P in Chapter 3, is not describable by L

NL
G .

First, however, it is important to show how L
NL
G can capture the non-local string

patterns discussed in Chapter 3. This is the subject of the following section.
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6.2 Analyses of Long-distance Phenomena with Banned Subgraph Gram-

mars

This section shows how statements in L
NL
G can capture the three non-local pat-

terns introduced in Chapter 3: LUTP (the surface pattern of unbounded tone plateau-

ing), LHJ (Hirosaki Japanese), and LWJ (Wan Japanese). As shown above, this can

be done by casting these languages as subsets of Γ∗ and relating strings in these for-

mal languages to graphs. Importantly, this chapter will use slightly different versions

of Γ as in the previous chapter. All use some subset of {H,L,F} for Γ (none of the

patterns involve rising tones), and additionally LWJ requires the morpheme boundary

‘-’. Additionally, as the Japanese dialects described here use mora (µ) instead of the

syllable as the TBU (Haraguchi, 1977; Breteler, 2013), g will map these string symbols

to APG primitives whose labelling alphabet uses the symbol µ on the timing tier:

(6.3) g(H) = H

µ

g(L) = L

µ

g(F) = H L

µ

The values for g() for the string symbols below will thus be assumed to be as in

(6.3). The discussion of LWJ will also detail the value of g(-).

6.2.1 Unbounded tone plateauing

Recall that the process of unbounded tone plateauing results in a surface pattern

in which there may be only one, unbroken plateau of H tones across the domain. The

examples below in (6.4) repeat the crucial data (originally from (2.36), p. 38, in

Chapter 2) in terms of strings and APRs.
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(6.4) a. ‘chopper’ mutéma LHL LHL

µµµ

b. ‘log’ kisiḱı LLH LH

µµµ

c. ‘log chopper’ mutémá+b́ıśıḱı LHHHHH L H
✟✟ ❍❍

µµµµµµ

d. ” ” *mutéma+bisiḱı *LHLLLH * LH L H

µµµµµµ

As from Chapter 3, §3.6.3, this translates to the following string pattern, re-

peated from (3.29) and (3.30) (p. 106) in that section.

(6.5) a. Strings in LUTP

LLL, LLLL, LHL, LLHL, LHLLLL, LLLLHL, HHH, LHHHL, LHHHHH,

LLLHHL, LLHHHL, . . .

b. Strings not in LUTP

HLH, HLLH, HLHH, HLLLH, HHHHHLH, HLLLLLLH, . . .

Recall that this pattern cannot be described by statements in either L
NL or

L
NL
T . The reason is that banned substructure constraints over strings cannot enforce

the requirement that at most one plateau of Hs exists in each string. However, this

pattern can be captured very easily with a statement L
NL
G restricting banning APGs

with more than one H node.

As LUTP consists of strings of Hs and Ls, we can consider the set APG(Γ) of

graphs over Γ = {H,L}.1 Example graphs corresponding to some of the strings in

LUTP from (7.50a) are given below in (6.6a), and examples of graphs corresponding to

strings not in LUTP are given in (6.6b).

1 Thus, APG(Γ) will not contain any contours. Note that this effect was achieved in
Chapter 5, §5.3.5 for N. Karanga Shona by including the negative literal ¬φCont , which
matched any contour. These methods are essentially equivalent.
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(6.6) a. g(LLL) = L

µ µ µ

g(LHL) = L H L

µ µ µ

g(HHH) = H

µ µ µ

g(LHHHL) = L H L

µ µ µ µ µ

b. *g(HLH) =* H L H

µ µ µ

*g(HLLLH) =* H L H

µ µ µ µ µ

The graphs for the strings not in the pattern represent two (or more) H tones

which separated by a ‘trough’ of L toned TBUs—in other words, two Hs which have

failed to form a plateau. In the APGs, any such graph is going to contain a sequence

HLH of melody tier nodes. This set of graphs can thus be isolated with the literal φHLH ,

which the reader can recall was used in Mende to ban HLH melodies and melodies

with more than three tones. This literal is repeated in (6.12a) below from (5.21) from

Chapter 5, §5.3.1 (p. 160). That it is a subgraph of the graphs in (6.6b) is exemplified

in (6.7b).

(6.7) a. φHLH = H L H

b. *g(HLH) =* H L H

µ µ µ

*g(HLLLH) =* H L H

µ µ µ µ µ

Note that, in terms of strings, φHLH can pick out two Hs separated by any

number of L-toned TBUs. This is because, as the concatenation operation was defined

to obey the OCP, adjacent L-toned TBUs will be associated to the same L node in

the corresponding APG. Thus, any string in which two Hs are separated by L-toned

TBUs will have in its corresponding APG two H nodes on the melody tier separated

by a single L node.

Thus, taking the negative of φHLH bans any such ‘trough’ of H tones separated

by L tones, and so the UTP pattern can be described by this single negative literal:
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(6.8) LUTP = L(¬φHLH )

Note that this is an explicit implementation of the *Trough constraint in

tonal Optimality Theory, discussed in Chapter 2 (p. 66), militating against L tones

intervening between a H tone. Through this single constraint, LNL
G is able to describe

the surface UTP pattern, which was beyond the power of the banned substructure

logics over strings L
NL and L

NL
T . Crucially, this depended on the OCP ensuring that

adjacent L-toned TBUs in the string were represented in the graph as timing tier nodes

associated to the same L node. This will be discussed further in §6.2.4.

6.2.2 Hirosaki Japanese

Recall from §3.6.1 that in Hirosaki Japanese (Haraguchi, 1977) words, at most

one H or F can appear in a word, and F may only appear word-finally. Each word

must contain either a H or F, and cannot contain both. This full pattern is given as

LHJ in (3.22), repeated below in (6.9).

(6.9) In LHJ Not in LHJ

H, F, LH, LF, HL, L, LL, HH, HF,

LLH, LLF, LHL, HLL, LLL, FLL, LFL, HLF,

LLLH, LLLF, LLHL, LHLL, LLLL, LLFL, LFLL,

HLLL, . . . FLLL, HLLF, . . .

As discussed in §3.6.1, LHJ is not describable by statements in neither LNL nor

L
NL
T . Intuitively, this is because a H can appear anywhere in the word, and so the

restriction that there must be exactly one H or F cannot be implemented by referring

to local substructures.

However, interpreting these strings using APGs, these restrictions on H can be

handled by banned substructure constraints on the melody tier. The set of APGs

corresponding to the srings in LHJ is the set of APGs with exactly one H node which

does not associate to multiple TBUs. Falling contours are restricted to word-final

TBUs. Some examples are given below.
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(6.10) g(LLH) = L H

µ µ µ

g(LLF) = L H L

µ µ µ

g(LLHL) = L H L

µ µ µ µ

g(HLLL) = H L

µ µ µ µ

As rising tones do not appear, consider Γ = {H,L,F}. The set of APGs for

Hirosaki Japanese is a subset of APG(Γ) defined by a statement in L
NL
G made up of

the following banned subgraph constraints.

First, we must distinguish words with no H tones or more than one H tone.

For the former, the APG equivalent of any string of L tones will have the melody tier

specified in φ⋊L⋉ in (6.11a). Again, this is because concatenation will merge consecutive

L nodes in the primitives into a single L node in the resulting APG (some examples

are given in (6.11b)).

(6.11)

a. φ⋊L⋉ = ⋊ L ⋉ b. *g(LL) = * L

µ µ

*g(LLL) = * L

µ µ µ

Similarly, for any string with more than one H toned TBU, such as HLLLH,

its corresponding graph will contain the subgraph specified in the literal φHLH , just

discussed in the previous section. Examples of how φHLH can be used to ban strings

with multiple, nonconsecutive Hs are given in (6.12b). (APGs corresponding to strings

with consecutive Hs will result in a multiply associated H node, which will be dealt

with momentarily.)
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(6.12) a. φHLH = H L H b. *g(HLLLH) = * H L H

µ µ µ µ µ

*g(HLHLH) = * H L H L H

µ µ µ µ µ

*g(LHLF) = * L H L H L

µ µ µ µ

Note, importantly, that this constraint also captures the fact that H and F TBUs

cannot appear in the same string. For example, *g(LHLF) contains the subgraph in

φHLH , because an F string corresponds to a timing tier node associated to a H and a

L tone. Thus, the melody for the set of APGs in the Hirosaki Japanese pattern can

be specified by the LNL
G statement ¬φ⋊L⋉∧¬φHLH . However, we must also restrict the

associations of the melody nodes to TBUs.

First, the H tone in Hirosaki Japanese does not spread at all. APGs in which

an H node is multiply associated can be picked out with the following literal.

(6.13) a. φH2 = H

µ µ

b. *g(HHH) = * H

µµµ µµµ µ

*g(LHH) = * L H

µ µµµ µµµ

Note that this literal is different from φNF-H2 and φNI-H2 , which in Chapter 5

were used to ban initial multiply associated H tones and final multiply associated H

tones, respectively. In particular, both were invoked in Kukuya to ban a multiply

associated H tone in the presence of another tone—in Kukuya, multiple association of

H was allowed, but only if H was the only tone in the melody tier. However, in Hirosaki

Japanese, H never multiply associates, so the relevant subgraph is that of φH2 .
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Finally, falling contours only occur on the final TBU in Hirosaki Japanese. This

can be accomplished with φNF-Cont , originally introduced in (5.22a) in Chapter 5, §5.3.1

(p. 160) in order to capture part of the ‘directional’ association pattern of Mende. This

literal is repreated below in (6.14a).

(6.14) a. φNF-Cont = H L

µ µ

b. *g(FLL) = * H L

µµµ µµµ µ

*g(LFL) = * L H L

µ µµµ µµµ

A conjunction of negative graph literals in L
NL
G banning the subgraphs in the

above primitives can thus describe the Hirosaki Japanese pattern:

(6.15) LHJ = L(¬φ⋊L⋉ ∧ ¬φHLH ∧ ¬φH2 ∧ ¬φNF-Cont)

Again, (6.15) captures the Hirosaki Japanese pattern with local constraints on

the melodies and associations on APGs. This is a strikingly different result than from

logical grammars over strings, which could not capture Hirosaki Japanese with local

statements in either LNL or LNL
T . There are two reasons for this. One, because APGs

isolate the melody from its associated TBUs, the constraint that only one H can appear

is reduced to banning a local substructure (¬φHLH ). As mentioned in the discussion in

the previous section regarding UTP, this is because intermediate L-toned TBUs are,

through adherence to the OCP, associated to the same L-tone. Two, recall from the

discussion in Chapter 3, §3.5.1 that the constraint against the cooccurrence of H and

F TBUs and the constraint that F must be word-final could not both be captured in

a single statement in either LNL or LNL
T . However, with APGs, it is made explicit that

H and F TBUs in the string both correspond to timing tier nodes associated to a H

tone. Thus, the coocurrence constraint on H and F TBUs falls out from the constraint

against two H tones (as seen in (6.12)). That falling contours must be restricted to final

position is, as has already been seen in the previous chapter, also a local constraint

over APGs.
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6.2.3 Wan Japanese

Finally, LNL
G can capture patterns whose complexity derives from dependency

on morphological information. In Chapter 2, we saw that Wan Japanese had a class of

words, Type β, where words without a suffix are pronounced with a HnLHL pattern

(with the initial HnL truncated in smaller words), and words with a suffix are pro-

nounced with a HnLHH-HmL, where m and n are based on the length of the stem and

suffix morphemes, respectively (here too the initial HnL truncated in smaller stems,

and the initial Hm truncated in smaller suffixes). The string pattern, as first given in

Chapter 3 in (3.24) (3.25) (p. 104) is repeated below in (6.16), with ‘-’ indicating a

morpheme boundary.

(6.16) LWJ = (without suffix) HL, LHL, HLHL, HHLHL, HHHLHL, . . .

(with suffix) HH-L, HH-HL, HH-HHL, HH-HHHL, . . . ,

LHH-L, LHH-HL, LHH-HHL, . . . ,

HLHH-L, HLHH-HL, HLHH-HHL, . . . ,

HHLHH-L, HHLHH-HL, HHLHH-HHL, . . .

HHHLHH-L, HHHLHH-HL, HHHLHH-HHL, . . .

. . .

LWJ could not be described by statements in either LNL or LNL
T . This is because

the presence of the ‘-’ boundary bears on the realization of the last three TBUs: if it

is present, then the word must end in HHL⋉, -HL⋉, or -L⋉. If it is not present, then

the word cannot end HHL⋉ (or any of the other above options). Because ‘-’ is in

principle not restricted on where it may appear in the string, there is thus a non-local

dependency between it and the last three TBUs in the word.

However, LWJ can be captured in L
NL
G , although we must first address the

question of what the correct autosegmental representation is for the strings containing

suffixes. Recall from Chapter 2 (p. 44) that there are two possibilities: as in (6.17a),

that a HLHL melody associates such that the second H associates to the final mora in

the stem and all but the final mora in the suffixes; or, as in (6.17b), the stem takes its
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phrase-medial HLH melody and association paradigm, whereas the suffix domain takes

a separate, HL melody, with a ‘-’ on the tonal tier marking the boundary between the

two melodies.

(6.17) a. HnLHH-HmL = HLH L
✥✥✥✥✏✏✏✟✟ ❛❛ ❳❳❳ ❵❵❵❵

µ . . .
︸︷︷︸

n

µµµµ-µ . . .
︸︷︷︸

m

µ

b. HnLHH-HmL = HLH - H L
✥✥✥✥✏✏✏✟✟ ❛❛

µ . . .
︸︷︷︸

n

µµµµ-µ . . .
︸︷︷︸

m

µ

While, as discussed in that chapter, previous analyses have assumed (6.17a),

the following will assume (6.17b). The difference between the two is not trivial with

respect to describability in L
NL
G , and this will be discussed further in §6.3.3.

Thus, let us consider Γ = {-,H,L}, where g(-) is as in (6.18) and the labelling

alphabet for the graphs includes labels on each tier for this morpheme boundary; i.e.

Σ = {H,L, µ,−t,−m}.

(6.18) g(-) = −m

−t

The reader will recall this is exactly like the graph for g(#) mentioned in Chapter

4, §4.5.2. Also as with the graphs in that section, the following will omit the subscripts

from −t and −m, as they will be clear from context.

One further point must be made about ‘-’ and thus g(-). In the available de-

scriptions of Wan Japanese, only one ‘-’ is allowed per string (as only the division

between the stem and the following suffixes is relevant to the pattern). As we saw in

the discussion in this chapter and Chapter 3 regarding Hirosaki Japanese, this kind of

culminative restriction is not local over strings—that is, it cannot be described in L
NL,

although it can be described in L
NL
T . However, there are two reasons we can shift our

focus away from this restriction. One, this is fundamentally a morphological restric-

tion, as it is a constraint on the structure in words that they must carry at most one
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boundary. We could thus assume that such a constraint is imposed by the morphologi-

cal module of the grammar, and can ignore how it is implemented, as we are currently

investigating the locality of the phonological grammar. Two, this cumulativity can

be implemented with L
NL
G and APG(Γ), just as in Hirosaki Japanese. How this can

be done for Wan Japanese will become clearer during the discussion of this pattern’s

particular constraints, specifically in Footnote 3.

Whether we assume the restriction on ‘-’ is morphological or if we implement

it in L
NL
G , we can ignore strings in Γ∗ which have more than one ‘-’ (and thus graphs

in APG(Γ) which include only one instance of g(-)) without affecting out conclusions

about whether LWJ can be described with local constraints in L
NL
G . Thus, for the sake

of simplicity, the following assumes that strings/graphs will only include at most one

instance of ‘-’/g(-).

Sample graphs in APG(Γ) corresponding to the strings in LWJ which include a

suffix are thus as follows:

(6.19) g(HH-L) = H − L

µ µ − µ

g(HH-HL) = H − H L

µ µ − µ µ

g(HLHH-HHL) = H L H − H L

µ µ µ µ − µ µ µ

The full graph set corresponding to the strings in LWJ can be specified by

banning the following substructures. To begin, there are a few clear restrictions on the

melody tier. First, no words end in a H tone. Graphs with a final H tone all contain

the subgraph in φH⋉.

(6.20) a. φH⋉ = H ⋉ b. *g(HH) = * H

µ µ

*g(HH-H) = * H − H

µ µ − µ
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Second, the melody tier is maximally HLHL (ignoring, for the moment, the mor-

pheme boundary on the melody tier). Any longer melodies will contain the subgraph

in (6.21).

(6.21) φLHLH = L H L H

Negating φH⋉ and φLHLH thus restricts us to graphs containing the attested

melodies HL, LHL, and HLHL in graphs not containing the morpheme boundary.2

(This is much like the restrictions on possible melodies for Mende, Hausa, and Kukuya

in Chapter 5.) For graphs including the morpheme boundary, a few more restrictions

are nessary. First, note in (6.16) that a stem never ends in a L tone when suffixed.

This can be captured by banning the following structure:

(6.22) a.φL- = L − b. *g(HL-L) = * H L −−− L

µ µ − µ

Banning the subgraph in φL-, along with that in φLHLH , correctly restricts

melodies for suffixed stems to those attested. However, it is still necessary to re-

strict the melodies on the suffixes. Note that the suffixes exhibit either a L or a HL

melody. This can be accomplished using the following literals, whose subgraphs repre-

sent melodies longer than L or HL:

2 There are no data on Wan words smaller than two morae (Breteler, 2013; Kubozono,
2011b; Uwano, 2012), so restrictions on melodies for monomoraic words will not be
considered here. If we wish to ban monomoraic words, we can simply ban the subgraph
in φ⋊µ⋉ below:

(i) φ⋊µ⋉ = ⋊ µ ⋉
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(6.23) a.φ-LH = − L H b. *g(HH-LHL) = * H −−− L H L

µ µ − µ µ µ

c. φ-HLH = − H L H

d. *g(HH-HLHL) = * H −−− H L H L

µ µ − µ µ µ µ

This concludes the subgraph literals needed to restrict ourselves to graphs with

the correct melody tiers.3

A few additional literals are needed to constrain the associations of these melody

units to TBUs. Perhaps the most straightforward is the fact that L tones do not spread

in Wan Japanese. This can be captured by φL2, given below, whose subgraph picks

out graphs with multiply associated L nodes.

(6.24) a.φL2 = L

µ µ

b. *g(HLLL) = * H L

µ µµµ µµµ µ

A second constraint is on the second H in case there is no suffix, which cannot

spread. This can be accomplished iwth the literal φLH2L below. This is similar to the

literal φNI-H2 from Chapter 5’s analysis of Hausa. However, we need to specify that

there is an L tone on either side of the H, as, in cases where there is a suffix, both Hs

may spread.

(6.25) a.φLH2L = L H L

µ µ

b. g(HLHHL) = H L H L

µ µ µµµ µµµ µ

3 To implement cumulativity of ‘-’ using graph constraints for this pattern, it is only
necessary to consider the following additional literals:

φ-L- = − L − , φ-H- = − H − , φ-HL- = − H L −
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This does not restrict the second H in case of a suffix; note that φLH2L is not a

subgraph of g(HLHH-HHL) in (6.19).

One more similar constraint is necessary, as there is only one word with an HL

melody—HL. In order to keep this H from spreading, we must also ban the following

substructure.

(6.26) φ⋊H2L⋉ = ⋊ H L ⋉

µ µ

Finally, note that preceding a suffix, a H tone must spread to exactly two TBUs,

if they are present. We have already discussed φL-, which bans an L tone from appearing

immediately before the morpheme boundary. However, it may not also appear two

TBUs before this boundary as well; for example, HLHH-HL is a valid string in LWJ ,

but *HHLH-HL is not. The corresponding graph for such a string will contain the

subgraph denoted by φL2 - in (6.27) below:

(6.27) a.φL2 - = L

µ µ −

b. *g(HHLH-HL) = * H L H − H L

µ µ µµµ µµµ −−− µ µ

As L cannot occupy these spaces, a H tone must ‘fill’ them in, ensuring that

there are at least two H TBUs before the morpheme boundary. However, we must also

ensure that there are not more than two H TBUs preceding the morpheme boundary.

This can be achieved by banning the following literal:

(6.28) a.φH3- = H −

µ µ µ

b. *g(LHHH-HL) = * L H −−− H L

µ µ µµµ µµµ − µ µ
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The string pattern LWJ can thus be described thusly:

(6.29) LWJ =

L(¬φH⋉ ∧¬φLHLH ∧¬φL- ∧¬φ-LH ∧¬φ-HLH ∧¬φLH2L ∧¬φ⋊H2L⋉∧¬φL2 - ∧¬φH3-)

Thus, LWJ , our final example of a tone pattern which could not be described

in L
NL or LNL

T , is describable by the above statement in L
NL
G . Again, the complexity

of LWJ derives from its long-distance interaction between the morpheme boundary

‘-’ and the tone pattern. However, L
NL
G was able to capture this by encoding this

morphological information on the melody tier. This choice shall be discussed further

in §6.3.2 below.

6.2.4 Interim conclusion: subgraph grammars and long-distance phenom-

ena

This section has thus shown how LUTP , LHJ , and LWJ are all describable by

statements in L
NL
G . This makes LNL

G more expressive than L
NL and L

NL
T , and, like the

derivational theories and OT, sufficient to describe these patterns. As discussed in

detail in the previous chapter, these analyses are like OT in that they directly capture

the surface generalizations—in fact, in ¬φHLH used in the analyses for LUTP and LHJ ,

we saw a constraint identical to *Trough used in tonal OT—but, crucially, they do

so in a local way. As shall be discussed momentarily, this means that L
NL
G is also

restrictive in a well-defined way. However, it is important to first review what exactly

it is about the representational assumptions and L
NL
G which allow them to describe

these patterns, as opposed to the local string grammars of LNL and L
NL
T . This is the

focus of the next section.

6.3 Representational Assumptions and Graph Locality

There are two representational assumptions that made the local analyses in the

previous section possible. One is that the OCP holds at the surface level, and the

other is that, for Wan Japanese, morphological information needs to be included on
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the tonal tier. The purpose of this section is to discuss these assumptions in detail and

show how they are connected to locality.

6.3.1 The OCP and locality

Let us begin with the OCP. Consider the LHJ pattern. The core of this pattern

is a restriction that there must be exactly one H or F TBU in a string. As discussed

in Chapter 3, this is not describable by L
NL, as there is no finite set of substructures

we can ban to remove the set of strings of only L-toned TBUs:

(6.30) *L, *LL, *LLL, *LLLL, *LLLLL, ....

However, we saw in this chapter that, given g and graph concatenation defined

in Chapter 4, the APGs corresponding to this set of strings all have the same melody:

(6.31) *g(L) = * L

µ

, *g(LL) = * L

µ µ

, *g(LLL) = * L

µ µ µ

, ...

As shown above, this set of strings can be banned by banning this particular

melody. Of course, this is dependent on its adherence to the OCP. If concatenation

did not merge melody end nodes with like labels, and instead ‘bridged’ them, the

corresponding graphs might look like this:

(6.32) *g(L) = * L

µ

, *g(LL) = * L L

µ µ

, *g(LLL) = * L L L

µ µ µ

, ...

Banning this set of graphs with a finite set of banned subgraphs would thus fall

to the same problems as attempting to ban the set of strings in (6.30) with a finite set

of substrings—it is impossible, with a finite number of constraints, to ban a tier of po-

tentially unboundedly many L nodes. Thus, adhering to the the OCP allows the melody

tier to express long-distance constraints locally. This is similar conceptually to Odden

(1994)’s locality condition, but importantly, it does not require underspecification.
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We saw that this principle also applies to dependencies between units which

correspond to long-distance dependencies in strings. For example, it was discussed both

in this chapter and in Chapter 3 how the LWJ pattern has a long-distance dependency

between ‘-’ and the tones on the final TBUs. All TBUs following the ‘-’ must be of

the pattern HnL, but if no ‘-’ is present the melody must be HnLHL (if there are 3

or more TBUs). This cannot be captured by local constraints over strings because no

set of substrings of a finite size can ban all strings in which ‘-’ is not followed by a

HnL melody. Consider the substring -HHHLH. Banning this substring will correctly

ban strings ending with this exact pattern, but not strings with more than three Hs

following the ‘-’:

(6.33) a.¬ -HHHLHL b. X *HH-HHHLHL

✖ *HH-HHHHLHL

In the above example, *HH-HHHLHL is correctly banned, but *HH-HHHHLHL,

because it has too many medial Hs for the substring in the constraint in (6.33a) to

match. In general, consider banning any substring -HkLH, where in the middle there

is some arbitrary number k of Hs (in the previous example k = 3). This will not match

a string with k + 1 medial Hs:

(6.34) a.¬ -HkLH b. X *HH-HkkkLHL

✖ *HH-Hk+1LHL

However, in APGs, these medial Hs are all represented on the melody tier by

a single H node. Thus, φ-HLH from (6.23) will match the corresponding graph to any

such string. This is illustrated below with the corresponding graphs to *HH-HHHLHL

from (6.33b) and *HH-Hk+1LHL from (6.34b).
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(6.35) a. φ-HLH = − H L H

b. *g(HH-HHHLHL) = * H −−− H L H L

µ µ − µ µ µ µ µ µ

*g(HH-Hk+1LHL) = * H −−− H L H L

µ µ − µ . . . µ µ µ µ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

k+1

Thus, by referring to the information on the melody tier, local constraints over

APGs can capture what correlate to long-distance dependencies in the string pattern

LWJ .

This relies on two assumptions, however. One, as already mentioned, is that the

OCP is adhered to, collapsing the stretch of medial H TBUs to a single H node on the

melody tier. The second assumption is that the morphological information is present

on the melody tier—which is crucial for capturing the long-distance dependency. Let

us now turn to this second point.

6.3.2 Morphological information and locality

In the APG analysis of LWJ in §6.2.3, the APG primitive corresponding to the

morpheme boundary ‘-’ had boundary nodes on both the timing tier and the melody

tier, as repeated below in (6.36a). As discussed above, explicitly including a ‘-’ node

on the melody tier was what allowed the long-distance nature of the pattern to be

captured with local constraints over APGs. The following will show this in more

detail, by interpreting ‘-’ as only appearing on the timing tier, as in (6.36a).

(6.36) a. g(-) = −

−

b. g(-) = −

First, graphs corresponding to strings in LWJ with the value of g(-) as in §6.2.3

are as in the examples in (6.37).
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(6.37) a. g(LHH-L) =

L H − L

µ µ µ − µ

b. g(LHH-HHL)

L H − H L

µ µ µ − µ µ µ

This can be interpreted as knowledge that, in terms of the melody, the span of

Hs straddles a boundary. However, it can be criticized on the grounds that it obscures

the fact that Wan Japanese in general has a maximal HLHL melody, regardless of

whether or not there is a morpheme boundary. This can be made explicit by instead

using the value of g(-) given in (6.36b). The graphs in (6.37) would instead look as

below in (6.38).

(6.38) a. g(LHH-L) =

L H L

µ µ µ − µ

b. g(LHH-HHL)

L H L

µ µ µ − µ µ µ

Here, there is only one H node, as the H nodes in consecutive g(H) primitives

merging ‘over’ the timing tier-only g(-) (a similar effect was briefly seen in (4.46) in

Chapter 4, §4.5.4, p. 145).

However, the absence of any morphological information on the melody tier makes

it impossible to distinguish with local constraints the association behavior of H nodes

when the morpheme boundary is present and that of H nodes when the boundary is

not present. Recall that when no morpheme boundary is present, a noninitial H is not

allowed to spread; this was enforced by φLH2L, as repeated below from (6.25).

(6.39) a.φLH2L = L H L

µ µ

b. *g(LHHL) = * L H L

µ µµµ µµµ µ

However, without the morpheme boundary appearing on the melody tier, this

means that g(LHH-L) also matches the subgraph in φLH2L. This can be seen in the

following, which contrasts g(LHH-L) given the two interpretations of g(-) given in

(6.36).
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(6.40) g(LHH-L)

g(-) = −

−

X L H − L

µ µ µ − µ

g(-) = − ✖ L H L

µ µµµ µµµ − µ

As seen in the lower graph of (6.40), ¬φLH2L would incorrectly ban g(LHH-L).

We may try to distinguish g(LHH-L) from *g(LHHL) by instead specifying that H

cannot be associated two morae before a final L tone:

(6.41) a.φH2L⋉ = H L

µ µ µ ⋉

b. *g(LHHL) = * L H L

µ µµµ µµµ µµµ

This correctly distinguishes *g(LHHL) from g(LHH-L), as the latter explicitly

includes a morpheme boundary node in between the final and penultimate morae.

Thus, the subgraph in (6.41a) does not match g(LHH-L, as shown in (6.42a).

(6.42) a. Xg(LHH-L)

L H L

µ µ µ − µ

b. ✖ g(LHH-HHL)

L H L

µ µ µ − µµµ µµµ µµµ

However, the graph g(LHH-HHL), which corresponds to a string in LWJ , in-

correctly matches this subgraph. We could try to then distinguish this graph from

*g(LHHL) by including more nodes from *g(LHHL) in the constraint:

(6.43) a.φ1H2L⋉ = H L

µ µ µ µ ⋉

b. *g(LHHL) = * L H L

µµµ µµµ µµµ µµµ
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This correctly distinguishes *g(LHHL) from g(LHH-HHL), as shown below in

(6.44a). However, this again incorrectly matches the graph of another string in LWJ ,

g(LHH-HHHL), as shown in (6.44a).

(6.44) a. X g(LHH-HHL)

L H L

µ µ µ − µ µ µ

b. ✖ g(LHH-HHHL)

L H L

µ µ µ − µµµ µµµ µµµ µµµ

It is possible to try and further distinguish these graphs by including more nodes

from *g(LHHL) in the constraint, but such a constraint would not be able to ban a

similar string with a longer stretch of Hs, such as *g(LHHHL). We can thus conclude

that there is no finite set of subgraphs which is sufficiently general to ban all strings of

the shape LHnL while also including all strings of the shape LHH-HnL. Thus, without

g(-) including morphological information on the melody tier, it is impossible to capture

LWJ with a statement in L
NL
G .

Thus, to review, there are two possible ways to represent the Wan Japanese

β pattern—one in which the morphological information is present on the tonal tier,

and one in which it is not—and this difference is non-trivial in terms of locality, as

the pattern can only be described in terms of LNL
G if the morphological information is

included on the tonal tier. As discussed in Chapter 2, there is currently no empirical

evidence to distinguish between the two. For example, no phonetic studies have been

done to test whether or not the suffix tones constitutes a separate melody, and it

is not clear if such a test is even possible (the reader is referred to p. 44 for the

full discussion). However, the discussion in this chapter provides a theory-internal

argument for including morphological information on the tier: if it is included, then

Wan Japanese is, like all the other tone patterns mentioned in this dissertation, local
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over autosegmental representations. If not, then it is (as far as has been determined)

unique in being non-local.

6.3.3 Interim conclusion: representation and locality

This section has explicitly described how describability in L
NL
G can be dependent

on the OCP and morphological information on the tier. This is another contribution

of the study of tone patterns in L
NL
G , as it has shown how these two representational

assumptions are intimately connected to locality.

6.4 Comparing Banned Subgraph Grammars and String Logics

We have thus so far seen how, given the representational assumptions discussed

in the previous section, statements in L
NL
G could be used to specify sets of strings which

were shown in Chapter 3 to be beyond the power of LNL and L
NL
T . As these patterns are

attested in natural language, this immediately makes LNL
G a better theory for tonal well-

formedness, as it is sufficient to describe the attested range of patterns. However, in

order to make a complete comparison to string logics, it is also important to show that

L
NL
G is also restrictive relative to more powerful string logics. This section accomplishes

this by showing how L(φIH,FH ), the unattested string pattern introduced in Chapter 3

which is describable by the full propositional string logic LP , is not describable by L
NL
G ,

and thus LNL
G compares favorably to L

P as a theory of phonological well-formedness.

Recall from Chapter 3 that in the pattern L(φIH,FH ), if the first syllable in

the string is H the final syllable must agree with it. This was describable with the

string-based propositional statement φIH,FH = ⋊H → H⋉ in L
P (see p. 90).

(6.45) In L(φIH,FH ) Not in L(φIH,FH )

L, H, LL, HH, LLLL, HL, HHL, HLLL, HLHL,

HLLH, HLHH, HHHL, HLLLLLL, . . .

HLLLLH,. . .

In Chapter 3, §3.4.3 it was discussed how this language was not describable in

L
NL. The intuition given in that section was that it is impossible, with local string
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constraints, to distinguish strings of the shape HnLH, which belong to L(φIH,FH ), from

strings of the shape HnL, which do not. As the reader can probably guess, LNL
G con-

straints can easily distinguish these two types of strings (by banning graphs with a

⋊HL⋉ melody). Instead, to show that LNL
G cannot describe L(φIH,FH ), we can focus

on a different set of strings. This set of strings is of the shape HΓnL—the set of strings

which begin with H, have n H or L symbols, and then end in an L. As any such string

begins with an H and ends in an L, it does not belong to L(φIH,FH ). The following

shows that constraints in L
NL
G cannot isolate this set of strings from those which belong

to L(φIH,FH ).
4

As contours are irrelevant, consider graphs in APG(Γ) for Γ = {H,L}. Example

graphs of *HΓnL strings are given below in (6.46).

(6.46) *g(HLL) =

* H L

µ µ µ

*g(HLHL) =

* H L H L

µ µ µ µ

*g(HLHLHL) =

* H L H L H L

µ µ µ µ µ µ

We cannot ban this set of graphs with a finite set of constraints in L
NL
G without

also banning some graphs corresponding to strings in L(φIH,FH ). For example, one

subgraph shared by all of the graphs in (6.46) is that denoted by φHL⋉ below.

(6.47) φHL⋉ = H L ⋉

However, this subgraph is also shared by graphs corresponding to strings that

belong in L(φIH,FH )—namely, strings that do not start with H (and thus do not have

to end with H), but end in an HL melody:

4 In Chapter 3, Footnote 3 (p. 93) mentions suffix substitution closure
(Rogers and Pullum, 2011), an abstract characterization of LNL patterns over strings
that allows one to prove whether or not a pattern is describable in L

NL. Currently,
there is no such characterization for the graph patterns describable in L

NL
G . Defining

suffix substitution closure for graphs (or perhaps just autosegmental graphs) is an in-
teresting problem that will be left for future work, but it can draw on the ideas in the
argument that follows in the main text.
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(6.48) g(LHL) =

L H L

µ µ µ

g(LLHL) =

L H L

µ µ µ µ

g(LLHLHL) =

L H L H L

µ µ µ µ µ µ

Trying to ban other subgraphs shared by all of the graphs in (6.46) runs into

the same problem. For example, we cannot ban an initial H tone, because there are of

course strings in L(φIH,FH ) which contain an initial H tone. The only possible way is

to ban all of the melodies which begin with a H tone and end with a L tone. However,

as indicated below, such a statement would need to be infinitely long, as there are in

principle infinitely many melodies which start H and end L:

(6.49) ¬ ⋊ H L ⋉ ∧¬ ⋊ H L H L ⋉ ∧

¬ ⋊ H L H L H L ⋉ ∧ . . .

Again, as only finite statements belong to L
NL
G , the statement in (6.49) is not a

valid statement in L
NL
G .

Intuitively, the reason why LNL
G cannot describe this pattern is because L(φIH,HF )

is a long-distance pattern over the melody tier. That is, any number of melody nodes

may come between an initial H node and the final node, so there is no local way of

requiring that the second node also be H. In contrast, LP can describe this pattern

because it allows statements which require structures. Thus, while L
NL
G is powerful

enough to capture attested patterns which are beyond the range of LNL and L
NL
T , it is

not able to mimic statements in L
P which require structures.

Thus, LNL
G is powerful enough to describe attested patterns outside of the range

of banned substructure constraints over strings, but not so powerful that it overgen-

erates unattested patterns predicted to exist by the more powerful string logic L
P .

Thus, as a theory of tonal well-formedness, LNL
G is superior to these string logics, as it

forms a tighter fit to the attested typology. As this is sufficient for the goals of this
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dissertation, a full exploration of the formal relationships between L
NL
G and other kinds

of string logics will be left for future research.

6.5 Conclusion

This chapter has synthesized the results of the past two chapters in order to

approach the goal set out in Chapter 3, which was to apply concepts of phonological

structure to the traditional string-based results of formal language theory in order to

better describe patterns seen in tone languages. In this chapter, we have seen how

the reanalysis of string symbols as graph primitives representing possible associations

of the autosegments, and thus strings as concatenation of these primitives, allows

us to describe long-distance tone patterns in Hirosaki Japanese, Wan Japanese, and

unbounded tone plateauing, with local constraints. This was shown to be possible

because the graph structures reveal relationships between symbols in a traditional

string. As such, we have seen that grammars based on L
NL
G match the attested tonal

typology better than L
NL or LNL

T , but also do not overgenerate like L
P .

We have now seen how the entire range of tonal patterns originally discussed

in Chapter 2 are fundamentally local in a well-defined way. As discussed in detail in

the previous chapter, this local nature of the patterns is missed by derivational and

optimization-based theories of tonal phonology. One potential criticism of LNL
G as a

theory of tonal well-formedness is that it focuses on the surface structures, and thus

says nothing about the transformations from underlying form to surface form from

which they are derived. This criticism, however, is invalid. Regardless of how one

chooses to explain the transformations, it remains a fact that the surface patterns are

local, and thus a strong theory of tonal transformations should focus on this fact. The

following chapter sketches out one way of developing such a theory.
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Chapter 7

PHONOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATIONS AS GRAPH SETS

Building on the concepts of the preceding chapters, this chapter presents a

method for representing phonological transformations as graphs and specifying these

transformations through banned subgraph constraints in L
NL
G . This demonstrates that

the surface locality of tonal generalizations established in the preceding two chapters

can be directly incorporated into a theory of phonological transformations.

The main idea is to apply these constraints to correspondence graphs, which ex-

plicitly include edges representing correspondence between units in the input and units

in the output. By specifying sets of these graphs with banned subgraph grammars, we

can specify input/output relations corresponding to phonological transformations, be

it over strings or over autosegmental structures. There are several main advantages

to viewing transductions this way. One, concatenation provides for a restrictive the-

ory of correspondence. Two, by applying the idea of locality established throughout

this dissertation directly to phonological transformations, we can begin to develop a

new way of specifying locality in phonological transformations. Most importantly, it

allows the subgraph constraints already defined in the preceding chapters to specify

autosegmental transformations, not unlike the role Markedness constraints play in

Optimality Theory. However, it does this in a way that ensures the locality of the

surface generalizations.

This method of specifying transformations is demonstrated through analyses

of the patterns in Hirosaki Japanese, unbounded tone plateauing, Hausa, and Mende

as transformations from underlying to surface autosegmental structures. The surface

well-formedness constraints established in the previous two chapters for these patterns

form the core of these analyses, thus preserving the OT insight that Markedness
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constraints drive phonological transformation. However, by applying the framework of

the previous chapters, we also gain the insight that these transformations are funda-

mentally local. It should be stressed that this is an exploratory chapter, and there are

some issues that deserve further work—one example is the particular representations

necessary to capture the mappings for Hausa and Mende. However, it is still a not

insubstantial result that these transformations can be shown to be local in the sense

advocated for by this dissertation.

This chapter is structured as follows. §7.1 outlines shows how phonological

transformations are relations between sets of input objects and output objects. §7.2

introduces the notion of specifying these relations through graphs and subgraph con-

straints. §7.3 then shows how relations between sets of APGs can also be specified

using these constraints, using the example of Hirosaki Japanese. §7.4 further explores

how these can be used to specify the processes in UTP, Mende and Hausa. Finally,

§7.5 concludes, highlighting issues that require further investigation.

7.1 Phonological Transformations as Relations

7.1.1 Phonological formalisms specify relations

Any theory of phonological transformations pairs a set of input structures with

a set of output structures. This is true for both rule-based theories based on the for-

malism from Chomsky and Halle (1968) or optimization-based theories, both parallel

(Prince and Smolensky, 1993, 2004) and serial (McCarthy, 2000, 2010b). For example,

consider the following simple phonological generalization.

(7.1) Obstruents are voiced intervocalically. Ex., /apa/ → [aba]

In a rule-based framework, this generalization might be captured as follows:

(7.2) [+sonorant] → [+voice] / V V

This rule singles out all intervocalic obstruents and ensures that they are output

as [+voice].
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In an OT framework, this generalization would be captured with a partial rank-

ing of the following constraints:

(7.3) a. *VTV: Penalize sequences of a V, a voiceless obstruent, and another V.
Assign one violation mark for every V[−sonorant,+voice]V sequence in the
output.

b. Max: Do not delete segments. Assign one violation for every segment in
the input without a corresponding segment in the output.

c. Ident(voice): Do not change voicing features. Assign one violation for
every segment in the input whose corresponding output differs in its value
for [±voice]

The constraint *VTV is a Markedness constraint militating against intervo-

calic voiced obstruents. By ranking the faithfulness constraint Ident(voice), which

penalizes changes in voicing, below *VTV, we can allow changes in the voicing to

ensure that no outputs have VTV sequences. Crucially, Ident(voice) must also be

ranked below other faithfulness constraints, such as Max, to ensure that a change

in voicing is preferred over other repairs, such as deletion of the offending T. This is

illustrated in the following tableau:

(7.4)

/apa/ *VTV Max Ident(voice)

apa *!

aa *!

☞ aba *

Importantly, the generalization in (7.1) is specifically about intervocalic voic-

ing, and is independent of other concerns, such as the length of words, or the well-

formedness of vowel sequences, et cetera. This can be seen in the fact that both the

rule and the OT tableau are agnostic to the particular inputs they are given. There is

nothing about either the rule or the tableau that would reject an input like /aaa/—

both would output an [aaa]. In rule-based theories, such inputs might be banned

by morpheme structure constraints, and in OT, other constraints dealing with vowel
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sequence would likely change /aaa/ to something else. But, if we accept that phono-

logical generalizations can exist as independent objects, we can ignore these additional

constraints. (This issue was also touched on in Chapter 3, §3.2.)

We can then realize that the rule in (7.2) and the OT tableau in (7.4) represent

the same map of inputs to outputs. For simplicity, let us only use /a/ to represent

vowels, /b/ to represent voiced obstruents, and /p/ to represent voiceless obstruents.

Both (7.2) and (7.4) admit the following set of input/output pairs. For reasons that

will become clear in a moment, let us call this set Rvoice.

(7.5) Rvoice = { (pa, pa), (aaa, aaa), (apa, aba), (aba, aba), (appa, appa),

(aapaaapa, aabaaaba), . . . }

Because it represents the set of pairs Rvoice, the intervocalic voicing generaliza-

tion in (7.1) is a relation, a notion briefly discussed in Chapter 3, §3.1. The rule in

(7.2) and the OT tableau in (7.4) are thus two ways of describing the same relation.

The rest of this chapter is concerned with a way of describing relations based in graphs.

The following sections thus review the idea of a relation, then show how they can be

represented as graphs.

7.1.2 Formal definition of relations

Recall from Chapter 3 that for two sets S and T , the Cartesian product of S

and T , written S × T , is the set of all possible pairs (x, y) where x ∈ S and y ∈ T . (S

and T need not be distinct sets.) A relation is some subset R ⊆ S×T of the Cartesian

product of S and T .

Let Σ = {a, b, p} be our input alphabet and ∆ = {a, b, p} be our output

alphabet. (In this example, Σ and ∆ are the same but in general it will be useful to

distinguish them). The Cartesian product of the sets Σ∗ and ∆∗ of strings over each

alphabet is thus the following set:

(7.6) Σ∗ ×∆∗ =
{

(a, a), (a, b), (a, λ), . . . , (aaa, aaa), . . . ,

(apa, apa), (apa, aba), . . . , (apapa, b), . . .
}
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That is, Σ∗×∆∗ is the set resulting from pairing every string in Σ∗ with a string

in ∆∗. Returning to the set of pairs Rvoice in (7.5), note that any pair in Rvoice is also

a pair in Σ∗ ×∆∗ (but not vice versa). Thus R ⊂ Σ∗ ×∆∗, and so Rvoice is a relation

between strings in Σ∗ and ∆∗.

While they do it in different ways, the rule in (7.2) or the tableau (7.4) specify

Rvoice by singling out a specific subset of the pairs in Σ∗ ×∆∗. More generally, this is

the purpose of a grammar specifying a relation between sets S and T : to pick out a

subset of the pairs in S × T .

Like languages, relations also can be grouped into classes based on their com-

putational properties. For example, the regular relations are those string relations

specifiable by finite-state automata (Hopcroft et al., 2006). In terms of phonology,

Chandlee (2014) and Chandlee and Heinz (to appear) define a subset of the regular

relations called the Strictly Local functions, which extend the idea of locality over

strings and formal langauges discussed in Chapter 3 to relations. They argue how

they provide a strong computational characterization of local phonological processes

as relations, and related work has shown how this characterization leads to an un-

derstanding of how they can be learned (Chandlee, 2014; Chandlee and Jardine, 2014;

Chandlee et al., 2014; Jardine et al., 2014).

However, the regular relations and Strictly Local functions are defined in terms

of finite-state automata over strings.1 The focus of this dissertation has been on graphs,

and it has shown that, at least for tone, graph-like structures are important for under-

standing phonological patterns. Of course, the idea of a relation is not restricted to

strings, as in S × T the sets S and T can be comprised of any kind of object. Thus,

autosegmental processes can be viewed as relations between graphs, and the aim of this

chapter is to propose a strong, local characterization of phonological graph relations.

1 Technically, these definitions are for single-tape automata. There exists work on
implementing autosegmental phenomena with multi -tape finite state automata (Kay,
1987; Wiebe, 1992; Kornai, 1991, 1995). However, this work does not define any notion
of locality for these machines, or how it would relate to locality over strings.
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This is achieved not with automata (though that would likely be a fruitful avenue for

future research) but with the logical grammars thus far established in the dissertation.

To give an example of an autosegmental process as a graph relation, it was

discussed in Chapter 4 (p. 67), the surface pattern of Hirosaki Japanese was analyzed

by Haraguchi (1977) as the realization of an underlying accented mora (or lack thereof).

For example, an LLF string is the realization of an underlying final accented mora:

(7.7)

µµ
∗
µ →

L H L
✑✑

µµµ

Transformations such as the mapping of tones to mora in Hirosaki Japanese

are relations between autosegmental structures, and thus can be seen as subsets of

the Cartesian product of two sets of graphs. As discussed in Chapter 6, the graphs

representing the surface pattern of Hirosaki Japanese are a subset of APG(Γ) where the

set Γ = {H,L,F} of APG graph primitives is defined as in Chapter 6. To distinguish

this from the set of input graphs APG({µ, ∗}) discussed below, let us refer to this

set here as APG({H,L,F}). Again, any APG that can be constructed through the

concatenation of graph primitives g(H), g(L), and g(F) belongs to this set:

(7.8) APG({H,L,F}) =
{

H

µ

, L

µ

, H L

µ

, H

µ µ

, . . . ,

H L

µ µ µ

, L

µ µ µ

, . . .
}

For representing the inputs, take the following set APG({µ, ∗}) of autosegmental

graphs made up of unspecified morae and morae marked with a star. How this set can

be generated will be discussed below in §7.3.
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(7.9) APG({µ, ∗}) =
{

µ , ∗

µ

, µ µ , ∗

µ µ

, . . . ,

∗

µ µ µ

, ∗ ∗

µ µ µ

, . . .
}

In Hirosaki Japanese, underlying forms have at most one accented mora, which

is mapped to a single H tone, or if it is final a falling tone. Underlying forms with no

starred morae get a final H. This mapping corresponds to the following subset RHJ of

APG({µ, ∗})× APG({H,L,F}):

(7.10) RHJ =
{ (

µ

, H

µ

)

,
( ∗

µ

, H L

µ

)

,
(

µ µ

, L H

µ µ

)

,

( ∗

µ µ µ

, H L

µ µ µ

)

,

(

µ µ µ

, L H

µ µ µ

)

,

( ∗

µ µ µ

, L H L

µ µ µ

)

, . . .
}

Thus, in order to talk about autosegmental transformations, we need some way

of specifying graph relations. This can be done using graphs representing input/output

relations, as the remainder of the chapter will show. However, first, as strings are

simpler models, this section first shows how string relations can be specified using

graphs. §7.3 will then extend this idea to graphs.

7.2 String Relations as Graphs

This section outlines how to define relations using graphs, drawing inspira-

tion from Potts and Pullum (2002), who show how input/output pairs of phonological
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structures can be represented as graph-like relational structures matching input units

to their corresponding outputs. However, unlike Potts and Pullum (2002), this sec-

tion defines a restrictive notion of correspondence using Chapter 4’s notion of graph

concatenation.

Also, whereas Potts and Pullum (2002)’s grammars were OT-based grammars

evaluated through modal logic, this section shows how the idea of banned subgraph

constraints developed in the preceding chapters of this dissertation can be fruitfully ap-

plied to specify phonological relations, both of strings and of autosegmental structures,

in a local manner.

This section first introduces this notion using strings, and then the following

section extends it to autosegmental structures.

7.2.1 Correspondence graphs

An important concept of studying relations as graphs comes from the idea in

Optimality Theory that units in the input correspond to units in the output (Kager,

1999; McCarthy and Prince, 1995). For example, consider the following input/output

pairs from the intervocalic voicing relation Rvoice in (7.5):

(7.11) a. pa, pa

b. apa, aba

When we think about Rvoice as representing a phonological transformation from

an input underlying form to an output surface form, there is a sense in which, for

example in (7.11b), the first /a/ corresponds to the first [a], the /p/ corresponds to the

[b], and the second /a/ corresponds to the second [a]. The correspondences for (7.11)

are schematized in (7.12).

(7.12) a. p a

p a

b. a p a

a b a
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Such representations can be studied as graphs much like those studied through-

out the dissertation so far, with an additional type of arc to represent the correspon-

dence relations. Constraints can then be defined over these graphs, an idea which

has precedent in Potts and Pullum (2002). However, Potts and Pullum (2002) do not

explicitly define Gen, or the OT version of the set of possible correspondences (as is

usual in OT analyses). The following shows how a restrictive set of possible string-

string correspondences can be explicitly defined with a concatenation operation like

the one defined in Chapter 4.

Graphs representing the input/output pairs in (7.12) are depicted below in (7.13)

with precedence arcs depicted as solid lines and correspondence arcs depicted as dotted

lines. The labels on the input side have been given ‘i’ subscripts; this is to distinguish

the two alphabets Σ and ∆, and will be explained further momentarily.

(7.13) a. pi ai

p a

b. ai pi ai

a b a

To distinguish between arcs, we can add an arc labeling function ℓA to our

definition of a graph. Thus, let us define correspondence graphs as graphs of the

shape 〈V,E,A, ℓ, ℓA〉, where ℓA : A → {0, 1} is a function labeling precedence arcs 0

and correspondence arcs 1.2 As in the graph above, these labels will not be written on

depictions of the graph but instead arcs labeled 0 (=precedence arcs) will be represented

by solid arrows and arcs labeled 1 (=correspondence arcs) will be represented by dotted

arrows.

Note that modulo the presence of correspondence arcs instead of association

lines, the shape of the correspondence graph in (7.13) is very much like that of an APG.

The nodes form two separate ‘tiers’, one whose labels are drawn from the alphabet Σ

(marked here with the ‘i’ subscripts) and one whose labels ∆. Parallel to the tier

2 The undirected edges E will come into play when we consider relational APGs.
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alphabets of APGs, the precedence arcs in (7.13) only connect nodes of the same

alphabet.

As such, we can straightforwardly build a graph like (7.13) through concatena-

tion of graph primitives. Consider the following set Γ of graph primitives in (7.14).

For the symbols in Γ, each symbol represents the input and its subscript the output.

(7.14) Γ = {aa, pb, pp, bb}, g(aa) = ai

a

, g(pp) = pi

p

, g(pb) = pi

b

, g(bb) = bi

b

We can concatenate these primitives together with an operation almost identical

to that defined in Chapter 4, treating {Σ,∆} as a tier partition on the labeling alphabet

Σ∪∆. However, we of course do not want to ‘merge’ any nodes in these kinds of graph

primitives. We can then consider a slightly modified graph concatenation operation

⊙, which only draws precedence arcs between ends on each tier.3 If we then use ⊙ to

extend the g function to strings in Γ∗ as this was done in Chapter 4 with ◦, the graphs

from (7.13) can be seen as the values for g(ppaa) and g(aapbaa), respectively:

(7.15) a. g(ppaa) = g(pp)⊙ g(aa) = pi

p

⊙ ai

a

= pi ai

p a

b. g(aapbaa) = (g(aa)⊙ g(pb))⊙ g(aa) =
(
(

ai

a

⊙
pi

b

)

⊙
ai

a

)

=
ai pi ai

a b a

Let CG(Γ) = {g(w)|w ∈ Γ∗}; that is, the set of all correspondence graphs built

from strings in Γ∗. The graphs in (7.13) are of course members of CG(Γ); some other

examples are given below.

3 This small change to the concatenation operation, as with the other modifications
to concatenation dicussed throughout this chapter, has no effect on its associativity.
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(7.16) g(aaaa) = ai ai

a a

g(pbaa) = pi ai

b a

g(aappaa) = ai pi ai

a p a

g(aappppaa) = ai pi pi ai

a p p a

g(aapbppaa) = ai pi pi ai

a b p a

The set CG(Γ) thus represents a subset of Σ∗ ×∆∗ where string length is pre-

served (that is, for each pair (w, v) of strings, w and v are of the same length) and

where each ‘p’ in the input can correspond to either a ‘p’ or ‘b’ in the output. To

make this explicit, we can define the string relation represented by a set of correspon-

dence graphs. Let input(G) and output(G) denote the string in Σ∗ and the string

in ∆∗, respectively, represented by the labeled nodes in a correspondence graph G.4

For example, input(g(aapbaa)) = apa, and output(g(aapbaa)) = aba. The relation

represented by a set CG of correspondence graphs is thus the set of pairs from each

G ∈ CG:

Definition 25 (String relation of a set of correspondence graphs) The string re-

lation represented by a set CG of correspondence graphs is

R(CG) = {(w, v)|∃G ∈ CG s.t. input(G) = w and output(G) = v}

Thus, the relation represented by CG(Γ) above is as follows:

(7.17) R(CG(Γ)) =
{

(aa, aa), (pa, pa), (pa, ba), (apa, apa), (apa, aba),

(appa, appa), (appa, abpa), ...
}

4 Explicitly, input(G) is the string obtained by concatenating the labels on the nodes
of the Σ tier of the graph in order of their arcs:

input(G) = σ0σ1 . . . σn ∈ Σ∗ such that
∃v0, v1, ..., vn ∈ V such that ∀vi, ℓ(vi) = σi and

∀vj , vj+1, (vj, vj+1) ∈ A

The definition for output(G) is nearly identical, except the resulting string is δ0δ1...δn ∈
∆∗ extracted from nodes in G whose labels are in ∆.
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For any relation defined using a set of correspondence graphs built out of a finite

set of graph primitives primitives, the string pairs in that relation will be restricted

based on the input/output correspondences defined by the graph primitives. For ex-

ample, a pair like (apaab, baapa), which is a member of Σ∗ × ∆∗, is not a member

of R(CG(Γ)), because it is impossible to define, with concatenation of graph primi-

tives, a correspondence such that the output is the reverse of the input. (This is of

course possible in Gen under correspondence; for an example, see Potts and Pullum

(2002), p. 374, fn. 11.) As such pairs are unlikely to belong to any phonological trans-

formation, this is a welcome result in trying to define relations which describe such

transformations.5

However, R(CG(Γ)) is still not equal to the intervocalic voicing relation Rvoice.

In a way, CG(Γ) is like OT’s Gen: it simply lists the set of possible input/output

correspondences.6 The relation R(CG(Γ)) contains pairs in which intervocalic ‘p’s

correspond to a ‘p’ instead of the voiced ‘b’, such as (apa, apa), as well as those in

which non-intervocalic ‘p’s in the input corresponding to voiced ‘b’s in the output,

such as (pa, ba). These pairs do not belong to Rvoice, so we need to be able to restrict

relations further in order to describe Rvoice. The following shows how this can be

done by describing a subset of CG(Γ) with banned subgraph constraints, in the exact

same way previous chapters restricted autosegmental graphs with such constraints.

This is a somewhat similar approach to Koskenniemi (1983)’s two-level constraints

for phonology and morphology, which also can specify phonological processes through

constraints on relations, but distinct in that Koskenniemi’s framework was based in

automata theory. By basing the constraints in graph theory, the methodology advanced

5 Metathesis is attested, although all synchronic cases appear to be bounded
(Chandlee et al., 2012). Bounded metathesis can be added to the set of correspon-
dence graphs with primitives representing two (or more) input nodes corresponding to
output nodes in a different linear order. A full analysis of metathesis in this framework
will be left to future work.

6 Of course, it is a very simple Gen. We can consider more correspondences by
enriching Γ, a point which will be returned to later.
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in the preceding chapters of this dissertation can be extended to both strings and

autosegmental representations, as shall be shown momentarily.

7.2.2 Defining string relations with banned subgraph grammars

The graph set CG(Γ) contains all of the string correspondences in (7.5), but as

noted above, contains some string correspondences not in Rvoice. The two graphs below

illustrates this. The graph (7.18a) represents the voicing of an intervocalic ‘p’. The

graph in (7.18b) is similar, but the intervocalic ‘p’ surfaces as voiceless. Following the

notation used throughout the dissertation, this graph is marked with a star to indicate

that we wish to exclude it.

(7.18) a.g(aapbaa) = ai pi ai

a b a

b. *g(aappaa) = * ai pi ai

a p a

As CG(Γ) is a graph set, there exists a language L
NL
G of banned subgraph

constraints defined exactly as in Chapter 5.7 For example, the following is a valid

subgraph literal in L
NL
G as defined over CG(Γ).

(7.19) φapa = a p a

This subgraph represents an ‘apa’ sequence in the output (note the lack of ‘i’

subscripts, indicating that this is a constraint on the output side of the graph). The

negation of this literal, ¬φapa , is thus only satisfied by graphs which do not contain

an ‘apa’ sequence in the output. This thus distinguishes (7.18a), which satisfies ¬φapa ,

from (7.18b), which contains φapa as a subgraph and thus does not satisfy ¬φapa .

In general, for all the graphs in CG(Γ) with an underlying ‘aipiai’ sequence which

satisfy ¬φapa , this sequence must correspond to an ‘aba’ sequence in the output. The

constraint ¬φapa thus functions exactly as the Markedness constraint *VTV from

7 Technically, there is one difference, which is that for correspondence graphs, the
notion of subgraph needs to be updated to respect labeling of the arcs.
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(7.3a), as it motivates the change from an underlying intervocalic /p/ to a surface [b]

by penalizing any ‘apa’ sequence in an output.8

However, ¬φapa is not the only constraint we need to consider in order to fully

capture the intervocalic voicing relation. The reason for this is that, as g(pb) belongs

to our set of graph primitives, CG(Γ) includes graphs in which an input ‘p’ changes to

an output ‘b’ when it is not intervocalic, such as in the graphs below.

(7.20) a.*g(pbaa) = * pi ai

b a

b. *g(aapbppaa) = * ai pi pi ai

a b p a

In order to exclude graphs such as these, it is necessary to also specify when a

‘p’ in the input does not surface as a ‘b’ in the output. Any correspondence graph in

CG(Γ) in which a ‘p’ corresponds with a non-intervocalic output ‘b’ will contain one of

the subgraphs in (7.21a). Examples are given in (7.21b), with the particular subgraph

given in parentheses.

8 In this simple example, the change from ‘p’ to ‘b’ is the only one available in order
to satisfy φapa , as dictated by the primitives in Γ (for example, there is no primitive
relating an input ‘p’ to an output ‘a’). Other repairs may be considered by enriching
Γ to include other correspondences, such as this one from a ‘p’ to a special label
representing the empty string, λ:

(i) p λ

This primitive can be interpreted as deleting the input ‘p’. (Some changes in the
definition of output(G) would be required to correctly interpret λ as an output symbol.)
This repair can be avoided in one of two ways. One, as in the main text, we can simply
exclude such a primitive from Γ. Two, we could include (i) in the primitives, but then
in the grammar for the intervocalic voicing pattern include a statement banning (i)
as a substructure. This point is returned to at the end of this section, but the point
to remember is that by abstracting away from this possible repair, the discussion in
the main text is not ignoring any possibilities that cannot be described by banned
subgraph constraints.
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(7.21) a. φ⋊pb
= pi

⋊ b

φpb⋉
= pi

b ⋉

φppb
= pi

p b

φpbp
= pi

b p

b. * pi
ai

b a

(φ⋊pb
) * ai pi pi ai

a b p a

(φpbp
)

Negating the subgraph literals in (7.21a) will thus exclude any graphs in which

an input ‘p’ corresponds to a non-intervocalic output ‘b’. This specification of environ-

ments in which a change does not occur is quite unlike rewrite-rules or OT constraints.

However, this may look, as there may be other environments in which a ‘p’ should

correspond to an output ‘b’ (such as if there was also post-nasal voicing). The reader

may also have noticed that the number of constraints necessary will likely increase with

any additions to the alphabet of graph primitives. However, this issue can be avoided

with other representational schemes based on feature systems or, as will be shown in

a moment, autosegments.

The correct set of graph correspondences for intervocalic voicing can thus be

specified with the following statement φapba
in L

NL
G :

(7.22) φapba
= ¬φapa ∧ ¬φ⋊pb

∧ ¬φpb⋉
∧ ¬φppb

∧ ¬φpbp

Let CG(φap
b
a) be the set of graphs in CG(Γ) which satisfy φap

b
a. The reader

can confirm that R(CG(φapba
)) = Rvoice; that is, φapba

specifies the string-to-string

relation representing the intervocalic voicing process.

We have seen how the idea of local constraints over graphs can be extended to

describe phonological relations. CG(Γ) serves as a kind of Gen, providing the set of

possible correspondences. A local grammar over these correspondences can then specify

a particular relation. The Γ used in this example was quite simple, however as seen in

Footnote 8, individual graph primitives can be banned with subgraph constraints, and

so the presence or absence of particular primitives has no effect on the locality of a

process. However, the nature of the alphabet Γ is an interesting question. Interpreted
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phonologically, this question asks what the set of possible correspondences in human

phonology are. This question will be considered again in the following section.

Finally, given that decisions over well-formedness for statements in L
NL
G is made

locally, it is likely there is some relationship between the string relations which can be

defined this way and those defined in Chandlee (2014), inter alia. From that work,

we also know there are phonological processes which are not local over strings, and

these are likely not describable by the L
NL
G constraints described here. However, the

purpose of this section is not to develop a full theory of phonological string relations over

graphs, and so an investigation of these issues shall be left to future work. However, the

following section will show that, when extended to APGs, the idea of banned subgraph

constraints over correspondence graphs can capture the long-distance dependencies

described in Chapter 6 with banned APG subgraph constraints.

7.3 Defining Graph Relations with Banned Subgraph Grammars

We can now turn to the main focus of this chapter, which is beginning a theory of

autosegmental transformations with banned subgraph constraints over correspondence

graphs. That is the purpose of this section, which illustrates the concepts using the

transformation of Hirosaki Japanese discussed earlier in the section.

7.3.1 Correspondence graphs for graph relations

As an example, recall the Hirosaki Japanese relation RHJ , in which words with

no underlying accent surface with a final H tone and words with an underlying accent

surface with a H tone on the accented mora (or a F if it is the final mora). Originally

given in (7.10), RHJ is repeated below in (7.23).
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(7.23) RHJ =
{ (

µ

, H

µ

)

,
( ∗

µ

, H L

µ

)

,
(

µ µ

, L H

µ µ

)

,

( ∗

µ µ µ

, H L

µ µ µ

)

,

(

µ µ µ

, L H

µ µ µ

)

,

( ∗

µ µ µ

, L H L

µ µ µ

)

, . . .
}

The relation RHJ is a subset of the Cartesian product of two graph sets,

APG({µ, ∗})×APG({H,L,F}). As noted above, APG({H,L,F}) is simply the set of

APGs used in Chapter 6 to describe the surface pattern of Hirosaki Japanese. It was

constructed using the graph primitives {H,L,F} as introduced in Chapter 6 through

the concatenation operation defined in Chapter 4. This set is repeated below in (7.24).

(7.24) APG({H,L,F}) =
{

H

µ

, L

µ

, H L

µ

, H

µ µ

, . . . ,

H L

µ µ µ

, L

µ µ µ

, . . .
}

The set of graphs APG({µ, ∗}) is a bit different, as it is meant to represent

underlying forms. As we shall see in this and the following section, we do not always

want graph sets representing underlying forms to respect the OCP, and it will be useful

to treat APG({µ, ∗}) this way too. Let {µ, ∗} be a set of APG primitives representing

an unspecified mora and an accented mora, as defined below in (7.25). We can then

define APG({µ, ∗}) as the set of graphs built out of concatenating {µ, ∗} with ⊙, which
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again is the concatenation operation that only ‘bridges’ nodes by drawing arcs between

them. This thus obtains the set of graphs below in (7.52), repeated from (7.9).

(7.25) g(µ) = µ g(∗) = ∗

µ

(7.26) APG({µ, ∗}) =
{

µ , ∗

µ

, µ µ , ∗

µ µ

, . . . ,

∗

µ µ µ

, ∗ ∗

µ µ µ

, . . .
}

Again, our target relation RHJ is a subset of APG({µ, ∗})×APG({H,L,F}), the

product of the sets in (7.24) and (7.52). However, as APG({µ, ∗})× APG({H,L,F})

pairs every graph from APG({µ, ∗}) with every graph from APG({µ, ∗}), describing

RHJ requires excluding graph pairs from APG({µ, ∗})× APG({H,L,F}).

As above with string relations, the first step in doing this is to set up correspon-

dence graph primitives which relate the primitives {µ, ∗} with primitives in {H,L,F}.

We can then use these as a set of correspondence graphs which represent pairs of graphs

in APG({µ, ∗})× APG({H,L,F}). Importantly, we do not simply want to recapitu-

late string-based correspondence graphs as in the previous section. Patterns such as

Hirosaki Japanese were shown in Chapters 3 and 6 to require graph structures to be

described locally. Thus, in order to take advantage of this, it is necessary that the

correspondence graph primitives preserve this graph structure.

Given the graph primitives {µ, ∗} and {H,L,F}, we can enumerate the pos-

sible correspondences as in the alphabet of correspondence graph primitives Γ =

{∗H, ∗L, ∗F, µH, µL, µF} as defined below.

(7.27) g(∗H) = ∗i

µi

H

µ

g(∗L) = ∗i

µi

L

µ

g(∗F) = ∗i

µi

H L

µ

g(µH) =

µi

H

µ

g(µL) =

µi

L

µ

g(µF) =

µi

H L

µ
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For example, g(∗H) represents an accented mora in the input corresponding to

a H-toned mora in the output, whereas g(µH) represents an unaccented mora in the

input corresponding to a H-toned mora in the output. Again, the labels on the input

side of the graph have been marked with a subscript ‘i’.

We can construct correspondence graphs out of these primitives, however it

requires a slight modification of our ⊙ operation. The graphs in APG({µ, ∗}) are built

using ⊙, which has no merging, but the graphs in APG({H,L,F}) are built using ◦,

which merges nodes with like labels on the melody tier. The set of correspndence graphs

thus requires a slight modification of ⊙ such that it respects the differing concatenation

paradigms for each side of the correspondence graph primitives. This is not technically

difficult, however—we simply treat the nodes labeled with {H,L} on the output side

as the only true melody tier nodes, allowing them to be merged while the nodes on

all other tiers have arcs drawn between them. Following the preceding definition of

correspondence graphs for strings, let Σ refer to the label alphabet for the input side of

a correspondence graph (here, corresponding to a graph in APG({µ, ∗})) and ∆ be the

label alphabet for the output side of a correspondence graph (i.e., corresponding to a

graph in APG({H,L,F})). Then let Σm = {∗i} and Σt = {µi} be the tier partitions on

Σ for the input side of the graph, and ∆m = {H,L} and ∆t = {µ} be the tier partitions

for the output. Then define ⊙g as a concatenation operation which merges end nodes

with like labels in ∆m but only draws arcs between end nodes on all of the other tiers.

Let CG(Γ) then refer to the set of correspondence graphs built by concatenating the

graph primitives in Γ as defined in (7.27). An example graph in CG(Γ), g(µLµL∗HµL)

is given below.

(7.28) g(µLµL∗HµL) = ∗i

µi µi µi µi

L H L

µ µ µ µ

As these graphs can be visually complex, let us sequentially look at the con-

catenation of the primitives in g(µLµL∗HµL). First, let us look at the concatenation

of the first two primitives, µLµL. The graph g(µLµL) is given below.
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(7.29) g(µLµL) =

µi

L

µ

⊙g

µi

L

µ

=

µi µi

L

µ µ

The concatenation above can be broken down as follows. Concatenation draws

a precedence arc between the µi node in the first g(µL) graph with the µi node in

the second. Similarly, it draws an arc between the two µ nodes. (Remember that no

new correspondence arcs are drawn, but they may be depicted differently for visual

clarity.) Because the two L nodes are end nodes whose labels are in ∆m, concatenation

merges them. The result is a graph in which two unspecified mora nodes in the input

correspond to two nodes associated with an L node in the output.

Let us add to this g(∗H).

(7.30) g(µLµL)⊙g g(∗H) =

µi µi

L

µ µ

⊙g ∗i

µi

H

µ

= ∗i

µi µi µi

L H

µ µ µ

Here, concatenation draws a precedence arc from the last µi node of g(µLµL)

to the first µi node of g(∗H). Likewise for the µ nodes on the output side of the graph.

Similarly, the H is added to the end of the ∆m tier on the output side of the graph.

Finally, adding one further g(µL) completes the graph in (7.28):

(7.31) g(µLµL∗H)⊙g g(µL) = ∗i

µi µi µi

L H

µ µ µ

⊙g

µi

L

µ

= ∗i

µi µi µi µi

L H L

µ µ µ µ
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Like we saw with the string transformations in the previous section, this CG(Γ) re-

stricts us to graph pairs which can be built out of the primitives in Γ. Parallell to Def-

inition 25, Definition 26 derives a graph relation from a set of correspondence graphs.

In the following, input(G) and output(G) are functions returning the input and output

side, respectively, of a correspondence graph G.9

Definition 26 (Graph relation of a set of correspondence graphs) The graph re-

lation represented by a set CG of correspondence graphs is

R(CG) = {(G1, G2)|∃G ∈ CG s.t. input(G) = G1 and output(G) = G2}

The valid transformations in Hirosaki Japanese, RHJ , can then be seen as rep-

resented by a subset of the graphs in CG(Γ). For example, in g(µLµL∗HµL) above

an underlying star is realized as a H tone, whereas the other, underspecified mora are

associated to default L tones. Thus, the following pair is in R(CG(Γ)):

(7.32)

(

∗i

µi µi µi µi

,
L H L

µ µ µ µ

)

However, there are also some graph pairs in CG(Γ) which do not represent

valid transformations in Hirosaki Japanese. For reference, (7.33) gives more examples

of graphs in CG(Γ). Graphs in (7.33a) represent pairs that we will wish to keep to

describe RHJ , whereas graphs in (7.33b) are ones we will want to exclude.

9 To be explicit, input(G) is the node-induced subgraph of G for the set of nodes in G
whose label is in Σ. A node-induced subgraph of G for a set X of nodes is the graph
generated by taking all of the nodes in X and all of the edges and arcs in G whose
endpoints are in X . Formally, for a correspondence graph G = 〈V,E,A, ℓ, ℓA〉,

input(G) = Gi such that Vi = {v ∈ G|ℓ(v) ∈ Σ}
Ei = {{v, w} ∈ E|v, w ∈ Vi}
Ai = {(v, w) ∈ A|v, w ∈ Ai}
∀v ∈ Vi, ℓi(v) = ℓ(v)

Note that Gi is not a correspondence graph since there is no ℓAi
defined. The function

output(G) is defined in an identical fashion, except with respect to ∆.
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(7.33) a. g(µLµLµH)=

µi µi µi

L H

µ µ µ

g(µLµL∗F)= ∗i

µi µi µi

L H L

µ µ µ

g(µL∗HµLµL)= ∗i

µi µi µi µi

L H L

µ µ µ µ

b. *g(µLµHµL)= *

µi µi µi

L H L

µ µ µ

*g(∗HµL∗H) = * ∗i ∗i

µi µi µi

H L H

µ µ µ

*g(µLµL∗FµL) = * ∗i

µi µi µi µi

L H L

µ µ µ µ

*g(µLµL∗H)= * ∗i

µi µi µi

L H

µ µ µ

Now that we have defined a set of correspondence graphs, we can use constraints

in L
NL
G to define the language-specific patterning of Hirosaki Japanese.

7.3.2 Specifying graph relations with banned subgraph constraints

The following shows how a relation between APGs can be specified using banned

subgraph constraints over a set of correspondence graphs. First, however, it is necessary

to be explicit about the correspondence graph values of the word boundary symbols

⋊ and ⋉, as they will be used in some of the constraints throughout the remainder
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of this chapter. Recall that for a graph g(w), the definition of its satisfaction of a

statement in L
NL
G is based on g(⋊w⋉), and subgraph constraints may include portions

of g(⋊) and g(⋉).

The following discussion will assume that for correspondence graphs representing

relations between APGs, the graph primitives g(⋊) and g(⋉) are as below in (7.34).

For now, the melody tier border node labels are marked with a superscript m, and the

timing tier border node labels are marked with a superscript t. As they will be clear

from the context, these marks will be omitted later on.

(7.34) g(⋊) = ⋊
m
i

⋊
t
i

⋊
m

⋊
m

g(⋉) = ⋉
m
i

⋉
t
i

⋉
m

⋉
m

Note that there are correspondence arcs between the input and output word

boundary symbols; this assumption will be crucial for some of the graph constraints

used below. Also, as the input graphs are built out of primitives which do not neces-

sarily contain melody tier nodes, it is important to also note the possibility of empty

tiers, such as in the graph g(µLµHµL). When delimited by the word boundary sym-

bols, such a graph will appear as in (7.35), with a precedence arc between the ⋊ and

⋉ nodes on the melody tier on the input side of the graph.

(7.35) g(⋊µLµHµL⋉)=

⋊
i µi µi µi

⋉
i

⋊
i

⋉
i ⋊ L H L ⋉

⋊ µ µ µ ⋉

As discussed below, an input melody tier such as in (7.35) can identify input

APGs in which no TBU nodes are associated to any melody tier node.

With the details of the tier boundaries made explicit, it is now possible to discuss

the constraints which can ultimately specify the relation RHJ . First, a great deal of the

work can be done by the constraints on the surface graph pattern outlined in Chapter

6, §6.2.2. These constraints are repeated in (7.36), and their relevant subgraph literals

are recapitulated below in (7.37).
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(7.36) ¬φ⋊L⋉ ∧ ¬φHLH ∧ ¬φH2 ∧ ¬φNF-Cont

(7.37) a. φ⋊L⋉ = ⋊ L ⋉ b. φHLH = H L H

c. φH2 = H

µ µ

d. φNF-Cont = H L

µ µ

If we interpret the labels of the subgraphs in (7.37) as belonging to the alphabet

in the output side of the graph (that is, ∆m ∪∆t), then the constraints in (7.36) ban

graphs in CG(Γ). Examples of excluded graphs are given below in (7.38a) through

(7.38d), corresponding to the banned subgraphs in (7.37a) through (7.37d). Specifi-

cally, ¬φ⋊L⋉ bans any correspondence graph without a H tone on the melody tier in

the output graph (such as when an underlying star node corresponds to a surface L

node, as in (7.38a) below); ¬φHLH bans any graph with more than one H node in the

output (such as in the case of two star nodes corresponding to H nodes, as in (7.38b)

below); ¬φH2 bans any graph with a multiply associated H node in the output (as in

(7.38c) below); and ¬φNF-Cont bans any nonfinal contours (such as in (7.38d) below).

As per usual, the examples below in (7.38) have the offending subgraphs highlighted

in bold.

(7.38) a. *g(µLµL∗L)= * ∗i

µi µi µi

L

µ µ µ

b.*g(∗HµL∗H) = * ∗i ∗i

µi µi µi

H L H

µ µ µ

c.*g(µHµH∗H)= * ∗i

µi µi µi

H

µµµ µµµ µ

d. *g(µLµL∗FµL) = * ∗i

µi µi µi µi

L H L

µ µ µµµ µµµ
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By specifying the valid set of output graphs, the constraints in (7.36) go a long

way in specifying the subset of CG(Γ) that represents the the Hirosaki Japanese APG

relation RHJ . However, there do need to be some constraints on correspondences. For

example, recall that in Hirosaki Japanese unaccented words have a final H tone. In

APG terms, this can be restated as saying that input graphs with an empty melody

tier cannot correspond to a graph whose melody tier ends in L:

(7.39) *g(µLµHµL)= *

µi µi µi

L H L

µ µ µ

All such graphs can be specified with the subgraph in φNo*-L⋉, which specifies

an empty melody tier on the input and a L-final melody tier on the output. As an

example, the offending graph in (7.39) is given with its boundary symbols explicitly

added for clarity in (7.40b).

(7.40) a. φNo*-L⋉ =
⋊

i
⋉

i L ⋉

b. *g(⋊µLµHµL⋉)= *

⋊
i µi µi µi

⋉
i

⋊⋊⋊i ⋉⋉⋉i ⋊ L H L ⋉⋉⋉

⋊ µ µ µ ⋉

The reader can confirm that any correspondence graph whose input side has an

empty melody tier (i.e., no star nodes) but whose final mora corresponds is associated

to a H node on the surface will not contain the subgraph in φNo*-L⋉, and so banning

this substructure will help realize the final H pattern for unaccented words. Again, any

other possible correspondences for unaccented words are taken care of by the surface

constraints in (7.36). For example, a graph in which two (or more) unspecified mora

nodes in the input correspond to two (or more) mora specified to H tones in the output

may satisfy φNo*-L⋉, but it will necessarily contain either the subgraphs in φHLH or φH2:

(7.41) *g(µHµLµH) = *

µi µi µi

H L H

µ µ µ
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We have thus discussed all of the possible correspondences for input mora nodes

not associated with star nodes, and can now turn to the correspondences for input

mora which are associated to a star node. First, recall that in Hirosaki Japanese, a

final accented mora always results in a F tone. In graph terms, this means that a star

node cannot correspond to a final H node, as in the following graph:

(7.42) *g(µLµL∗H)= * ∗i

µi µi µi

L H

µ µ µ

Such graphs can be singled out by the following literal representing a star node

corresponding with a final H node:

(7.43) a. φ*-H⋉ = * ∗i H ⋉

b. *g(µLµL∗H)= * ∗∗∗i

µi µi µi

L H

µ µ µ

There is one final correspondence which has not yet been discussed. In graphs

in CG(Γ) which contain the primitive g(∗L), a star node corresponds to an output

L node, which can be interpreted as an accent being deleted. Such a graph is given

below.

(7.44) *g(∗LµL∗H) = * ∗i ∗i

µi µi µi

L H

µ µ µ

While accents do delete in compounds in Hirosaki Japanese (Haraguchi, 1977),

this discussion is focused on the simple case of single words, and shall thus abstract

away from such compound rules.10 We thus want to exclude any cases in which an

input star node corresponds to an output L node. The following graph literal specifies

exactly the set of graphs containing such a correspondence, as exemplified in (7.45b).

10 Such rules can likely be described by not banning φ*-L below.
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(7.45) a. φ*-L = ∗i L

b. *g(∗LµL∗H) = * ∗∗∗i ∗i

µi µi µi

L H

µ µ µ

By adding ¬φ*-L to our conjunction of negative literals, we can capture the

generalization that accents do not delete in (single words in) Hirosaki Japanese. Inter-

estingly, through this and the other constraints, we also get for free the generalization

that underlying forms in Hirosaki Japanese have at most one accent. Consider any

graph in CG(Γ) which has on the input side of its graph more than one star node.

Given that CG(Γ) is built out of the concatenation of the correspondence graph lit-

erals in Γ in (7.27), each of these input star nodes can correspond to an L node, a H

node, or an H node followed by an L in the output. Of course, ¬φ*-L excludes the

first choice for all of these star nodes. However, the other two choices are intractable,

because if each star node corresponds to its own H in the output, multiple µ nodes

in the output will be associated to H nodes, and thus either ¬φHLH or ¬φH2 will be

violated. As such, any such graph thus cannot appear in the set of graphs described

by the conjunction of graph literals. In other words, the graph literals so far discussed

can specify a set of graphs in CG(Γ) in which at most one star node appears in the

input, without specifically stating that constraint.

We have thus covered all possible correspondences as defined by Γ in (7.27),

and shown the graph literals which can restrict them to the ones that are valid for the

Hirosaki Japanese patternRHJ . The full conjunction of negative literals in L
NL
G utilizing

all of these literals is given below as φHJ below in (7.46).

(7.46) φHJ = ¬φ⋊L⋉ ∧ ¬φHLH ∧ ¬φH2 ∧ ¬φNF-Cont ∧ ¬φNo*-L⋉ ∧ ¬φ*-H⋉ ∧ ¬φ*-L

Let CG(φHJ ) be the set of graphs in CG(Γ) which satisfy φHJ . Examples from

this set are given below. As this is the first example, and as the constraints in φHJ

make extensive reference to boundary nodes, the boundary nodes have been included

(although they shall usually be omitted henceforth).
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(7.47) CG(φHJ ) =
{

⋊
i

⋉
i

⋊
i µi

⋉
i

⋊ H ⋉

⋊ µ ⋉

,

⋊
i ∗i

⋉
i

⋊
i µi

⋉
i

⋊ H L ⋉

⋊ µ ⋉

,

⋊
i

⋉
i

⋊
i µi µi

⋉
i

⋊ L H ⋉

⋊ µ µ ⋉

,

⋊
i ∗i

⋉
i

⋊
i µi µi µi

⋉
i

⋊ H L ⋉

⋊ µ µ µ ⋉

,

⋊
i µi µi µi

⋉
i

⋊
i

⋉
i ⋊ L H ⋊

⋊ µ µ µ ⋉

,

⋊
i ∗i

⋉
i

⋊
i µi µi µi

⋉
i

⋊ L H L ⋉

⋊ µ µ µ ⋉

, . . .
}

Recall that for a set of correspondence graphs CG, R(CG) maps the graphs in

CG to input/output pairs (Definition 26). For CG(φHJ ), R(CG(φHJ )) is thus as in

(7.48).
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(7.48) R(CG(φHJ )) =
{ (

µi

, H

µ

)

,
( ∗i

µi

, H L

µ

)

,
(

µi µi

, L H

µ µ

)

,

( ∗i

µi µi µi

, H L

µ µ µ

)

,

(

µi µi µi

, L H

µ µ µ

)

,

( ∗i

µi µi µi

, L H L

µ µ µ

)

, . . .
}

The reader can confirm that R(CG(φHJ )) = RHJ .

7.3.3 Interim conclusion: graph relations through constraints on corre-

spondence graphs

We have thus shown how a graph relation can be specified using a set of corre-

spondences and banned subgraph constraints in L
NL
G . The particular case of Hirosaki

Japanese was interesting for a number of reasons. First, while established to be a

‘long-distance’-type pattern in Chapter 3, as transformation between APGs it is en-

tirely describable with local constraints over correspondence graphs. Interestingly, the

surface constraints already established in Chapter 6 for Hirosaki Japanese play a large

role in specifying the graph transformation. This preserves the original insight of OT,

which is that surface well-formedness constraints motivate phonological processes.

Two, we saw that it is possible to restrict ourselves to the correct set of under-

lying forms without explicitly writing constraints on the underlying forms. This dis-

tinguishes correspondence graph grammars from both rewrite-rules and OT grammars.

In rewrite-rule grammars, morpheme structure constraints stipulate the structure of un-

derlying forms through statements independent of the rewrite rules (Chomsky and Halle,
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1968). In OT, the grammar says nothing about underlying forms (due to the princi-

ple of Richness of the Base) and thus a separate mechanism, Lexical Optimization,

is recruited to specify underlying forms of morphemes (Prince and Smolensky, 1993,

2004).

A few words should be said about the particular correspondence graph primitives

in Γ. Many sets of graph primitives are logically possible, but given that these are

linguistic graph transformations, there are limits on what kind of correspondence graph

primitives will appear. For example, an input H will never correspond to an output

µ. There then clearly should be a theory of graph primitives for transductions, much

like Definition 17 of APG primitives given in Chapter 4. However, it will be sufficient

here to simply stipulate the graph primitives used to describe RHJ and the following

relations, as the focus of this chapter is on the ability of logical constraints to capture

language-specific transductions. I will thus leave the development of a theory of the

universal constraints on APG graph relations to future work. However, this Γ and

the similar ones used in the remainder of this chapter follow a few assumptions. One,

input nodes only correspond to ‘like’ input nodes on the surface (i.e., no H nodes

corresponding to output µ nodes). Two, as has so far been assumed in the previous

chapters, the output side of the graph is fully specified (i.e., each node on the timing

tier is associated to a node on the melody tier).

7.4 More Autosegmental Transformations

This section builds on the previous section to show how some of the other tonal

patterns discussed in this dissertation, when viewed in terms of input/output trans-

formations, can be described with local constraints on correspondence graphs. The

patterns discussed in this section are those of UTP, Mende, and Hausa. This section

is not meant to be a full typological survey of the describability of tonal processes

with local constraints. Its main purpose is to present a framework for applying the

surface constraints introduced in previous chapters to phonological transformations

over autosegmental graphs. As can be seen in this section and discussed further in the
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conclusion of this chapter, a full theory of tonal transformations will have to answer a

lot of questions.

7.4.1 UTP

Recall that Unbounded Tone Plateauing (UTP), which is found in, for example,

Luganda (Hyman and Katamba, 2010), multiple underlying H tones merge into a single

H tone in the output associated to all TBUs in between. The following example is

repeated from Chapter 2.

(7.49) /mu-tém-a/ + /bi-siḱı/ → mutémá-b́ıśıḱı ‘log-chopper’

❈❈✜✜✟✟
✟

✦✦✦
✦

✘✘✘
✘✘

H H H

Hyman and Katamba (2010) formalize the process thusly:

(7.50) µ µn µ → µ µn µ

◗◗
◗

✧✧
✧

H H H

The surface pattern of UTP was shown in Chapter 6 to be describable by

L
NL
G constraints over APG({H,L}). The APGs corresponding to the underlying forms

in (7.49) and (7.50) can be produced similarly to those for Hirosaki Japanese in the

preceding section. Let us define an alphabet of graph primitives {µ,H}, also concate-

nated with the non-merging operation ⊙. This alhabet of graph primitives and its

corresponding set APG({µ,H}) of graph primitives are given below.

(7.51) g(µ) = µ g(H) = H

µ

(7.52) APG({µ,H}) =
{

µ , H

µ

, µ µ , H

µ µ

, . . . ,

H

µ µ µ

, H H

µ µ µ

, . . .
}
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As a process, UTP can thus be viewed as a relation between graphs inAPG({µ,H})

and graphs in APG({H,L}). Call this relation RUTP , which is given below (examples

with three µ nodes are depicted).

(7.53) RUTP =
{ (

µ µ µ

, L

µ µ µ

)

,

(
H

µ µ µ

, H L

µ µ µ

)

,

(
H H

µ µ µ

, H

µ µ µ

)

, . . .
}

These pairs can be seen as exhibiting correspondences between unassociated µ

nodes and µ nodes associated with an H in the input and µ nodes associated with H

and L nodes in the output. We can generate these correspondences with an alphabet

of correspondence graph primitives very similar to the one used in the previous section

for Hirosaki Japanese:11

(7.54) g(HH) = Hi

µi

H

µ

g(HL) = Hi

µi

L

µ

g(µH) =

µi

H

µ

g(µL) =

µi

L

µ

Let Γ = {HH,HL, µH, µL}. We can specify a subset of the corresponding

CG(Γ) which represents the relation RUTP using constraints in L
NL
G .

11 It is entirely possible to include the primitives from (7.27), but add a constraint to
the grammar below describing RUTP banning subgraphs corresponding to star nodes
and contours. Again, this is because individual correspondence graph primitives can
be banned as subgraphs (see also Footnote 8). In this way, RUTP and RHJ can be
derived through constraints in L

NL
G over graphs from the same CG(Γ). However, for

the sake of simplicity, the following exposition uses a smaller set of correspondence
graph primitives.
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As with RHJ in the preceding section, the constraint established in Chapter

6 which describes the surface pattern of UTP will be very useful. For examle, the

following graph g(HHµLµLHH) is a valid graph in CG(Γ), yet no ‘plateau’ is seen

between the output H nodes.

(7.55) *g(HHµLµLHH) = * Hi Hi

µi µi µi µi

H L H

µ µ µ µ

In Chapter 6, it was shown that the surface pattern of UTP was describable by

banning a single subgraph, that of φHLH , which specifies two H nodes on the melody

tier of the output. As in the above analysis of the Hirosaki Japanese transformation,

this can also be used to specify a correspondence such as in (7.55).

(7.56) *g(HHµLµLHH) = * Hi Hi

µi µi µi µi

H L H

µ µ µ µ

Also like Hirosaki Japanese, input H tones do not delete in UTP. We thus also

consider the H node analog of (7.45) φ*-L, φH-L, in which an input H node corresponds

to a L node. This specifies invalid graphs such as g(HHµLµLHL), which does not

contain two H nodes in the output because the second input H node corresponds to an

output L, below.

(7.57) a. φ*-L = Hi L

b. *g(HHµLµLHL) = * Hi Hi

µi µi µi µi

H L

µ µ µ µ

Finally, in Hirosaki Japanese, multiply associated H tones in the output were

also banned.12 Thus, the only repair was to completely exclude graphs with multiple

12 Remember that, because no merging occurs in concatenation of the input side of
the graphs in the CG(Γ) we are using here, multiply associated H tones cannot occur
in the input.
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star nodes in the input. However, this is not the case in UTP, in which H tones often

associate to multiple morae. Thus, there is one possible output for input graphs with

multiple input H nodes: for these H nodes to correspond to the same H node in the

output. In order for this to happen, the intervening µ nodes must also correspond to µ

nodes associated to an H; this correspondence is represented by a µH graph primitive.

Thus, the input side of the following graph is identical to those in (7.55) and (7.57b),

but it contains neither the subgraphs of φHLH nor φH-L.

(7.58) g(HHµHµHHH) = Hi Hi

µi µi µi µi

H

µ µ µ µ

Thus, banning φHLH and φH-L is all that is required in order to ensure plateauing.

However, there need to be more constraints on when an input µ node which is

not associated to a H node in the input corresponds to a µ node associated to a H node

in the output. For example, consider the following correspondence graphs. In (7.59a),

a single input H node corresponds to a multiply-associated output H node. In (7.59b),

the plateau continues beyond the original position of the second H. Neither these

represents an invalid input/output pair in RUTP , as there is ‘unmotivated’ spreading

of the output H.

(7.59) a. *g(HHµHµHµH) = * Hi

µi µi µi µi

H

µ µ µ µ

b. *g(HHµHHHµH) = * Hi Hi

µi µi µi µi

H

µ µ µ µ

Such graphs contain subgraph in φFH-SpreadR below, which is contained by any

graph in which the µ node following a final input H node corresponds to an output µ

node associated to an H node. This situation can only occur when the final H node

has spread to the right of the mora to which it had originally been associated.
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(7.60) a. φFH-SpreadR = Hi ⋉
i

µi µi

H

µ

b. *g(HHµHµHµH) = * Hi

µµµi µµµi µi µi

H

µ µµµ µ µ

*g(HHµHHHµH) = * Hi Hi

µi µi µµµi µµµi

H

µ µ µ µµµ

Similarly, we also need to be able to exclude similar spreading to the left of the

initial node. This can be done with the mirror image of φFH-SpreadR, φIH-SpreadL.

(7.61) a. φIH-SpreadL = Hi⋊
i

µi µi

H

µ

*g(µHµHµHHH) = * Hi

µi µi µµµi µµµi

H

µ µ µµµ µ

The final issue concerns unspecified input µ nodes corresponding to µ nodes

associated with H nodes when no H node appears in the input. For this, we must

invoke two subgraph literals similar to φNo*-L⋉ from the Hirosaki Japanese analysis.

These literals, φNoH-⋊H and φNoH-⋊LH , specify graphs in which a H node appears in the

output when none appears in the input.
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(7.62) a. φNoH-⋊H =
⋊

i
⋉

i ⋊ H

b.*g(⋊µHµH⋉) = *
⋊⋊⋊

i
⋉⋉⋉

i

⋊
i µi µi

⋉
i

⋊⋊⋊ ⋉H

⋊ µ µ ⋉

c. φNoH-⋊LH =
⋊

i
⋉

i ⋊ L H

d.*g(⋊µLµLµH⋉) = *
⋊⋊⋊

i
⋉⋉⋉

i

⋊
i µi µi µi

⋉
i

⋊⋊⋊ L H ⋉

⋊ µ µ µ ⋉

This covers the correspondences of unspecified µ nodes both in the presence of

input H nodes and in the absence of input H nodes. We thus have seen all subgraph

literals with which we can describe RUTP . The following statement φUTP ∈ L
NL
G bans

all of the subgraphs discussed above.

(7.63) φUTP = ¬φHLH ∧ ¬φH-L ∧ ¬φFH-SpreadR ∧ ¬φIH-SpreadL ∧ ¬φNoH-⋊H ∧ ¬φNoH-⋊LH

The reader can confirm that the set CG(φUTP) of correspondence graphs in

CG(Γ)is the set of graphs in which a multiply-associated H node appears in the output

if and only if there is more than one H node in the input. This is because if there

is more than one H node in the input, then they must merge and form a plateau,

otherwise ¬φHLH will be violated. For any unassociated input µ nodes preceding the

first H-toned µ or following the final L-toned µ, they cannot be associated to a H tone

or violate either ¬φFH-SpreadR or φIH-SpreadL.
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(7.64) CG(φUTP) =
{

µi µi µi

L

µ µ µ

,

Hi

µi µi µi

H L

µ µ µ

,

Hi Hi

µi µi µi

H

µ µ µ

, . . .
}

Thus, plateauing occurs exactly in between the first and last Hs in the input,

which is the UTP generalization. In formal terms, R(CG(φUTP)) = RUTP .

7.4.2 Directionality in Mende and Hausa

Finally, we can also look at the mappings in Mende and Hausa, in which under-

lying unassociated tones are associated to TBUs according to language-specific well-

formedness constraints, as constraints over correspondence graphs. That these trans-

formations involve underlying tones which are not associated to TBUs means that the

set of correspondence graph primitives to be used will be slightly different than in

Hirosaki Japanese and UTP.

To review the patterns, for most forms in Mende both spreading and contours

occur on the right edge of the word. In terms of a mapping, this was traditionally

analyzed as mapping underlying, unassociated tones from left to right, as originally

exemplified in (2.49) in Chapter 2 (p. 49). This is repeated below in (7.65).

(7.65) HL

σσσ

→ HL

σσσ

→ HL

σσσ

→ HL

σσσ

For the sake of brevity, although in rarer cases Mende forms show other patterns

(see Chapter 2, §2.2.1.3 and Chapter 5, 5.3.4), the following discussion will focus on

this particular pattern.
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Hausa can be described as a near mirror image of Mende, in which spreading

and contours occur on the left edge of the word. This has been traditionally analyzed

as a right-to-left mapping of unassociated tones to TBUs, as in the following, repeated

from (2.52) in Chapter 2 (p. 50).

(7.66) HL

σσσ

→ H L

σσσ

→ HL

σσσ

→ HL

σσσ

As shown in Chapter 5, the patterns in Mende and Hausa can be distinguished

by language-specific, local constraints on the well-formedness of the representations.

The following will show how the underlying forms like those in (7.65) and (7.66) can

be mapped to an output which adheres to these surface constraints directly, without

the need of the above intermediate steps. In order to focus on this basic point, the

following discussion will show how the surface constraints outlined in Chapter 5 can be

recruited to constrain the ‘directionality’ portion of this mapping. Importantly, other

small differences between Mende and Hausa, such as the inventory of melodies and

the inventory of contours, will be abstracted away from (the reader is referred back to

Chapter 5 to see the relevant surface constraints for these differences).

First, there is the question of what the set of graphs is to which the underlying

representations in (7.65) and (7.66) belong. A graph representation of the underlying

form in these examples is given below in (7.67).

(7.67) H L

σ σ σ

Such a graph is quite different from the other APGs we have seen so far in this

dissertation, as there are no association edges at all. As such, it is not immediately

clear how to generate it in a way that is comparable to the way the other graphs in

this dissertation have been generated. While there are many logical possibilities, this

discussion shall choose one, although its utility may not become clear until later.
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An important point is that the underlying forms can be seen as adhering to the

OCP. To be fair, there has been some debate about this, with some analyses (Dwyer

(1978) for Mende, Newman (1986, 2000) for some morphemes in Hausa) arguing that

some morphemes require an OCP-violating melody. For example, Dwyer (1978) posits

an underlying LLH melody for Mende forms like [lèlèmá] ‘mantis’ which appear to

violate the left-to-right association paradigm (see (2.24) in Chapter 2). However, as

it was pointed out in Chapter 2, Leben (1978) shows how adherence to the OCP in

such situations can be mantained through an accentual analysis. Again, the discussion

here will abstract away from such cases, which can likely be accounted for using rep-

resentations and constraints such as used for Hirosaki Japanese earlier in this chapter.

Regardless, it is not an unreasonable assumption to posit that the URs for Mende and

Hausa adhere to the OCP.

Thus, let us consider (7.67) to be a member of APG({Hi,Li,Ri,Fi}), defined as

the set of graphs generated using the following graph primitives, concatenated through

the original, OCP-adhering concatenation operation ◦. The ‘i’ subscript here that these

input graph primitives are distinct from the associated versions used to generate the

output graphs.13

(7.68) g(Hi) = H

σ

g(Li) = L

σ

g(Fi) = H L

σ

g(Ri) = L H

σ

Note that, due to the fact that the OCP-adhering ◦ operation merges like,

adjacent nodes on the same tier, there are several ways to generate (7.67). Two of

these, g(HiLiLi) and g(HiHiLi), are shown below.

13 Note that these primitives are incapable of generating the rising-falling contour,
which appears in Mende but not in Hausa. For Mende, we can add this primitives,
and for Hausa, as discussed at the end of Chapter 5, we can either ban this specific
contour or by varying the set of primitives available to Hausa.
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(7.69) a. g(HiLiLi) =

(
(

H

σ

◦
L

σ

)

◦
L

σ

)

=
H L

σ σ

◦
L

σ

=
H L

σ σ σ

b. g(HiHiLi) =

(
(

H

σ

◦
H

σ

)

◦
L

σ

)

=
H

σ σ

◦
L

σ

=
H L

σ σ σ

This fact will be important for characterizing the transformation from these

representations to the surface representations.

The Mende and Hausa tone mapping generalizations can be seen as subsets

of APG({Hi,Li,Ri,Fi}) × APG({H,L,R,F}), where the latter is the standard set of

surface APGs. Let the two relations representing the Mende and Hausa generalizations

be RM and RH , respectively.

(7.70) RM =
{ (

H L

σ σ σ

, H L

µ µ µ

)

,

(
L H L

µ µ

, L H L

µ µ

)

, . . .
}

(7.71) RM =
{ (

H L

σ σ σ

, H L

µ µ µ

)

,

(
H L H

µ µ

, H L H

µ µ

)

, . . .
}
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To create correspondence graphs for these two graph sets, let us use the following

set of correspondence graph primitives linking the APG primitives from each set.

(7.72) g(HH) = Hi

σi

H

σ

g(FF) = Hi Li

σi

H L

σ

g(LL) = Li

σi

L

σ

g(RR) = Li Hi

σi

L H

σ

This set is rather simple, as it does not contain correspondences involving a

change of labels. For example, an input H node cannot correspond to an output

L node. It is possible to include such graph primitives, but they would be banned

anyway—neither Mende nor Hausa (at least in the generalizations on which we are

focusing) delete H tones. As seen above in the UTP discussion, this can be done with

a local constraint banning such a correspondence edge between two such nodes. It thus

does not effect the locality of RM or RH patterns to exclude such primitives.

As both input and output sides of the graphs have to adhere to the OCP,

let CG({HH,LL,FF,RR}) be built out of a concatenation operation ⊙g′ which merges

nodes on both the input and output melody tiers. Thus, this set CG({HH,LL,FF,RR})

contains the sets of correspondence graphs representing the relations of both RM and

RH . For example, g(HHLLLL) and g(HHHHLL) both have an unassociated input LH

melody, however in the former this melody corresponds to an output in which the H

is multiply associated, while in the latter it corresponds to an output in which the L

is multiply associated.

(7.73) a. g(HHLLLL) = Hi Li

µi µi µi

H L

µ µ µ

b. g(HHHHLL) = Hi Li

µi µi µi

H L

µ µ µ
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Again, this is thanks to merging on the melody tier on the input side of the

graph, as shown above in (7.69). When a part of a correspondence graph built out of

the primitives in (7.72), these various ways of building the input graph result correspond

to different output graphs. As such, CG({HH,LL,FF,RR}) contains correspondences

that are valid in RM but not in RH , such as (7.73a), as well as correspondences which

are valid in RH but not in RM , such as (7.73b).

To specify the different subsets of CG({HH,LL,FF,RR}) which correspond to

RM and RH , respectively, we can simply use the surface constraints directly from

Chapter 5 to describe the two patterns. For example, Mende graphs conform to the

statement ¬φNF-H2 ∧ ¬φLF-H2 banning multiple association of non-final tones. These

constraints, taken from (5.24) in Chapter 5 (p. 161), are repeated below in (7.74).

(7.74) a.φNF-H2 = H L

σ σ

b.φNF-L2 = L H

σ σ

The correspondence graph g(HHHHLL)) = (7.73b), for example, does not satisfy

¬φNF-H2 ∧ ¬φLF-H2 , because it contains the subgraph in φNF-H2:

(7.75) g(HHHHLL)) = Hi Li

µi µi µi

H L

µµµ µµµ µ

Thus, while CG({HH,LL,FF,RR}) contains a range of correspondences, it is

enough to use the constraints from the analyses of the surface patterns of each language

to specify the subsets of CG({HH,LL,FF,RR}) that represent their mappings. This

is because this variation only comes in the order of concatenation of the primitives,

not from input nodes corresponding to output nodes of different labels (see discussion

following (7.72)).

Let φM represent the full set of constraints on Mende given in (5.48) in Chapter

5 (p. 162) and φH represent the full set of constraints on Hausa given in (5.33) (p.

164) in the same chapter. These are given below.
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(7.76) a.φM = ¬φHLH ∧ ¬φNF-Cont ∧ ¬φNF-H2 ∧ ¬φNF-L2

b.φH = ¬φNI-Cont ∧ ¬φNI-L2 ∧ ¬φNI-H2 ∧ ¬φ1σ-Cont ∧ ¬φR ∧ ¬φHLHL ∧ ¬φLHLH

Thus, for CG(φM) andCG(φH), defined as the subsets of CG({HH,LL,FF,RR})

satisfying the surface constraints φM and φH for Mende and Hausa, R(CG(φM)) = RM

and R(CG(φH)) = RH . Again, we have defined the input/output relation entirely by

referring to the surface constraints. This in fact makes the analysis somewhat similar

to Zoll (2003)’s analyses of these tone-mapping patterns, as her analysis also makes

reference almost entirely to Markedness, and not Faithfulness constraints (as

discussed in §5.4.1 on p. 176 in Chapter 5).

7.4.3 Interim conclusion: banned subgraph constraints and autosegmental

transformations

This section built on the ideas exemplified in the graph-based analysis of au-

tosegmental transformations in Hirosaki Japanese to further analyze UTP and the

patterns in Mende and Hausa. As with Hirosaki Japanese, when analyzing these pro-

cesses in this fashion, the local, surface graph constraints developed in the preceding

chapters play a large role in specifying the correct graph relation, especially with re-

gards to Mende and Hausa. However, this type of analysis was not without issues. The

analysis of UTP required complex constraints, and the analysis of Mende and Hausa

required very specific assumptions about the building of the input graphs. Exploring

these issues further should be a primary question for future work.

7.5 Conclusion

This chapter developed a theory of phonological transformations, both over

strings and over autosegmental structures, which allows us to take advantage of the

two main ideas developed in this dissertation. One, we can build a restrictive set of

correspondence graphs representing phonological relations through modified versions

of the concatenation operation developed in Chapter 4. Two, we can then specify sets

of these graphs, representing language-specific phonological transformations, using the
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banned subgraph grammars developed in Chapter 5. This provides the beginning of

a theory of phonological transformations based on locality as it is defined in graphs.

However, many questions remain. One, as mentioned above, it is unclear how this

notion of locality over relations compares to that in Chandlee (2014).

Furthermore, there were some complex constraints, such as φNF-SpreadR in the

UTP analysis. As discussed at the end of Chapter 5, there is no simpler logic than

conjunctions of negative literals, but given graph structures, there is a possibility of

forming a more restrictive theory based on restricting the types of subgraphs we may

use in our constraints. What is the nature of φNF-SpreadR? Are there any properties it

has that make it a valid constraint, as opposed to any arbitrary graph with six nodes?

The answers to these questions shall be left to future work.

Finally, there were two important components for the transformations described

in this chapter: the set of graphs showing the possible correspondences, and the con-

straints restricting this set to the language-specific set of correspondences. These are,

in implementation, independent. However, it is yet to be determined to what extent

the locality of the transformations depends on the concatenation. As shown in §7.2.1,

an important property of the particular way that the correspondence graphs were built

is that they are restrictive in that they disallowed particular kinds of correspondences,

such as those reversing a string of phonological units, in a principled way. The gener-

alizations in this chapter would likely still be describable with local constraints given

a different theory of how to generate the correspondence graphs, as long as some re-

strictive notion of correspondence is maintained.
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Chapter 8

SOME REMAINING ISSUES

The previous chapters have shown how a theory of banned subgraph constraints

can capture language-specific tone patterns, both local and long-distance, and also

how the notion of a banned subgraph can be invoked to describe transformations over

autosegmental structures. The focus of this chapter is to discuss two remaining issues

with these constraints and sketch possible solutions.

First, banned subgraph constraints cannot describe a pattern in which a gram-

matical substructure—i.e., a substructure that we want to allow in the pattern—is a

superstructure of a banned substructure. This is not an obvious problem in string

descriptions of phonological patterns, but, as shall be reviewed below, such a situa-

tion arises in the autosegmental description of obligatory contours in Aghem (Hyman,

2014). The proposed solution to this superstructure problem is to enrich autosegmen-

tal representations to include information about local associations which do not occur.

Such structure has appeared before in phonological theory, and, as argued in Chapter

3, the addition of representational information is preferable to increasing the power of

the logic beyond banned subgraph constraints.

Second, a central issue in a theory of language-specific constraints is how speak-

ers can learn these constraints. The second part of this chapter shows how there is

a clear method for learning banned subgraph constraints, based on work in learning

these constraints in strings. While this method is not necessarily efficient for graphs

in general, as is explained in the chapter, the restricted structure of autosegmental

representations suggests that an efficient algorithm for learning banned subgraph con-

straints over autosegmental graphs does exist. This is a major step towards showing
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that the theory of language-specific constraints put forward by this dissertation has a

provably correct, cognitively plausible learning mechanism.

This chapter is structured as follows. The superstructure problem is identified

and its solution is presented in §8.1, then §8.2 addresses the problem of learning banned

substructure constraints over APGS.

8.1 Spreading in Aghem: The Superstructure Problem

This section reviews an issue with banned subgraph constraints which I shall

call the superstructure problem, in which banned subgraph constraints cannot describe

a graph set in which an allowed subgraph is a superstructure of a banned subgraph.

This is a generalization of the particular problem of obligatory spreading rules involving

contours, as shall be exemplified below. This problem, however, has a simple solution:

to enrich APGs to include information indicating when associations have not occurred.

Some of the below discussion has been adapted from Jardine and Heinz (in press),

which also concerns the superstructure problem in autosegmental constraints.

8.1.1 Contours in Aghem

Consider the Bantu language Aghem (Hyman, 2014), in which a tones always

spread one mora to the right:

(8.1) Aghem (Hyman, 2014)

a. /é - nòm/ → [é - nôm] ‘to be hot’

b. /é - nòm - sO/ → [é - nôm - sÒ] ‘to heat (sth.)’

(8.2) a. H L → H L [é - nôm] ‘to be hot’

e-nom
❝❝

e-nom

b. H L → H L [é - nôm - sÒ] ‘to heat (sth.)’

e-nom-sO
❝❝ ❜
❜

e-nom-sO

The root [nǒm] ‘be hot’ is pronounced with a falling tone in both examples

in (8.1) because it is associated with both a H tone and an L tone. A constraint
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on surface well-formedness in Aghem making such spreading obligatory must then

distinguish between the following two APGs.

(8.3) a. * H L

σ σ

b. H L

σ σ

HL HF

In (8.3a), we have a structure in which a H tone is followed by a L tone, and

both tones are associated to distinct, adjacent segments. I will call this the ‘HL’ graph,

as it will be a useful example for the following discussion. In Aghem the HL structure is

banned in favor of the structure in (8.3b), which I will call the HF graph, as it surfaces

as a high followed by a falling tone mora.

The HL graph in (8.3a), which we want to exclude, is a subgraph of the HF

graph in (8.3b), which we want to keep. This is highlighted in (8.4).

(8.4) H L

σσσ σσσ

Thus, any banned substructure constraint which bans (8.3a) will also ban (8.3b).

This means that from the point of SL graph constraints, the HL graph is indistinguish-

able from the HF graph. This is the general problem with patterns in which a contour

is obligatory in a particular configuration: the configuration without the contour is

a subgraph of the configuration with the contour. Let us call this the superstruc-

ture problem, as there is a subgraph we wish to allow in our graph set which is a

superstructure of a banned subgraph. Note that this is not an issue for the banned

substring constraints discussed in Chapter 3; a constraint ¬HL banning the substring

HL would still allow strings containing the substring HF. The difficulty with contours

and banned subgraph constraints is thus due to the additional structural information

in autosegmental representations.

As discussed in detail in Chapter 3, when a particular logical formalism cannot

describe an attested pattern, there are two options for developing a theory which can.
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The first option is to move to a more powerful logical language, while the second option

is to enrich the representation. Just as with strings, the second option is preferable to

the first, as it allows for a more restrictive theory of well-formedness. Furthermore, to

solve the superstructure problem by moving to more expressive logics over graphs, we

must move beyond the power of even full propositional logic, as its statements are still

evaluated based on subgraphs.

8.1.2 Solution 1: More expressive logics

To see why, let us try and write a propositinal statement which requires a

contour as in the Aghem pattern. Recall that a propositional logic allows not just

negative literals (=banned subgraph constraints), but any statement built out of literals

(positive or negative) and the usual boolean operators (recall LP , the propositional

logic over strings, from Chapter 3, §3.3). Thus a propositional logic L
P
G for graphs,

which properly includes the logic L
NL
G of banned subgraph constraints, can require

substructures with positive literals. For example, the following literal requires the HF

subgraph:

(8.5) φHF = H L

σ σ

Recall from Chapter 5, Definition 22 that a graph G satisfies a graph literal if

and only if that literal is a subgraph of G. Thus, the set of graphs in which satisfy

φHF are exactly those which contain the HF structure as a subgraph. However, this

is not an accurate description of the pattern in Aghem, which states that if a H tone

precedes a L tone, that H must also be associated to the same mora as the L. It is true

that propositional logic allows us to write conditionals, such as the following (where

φHL is the literal corresponding to the graph in (8.3a)).

(8.6) φHL → φHF
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This constraint does distinguish between the HL graph in (8.3a) and the HF

graph in (8.3b). The HL graph violates (8.6) because it contains its antecedent HL

structure, but not also its consequent HF structure. In contrast, the HF graph satisfies

both.

However, (8.6) does not specify exactly the set of graphs that describe an

Aghem-like pattern. The constraint in (8.6) only says that if the HL graph is present

in a graph, then the HF graph must also be present. It says nothing about where the

HF graph should be. Thus, the graph below in (8.7) satisfies (8.6), even though it

contains an HL structure on the surface:

(8.7) H L

σ σ

H L

σ σ

Thus LP
G, while more powerful than L

NL
G , does not contain the kind of statements

we need to describe Aghem.

One potential solution is then to move to first-order logic (FO), which is expres-

sive enough to enforce properties of individual nodes (and, over strings, is known to be

strictly more expressive than propositional logic (Rogers et al., 2013)). However, just as

Chapter 3 showed for LP over strings, FO over graphs—henceforth L
FO
G —overgenerates

as a theory for tonal well-formedness.

Briefly, statements in L
FO
G are made of predicates representing properties of

nodes, or relations between nodes, where nodes are represented by variables.1 For

example, H(x) is true when the variable x refers to a node that is labeled with H. Given

an APG G = {V,A,E, ℓ} and a node labeling alphabet {H,L, σ} and tier boundary

symbols {⋊,⋉} (let’s assume that they are the melody tier boundary symbols), we can

have the following basic predicates:

1 This is a very informal discussion of first order logic. A slightly more detailed in-
troduction can be found in Jardine and Heinz (in press), and detailed mathematical
introductions can be found in Enderton (1972) and Rogers et al. (2013).
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(8.8) H(x) True when x refers to a node in G labeled H

L(x) True when x refers to a node in G labeled L

σ(x) True when x refers to a node in G labeled σ

⋊(x) True when x refers to a node in G labeled ⋊

⋉(x) True when x refers to a node in G labeled ⋊

arc(x, y) True when x and y refer to two nodes i, j in G such that

(i, j) ∈ A

edge(x, y) True when x and y refer to two nodes i, j in G such that

{i, j} ∈ E

Sentences in L
FO
G are thus made up of these predicates combined with the stan-

dard boolean connectives {∧,∨,¬,→} and where each variable is quantified. It will be

enough to refer to the universal quantifier ∀:

(8.9) (∀x1, x2, ..., xn)[φ(x1, ..., xn)] is true for G when for all sets of nodes up to size

n, φ(x1, ..., xn) is true for those nodes (where φ(x1, ..., xn) is some set of the

above predicates using variables {x1, ..., xn} and connected by the boolean

connectives).

For example, the following statement is in L
FO
G .

(8.10) (∀x, y)[(H(x) ∧ arc(x, y)) → L(y)]

This is true in a graph if for all pairs x, y, if x is an H node and y follows H , then

y must be a L node. For example, the HL graph, repeated below in (8.11a) satisfies

(8.10), whereas (8.11b) does not.

(8.11) a. H L

σ σ

b. H H

σ σ

In (8.11b), when x refers to the first H node and y refers to the second, they

satisfy the first part of the conditional (H(x) ∧ arc(x, y)) but not the second (L(y)).
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Thus, it does not satisfy (8.10). However, in (8.11a), the H and the L node satisfy

both parts of this conditional (and for all other pairs of nodes, e.g. the two σ nodes,

the first part of the conditional will be false, and thus it is satisfied).

With statements in L
FO
G , we have the power to require structures locally, which is

exactly what is needed to describe the Aghem contours pattern. The relevant statement

is given below in (8.12).

(8.12) φFO
HF = (∀w, x, y, z)

[(
H(w) ∧ edge(w, x) ∧ L(z) ∧ edge(L, z) ∧ arc(x, y)

)

→ edge(w, y)
]

This formula forces a particular structure. If w is some H node associated

to some σ node x, and z is some L node associated to some sigma node y, and x

immediately precedes y, then w must also be associated to y. This conditional can be

shown schematically as in (8.13), which explicitly marks the node variables.

(8.13) w

x y

z

H L

σ σ

→ w

x y

z

H L

σ σ

This looks like the conditional of propositional literals φHL → φHF from (8.6)

above, but the crucial difference is that the two parts of the conditional are ‘anchored’

by the variable labels: if there is an HL structure, then those same nodes must also

make up a HF structure. The reader can confirm that the set of APGs which satisfies

this statement is exactly the Aghem contour pattern. Thus, through the specification

of structures using variables, LFO
G statements can deal with the superstructure problem

in a way that LP
G cannot.

However, LFO
G is very powerful, and L

FO
G statements can also pick out discontin-

uous structures (as LP
G does as well). For example, consider the following L

FO
G sentence,

which is a variation on φFO
HF above:

(8.14) φFO
IH,FH = (∀w, x, y, z)

[(
⋊ (w) ∧ arc(w, x) ∧H(x) ∧⋉(z) ∧ arc(y, z)

)
→

H(y)
]
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This sentence states that if there is some H node x preceded by a ⋊ node w,

and y is the node preceding the ⋉ node z, then y must also be an H node. The reader

can confirm that this conditional is only satisfied by graphs containing the following

structure, which is discontinuous because there are no edges relating the nodes w or x

to y or z.

(8.15) w x y z
⋊ H H ⋉

Then, it is clear that the set of graphs in APG(Γ) over the standard set of

graph primitives for Γ = {H,L} which satisfy φFO
IH,FH are those graphs in which if the

first syllable is H-toned, then the last syllable must also be H-toned, regardless of

the tone values of the syllables in between. In other words, this is the set of graphs

corresponding exactly to the set of strings L(φIH,FH ) discussed in detail in Chapter 3,

§3.4.3, as an unattested phonological well-formedness pattern which can be described

by logics higher than L
NL. Thus, this is one example of the global power of LFO

G allowing

it to describe unattested patterns. As first-order logic is strictly more powerful than

propositional logic, it overgenerates in strictly more ways than propositional logic. For

more examples, see Jardine and Heinz (in press) or Rogers et al. (2013).

Thus, by increasing the logical language to L
FO
G , we can solve the superstruc-

ture problem, but as a theory of phonological well-formedness it clearly overgenerates.

Future work may consider fragments, or restrictions, of LFO
G , but there is currently no

clear candidate for autosegmental well-formedness.2 A more straightforward strategy

for dealing with the superstructure problem, which is the strategy advocated for earlier

2 Graf (2010a,b) and (Potts and Pullum, 2002) argue for using modal logic in phonol-
ogy. Modal logic is known to be equivalent to the fragment of first order logic in which
any statement can only refer to two variables (see Blackburn et al., 2006). However,
this clearly cannot capture patterns like the one in Aghem, which minimally needs to
be able to refer to a three-node structure: the H node, the L node, and the σ node to
which they are both associated.
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in the dissertation, is to instead enrich the structure. This is detailed in the following

section.

8.1.3 Solution 2: Enriching the structure

To reiterate the particular instance of the superstructure problem in Aghem, we

need to distinguish between the autosegmental HL structure, which is ungrammatical,

and the HF structure, which is grammatical:

(8.16) a. * H L

σ σ

b. H L

❝❝
σ σ

We have thus far seen that, given a faithful graph representation of these two

autosegmental diagrams, these two cannot be distinguished by banned subgraph con-

straints, as the grammatical (8.16b) is a superstructure of the ungrammatical (8.16a).

However, with the minimal addition of information to the structure, we can define a

representation scheme such that this is no longer true in this particular situation.

The key is to make explicit when association does not occur. We can do so by

making an addition to the notion of concatenation. Recall that the definition of the

concatenation of two APGs defined in Chapter 4 distinguished between ‘end’ nodes

(‘end’ nodes the last nodes on each tier in the first graph and the first nodes on each

tier in the second graph) to be merged (i.e., identical end nodes on the melody tier) and

‘end’ nodes to be bridged (all other pairs of end nodes). We can add ‘anti-association’

edges in between the last node on one tier and the first node on the other tier if neither

of them are being merged. Marking these anti-association lines with wavy, dotted lines,

the concatenation of primitives to obtain the HL and HF structures would result in

the following graphs:3

3 To distinguish between edges representing association lines and edges representing
antiassociation lines, we can use labeled edges to mark the two different kinds of asso-
ciation. This informal discussion will not go into the details of this, and so the reader
is referred to, e.g., Engelfriet and Hoogeboom (2001) for definitions of graphs with
labeled edges.
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(8.17) a. H

σ

◦ L

σ

= H L

σ σ

b. H

σ

◦ H L

σ

= H L

σ σ

In (8.17a), neither the H or L nodes are candidates for merging, and so antias-

sociation lines are drawn between the H node and the σ node of the second primitive

and the L and the σ node of the first primitive. In contrast, in (8.17b), the two H

nodes from the primitives have been merged, and so no association lines are drawn

from them. Note also that no antiassociation line comes from the first σ node to the

L node on the melody tier; this is because the L node is not one of the ‘ends’ of the

second primitive, as it is not the first node on its tier. This makes sense in terms of

the No-Crossing Constraint: given the NCC, it is not possible that the L nodes and

the first σ could be associated, as it would cross the association between the H nodes

and the second σ.

Note that, as they are derived from concatenation, these anti-association lines

are ‘local’ in that they are only drawn between adjacent timing and melody nodes.

For example, under this concatenation paradigm, the concatenation of four primitives

would look like this:

(8.18) H

σ

◦ L

σ

◦ H

σ

◦ L

σ

= H L H L

σ σ σ σ

If we consider the set of APGs generated with this new concatenation operation,

then the HL and HF structures now look very different, as can be seen in (8.17).

Crucially, the HL structure (8.17a) is no longer a substructure of HF (8.17b). In fact,

they can now be distinguished by banning the following subgraph:

(8.19) φHL = H L

σ σ
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The new literal φHL can be interpreted as the following: it singles out a situation

in which a H tone has failed to associate to a following L-toned syllable. This structure

is a subgraph of the HL structure in (8.17a) (as highlighted below in (8.20)) but not

of (8.17b). Thus, we can ban the HL structure with the negative subgraph constraint

¬φHL.

(8.20) H L

σσσ σσσ

Thus, antiassociation lines allow us to deal with this particular instance of the

superstructure problem by avoiding it completely. But how can they be interpreted

phonologically? First, antiassociation lines make a claim that speakers have some

knowledge of, for example, where an H tone ‘ends’—i.e., the following syllable to which

has an antiassociation line. How can we tell if this is psychologically real? For one,

it is reasonable to posit that, in a language like Aghem, HF sequences are originally

derived from a sequence of H and L syllables (this is reflected in Hyman (2011b)’s

synchronic analysis). With antiassociation lines in the representation, this change can

be interpreted as speakers making a switch from an antiassociation line (HL) to an

association line (HF).

Furthermore, there is precedent for such structure in other analyses of phonol-

ogy, although not as explicit. For example, take the following constraint from Walker

(2011, 2014)’s recent analyses of vowel harmony:

(8.21) ∀harmony

For every feature F in a word, a violation is assigned to every vowel to which F

is not associated.

Any implementation of ∀harmony must have some way of detecting associa-

tions that didn’t occur. This is exactly what antiassociation lines are.

Of course, note that Walker’s constraint requires ‘non-local’ antiassociation

lines, spanning from F to any other potential target in the representation. In the
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revision to the concatenation paradigm proposed above, antiassociation lines remain

‘local’ in that they are constrained to adjacent tone/timing unit pairs. As such, this

additional structure is not going to allow the same kind of overgeneration that befalls

moving to more powerful logics like L
FO
G . Thus, the more restrictive solution to the

superstructure problem is to enrich the structure.

8.1.4 Interim summary: the superstructure problem

The preceding has dealt with a particular instance of what has been dubbed

here as the superstructure problem: when a grammatical structure is a superstructure

of an ungrammatical one. It has been shown that the addition of representational

primitives is preferable solution to dealing with this problem than to increasing the

logical power.

As detailed in Jardine and Heinz (in press), there can be other versions of the

superstructure problem in phonology—in particular, when underspecification is used,

an underspecified structure cannot be banned, as a specified structure will always be

a superstructure of it. However, the result in that work is the same as what was seen

here: this problem can be dealt with locally by enriching the representation. Future

work can look for other instances of the superstructure problem in phonology, which

can further our theory of representational primitives.

8.2 Learning

Having introduced a solution to the superstructure problem, we can now turn

to the second problem introduced at the beginning of this chapter, which is how it

is possible to learn language-specific banned subgraph constraints from positive data.

The following presents a simple solution based on results in learning banned substruc-

ture constraints in strings. Briefly, the solution is a learning algorithm (henceforth

“learner”) which, given a set of input data from a particular pattern, remembers all

connected substructures of size k. The banned substructures can then be inferred from
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this set. The upshot of this is that it is the local nature of these constraints that makes

them learnable by focusing on connected substructures of a particular size.

This learner is couched in the paradigm of exact identification in the limit in

polynomial time and data (de la Higuera, 2010). The question asked by this paradigm

is: for a class of patterns, is there a learner which can efficiently induce the grammar

for any target pattern in that class, given a finite set of data whose size is bound by

the size of the grammar? The class of patterns in our case is the set of graph patterns

describable in L
NL
G . While a proof is not offered here, the following shows how proven

results in L
NL string grammars can be applied to L

NL
G , and thus it is likely efficiently

learnable from positive data.

What does this mean in terms of phonological theory? It means that, for the

theory of language-specific banned subgraph constraints advanced in this dissertation,

there exists a method for learning any grammar in this theory, and that this learn-

ing method is cognitively plausible in terms of the computations and data it requires.

This method is idealized in the sense that the learner is only expected to learn from

‘errorless’ data; it is not stochastic, and thus treats each data point equally. This is

of course an abstraction from the real world, in which children are exposed to speech

errors, foreign words which do not adhere to their language’s native phonology, etc.

However, the question of how to deal with errors is largely orthogonal to a major

question raised by the theory proposed in this dissertation, which is whether or not

language-specific banned subgraph constraints are learnable at all, even under (rea-

sonably) idealized conditions. As such, the following still forms a step towards solving

the learning problem, because it shows how the local nature of these constraints al-

lows them to be learned. As briefly discussed below, future work can build on this

knowledge to develop a stochastic learner for learning from imperfect data.

This section is structured as follows. First, §8.2.1 defines the learning paradigm

in order to make explicit the criteria for learning. Then §8.2.2 discusses how banned

substructure constraints in strings are learned, and §8.2.3 extends this to banned sub-

graph constraints.
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8.2.1 Exact identification in the limit

In order to claim that a grammar formalism is learnable we must define what the

set of learning criteria is. The set of critera chosen here is that of exact identification in

the limit in polynomial time and data (de la Higuera, 2010). Informally, this paradigm

states that there must be a learner for the formalism which meets the following strict

criteria. First, it must be able to identify any pattern describable by a grammar in the

formalism exactly. Second, the learner must learn from positive data only, although it

is assumed that it will not see any data not consistent with a target pattern. Third, it

must do so efficiently and on a set of data whose size is bound by the size of the target

grammar. While idealized in a number of ways that will be described below, these

criteria help to ensure that the learner, while abstract, is at least cognitively plausible,

as they set bounds on the number of computations the learner must make and the

amount of data it must see in order to correctly learn. The following describes this

learning paradigm in the abstract terms necessary to understand the learners described

in the subsequent subsections.

Take a class C of patterns describable by some class G of grammars. The follow-

ing will use L ∈ C to refer to a pattern in C, G ∈ G to refer to a grammar in G, and,

as earlier in the dissertation, L(G) to refer to the pattern described by G. ‘Pattern’

here refers to any potentially infinite set of objects, in particular the formal languages

and graph sets that have been the object of much of the discussion in this dissertation.

A class is just a (again, potentially infinite) set of patterns; for instance, the set of

languages describable by L
P , or the set of graph sets describable by L

NL
G . A class C is

learnable if there exists an algorithm A which satisfies a number of conditions. First,

A must take in input data from a member of C and return a grammar in G.

Definition 27 (Learner for a class) A learner for a class C of patterns describable

by a class G of grammars is an algorithm A which takes as input a finite input sample

D ⊆ L for some member L of C and returns a grammar G ∈ G. Let A(D) refer to the

output of A on D.
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The input sample D is the formalization of the experience of the learner; it rep-

resents, for example, the set of sentences a child hears, or, more relevant to phonology,

the set of words a child hears. Note that the above assumes that D is consistent with

L, that is, all members of D are members of L. Again, this is an idealization, assuming

that the learner is exposed to no ungrammatical input.

Finally, note that Definition 27 does not define whether or not A(D) is correct.

In order to do so, we need to define a characteristic sample. A characteristic sample is

a minimal set of data the learner needs to see in order to succeed. We add the further

restriction that if the learner has seen the characteristic sample, it must always return

the correct grammar, no matter what other data it sees (still assuming that it will only

see data consistent with the target pattern).

Definition 28 (Characteristic sample) For a learner A, a characteristic sample

CS for a language L ∈ C is some finite subset of L such that for all input samples D

of L such that CS ⊆ D, A(D) = G such that L(G) = L.

In other words, the presence of the characteristic sample for L in an input

sample is enough to guarantee that A correctly learns a grammar for L. Note that the

criterion L(G) = L means that A has to learn the target language exactly.

There are two more criteria for A, which are that it must be ‘reasonable’ in the

sense that it is efficient and there is some bound on the amount of data it needs to

succeed.

Definition 29 (Identification in polynomial time and data) A class C of pat-
terns and G of grammars is identifiable in polynomial time and data if there exists a
learner for the class A and two polynomial functions p() and q() such that

a. For any input sample D of size m for any pattern L ∈ C, A runs in O(p(m))
time.

b. For each grammar G ∈ G of size n, there is some characteristic sample of L(G)
for A such that the size of the characteristic sample is at most O(q(n)).

The term O(p(m)) in Definition 29a simply means that the number of steps

A has to take to return a grammar A(D) will grow at most polynomially as the size of
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D increases. (How to measure the size of data will become clearer with the examples

in the following subsections.) In other words, the larger D gets, there is some bound

on the time it will take A to run (e.g., it won’t run exponentially longer the more data

it sees).4 This helps to ensure that A is cognitively plausible, as we can reasonably

assume that human brains can implement algorithms which run in polynomial time

(which, in terms of time complexity, is reasonably efficient).

Similarly, term O(q(n)) in Definition 29b indicates that the size of the charac-

teristic sample needed for A to correctly identify L(G) will grow at most polynomially

as the size of G increases. In other words, no matter how large a grammar G is, the

characteristic sample of L(G) is bounded by the size of G. Again, this ensures cognitive

plausibility because we know that A does not need some unreasonably large set of data

in order to correctly learn a pattern.

These concepts are best illustrated through the learning of substructure con-

straints in strings, which is the subject of the following subsection.

8.2.2 Learning banned substructure constraints in strings

We can now see how the local nature of banned substructure constraints makes

them learnable under this paradigm in strings. The basic idea is this: if a learner is

given a fixed window k of substrings to examine, it can accurately learn any pattern

describable by banned substructure constraints of size less than or equal to k.

If we take L
NL, the set of conjunctions of negative literals over strings, to be

our set of grammars G, then as discussed in Chapter 3, §3.4.4, the class C of patterns

we are able to describe are the Strictly Local (SL) (McNaughton and Papert, 1971).

Let SL denote this class. For example, LKJ , the pattern LKJ of Kagoshima Japanese

tone, in which a high tone can appear in either ultimate or penultimate position, is a

member of SL. This formal language, along with the statement in L
NL that describes

it, is repeated in (8.22) below from (3.3) and (3.7) in Chapter 3, §3.3.2 (p. 88). The

4 For a primer on time complexity, the reader is referred to Cormen (2013).
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statement of φKJ below uses the substring literals themselves instead of the naming

convention for the statements used in that chapter; i.e., ¬HLL instead of ¬φHLL.

(8.22) a. φKJ = ¬HLL ∧ ¬HLH ∧ ¬HH ∧ ¬LL⋉

b. In LKJ Not in LKJ

H, HL, LH, L, LL, HH, LLL,

LHL, LLH, HLL, HHL, HHH,

LLHL, LLLH, LHH, LLLL, HLLL,

. . . , LLLLHL, . . . , HLLHLHL,

LLLLLH, . . . LHLHLH, . . .

Recall that for any statement in L
NL, there is some value k for the longest literal

in that statement; in φKJ above, it is 3, as HLL, HLH, and LL⋉ are all of length 3.

Let SL3 be the class of languages describable by a statement in L
NL
G whose longest

substring is of size 3. Clearly, LKJ belongs to SL3. To generalize, let SLk refer to

the class of all formal languages describable by statements in L
NL whose longest literal

is of length k. The following theorem is due to Garćıa et al. (1990); Heinz (2010b)

(although these works did not talk about SL in logical terms):

Theorem 7 For any fixed k, the class SLk is identifiable in the limit from positive

data in polynomial time and data.

I omit a formal proof here, but the learner that accomplishes this is easily

demonstrated. Define a function subsk which takes as an input a string and returns

the substrings of length k of that string:

Definition 30 (subsk) For a string w ∈ Σ∗,

subsk(w) = {u| u is a substring of ⋊ w ⋉ and the length of u is k}

This function works exactly as the scanning procedure described for evaluating

constraints in L
NL in Chapter 3, §3.4.4. We fix a window of size k and scan the input

string w, remembering each substring seen in the window. For example, subs3(LLHL)

can be calculated as follows:
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(8.23) ⋊ L L H L ⋉

⋊LL

⋊ L L H L ⋉

LLH

⋊ L L H L ⋉

LHL

⋊ L L H L ⋉

HL⋉

subs3(LLHL) = {⋊LL, LLH, LHL, HL⋉}

Note that this picture is almost identical to the one in (3.10b) from §3.4.4 (p.

94). The subsk function thus builds on the local nature of the constraints; it remembers

each scanned substring, without collecting any information about its relationship to

other parts of the structure. Note also that the only calculations it makes are each step

through the string, plus remembering the k symbols seen in the scanner at each step.

Thus, the time complexity of subsk is linear in the size of w (which is sub-polynomial).

By extending subsk to sets of strings, we have almost all of the ingredients for

a learning algorithm for SLk. For a set D of strings, let subsk(D) be defined as the

union of all of the substrings of size k of each string in D:

(8.24) subsk(D) =
⋃

w∈D subsk(w)

(8.25) (Example) If D = {LH, LLHL}, then

subs3(D) = {⋊LH, LH⋉, ⋊LL, LLH, LHL, LH⋉}

This gives us what can be called the observed substrings of D; that is, the

substrings of size k which appear in D. Given a fixed alphabet Σ, a learner can then

assume the banned substrings of D are exactly those substrings of size k which are

not observed in subsk(D). This is calculable because the set of all logically possible

substrings of size k, subsk(Σ
∗), is finite.5 Let banned-subsk(D) be the function which

does this calculation:

Definition 31 (banned-subsk) For a set of strings D ⊆ Σ∗,

banned-subsk(D) = subsk(Σ
∗)− subsk(D)

5 This follows from the fact that k is some finite number. The reader can confirm that
subsk(Σ

∗) = Σk ∪ ({⋊}·Σk−1) ∪ (Σk−1·{⋉}), which is a finite set.
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The algorithm for learning SLk from a data setD is thus simply one that returns

a statement in L
NL made up of the banned substrings of D. Call this algorithm AL

NL

k :

Definition 32 (ALNL

k ) For a finite set of strings D ⊂ Σ∗,

ALNL

k (D) = ¬u1 ∧ ¬u2 ∧ u3 ∧ ... ∧ un

where

{u1, u2, u3, ..., un} = banned-subsk(D)

There are two important things about AL
NL

k , which are essentially equivalent.

First, ALNL

k is extremely conservative; any substring it has not seen in the data it

assumes to be a banned substring. Conversely, any substring it has seen in the data will

not appear as a banned substring constraint, and thus counts as an allowed substring.

This allows the learner to generalize beyond the finite set of data it has seen.

To see how, let us consider how AL
NL

3 , which learns from substrings of size 3,

behaves given two different input samples, D = {LH, LLHL} and D′ = {LH,HL,

LLHL,LLLHL}. As seen above in the example in (8.25), subs3(D) = {⋊LH,LH⋉,

⋊LL,LLH,LHL,LH⋉}, so ALNL

3 (D) returns a statement banning all substrings of size

3 except for this set:

(8.26) ALNL

3 (D) = ¬⋊HL ∧ ¬⋊ HH ∧ ¬LLL ∧ ¬LHH ∧ ¬HLL∧

¬HLH ∧ ¬HHL ∧ ¬HHH ∧ ¬LL⋉ ∧ ¬HH⋉

While AL
NL

3 (D) contains many of the banned substring constraints in φKJ from

(8.22a), the set of strings which satisfy ALNL

3 (D) is not equal to LKJ . In fact, the reader

can confirm that the set of strings that satisfy AL
NL

3 (D) is the following finite set:

(8.27) {LH, LHL, LLHL}

Note that AL
NL

3 has generalized from D, in that it now admits the string LHL,

which is a new string that did not appear in D. It does this because it has removed
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the substrings ⋊LH (from LH in D), LHL, and HL⋉(from LLHL in D) from the set

of banned substrings.

We can see the full power of generalization when we consider D′. The set

subs3(D
′) adds the substrings LLL and ⋊HL (from the strings LLLHL and HL, re-

spectively) to subs3(D).

(8.28) subs3(D) = {⋊LH, LH⋉, ⋊LL, LLH, LHL, LH⋉, ⋊HL, LLL}

As such, ALNL

3 (D′) is very similar to ALNL

3 (D), with the exception that the

banned substring constraints ¬LLL and ⋊HL have been removed.

(8.29) ALNL

3 (D′) = ¬⋊ HH ∧ ¬LHH ∧ ¬HLL∧

¬HLH ∧ ¬HHL ∧ ¬HHH ∧ ¬LL⋉ ∧ ¬HH⋉

This statement is equivalent to φKJ from (8.22a), and thus describes LKJ . Note

that, because the learner deals with substrings of size 3, it cannot learn ¬HH from

φKJ per se, but instead learns every banned substring constraint of size 3 that contains

HH; i.e., ¬ ⋊ HH, ¬LHH, ¬HHL, ¬HHH, and ¬HH⋉. The other banned substring

constraints are all shared with φKJ .

It is easy to see that once ALNL

k has seen all the allowed substrings in a SLk lan-

guage it will correctly return a logical statement describing that language. In other

words, for a statement φ ∈ L
NL, the set of possible substrings of size k not banned

by φ is the characteristic sample for L(φ) for AL
NL

k . Once AL
NL

k has seen all such sub-

strings in a SLk language, it will correctly return φ, no matter what other strings in

L(φ) are in the data. As seen from the example with LKJ above, this set is very small

in comparison to the size of the grammar. In general, the larger the set of banned

substrings in the grammar (i.e., the larger the size of the grammar), the smaller the

set of observed substrings (i.e., the size of the data) needed to identify that grammar.

This is significant for phonological learning, because it shows that a local pat-

tern over substrings, as defined in terms of banned substring constraints, is efficiently

learnable by a procedure that simply pays attention to small chunks of input words,
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as pictorialized in (8.23). Cognitively, it can be interpreted as a child learner paying

attention to connected, finite sequences of sounds in the words spoken to them. Of

course, there is the question of what the value of k is—that is, what is the size of these

chunks that humans pay attention to? This point will be returned to at the end of

this section. For more on this and related algorithms and their relationship to local

and long-distance phonological patterns over strings, see Chandlee (2014), Heinz (2007,

2010a), Jardine and Heinz (2016), and the references therein. We can now see how this

concept can be extended to connected, finite pieces of autosegmental structures.

8.2.3 Learning banned substructure constraints in graphs

To extend the concepts in learning SL languages from the previous subsection

to graphs, we can simply change the scanning function from subsk, which returned

substrings, to subgk, which returns subgraphs of size k. This can be defined for graphs

in general, but let us define it for a set APG(Γ) of APGs built from a set Γ of graph

primitives (because, in the end, we are just interested in APGs).

Definition 33 (subgk) For a graph g(w) ∈ APG(Γ), w ∈ Γ∗,

subgk(g(w)) = {H| H is a subgraph of g(⋊w⋉) with k nodes.}

The scanning procedure now, instead of simply moving from right to left in a

string, traverses over the edges of a graph two-dimensionally. Figure 8.1 illustrates

partially how such a procedure produces the set of subgraphs of size 3 for the graph

g(HLL) (given with boundaries in (8.30)).

(8.30) g(HLL) = H L

σ σ σ

g(⋊HLL⋉) = ⋊ H L ⋉

⋊ σ σ σ ⋉

While the implementation is slightly different, the core idea is the same: the

learner focuses only on connected substructures of a particular size. Note that there
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⋊ H L ⋉

⋊ σ σ σ ⋉

⋊ H L ⋉

⋊ σ σ σ ⋉

⋊ H L ⋉

⋊ σ σ σ ⋉

⋊ H L ⋉

⋊ σ σ σ ⋉

. . .

⋊ H L , H L ⋉ , ⋊ H

σ

, H L

σ

,

H

⋊ σ

, H

σ σ

, H L

σ

, L

σ σ

, L

σ σ

,

L

σ σ

, L

σ σ

, L

σ σ

, L ⋉

σ

, L

σ ⋉

,

⋊ σ σ , σ σ σ , σ σ ⋉

subg3(g(HLL)) =
{

}

Figure 8.1: Scanning subgraphs of size 3 in the graph g(HLL)

are more subgraphs of size 3 in g(⋊HLL⋉) than there are, say, substrings of size 3

in the string ⋊HLL⋉. In general, the number of subgraphs of a particular size in a

graph can get very large very quickly, but there are reasons to believe that for the

specific case of APGs there will be a reasonable bound on the number of subgraphs of

a particular size. This point will be fully explained momentarily.

Having extended the idea of scanning for substrings to subgraphs, the remainder

of the learning algorithm is identical to the one introduced in the previous subsection.

If we extend subgk to sets of graphs, just as we did with subsk and sets of strings,

then subgk(D) for some set D of graphs is the set of observed subgraphs of size k in D.

We again design a learner who assumes that all subgraphs of size k it doesn’t see are

banned. This set can be defined as follows.

Definition 34 (banned-subgk) For a set of graphs D ⊆ APG(Γ),

banned-subgk(D) = subgk(APG(Γ))− subgk(D)
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Parallel to its string counterpart (see Definition 31), subgk(APG(Γ)) is the set

of all subgraphs of size k obtainable from graphs in APG(Γ). Again, because k is finite,

this set is finite, and so banned-subgk(D) is computable.

We can then define AL
NL
G

k as a procedure which from an input set D of graphs

constructs a logical statement in L
NL
G using banned-subgk(D).

Definition 35 (ALNL
G

k ) For a finite set of APGs D ⊂ APG(Γ),

ALNL
G

k (D) = ¬G1 ∧ ¬G2 ∧ ¬G3 ∧ ... ∧ ¬Gn

where

{G1, G2, G3, ..., Gn} = banned-subgk(D)

Given AL
NL
G

k , we can state the following theorem. Parallel to how SLk are the

formal languages described by L
NL, let GSLk refer to the class of graph sets describable

by statements in L
NL
G whose largest banned subgraph constraint has a graph of size k

nodes.

Theorem 8 For any fixed k, the class GSLk is identifiable in the limit from positive

data whose size is polynomial in the size of the target grammar.

We can be confident that, given a AL
NL
G

k can correctly identify any graph set in

GSLk for the same reasons that ALNL

k can do so for any formal language in SLk. To

correctly identify a sentence φ ∈ L
NL
G (where the largest subgraph in φ is of size k) or

an equivalent, ALNL
G

k needs to see all of the subgraphs in subgk(APG(Γ)) that are not in

φ. Parallel to the characteristic sample for ALNL

k , a characteristic sample for ALNL
G

k for

L(φ) is thus any set D of graphs for which the observed subgraphs of size k in D are all

of the logically possible subgraphs of size k not banned by φ. As the size of this set of

subgraphs necessary is bounded by the size of subgk(APG(Γ)), and actually decreases

with the size of φ (where we calculate the size of a set of subgraphs in the usual way

by taking the sum of all of their nodes), we can be sure that the characteristic sample

is polynomial in the size of the target grammar.
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There remains the question of whether or not the scanning procedure outlined

above can be done efficiently. Ferreira (2013) shows that connected subgraphs of size k

of a graph G can be enumerated in time proportional to the size of G and the number

of said subgraphs. This last qualification is not trivial, as, for graphs in general, the

number of subgraphs of size k in a graph is not bounded polynomially by the size of

the graph. In other words, even an efficient algorithm for scanning through subgraphs

will run very slowly if there are many subgraphs to identify.

However, as established throughout Chapter 4, APGs are a very specific kind of

graph with a number of constraints on their structure. For example, the No-Crossing

Constraint, as well as the prohibition on association edges between nodes on the same

tier, means that the number of undirected edges will be in direct proportion to the

number of nodes in any APG. This likewise holds for the directed edges, which neces-

sarily form linear orders on each tier. These restrictions on the number of edges—which

again do not apply to graphs in general—thus severely restricts the number of con-

nected subgraphs. Let us formalize this intuition with the following conjecture.

Conjecture 1 Given a fixed k, the number of subgraphs of size k in an APG G is

polynomially bounded by the number of nodes in G.

Proving this conjecture will be left to future work. If it is true, however, then

an algorithm such as Ferreira (2013)’s can enumerate the subgraphs of an input set of

graphs in polynomial time. This would mean that AL
NL
G

k can identify a target grammar

in polynomial time as well as polynomial data, thus satisfying Definition 29 for iden-

tification in the limit from polynomial time and data. In intuitive terms, this means

that AL
NL
G

k is likely a cognitively plausible way, in terms of computational complexity, of

learning the language-specific autosegmental constraints proposed by this dissertation.

8.2.4 Learning APG grammars from strings

The previous discussion defined ALNL
G

k such that it takes a set of graphs as input.

This may be criticized as not realistic as a model of phonological learning, as the input
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to child learners is arguably a linear stream of sound. However, Chapter 4 has already

shown us how autosegmental graphs can be generated from such linear representations,

as long as an alphabet of graph primitives is provided in advance. However, prior

knowledge of an alphabet of graph primitives is not an unreasonable assumption for a

learner. Consider the alphabet Γ = {H,L,F} of graph primitives with the mapping g

to graphs as originally given in (4.27) (from Chapter 4, §4.5.1).

(8.31) g(H) = H

σ

g(L) = L

σ

g(F) = H L

σ

As detailed in that chapter, this set of primitives represents the knowledge that,

for example, a F-toned syllable corresponds to the autosegmental structure g(F) in

which a HL sequence of tones is associated to a single syllable. Given the concatenation

operation defined in Chapter 4, we know then that this knowledge can be generalized

to strings of syllables. Thus, for example, the structure g(⋊HLL⋉) from the preceding

discussion, can be generated from the string of syllables HLL. As such, any finite subset

of APG(Γ) can be generated from any finite subset of Γ∗. This means that for any

pattern over a set of autosegmental graphs generatable by a set of graph primitives

and concatenation, we can learn this pattern from a set of input strings.

However, as pointed out in Chapter 4, §§4.5.2 and 4.5.3, it is not simple enough

to posit a universal set of graph primitives, as some languages vary on their interpre-

tations of downstep. As shown there, in some languages a downstepped high TBU

(!H) may indicate a distinct H tone adjacent to another H, or it may indicate a H tone

following a floating L. These two options are repeated from these sections in (8.32)

below.
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(8.32) a. g(!H) = H H

σ

g(H!H) = H H

σ σ

b. g(!H) = L H

σ

g(H!H) = H L H

σ σ

Thus, the value for g(!H) must be language-specific. However, it is not incon-

ceivable how a learner might pick from these two options. Pulleyblank (1986), for

example, shows how languages with floating tones present abundant evidence for their

existence from morphological alternations. A learner could in principle, then, be de-

vised to use this information to make the choice between (8.32a) and (8.32b). However,

as this requires a theory of learning from morphological alternations, the articulation

of such a learner shall be left to future work.

8.2.5 Interim conclusion: learning banned subgraph constraints

The central lesson of this section has been that a learner which remembers ob-

served substructures of a particular size can efficiently learn patterns describable by

banned substructure constraints. This has been demonstrated concretely both for pat-

terns over strings and patterns over APGs. As the preceding chapters in this disserta-

tion have shown how a range of tone patterns can be described by banned substructure

constraints over APGs, this thus provides a major step towards the learning of tone.

A caveat is that the learner must know the size of substructures it is looking

for; recall that both theorems stated that given a value k, patterns describable with

banned substructures of size k can be learned. From the perspective of phonological

learning, then, what is k, and is it reasonable for a child to have some value for k? As

seen in Chapters 5 and 6 of this dissertation, the largest k-value in a banned subgraph

constraint was 6, required for (5.58) in Northern Karanga Shona (see Chapter 5, §5.3.5,

p. 174). Most of the other constraints had k values of 4 or 5. Thus, it can be that
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humans use a learner (or, perhaps, a set of learners) with a relatively small value for

k.

Finally, as noted at the beginning of the section, the learning model considered

here focused on how the local nature of banned substructure constraints contributes

to their learnability. It thus abstracted away from the problem of learning from noisy

data. However, noisy data is an independent issue, and can be dealt with by developing

stochastic versions of banned substructure learners (Heinz and Rogers, 2010). There

are also stochastic learning paradigms, such as the Probably Approximately Correct

(PAC) framework (Valiant, 1984; Angluin and Laird, 1988). Thus, future work on

learning from noisy data can build on the paradigm described here, but it would not

change the central result: the local nature of banned subgraph constraints makes them

learnable.

8.3 Conclusion

This chapter reviewed two issues which had not yet been addressed in this dis-

sertation: the superstructure problem, in which the banned subgraph constraints in

L
NL
G cannot describe patterns in which a superstructure of a banned subgraph is al-

lowed, and the learning problem, which concerns how the language-specific constraints

advanced by this dissertation might be learned. While both of these problems are le-

gitimate concerns, they both have clear solutions. The superstructure problem can be

addressed while maintaining the restrictivity of banned subgraph constraints through

enriching the structure of the APGs. This additional structure is not only minimal,

but it has been proposed in some form in the previous literature. The learning problem

can be addressed by borrowing the idea of substructure learning from strings, and it

was shown that the learnability of local constraints in strings lifts to APGS. Thus,

while both of these issues were only touched on here, there is a clear path forward for

future work to fully develop their solutions.
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Chapter 9

CONCLUSION

The main contribution of this dissertation was to develop an explicit notion

of locality over autosegmental representations and argue for a theory of tonal well-

formedness based on this notion. Specifically, it tested the following hypothesis with

regards to two major types of tone patterns:

(9.1) The L
NL
G Hypothesis: Surface well-formedness constraints in tonal phonology

are local over autosegmental structures.

This hypothesis predicts that language-specific generalizations should be de-

scribable by inviolable, language-specific constraints which ban substructures of au-

tosegmental representations. Analyses using these constrants to describe tone-mapping

patterns, which exhibit language-specific restrictions on how tones map to tone-bearing

units, and long-distance patterns, in which the generalization holds over unbounded

stretches of tone-bearing units, were consistent with this hypothesis. The theory of

tonal well-formedness based on the banned substructure version of locality was thus

argued to be superior to previous theories of tone in that it both captured the local na-

ture of these surface well-formendess generalizations, including ones which have been

difficult to describe in Optimality Theory, and it made clear typological predictions

that disclude complex, unattested patterns predicted to exist by standard versions

of Optimality Theory. It was also shown to be superior to a string-based theory of

computational locality in that it captured the full range of the patterns, without over-

generating unattested patterns, like the initial H, final H pattern, that are possible

with more powerful string logics. Furthermore, it was also shown how surface locality
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over graphs could be integrated into a theory of phonological transformations, and it

was shown that the language-specific constraints can be learned.

While the hypothesis in (9.1) was confirmed, two problematic cases were dis-

cussed. Describing the accent pattern of Wan Japanese Type β words required in-

cluding morphological information on the melody tier, which deviated from previous

analyses, although there were reasonable arguments for this choice. Additionally, a

general ‘superstructure problem’, in which it is impossible to describe a pattern for

which well-formed structures can be superstructures of ill-formed structures, was illus-

trated through the case of Aghem. Again, this issue was shown to be solvable with

reasonable changes to the representation. Thus, while these two issues had solutions,

they highlight the need to continue to test the hypothesis in (9.1) with regards to

attested tone patterns. This dissertation provided evidence, through showing that it

held true for major types of tonal generalizations, that it is a viable hypothesis, but

the typology of tone is vast, and so future work can continue to explore whether or not

this typology can be described in L
NL
G .

It should be emphasized again that the local nature of the tone generalizations

observed by this dissertation is a fact independent of how they might be analyzed in

terms of transformations. This means that for any theory of transformations, adhering

to this fact makes it a stronger theory. While this dissertation offered one way of

integrating this locality into a theory of transformations based on local constraints in

correspondence graphs, there may be ways to integrate it into other theories. One

can begin, for example, with Eisner (1997a)’s local theory of Optimality Theory, and

Potts and Pullum (2002)’s logical implementation discussed in Chapter 7.

Other venues for future work stem from this dissertation’s secondary contri-

bution, which was to show that autosegmental representations are stringlike in that

crucial properties such as the NCC and the OCP can be derived from concatenation

of a finite set of graph primitives. Defining the universal set of APRs through graph

concatenation served as a good working hypothesis for the purposes of this dissertation,
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but several issues were highlighted, particularly with respect to downstep and under-

specification. While solutions for these issues were sketched out, a full articulation

of concatenation as a theory of non-linear representation will be left for future work.

Additionally, this dissertation demonstrated that this notion of graph concatenation

is a natural one for phonology, as it was connected to tonal autosegmental structures,

input/output correspondence, and to learning. It is quite possible then that connect-

ing it to other areas of phonology, such as segmental or metrical structure, will yield

further insights.

Finally, a major lesson demonstrated throughout this dissertation is that, in

the face of a pattern beyond the expressivity of one’s current hypothesis, enriching

the representation is a more restrictive theoretical choice than increasing the power of

the grammar. In other words, representation really matters. While necessarily limited

in scope to autosegmental representations in tone, this dissertation has established a

framework for studying phonological representation in a formal, explicit way. This is

thus a substantive step towards understanding the nature of locality and representation

in phonology.
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